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Abstract
In recent years, with the main motivation of reducing operating costs, the use of
alternative fuels, especially refuse derived fuel (RDF), has become more popular in
the cement industry. Besides the fuel costs, the reduction of CO2 emission and cheap
alternative for waste disposal methods are other incentives for using RDFs in the
cement plants. Around 55–65% of the fuel used in a cement factory is fired in a
cement calciner. Compared to the conventional fossil fuels (FFs) fired in cement
calciners, such as coal and petcoke, the characteristics of RDFs are very different
in both physical (e.g., larger particle size and highly non–spherical particles) and
chemical (e.g., different material types, reaction processes, reaction kinetics, etc.)
aspects. Furthermore, RDFs have large variations in properties depending on their
source and processing technology. The utilization of RDFs in cement calciners is a
fairly new subject and has not been studied systematically. In order to design and
operate RDF–fired calciners with high fuel conversion and low pollutant emissions,
knowledge on the multiphase flows and conversion of RDFs under calciner conditions
is required. In this thesis, it has been tried to obtain a fundamental understanding of
the use of RDFs in cement calciners, through literature survey, experimental practices
of physical, aerodynamic, and combustion characterization of RDFs, and full–scale
measurements and CFD simulation of FF/RDF–fired calciners.
As the size and shape of RDF particles are two important factors affecting their aero-
dynamic and conversion behaviour in cement calciners, the physical and aerodynamic
properties of several RDF samples are characterized through wind sieve experiments
as well as 2D photographing. Based on the estimated size and shape of particles as
well as the terminal velocity of particles (characterized using the wind sieve), the
Ganser drag model is modified to provide more accurate aerodynamic modeling of
particles in terminal condition. The estimated size and shape of particles as well as
the modified Ganser drag model are used as inputs for CFD simulation of RDF–fired
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calciner. Furthermore, an approach is proposed for estimation of mass distribution
of RDF particles from the terminal velocity (characterized using the wind sieve) and
the maximum projected area (determined using 2D photographing) of particles.
Plastics are one of the major materials found in RDF, contributing to around 10 to
30 percent of RDF used in Europe. The suspension conversion of man–made pure
plastics as well as plastics from an RDF sample is studied under calciner condition in
a single particle combustor (SPC). Furthermore, for selected experiments and during
the conversion process, the particle center and surface temperatures are measured
using an S–type thermocouple and an infrared camera, respectively. The conver-
sion of plastics is mainly composed of two steps of melting and decomposition. The
total conversion time is dominantly affected by the particle size and reactor tem-
perature and the particle shape has a minor effect. A 1D mathematical model is
developed to model the plastic particle conversion in suspension. This model is val-
idated against the experiments through comparison with the total conversion times
as well as the measured surface and center temperatures. Two basic and simplified
isothermal models are also developed to be used as sub–models in CFD simulations
of reactive systems operating with RDF. The simplified isothermal model can be used
in Barracuda Virtual Reactor® solver for CFD simulation of RDF–fired calciner. It
is shown that for plastic particles lighter than 1000 mg and in comparison with the
1D model, the discrepancies of predicted total conversion times using the basic and
simplified isothermal models are below ±30% and ±25%, respectively.
Characterization of particle dispersion and gas–solid heat transfer is carried out
through extensive gas velocity and temperature measurements in a cold pilot scale
calciner (carried out prior to the PhD study) as well as CFD simulations using Bar-
racuda Virtual Reactor® solver. The velocity profiles of the particle–free flow are well
predicted by the CFD simulations. For the particle–laden flow, two drag models of
EMMS and Gidaspow are studied. Both drag models exhibit proper agreement with
the measurements. However, using the EMMS drag model, falling of particles into
the upstream regions as well as the overall area–averaged temperatures are better
predicted.
Full–scale measurements of an ILC system operating with fossil fuel (FF) as well as
RDF are carried out with the main purpose of comparison of the measurement data
with the CFD simulation results. For five different scenarios, the gas temperature and
species concentrations are measured at different locations in the calciner. The effects
of fuel type fired in the calciner as well as the amount of raw meal fed to the lower
calciner vessel on the calciner performance (e.g., fuel burnout, calcination degree,
etc.) are studied. It is shown that as the moisture content of the fuel fired in the
calciner is increased, e.g., when higher amount of RDF is fired, the gas temperature is
decreased in the bottom calciner vessel. Generally, in the calciner vessels, the degree
of fuel conversion is lower when a higher amount of RDF is fired in the calciner.
Furthermore, the high temperature oxidation zone induced in the bottom calciner
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vessel by feeding some amount of raw meal to the upper calciner vessel, improves the
fuel conversion degree.
Two of the measurement scenarios are selected for CFD simulations of the calciner op-
erating with FF and RDF using Barracuda Virtual Reactor® solver. For the FF–fired
calciner, the gas temperature is well predicted while the O2 and CO2 species con-
centrations are overpredicted and underpredicted, respectively. Consequently, both
fuel conversion and calcination degrees are underpredicted. For the RDF–fired cal-
ciner, the gas temperature in the lower and upper calciner vessels is overpredicted.
The fuel conversion degree is in proper agreement with the measurements while the
calcination degree is still under predicted. In the upper calciner vessel and for the
FF–fired calciner, the degrees of fuel conversion and calcination are underpredicted
by 18.5% and 15.6%, respectively. For RDF–fired calciner, the mentioned parameters
are underpredicted by 0.8% and 16.1%, respectively. Overall, the non–uniformity of
cross–sectional gas temperature and species concentration profiles is overpredicted in
the calciner vessels. In the swan neck, the predicted distribution of the mentioned
profiles is in good agreement with the measurements. Possible causes of discrep-
ancies between the measurements and CFD simulations (if any) are described, and
suggestions for improvement are discussed.
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Dansk resumé
I de senere år, er anvendelsen af alternative brændsler, især brændsler udvundet af
affald (Refuse Derived Fuels – RDF) blevet mere populære i cementindustrien. Den
væsentligste motivation er at reducere driftsomkostningerne til brændsel. Derudover
er muligheden for CO2 reduktioner og et billigt alternativ til affaldsdeponi vigtige
incitamenter til at bruge disse brændstoffer på cementfabrikker. Omkring 55–65% af
det brændsel, der anvendes på en cementfabrik, fyres i en cementkalcinator. Sam-
menlignet med de konventionelle fossile brændsler (Fossil Fuels – FF), der fyres i
cementkalcinatoren, såsom kul og petcoke, er RDF’s karakteristika meget forskellige
både hvad angår fysiske (f.eks. større partikelstørrelse og meget ikke-sfæriske partik-
ler) og kemiske aspekter (f.eks. forskellige materialetyper, reaktionsprocesser, reak-
tionskinetik, etc.). Desuden viser RDF store variationer i egenskaber afhængigt af
brændslets kilde og forarbejdningsteknologi. Anvendelsen af alternative brændstoffer
i cementkalcinatorer er et forholdsvis nyt emne, som ikke er undersøgt systematisk.
For at designe og anvende RDF–fyrede kalcinatorer med høj udbrændingsgrad og
lave emissioner af skadelige stoffer, er det nødvendigt med mere viden om flerfases-
trømme og forbrænding af RDF under kalcinator–betingelser. I denne afhandling
forsøges det at tilvejebringe en grundlæggende forståelse for brugen af RDF i ce-
mentkalcinatorer gennem litteraturundersøgelser, eksperimentelle metoder til at un-
dersøge fysiske, aerodynamiske og forbrændingsmæsste karakteristika af RDF, samt
fuldskala målinger og CFD–simulering af FF/RDF–fyrede kalcinatorer.
RDF–partiklernes størrelse og form er to vigtige faktorer, der påvirker deres aero-
dynamk og omsætning i cementkalcinatorer. Derfor er de fysiske og aerodynamiske
egenskaber af flere RDF-prøver blevet bestemt ved vindsigteforsøg samt 2D–fotografering.
Baseret på den estimerede størrelse og form af partiklerne samt deres faldhastighed
(karakteriseret ved anvendelse af vindsigten), blev Ganser’s drag–model justeret til
at give en mere præcis model til at beskrive aerodynamikken af partikler i frit fald.
x Dansk resumé
Den estimerede partikelsstørrelse og -form samt den modificerede Ganser drag-model
anvendes som input til CFD–simulering af en RDF–fyret kalcinator. Endvidere fores-
lås en metode til at estimere massedistribution af RDF–partikler udfra partiklernes
faldhastighed (karakteriseret ved anvendelse af vindsigten) og deres maksimale pro-
jicerede areal (bestemt ved anvendelse af 2D–fotografering).
Plast udgør typisk omkring 10 til 30 procent af RDF, der anvendes i Europa. For-
brændingen af ren plast samt plast fra en RDF–prøve under kalcinatorlignende forhold
blev undersøgt i en forsøgsopstilling der kan forbrænde enkelte partikler (Single Par-
ticle Combustor - SPC). I udvalgte forsøg blev plastpartiklernes overflade- og ker-
netemperatur målt under forbrændingen vha. et infrarødt kamera henholdsvis et
S-type termoelement. Omdannelsen af plast består hovedsaglig af smeltning og ned-
brydning. Den samlede forbrændingstidd påvirkes primært af partikelstørrelsen og
reaktortemperaturen, mens partikelformen har en mindre betydning. En matematisk
1D model er blevet udviklet til at modellere forbrændingen af plastpartikler i sus-
pension. Denne model er valideret ved at sammenligne beregningerne med de målte
omsætningsstider samt overflade- og kernetemperaturer. To forenklede isoterme mod-
eller er blevet udviklet til brug som undermodeller i CFD–simuleringer. Det gør det
muligt at bruge den forenklede isoterme model i Barracuda Virtual Reactor® til CFD–
simulering af RDF–fyrede kalcinatorer. For plastpartikler, der er lettere end 1000 mg,
er uoverensstemmelserne mellem de beregnede forbrændingstider for 1D–modellen og
den basale og forsimplede isoterme modeller under 30 henholdsvis 25%.
Karakterisering af partikeldispersionen og varmetransmissionen mellem gas og faste
stoffer er blevet udført vha. omfattende gashastigheds- og temperaturmålinger i en
kold pilotskalaenhed (udført inden Ph.D.–studiet) samt CFD–simuleringer ved brug
af Barracuda Virtual Reactor®. Hastighedsprofilerne for den partikelfri gasstrøm
beskrives godt af CFD–simuleringerne. For at beskrive den partikelfyldte strøm er
de to drag-modeller EMMS og Gidaspow blevet undersøgt. Begge drag–modeller
viser en god overnsstemmelse med de eksperimentelle målinger. Dog giver brugen af
EMMS drag–modellen en bedre forudsigelse af partikelgennemfald og de overordnede
gennemsnitstemperaturer.
Målinger på et fuldskala ILC–system, der opererer med fossilt brændsel (FF) og RDF,
udføres med for at sammenligne måledata med resultaterne ad CFD–simuleringerne.
Gastemperaturen og koncentrationerne blev målt forskellige steder i kalcinatoren ved
fem forskellige scenarier. Kalcinatorens virkningsgrad (fx. brændselsomsætning og
kalcineringsgrad, etc.) blev undersøgt for forskellige brændsler og mængder af råmel
tilført den nedre del af kalcinatoren. Det blev påvist, at når fugtindholdet i brændslet,
der fyres i kalcinatoren, øges, fx. når der anvendes en højere mængde RDF, reduceres
gastemperaturen, især i den nedre del af kalcinatoren, er brændslets omsætningsgrad
mindre når en større mængde RDF fyres i kalcinatoren. Desuden øges temperaturen
i oxidationszonen i den nedre del af kalcinatoren ved at føde en vis mængde råmel til
den øvre del af kalcinatoren. Dette kan forbedre omsætningsgraden af brændslet.
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To af målescenarierne udvælges til CFD–simuleringer ved brug af Barracuda Vir-
tual Reactor® Solver. Både et scenarie med en FF–fyret og en RDF–fyret kalcina-
tor simuleres. For den FF-fyrede kalcinator stemmer gastemperaturen godt overens
med målingerne, mens O2– og CO2–koncentrationen overpredikteres henholdsvis un-
derpredikteres. Derfor er både brændselomsætningen og kalcineringsgraden under-
predikterede. For den RDF-fyrede kalcinator er gastemperaturen i de nedre og
øvre dele af kalcinatoren overpredikterede. Brændselsomsætningen er i god ov-
erensstemmelse med målingerne, mens kalcineringsgraden stadig er underpredikteret.
I den øvre del af kalcinatoren underpredikteres brændslets omsætning med 18.5%
mens kalcineringsgraden underpredikteres med 15.6% for den FF–fyrede kalcina-
tor. For den RDF–fyrede kalcinator er de nævnte parametre underpredikterede med
henholdsvis 0.8% og 16.1%. Overordnet set overpredikteres uhomogenitetetn i de
tværsnitlige profiler af temperatur of gaskoncentration. I svanehalsen (swan neck)
er disse profiler i god overensstemmelse med målingerne. Mulige årsager til uov-
erensstemmelser mellem målingerne og CFD–simuleringerne er beskrevet, og forslag
til forbedring diskuteres.
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Abbreviations and Symbols
Abbreviations
AF Alternative Fuel
CF Calcination Factor
CFB Circulating Fluidized Bed
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CPFD Computational Particle Fluid Dynamics
DES Detached Eddy Simulation
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
DPM Discrete Phase Model
DSC Differential Scanning Calorimetry
E–E Eulerian–Eulerian
E–L Eulerian–Lagrangian
EMMS Energy Minimization Multi–Scale
FCC Fluid Catalytic Cracker
FF Fossil Fuel
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HDPE High Density Polyethylene
ILC In–line Calciner
IW Industrial Waste
KTGF Kinetic Theory of Granular Flow
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LES Large Eddy Simulation
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MBT Mechanical-Biological Treatment
MFM Multi Fluid Model
MP–PIC Multi–Phase Particle In–Cell
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NCV Net Calorific Value
PBM Population Balance Model
PP Polypropylene
PPM Part(s) Per Million
PS Polystyrene
PSD Particle Size Distribution
RANS Reynolds–Averaged Navier–Stokes
RDF Refuse Derived Fuel
RMS Root Mean Square
RSM Reynolds Stress Model
SAS Scale Adaptive Simulation
SLC Separate–line Calciner
SNCR Selective Non–Catalytic Reduction
SPC Single Particle Combustor
SRF Solid Recovered Fuel
SRS Scale Resolving Simulation
SST Shear Stress Transport (model)
TAD Tertiary Air Duct
TGA Thermogravimetric Analysis
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Roman
Ap Particle surface area m2
Cp Specific heat J.kg−1.K−1
CD Drag coefficient -
dp Volume–equivalent particle diameter, dp =
(
6Vp
pi
)1/3
m
dm
The 63rd percentile of particle size or mass in Rosin–
Rammler distribution m or kg
Dtube Wind sieve tube diameter m
Dt Turbulent diffusivity m2.s−1
dSM Sauter–mean diameter m
FD Drag force N
Fp
Particle feed–back term in the fluid momentum equa-
tion N.m
−3
FTp Particle feed–back term in the fluid energy equation W.m−3
G Radiation intensity W.m−2
g Gravitational acceleration vector m.s−2
hg Gas enthalpy J.kg−1
kcal−forward Forward calcination reaction rate mole.s−1
kcal−backward Backward calcination reaction rate m3.s−1
Kd Plastic decomposition reaction rate s−1
Km Plastic melting reaction rate s−1
Kmoist Drying reaction rate s−1
kOx Char oxidation reaction rate m.mole−1.s−1
kox−c Char oxidation chemical reaction rate m.mole−1.s−1
kox−g Char oxidation (oxygen) diffusion rate m.mole−1.s−1
Kvol Devolatilization reaction rate s−1
mchar Particle char mass kg
mL Particle liquid plastic mass kg
mmoist Particle moisture mass kg
mp Particle overall mass kg
mS Particle solid mass kg
mvol Particle volatiles mass kg
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r Position in spherical coordinates m
Rep Particle Reynolds number, ρgdpUslipµg -
Sct Turbulent Schmidt number -
Sc Schmidt number -
Sh Sherwood number, 2 + 0.6Re0.5p Sc
1
3 -
Tenv Environment temperature K
Tg Gas temperature K
Tp Particle temperature K
Tr Reaction temperature K
tp Particle thickness m
ug Gas velocity vector m.s−1
up Particle velocity vector m.s−1
Uslip Slip velocity, | ugp − up | m.s−1
Va Air velocity inside the wind sieve m.s−1
Vp Particle volume m.s−1
Vt Terminal velocity m.s−1
xp Particle position vector m
Y
Cumulative size or mass of Rosin–Rammler distribu-
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Yg,i Gas mass fraction of species i -
Greek
α Absorption coefficient m−1
∆ LES filter width m
∆hm Heat of plastic melting J.kg−1
∆hd Heat of plastic decomposition J.kg−1
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δij Kronecker delta -
p Particle total emissivity -
θg Gas volume fraction -
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θp Particle volume fraction -
κeff Effective thermal conductivity, κt + κg W.m−1.K−1
κg Gas thermal conductivity W.m−1.K−1
κp Particle thermal conductivity W.m−1.K−1
κt Turbulent thermal conductivity W.m−1.K−1
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µg Gas molecular viscosity N.s.m−2
µt Turbulent viscosity N.s.m−2
ρg Gas density kg.m−3
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p
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τT Particle thermal response time,
Cppρpd
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p
12κg s
φ Wadell’s degree of sphericity -
Symbols
〈 〉 Time–averaged value -
p Interpolated value from the Eulerian grid to the par-ticle position
⊥ Normal to the direction of relative velocity -
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Subscripts
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g Gas -
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides a brief introduction of the PhD thesis. In the first part, the
background and motivation of the study are presented and subsequently, the objec-
tives and outlines of the thesis are described.
1.1 Background and motivation
Cement is one of the most widely used components in construction materials with a
yearly worldwide production of 4.2 billion tonnes [1]. There are two important en-
vironmental and economical concerns in the cement production. Firstly, the cement
industry is responsible for around 5% of the worldwide CO2 emissions [2]. Further-
more, the cement manufacturing requires an extensive amount of thermal energy for
material heating, calcination, and clinker reactions which is reported to be, on aver-
age, around 3.54 MJ/kg clinker in 2016 [3]. This leads to a high fuel cost in cement
production which may take up to 30–40% of the production cost [4].
In the past two decades, there have been growing interests in substituting conven-
tional fossil fuels (FFs), such as coal and petcoke, with alternative fuels (AFs), such
as refuse derived fuels (RDFs) and solid recovered fuels (SRFs), in the cement plant
calciners and rotary kilns. The main motivation for this substitution is the fuel cost
which can be either low (compared to fossil fuels), zero, or negative when AFs are
used. Furthermore, the biomass fraction in RDFs is considered as CO2–neutral [5],
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meaning that the net CO2 emission from the combustion of biomass is zero. Other
minor motivations for this substitution are solving waste disposal issues (as the solid
residue after combustion of AFs will be incorporated into the final product material)
and saving the fossil fuels resources.
One of the limiting factors in use of RDFs in the cement calciners is the significant
differences between the conventional FFs (i.e., coal and petroleum coke) and RDFs
in physical (e.g., aerodynamic, size, and shape) and fuel (e.g., fuel moisture content,
heating value, and ultimate and proximate analysis) properties. Furthermore, RDFs
have large variations depending on their source and processing technology which may
induce operational instability problems in cement manufacturing process.
1.2 Objectives of the thesis
In order to design and operate RDF–fired calciners with high fuel conversion and
low pollutant emissions, in–depth knowledge on the multiphase flows and conversion
of RDFs under calciner conditions is required. This can be obtained by conducting
experiments, and by developing and validating cost–efficient modelling tools, such as
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models. The model can be used to support the
process design, trouble shooting and performance optimization in industrial calciners.
The main objectives of this study are as follows,
1. Achieve new and improved knowledge on multiphase flows (hydrodynamics of
suspended particles), calcination, and conversion of AFs (i.e. drying, pyrolysis,
and char oxidation) in cement plant calciners, with a special focus on RDFs.
2. Develop advanced characterization methods for physical, chemical and aero-
dynamic properties of RDFs, and their combustion behaviors under cement
calciner conditions. The methods will support the development of the CFD
model for RDF combustion.
3. Develop a reliable and cost-effective CFD model for RDF– and Coal–fired cal-
ciners. The model will be able to accurately predict the fuel burnout, raw
meal conversion and CO emission at the calciner outlet, and provide reliable
information about the temperature, gas and particle distributions in a calciner.
1.3 Outline of the thesis
Chapter 2 provides a brief literature survey regarding the cement production process,
cement calciners, and the status and challenges of utilizing RDFs in cement calciners.
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In chapter 3, a literature survey in the area of CFD simulation of gas–solid reactive
systems is provided.
Chapter 4 deals with physical and aerodynamic characterization of several RDF sam-
ples from cement plants; and a method for estimation of RDF particles size and shape
is proposed. In chapter 5, an introduction to the solid fuel conversion is presented fol-
lowed by CFD sub–models for the conversion of two main fractions in RDF, biomass
and plastic.
Chapter 6 covers an experimental and CFD study of the gas–solid flow in a cold pilot
calciner with the main focus of validation of the CFD model in cold condition and
investigating different drag models.
In chapter 7, the results of a full–scale measurement campaign of a cement calciner
at five different operating conditions (e.g., the type and amount of solid fuel firing)
is presented and discussed. Two of the measurement scenarios representing FF–fired
and RDF–fired calciners are selected and modelled using CFD in chapter 8. The
results from the CFD simulations are compared with the measurement data.
Finally, summarized in chapter 9 are the conclusions of the study and suggestions for
future activities.
1.4 Publications
The following journal articles are published during the PhD study regarding the
studies presented in chapters 4 and 5, respectively,
M. Nakhaei, M.N. Pedersen, H. Wu, L.S. Jensen, P. Glarborg, P.A. Jensen, D. Gré-
vain, K. Dam-Johansen, Aerodynamic and physical characterization of refuse derived
fuel, Energy and Fuels, 32(7):7685-7700, doi: 10.1021/acs.energyfuels.8b01359 [6].
M. Nakhaei, H. Wu, D. Grévain, L.S. Jensen, P. Glarborg, S. Clausen, K. Dam-
Johansen, Experiments and modeling of single plastic particle conversion in suspen-
sion, Fuel Processing Technology, 178:213-225, doi: 10.1016/j.fuproc.2018.05.003 [7].
Also the study presented in chapter 6 is submitted to Powder Technology titled as
below,
M. Nakhaei, C.E. Hessel, H. Wu, D. Grévain, S. Zakrzewski, L.S. Jensen, P. Glarborg,
K. Dam–Johansen, Experimental and CPFD study of gas–solid flow in a cold pilot
calciner, submitted to Powder Technology on 5 May 2018.
It is planned that the content provided in chapters 7 and 8 will be submitted to the
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well–known journal papers.
Chapter 2
Literature survey: cement
production and calciner
This chapter describes the main production processes taking place in the cement
plants with a special focus on the cement calciner. The fuels used for cement pro-
duction as well as important technical issues regarding firing of alternative fuels in
the calciner are addressed.
2.1 Cement production process
The term "cement" is generally referred to a material mainly composed of lime (cal-
cium oxide) with a strong ability in hardening and also binding other materials to-
gether. The use of limestone–based materials as binders goes back to ancient times.
For example, Romans created a concrete–like material from crushed rock and burnt
lime about 2000 years ago [8]. Up to now, the most prevalent cement used around
the world is Portland cement with the main component being calcium silicates (3
CaO · SiO2 and 2 CaO · SiO2). The description in this section focuses on processes
related to ordinary Portland cement production.
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2.1.1 Cement clinker and raw meal
Portland cement is produced by grinding and mixing Portland clinker with about 5
wt.% gypsum [9]. The composition of a typical Portland clinker is presented in Table
2.1. Alite, C3S, is the dominant component of common Portland cement clinkers
which reacts quickly with water and is the core material responsible for the initial
strength of concrete [10]. On the other hand, belite, C2S, reacts slowly with water
and has a small contribution to the total strength of concrete in the first few days.
However, in long term, the strength obtained from pure alite and belite are of the
same order. Ferrite and aluminate phases speed up the clinker formation in the rotary
kiln and contribute to the strength development [10].
Table 2.1: Composition of a typical Portland cement clinker [10].
Clinker ma-
terial
Chemical composition Specialabbreviation
Typical
content wt.%
Alite 3 CaO · SiO2 C3S 50 - 70
Belite 2 CaO · SiO2 C2S 15 - 30
Aluminate 3 CaO · Al2O3 C3A 5 - 10
Ferrite 4 CaO · Al2O3 · Fe2O3 C4AF 5 - 15
Clinker minerals are produced by sintering of raw meal at temperatures up to 1450°C
in different stages. Mostly imposed by market demands, the composition of the final
product should be within a narrow limit. One of the controlling factors of the final
clinker content is the raw meal composition which should be carefully chosen [11].
Table 2.2 shows the typical range of chemical composition of the raw meal used for the
production of Portland cement clinker. Limestone, which is the prevalent material in
the cement raw meal, is the source for free lime while other sources such as silicates,
aluminum, and iron are supplied by clay and sand in the raw meal.
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Table 2.2: Typical ranges for the composition of raw meal used for Portland cement
production [12].
Component Typical content wt. %
CaCO3 75 - 80
MgCO3 0 - 6
SiO2 11 - 16
Al2O3 2 - 6
Fe2O3 0.1 - 3
Na2O + K2O 0.1 - 1.5
SO3 0 - 0.2
2.1.2 Chemical Reactions
The clinker–related chemical reactions in a Portland cement production plant are
mainly categorised as calcination and clinker reactions, that mainly take place in
cement calciner and rotary kiln, respectively. These reactions are shortly described
here.
2.1.2.1 Calcination
Calcination is the most energy demanding reaction which takes place mainly in a
cement calciner. This reaction could be expressed as below [12],
CaCO3(s)→ CO2(g) + CaO(s) ∆H = +1782 kJ/kgCaCO3 (2.1)
Depending on CO2 partial pressure, the temperature at which this reaction takes
place is in the range of 700-900°C. More discussion regarding the calcination reaction
kinetics are presented in chapter 3. The calcination reaction is highly endothermic
and it can be used as a temperature controlling tool in calciners [13].
2.1.2.2 Clinker reactions
Clinker reactions mainly occur at temperatures between 700°C and 1450°C in the
rotary kiln where calcium oxide (CaO) reacts with quartz (SiO2) and the products
from clay minerals decomposition such as Al2O3 and Fe2O3. Fig. 2.1 shows the
species present at different temperatures during the clinker production.
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Liquid phase
Free CaO
CaCO3
Quartz
Clays
C S2
C S3
C A3
C AF4
Figure 2.1: A simplified illustration of the species present at various temperatures
during clinker production process [14].
From an approximate temperature of 700°C, belite (C2S) will be formed from calcium
oxide and quartz according to the following reaction [12],
2CaO + SiO2 → 2CaO · SiO2 ∆H = −734 kJ/kgC2S (2.2)
As this reaction proceeds further, the amount of quartz in the system decreases (see
Fig. 2.1). At higher temperatures, i.e. around 900°C, aluminate (C3A) and ferrite
(C4AF) are formed from clay (Fe2O3 and Al2O3) according to [12],
3CaO +Al2O3 → 3CaO ·Al2O3 ∆H = −27 kJ/kgC3A (2.3)
4CaO +Al2O3 + Fe2O3 → 4CaO ·Al2O3 · Fe2O3
∆H = −105 kJ/kgC4AF
(2.4)
Finally, at temperatures above 1300°C, a melt is formed which is primarily composed
of aluminate (C3A) and ferrite (C4AF) phases. Then the formation of alite (C3S) from
calcium oxide and belite (C2S) is accelerated according to the following endothermic
reaction [12],
C2S + CaO → 3CaO · SiO2 ∆H = +59 kJ/kgC3S (2.5)
The final clinker production step is rapid cooling process when the maximum temper-
ature has been reached [15]. If the cooling process takes place at a low rate, secondary
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belite (C3S) and free calcium oxide may be formed as alite dissolves into the liquid
phase. This may result in poor quality of the cement clinker especially the cement
strength and the rate of strength development [13].
2.1.3 Overview of a cement production plant
The processes taking place in a common Portland cement production plant can be
divided into five main parts including: 1) raw material extraction and treatment; 2)
preheating and calcination phases; 3) kiln phase; 4) cooling and final treatment; 5)
storage and shipment. The system of preheater, calciner, rotary kiln, and cooler,
where high temperature treatment of materials takes place, is generally referred as
the pyrosystem [13]. A schematic flow diagram of the gas and solid flows in the
pyrosystem of a modern Portland cement production plant is depicted in Fig. 2.2.
As mentioned, raw materials for cement production are mainly limestone, clay and
sand. It is common that cement plants are placed in regions near to a quarry of
limestone in order to save extra cost for transportation. Limestone is extracted from
the quarry and before transportation to the plant; limestone rocks are crushed into
smaller pieces. Other raw materials, as are needed in smaller amounts, are directly
brought from other sources. After transportation of the initial raw meal, proper
proportions of limestone, sand, and clay are mixed and then crushed. After grinding,
the mass–based averaged particle size of the raw meal is typically around 40 µm [13].
The raw materials are stored in a silo for further production processes.
In the preheating phase, the raw meal particles are heated after passing through a
series of cyclones and by a counter flow of the flue gas from the cement calciner or the
rotary kiln (see Fig. 2.2). The heated raw material is then fed to the calciner where
the calcination reaction takes place. The flue gasses from the rotary kiln are either
entered to the calciner (path 1) or to the preheater (path 2). Paths 1 and 2 in Fig.
2.2 correspond to in–line and separate–line calciners, respectively (see section 2.2.1).
Furthermore, it is possible that a fraction of gas–solid flow from the kiln is bypassed
(see section 2.2). The energy required for calcination process is brought about by
feeding fuel to the calciner bottom sections. The remaining clinker reactions take
place in the rotary kiln. More details regarding the reactions taking place in the
cement calciner and rotary kiln are provided in section 2.1.2.
After the cement kiln, the products are cooled down by exchanging heat with air at the
ambient temperature. Most of the hot air from cooling is used in the cement calciner
or rotary kiln. Depending on the type of clinker cooler and clinker granulometry, the
clinker temperature after the cooler lies within the range of 80–490°C [15]. Clinker
nodules at this stage are usually of the size of 20–50 mm [13]. Afterwards, the
clinker nodules are ground into extremely fine particles, and then other additives
such as gypsum, coal fly-ash, etc. are added to the products.
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Figure 2.2: The flow diagram outlining the main unit operations and material flows
of the pyrosystem of a modern Portland cement production plant. The
figure is reproduced from [13].
2.2 Cement calciner
As the cement calciner is the main focus in this project, a review of calciner systems
is presented in this section. The main purpose of a calciner is to decompose calcium
carbonate into calcium oxide and carbon dioxide in a place other than the cement
kiln. There are some advantages in using a calciner for calcination process rather
than handling this process in the same rotary kiln with the most important ones
listed below,
• Better heat transfer conditions
In a cement calciner compared to a rotary kiln, the raw meal particles are
suspended by the carrier gas, and the thermal efficiency for the heat transfer
between the gases and the raw meal particles is higher. If the calcination takes
place in the rotary kiln, because raw meal particles are transported in a bed
of granular material, the heat transfer area is limited to the interface between
the bed surface and the gas. The conductivity of the granular bed materials is
relatively low which also limits the heat transfer rate [16, 17].
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• Possibility for fuel combustion and increased production
The energy required for the calcination reaction can be introduced in the cal-
ciner itself rather than the rotary kiln. Furthermore, the required combustion
air for the calciner (tertiary air) does not need to pass through the rotary kiln.
This can enhance the clinker production capacity of the whole system. Depend-
ing on the type of calciner (will be explained in section 2.2.1), the share of the
fuel used in the calciner is in the range of 35–60 % of the total fuel consump-
tion in a cement plant [16]. Even though the gas temperature in the calciner is
lower than the kiln burner flame, due to the highly turbulent flow as well as the
longer residence time of fuel particles in the calciner, lower quality fuels can be
burnt inside the calciner compared to the rotary kiln [16]. For example, Lorber
et al. [18] suggested a range of 11–18 MJ/kg for the net calorific value (NCV)
of the solid recovered fuel (SRF) used in the calciner while for the kiln main
burner, the NCV of SRF should be in the range of 20–25 MJ/kg. They have
also suggested a smaller particle size range for SRF particles fired in the kiln
burner compared to the calciner. Another reason for limitation in the calorific
value of the fuel in the rotary kiln is that the gas temperature should reach
higher values than the calciner.
• More stable kiln operation
As the raw meal materials are treated separately in the calciner, the raw meal
composition at the kiln inlet can be readily controlled so that the kiln can work
in a more stable condition. Moreover, the reduction of thermal load in the
rotary kiln due to availability of a new location for fuel combustion (inside the
calciner) helps the kiln operation stability [16].
• Reduced NOx emissions
For in–line calciner systems (will be described in section 2.2.1), the flue gas
from the rotary kiln is used in the calciner. The flue gas from the rotary
kiln is usually mixed with (some or all of) the calciner fuel creating a sub–
stoichiometric zone where the fuel can react with kiln NO to reduce it into N2.
This condition is generally termed as combustion in reducing atmosphere or
staged combustion; and it is considered as a primary measure to reduce NOx in
the pyrosystem. There are also other alternative methods termed as secondary
measures, e.g. selective non–catalytic reduction (SNCR) process [19], which are
mainly treatment of the exhaust gasses from the calciner.
• More effective bypassing of alkali compounds
In the rotary kiln, the recirculation of volatiles compounds, e.g. alkali, sulphur,
and chlorine, stemming from the raw meal (or fuel) may cause deterioration
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of the final cement quality. Furthermore, increased concentration of alkali sul-
phates and chlorides in the kiln may lead to build up problems (deposit forma-
tion) in the calciner riser as well as the lower cyclone [20]. A common method
to break the cycle of volatile accumulation in the kiln is to extract a fraction
of the volatile–rich gas which is usually taken from the calciner riser duct; The
bypass system reduces the thermal efficiency of the cement plant as some of
the hot gasses are removed from the process system. However, compared to
a cement plant without a calciner, the reduction of thermal efficiency is less
pronounced [16].
2.2.1 Calciner types
There is no universal categorization of calciner systems in the literature. However,
it is common to divide calciners into two types of in–line (ILC) and separate–line
(SLC) calciners [17]. Two typical ILC and SLC systems are shown schematically in
Fig. 2.3. In an ILC system, the hot flue gas from the kiln is directly led to the calciner
while in SLC, it is bypassed. Accordingly, in SLC systems, the fuel combustion is
carried out in a hot oxygen–rich atmosphere. Some of the calciner systems are a
hybrid between ILC and SLC. In these systems, the calciner fuel combustion starts
in a chamber with high oxygen concentration (tertiary air) in a similar way as the
SLC systems, and is completed in another vessel where the flue gasses from the kiln
and SLC are mixed. In this section, the most recent calciner designs from some of
the well–known producers are described. It is tried to focus on ILC systems except
for the producers whose best current design is an SLC system. An overview of the
operating conditions of these calciners is summarized in Table 2.3 and an explanation
for each of the calciners is presented below.
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Figure 2.3: Two typical calciner configurations in pyrosystem of a cement plant: a)
ILC system, b) SLC system with downdraught (SLC–D). The figure is
reproduced from [21].
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Table 2.3: Comparison of operating conditions of SLC and ILC systems from dif-
ferent producers [22–27].
Calciner model D-NOx
PYROCLON®–R
low NOx
PREPOL®–MSC–CC ILC + HOTDISC
Producer FCB KHD Polysius FLSmidth
Calciner type SLC SLC SLC + ILC ILC
Typical production
(tpd) 3000–6000 1000–10000 1000–10000 up to 14000
NOx emission
(mg/Nm3)
200 with SNCR and
500 with petcoke
firing
less than 500 for
conventional fuels Not available Not available
NOx emission method
Staged combustion
and SNCR Staged combustion Staged combustion Staged combustion
Alternative
fuel
substitution
Waste tyre chips up
to 250 mm
Depending on
the fuel type,
up to 100 %
substitution
-
Large AFs up to 1.2
m
up to 60 %
substitution
Maximum temperature
(°C) Not available
1200 with
combustion chamber Not available
1050 for the
HOTDISC outlet
2.2.1.1 Fives–Cail Babcock (FCB) Zero–NOx precalciner
FCB Zero–NOx precalciner is a product of Fives group and a schematic representation
of the D-NOx model is presented in Fig. 2.4. This calciner is of separate–line type
which uses a low–NOx burner, staged combustion, and SNCR, in order to reduce
NOx emission. In a pre–combustion chamber, the initial fuel combustion takes place
at a fuel–rich condition using a fraction of hot tertiary air flow. The second fraction
of tertiary air laden with hot raw meal particles enters the pre–combustion chamber
in the shape of a ring without swirl. The flue gases from the rotary kiln mix with
the gas–solid products of the pre–combustion chamber at the bottom of the calciner
and they pass trough a swan neck–shaped tube to enter the last stage cyclone. The
SNCR process and the post combustion takes place before the swan neck [28].
In this type of design, the burning zone is separated from the highly endothermic
calcination reaction zone so that it is possible to generate an open flame [29]. Due
to the specific type of raw meal feeding along the tertiary air, a layer of raw meal
particles surrounds the open flame zone. In this way, the raw meal particles absorb
the heat produced by the fuel combustion mostly through the radiative heat transfer.
Another benefit is that the heat loss from the walls is reduced. Compared to the
other types of calciners in which the raw meal particles are fairly mixed with the
combustive fuel particles, i.e. ILC systems, the calcination process happens less
uniformly. Hence, it is possible that local overheated regions are formed [29].
In spite of the mentioned drawback, as there is a high temperature region in the
burning zone, it is possible to use a share of less reactive alternative fuels along
with conventional fuels (more details regarding alternative and conventional fuels in
cement industry is provided in section 2.3). Some examples of these alternative fuels
used in this calciner are tyre chips, plastics, and wood [22]. The length of the swan
neck is designed to be long enough for complete combustion of fuel particles and
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also efficient SNCR process. A summary of operating conditions of this calciner is
presented in Table 2.3.
Figure 2.4: A schematic overview of D-NOx FCB model produced by Fives group
[28].
2.2.1.2 KHD PYROCLON®–R low–NOx calciner
This calciner is an upgrade of an in–line suspension tube PYROCLON®–R calciner
produced by KHD Humboldt Wedag International AG company. Two schematic
configurations of this calciner are shown in Fig. 2.5. PYROCLON®–R low–NOx
calciner is designed for burning solid fuels (see Fig. 2.5 left). The lower part of this
calciner is composed of two tubes receiving the flue gasses from the rotary kiln and
oxygen–rich gasses from the tertiary air. In the low NOx zone, a portion of the fuel
is burned in reducing atmosphere in order to reduce the NOx formed in the rotary
kiln. The NOx reduction efficiency increases for higher volatile fuels such as lignite
[25]. On the other parallel line, the rest of the calciner fuel is burned in an oxygen–
rich atmosphere. The raw meal is introduced to both parallel tubes by means of
a meal diverter gate. The two parallel tubes unite with an acute angle before the
180°bend in the swan neck tube. In order to reduce the CO emission, improve the
mixing of the two gas streams, and increase the fuel burnout, a small swirl chamber,
PYROTOP®, is placed at the 180°bend [24]. It is also possible to have SNCR process
in this chamber to further reduce of NOx emission [30].
If less reactive fuels such as petcoke and anthracite are used in this calciner, the
calciner height is generally extended to increase the fuel particles residence time in
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the system [24]. The calciner with extended height can also use fluffy RDF, sewage
sludge, and shredded tyres as the solid fuel [25].
If it is required that the calciner operates with less reactive alternative fuels, a com-
bustion chamber is installed on the stream of the gas from the tertiary air (see Fig.
2.5 right). In this design, instead of having a separate parallel tube of oxygen–rich
flow from the tertiary air, the tertiary air enters directly to the combustion chamber
from several positions. The combustion chamber has a vertical downward hotspot
burner with its basic working principles similar to the burner of FCB zero–NOx pre-
calciner. Using this combustion chamber, it is possible to use lumpy RDF particles
as a substitute fuel [24]. More information regarding the operating conditions of this
kind of calciner is presented in Table 2.3.
Figure 2.5: A schematic overview of KHD PYROCLON®–R low–NOx calciner with-
out (left) and with (right) combustion chamber [31].
2.2.1.3 Polysius PREPOL® calcining system
Cement calciners produced by ThyssenKrupp Polysius can be generally divided into
four groups of swan neck tube type calciners. The latest hybrid calciner version,
PREPOL®–MSC–CC, is a combination of two previous calciners, PREPOL®–AS–
CC and PREPOL®–MSC which are suitable for combustion of less–reactive fuels and
for reduced NOx emission, respectively. A simplified configuration of two PREPOL®–
AS–CC and PREPOL®–MSC calciner designs are shown in Fig. 2.6. PREPOL®–AS–
CC calciner is equipped with a vertical combustion chamber. The basic operating
principle of the combustion chamber is similar to that of the FCB D-NOx precalciner.
Using this combustion chamber separate from the main calciner, it is possible to
increase the burning temperature and so the fuel combustion rate. There are two
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inlets for tangential introduction of raw meal particles suspended in the tertiary air
to the combustion chamber. The gas–solid flow from the combustion chamber is
guided to the calciner tube where it mixes with the flue gases from the rotary kiln.
Finally, the mixed flow passes through a swan neck toward the lowest stage cyclone
[17, 26].
PREPOL®–MSC (Multi–Stage Combustion) calciner is designed with the main pur-
pose of reduced NOx emission using staged combustion. In this type of calciner,
a portion of the calciner fuel (typically less than 20 % [17]) is fed to the reducing
atmosphere at the kiln inlet (to the calciner). The rest of the calciner fuel is fed to
the calciner near the location of tertiary air inlet. In some designs, a second NOx
reduction stage is devised for removing the NOx produced from the calciner fuel fir-
ing [17]. The NOx emission rate is reduced up to 50 % depending on the type of the
calciner fuel [26]. The most recent version of Polysius calciner is a combination of
the mentioned calciner models named as PREPOL®–MSC–CC which has both capa-
bilities of NOx reduction and less–reactive fuel combustion. Hence, it is possible to
use alternative fuels in the calciner while keeping the NOx emission below the regu-
lation levels. More information regarding the operating conditions of this calciner is
presented in Table 2.3.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: Two versions of calciner produced by Polysius, a) PREPOL®–AS–CC
calciner, b) PREPOL®–MSC calciner. The figure is reproduced from
[17, 32].
2.2.1.4 FLSmidth calciner
The current calciners produced by FLSmidth are mainly of two types of Low–NOxTM
ILC and SLC–D. The SLC–D working principle is similar to that of the FCB D-NOx
precalciner and is not described here. Schematic representation of a typical Low–
NOxTM ILC produced by FLSmidth is shown in Fig. 2.7. In this calciner, the hot
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flue gas from the rotary kiln is led to the bottom of calciner and the fuel is fed
in a region upstream of the tertiary air duct connection, referred as riser. In the
riser, due to the presence of reducing atmosphere, a NOx reduction zone is promoted
[13, 27, 33]. The raw meal can be fed to the system in different regions shown in
Fig. 2.7. The amount of raw meal fed to each inlet controls the flow behaviour of the
calciner downstream of that inlet. For example, the amount of the raw meal that is
fed to the riser, at approximately the same position as the riser fuel, controls the gas
temperature in the reducing atmosphere.
It is common that only two splits of the raw meal exist for the ILC calciner: one in the
riser and one close to the tertiary air inlet in the bottom calciner. The calciner raw
meal split is usually larger. For the calciner with only two splits, there is a lower and
more uniform gas temperature inside the whole calciner because the energy released
from the fuel combustion is consumed by the endothermic calcination reaction. As
shown Fig. 2.7, if an extra split exists after the constriction, calciner with a high
temperature split, a high temperature oxidation zone is induced in the bottom calciner
vessel which promotes the fuel burnout and reduces the NOx emission.
The hot tertiary air flow is more often connected to the calciner vessel tangentially
in order to produce a swirling movement inside the calciner leading to an increase in
the particles residence time without increasing the calciner volume [16]. Furthermore,
the raw meal feed pipe in the calciner is placed nearly in front of the tertiary air duct
in order to improve the mixing between the gas and the particles. The constriction
in the middle of the calciner vessel improves the gas–solid mixing. It also provides a
more uniform fluid and particle properties through promoting a more turbulent flow
at its downstream. Furthermore, it ensures that any meal fed at a higher position
in the calciner does not flow backward into the upstream sections. Depending on
the type of the fuel and the calciner capacity, it is possible to have more than one
constriction in the calciner.
If large and bulky alternative fuels (up to 1.2 m) are needed to be used inside the
calciner, a HOTDISCTM combustion device can be used [27]. A schematic representa-
tion of HOTDISCTM is shown in Fig. 2.8. The alternative fuel particles are placed on
a disc rotating with a low speed in a fully oxidising environment supplied by a fraction
of tertiary air as well as a fraction of the raw meal to control the temperature. After
the fuel particles are rotated about 270 degrees inside the HOTDISCTM, they are fed
to the top of the riser. The operating conditions inside the HOTDISCTM allows for
high residence time of alternative fuel particles for complete burnout. More infor-
mation regarding the operating conditions of ILC calciners designed by FLSmidth is
provided in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of a typical Low–NOxTM ILC produced by
FLSmidth showing zones in different parts of the calciner [13]. The
temperature and species concentration ranges are explained in section
2.2.2.2.
Figure 2.8: A schematic representation of HOTDISCTM and its operating principle
[27].
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2.2.2 Operating parameters of calciner systems
In this section, the typical operating parameters and designing aspects of cement
calciners is described with a special focus on ILC systems designed by FLSmidth.
2.2.2.1 Raw meal
The raw meal mixture used in the pyrosystem is usually ground down to a specific
size in order to improve the efficiency of reactions taking place in the calciner and
rotary kiln. The upper size limit suggested for the calcium carbonate and quartz are
125 and 45 µm, respectively [11]. Over–grinding the raw meal, besides consuming
extra electricity, would intensify the dust recirculation in the pyrosystem. The size
distribution of raw meal particles used in the literature are scattered. The median
diameter, i.e. particle diameter equivalent to 50% of cumulative mass, reported by
Hessel [34] and Luo [35] is in the range of 15–20 µm. The Rosin–Rammler mean
diameter of raw meal particles used in the published studies lies in the range of 40–55
µm [36, 37].
The raw meal particles entering a calciner have already been heated up to a temper-
ature range of 700–800 °C in several stages of cyclones by receiving thermal energy
from the gas exiting the calciner. For calciners without a high temperature split,
the amounts of raw meal fed to the riser and the lower calciner vessel are about 20
and 80%, respectively [38]. If the calciner is operated with a high temperature split,
around 20–40% of the raw meal may be added to the upper calciner vessel [39].
The volume fraction of raw meal particles varies significantly at different regions of
the calciner. There is a dense concentration in regions below to the raw meal feed
while by moving upward inside the calciner, the mean concentration decreases. In
cold conditions, Xie and Mei [36] reported an area–averaged (over the cross–section)
volume fraction of particles of about 0.06 % at regions close to the raw meal feed
while this value reduces approximately to 0.01 % in the downstream regions. The
local particle volume fraction may even reach to the close peak volume fraction,
equivalent to 55–60%, near the raw meal inlets. The gas–particle and particle–particle
interactions, e.g. particles clustering near the walls and particles recirculation, may
also influence the local and overall particles concentration in a calciner [40].
2.2.2.1.1 Calcination of the raw meal One of the important parameters in
designing calciners is the calcination efficiency or the degree at which the calcium
carbonate in the raw meal is converted into calcium oxide at the exit of the calciner.
There are different parameters and conditions in calciner design that may affect the
calcination efficiency which are briefly described here.
• Calciner temperature
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The calcination degree increases almost linearly with the temperature in the
temperatures range of 800–880 °C [16]. So it is desired to operate calciners
with a higher temperature in order to increase the calcination rate. However,
employing high temperature regions in the calciners may lead to material build
ups (due to higher concentration of alkali, chlorine, and sulphate compounds
in the calciner and kiln) and higher fuel consumption [16]. The temperature
ranges in a typical ILC system are described in section 2.2.2.2.
• Raw meal particle residence time
The longer time that raw meal particles stay in a calciner, the higher the cal-
cination degree at the exit of the calciner. Moreover, the level of fluctuation
in the calcination degree decreases when the raw meal particles have a high
residence time in the calciner. For modern ILC systems, the gas residence time
is in approximate range of 4–5 s [16] and the particles residence time has been
estimated to be about 4 times of the gas residence time [13].
• The mixing of raw meal particles and the carrier gas
Poor mixing of the carrier gas and raw meal particles in the cement calciner,
known as flow stratification, can negatively influence the calciner performance
[41]. One of the outcomes of stratification is high concentration of raw meal
particles in local regions of the calciner which inversely affects the calcination
process due to high local CO2 concentration as well as low gas temperature.
For calciner designs with swirl flow, e.g. by means of tangential introduction
of tertiary air to the calciner, stratification tends to happen with a higher
likelihood. Due to the presence of centrifugal force on the raw meal particles, it
is likely that local near wall regions are created that contain high concentration
of the raw meal particles [16].
There are also other minor parameters which affect the calcination efficiency such as
dust circulation, decomposition kinetics of raw materials, etc. In general, in order
to reach to a desired calcination degree, it is recommended to keep the calcination
temperature as low as possible and instead increase the raw meal particles residence
time in the system [16].
The calcination of raw meal happens faster near positions where the raw meal is fed
to the calciner mainly because of high gas temperature and low CO2 concentration.
Furthermore, as the raw meal particles usually have a downward velocity when they
are fed to the calciner (or the riser), they have a larger residence time in regions close
to the particle feed which leads to a high calcination degree. As an example, Fidaros
et al. [42] reported that 50 percent of the calcination reaction is completed in the
first 20 percent of the calciner height. At the exit of the calciner, the calcination
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degree is usually in the range of 90–95 percent [43]. The remaining of the calcination
process happens in the rotary kiln.
2.2.2.2 Gas temperature and composition
In a typical ILC system, kiln gas temperature entering the calciner is around 1100°C
[37, 44]. The concentrations of O2 and CO2 are typically in the range of 2.5–6 and
18–25 vol.% (dry), respectively [37, 38, 44]. In regions downstream of the fuel fed to
the riser, due to combustion of volatiles released from the solid fuel particles, the gas
temperature may reach to 1150–1200°C; and O2 concentration falls down to values
below 1 vol.% (dry) before the tertiary air inlet [38, 44]. As stated before, the gas
temperature in this region can be controlled by the endothermic calcination reaction,
i.e. the amount of raw meal fed to the riser, in order to avoid melt–induced buildups
in the downstream regions.
As the tertiary air enters the calciner, in some regions, O2 concentration approaches
to the concentration in the atmosphere, i.e. around 21 vol.%, which promotes the fuel
burnout. For ILC with high temperature split, at the end of the calciner hot zone,
O2 concentration decreases to below 5 vol.% (dry) [44]. The high temperature split
promotes the solid fuel oxidation by controlling the gas temperature in the range of
925–1050°C in the lower compartment of the calciner [39]. In an ILC without a high
temperature split though, the gas temperature is lower due to higher concentration
of raw meal particles and the endothermic calcination reaction.
The gas temperature at the calciner outlet is around 800–900°C [13] which is the lower
temperature limit for the calcination reaction. O2 concentration may fall down to
values in the range of 3–4 vol.% [38, 44] while the average value for CO2 concentration
is in the range of 20–35 vol.% (dry) [45, 46]. As reported by Fidaros et al. [42],
the amount of CO2 produced by the fuel conversion has only a small contribution
(around 15%) to the final CO2 concentration at the calciner exit. An overview of
the gas temperature and oxygen concentration ranges for a typical ILC system is
presented in Fig. 2.7.
2.3 Fuels in cement calciner
Fuels are one of the important materials used in the cement plants providing energy
input to the system. Due to the highly endothermic calcination process, around 55
to 65 % of the fuel consumption of a cement plant takes place inside the calciner [27].
This indicates the importance of fuel utilization in calciners.
The fuels used in the cement plant can be categorized into two groups of conventional
and alternative fuels [47]. Conventional fuels are mainly fossil–derived fuels such as
natural gas, bituminous coal, oil, petcoke, etc., while alternative fuels are originated
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from different sources such as biomass and wastes. Summarized in Table 2.4 are
the share of different fuel types utilized in the cement industry in 2016 according
to GNR, Getting the Numbers Right, data base [3]. Globally, Coal and petcoke
constitute approximately 71.1% of the fuels utilized in the cement industry while
alternative fuels have a share of approximately 16.7% [3]. In Europe, the mentioned
shares are 49.6% and 44.4%, respectively. In this section, a summary of the important
solid fuels used in the cement industry is presented.
Table 2.4: Fuel consumption as percentage of heat consumption by the cement in-
dustry in 2016 [3].
Global Europe
Fuel type
Heat
consumption
(%)
Total
share∗
(%)
Heat
consumption
(%)
Total
share∗
(%)
Conventional
fuel
Coal + anthracite 34.3
83.3
15.6
55.6
Petcoke 36.8 34.0
Natural gas 6.8 0.4
Lignite 3.5 4.6
Other 1.9 1.0
Biomass–
derived
alternative fuel
Agricultural waste + ani-
mal meal 2.7
5.6
7.3
14.8
Wood and saw dust 1.2 1.9
Dried sewage sludge 0.6 3.4
Other 1.1 2.2
Waste–derived
alternative fuel
Plastics 4.0
11.1
13.7
29.6
Tyers 2.0 3.9
Mixed industrial waste 1.9 5.8
Other 3.2 6.2
∗ In 2016, the GNR data–base covers around 19% and 90% of cement production worldwide and in Europe,
respectively.
2.3.1 Fuel selection and use
The selection of fuel for the cement calciner and rotary kiln in a cement plant is based
on a balance between three main factors described below [47],
1. Costs
This factor contains all the costs related to the fuel purchase, handling, and
transportation as well as the operational costs stemming from the fuel firing.
The fuel cost is an important factor that cement producers have always taken
it into account. For example, by considering a coal price of 2.51 Euros per
GJ (lower heating value basis) [48] and assuming that the energy required for
production of 1 tonne of cement is 3.3 GJ [49], a cement plant with an annual
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production of 1 million tonnes can save up to 8.2 million Euros per year when
the amount of substitution with free alternative fuel is 100%.
2. Product quality
The product quality of a cement plant can be affected by the fuel quality, i.e.
chemical properties, and the conversion behaviour of fuel in the calciner and
rotary kiln.
3. Environmental implications
The environmental aspects mostly consist of the emissions from a cement plant,
e.g. emission of NOx, CO, SO2, CO2, etc.
Some of the important fuel parameters that may affect at least one of the mentioned
driving factors for the fuel selection are briefly described here.
• Sulphur content
One of the important subjects related to the sulphur content of the fuel is
the formation of SO2 at high temperatures (mainly in the rotary kiln) [47].
However, except the cement production lines that have a bypass system, the
SO2 released from the fuel is usually absorbed in the preheater system [50].
Apart from the SO2 release, if the fuel is fired in the rotary kiln, a recirculation
of sulphur may also happen in the kiln–preheater system.
• Nitrogen content
In general, NOx can be formed by oxidation of chemically bound N in the fuel.
However, at the same time, it is possible that NOx is reduced by a reaction
with char or soot and the overall amount of formation and reduction of NOx is
affected by these reactions [12].
• Ash content
The amount of ash in the fuel has a significant effect on the operating and
maintenance of the cement calciner and rotary kiln. In general, a fuel with
a higher ash content has a smaller as–received heating value which makes the
transportation cost higher. Some of the elements found in the fuel ash, e.g.
calcium, silicon, alumina, are also present in the raw meal composition. Hence,
it is common that the initial composition of the raw material is modified so that
the clinker quality does not change due to the ash content of the fuel [50, 51].
• Volatile elements
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As explained in section 2.2, the recirculation of alkali, sulphur, and chlorine
compounds in the rotary kiln, calciner, and preheater system, can be controlled
with bypassing some of the gasses from the calciner riser duct. If the fuel
fired in the calciner or rotary kiln contains a significant amount of any of these
volatiles, the amount of bypass gasses should be increased to keep the clinker
quality as well as the stability of operation in acceptable levels. This would
decrease the thermal efficiency of the pyrosystem and may limit the substitution
of alternative fuel (which may have a high content of these components) in the
cement plant.
2.3.2 Conventional fuels
As shown in Table 2.4, in the cement industry, coal and petcoke have the highest
share of fuel consumption among the conventional fuels. A brief introduction to
these fuels is provided here with a focus on cement calciners.
2.3.2.1 Coal
Coal is a type of fossil fuel with a fair geographical distribution around the globe.
The use of coal has become popular in the cement industry after the extreme rise
in the price of oil and gas in the late 1970’s [52]. Due to its organic origin, coal is
essentially constituted of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. According to ASTM, coal
can be classified into four categories of anthracite, bituminous, sub–bituminous, and
lignite (brown coal), from high to low rank, respectively. The heating value and
ultimate analysis of different types of coal according to ASTM are presented in Table
2.5. Among the mentioned coal types, the bituminous and sub–bituminous coals are
widely used in the cement industry.
On the basis of ash content, coal can be classified to low, medium, and high ash coal
corresponding to 3–8, 8–15, and higher than 15 percent of ash, respectively [47]. The
medium ash coal is the most widely used coal in the cement industry.
Usually solid conventional fuels are pulverized to a degree close to the raw meal
fineness before they are fired in cement calciners or rotary kilns. The fineness of solid
fuel particles is specially important for conversion of fuels with low volatile content.
The pulverization of coal usually takes place in coal mills. The size distribution of
pulverized coal particles may vary depending on the operation of the coal mill. In
the cement industry, a general rule of thumb for the size of pulverised coal particles
is that the residue of 90 µm sieve should be smaller than half of the volatile content
in the fuel [47, 54].
2.3.2.2 Petcoke
Petroleum coke (petcoke) is a carbon–rich solid fuel that is a by–product of petroleum
refinery process [55] and is sometimes considered as a secondary fuel as it is a by–
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Table 2.5: ASTM classification of different types of coal [47, 53].
ASTM classification Ultimate analysis (wt./wt.%)c
Class
Fixed–
Carbon
(wt./wt.%)a
Heating
value
(MJ/kg)b
Carbon Hydrogen Oxygen
Anthracite 86–98 31.4–35.5 90–97 3–5 1–3
Bituminous 54–86 24.4–35.8 85–90 4–5 5–10
Sub–
bituminous 53–55 19.3–26.7 75–85 5 10–20
Lignite 52 <19.3 70–75 4–5 20–25
a Dry and mineral–matter–free basis.
b Wet–basis.
c Dry and mineral–matter–free basis. The values are normalized.
product of a bigger chemical process [25]. The price of this fuel is relatively cheap
and compared to coal, petcoke can be 50–70% cheaper [47]. Consequently, petcoke
production has grown steadily in recent years and cement plants are one of the largest
consumers of petcoke. The properties of petcoke are directly linked to its origin and
there is no universal classification of petcoke similar to coal. Summarized in Table 2.6
is the heating value, proximate, and ultimate analysis of a type of American petcoke
shipped at Corpus Christi, Texas [47].
Table 2.6: Heating value, proximate, and ultimate analysis of an American petcoke
shipped at Corpus Christi, Texas [47].
Proximate analysis
(wt.%, wet)
Volatile matter 11.18
Fixed carbon 82.14
Ash content 0.40
Moisture content 6.28
Ultimate analysis (wt.%,
dry)
Carbon 86.57
Hydrogen 3.25
Sulphur 5.50
Nitrogen 1.67
Other 3.01
Lower heating value, dry basis (MJ/kg) 34.0
One of the main differences between petcoke and coal is the lower reactivity of petcoke
in combustion due to less amount of volatile content as well as less reactivity of char
toward oxidation [12]. This may lead to less fuel burnout at the exit of the calciner.
For different calciner designs, the replacement of (high volatile) coal with petcoke
in the calciner increases the stack NOx emission by a factor in the range of 1.1–3.1
[21, 56]. The same criteria of maximum half of the volatiles in 90 µm residue is
usually used for size distribution of petcoke fuel particles; but it cannot be applied
without reservations [47].
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2.3.3 Alternative fuels
Recently, the use of alternative fuels in the cement industry has become popular.
As an example, the energy consumption percentage in German cement industry ac-
cording to the fuel type is shown in Fig. 2.9 for alternative and fossil fuels and also
electricity. In the past two decades, there is a significant increase in the alterna-
tive fuels consumption with a nearly constant speed of about 3% increase per year.
The amount of energy consumed by electricity has remained constant in these years
though.
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Figure 2.9: Energy consumption of alternative fuels versus fossil fuel in German
cement industry in recent years [57].
2.3.3.1 Motivation of using alternative fuels
The main motivation for the replacement of conventional fossil fuels with alternative
fuels in the cement industry is the fuel cost. It is common that the cement producers
receive the alternative fuels either by being paid or for free; and in some cases the fuel
cost is significantly less than the conventional fuels [58]. More discussion regarding
the fuel cost is given in section 2.3.1.
In a cement plant, there are three sources of CO2 emission including emission from
combustion of fuels in the cement calciner and rotary kiln, emission from calcination
reaction, and emission in the form of using electricity, e.g. the fans and mills. The
CO2 emission through combustion of fuels has a share of around 40% of the total
CO2 emission from the cement industry [2]. Therefore, in addition to the fuel cost,
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another factor that encourages the firing of waste–derived fuels in the cement industry
is the reduction of CO2 emission. The biomass fraction of these fuels is considered as
CO2–neutral [5], meaning that the net CO2 emission from combustion of biomass is
zero. The overall CO2–neutrality of the waste–derived fuels depends on the amount
of biomass–based fraction and fossil–based fraction (e.g. plastics) in the fuel.
In addition to the CO2 emission, another environmental motivation that encourages
firing waste–derived fuels in the cement industry is to solve problems regarding waste
disposal. For example, landfilling municipal wastes, which is a common method for
waste disposal, has various disadvantages such as abandoning the energy in the wastes
that can be used as combustion, release of greenhouse gasses such as methane from the
bio–degradable fraction of waste after landfilling, ground water pollution, etc. [59].
The cement calciner and rotary kiln are well suited for combustion of alternative
fuels derived from wastes, i.e., the gas temperature and oxygen concentration as well
as particles residence time are appropriate [60]. Furthermore, the ash in the fuel
will become a part of the clinker product [51], this removes the step of solid residue
disposal that usually exists in the waste incineration plants.
2.3.3.2 Classification of alternative fuels
There are different ways of classifying alternative fuels, e.g., based on material origin,
fuel quality, particle size, ect. Based on the material type and origin, alternative fuels
are divided into two subgroups: waste–derived fuels and biogenic–derived fuels [21].
Examples of waste–derived fuels are tyres, plastics, paper, oil sludge, municipal waste,
industrial waste, etc. while biogenic–derived fuels can be derived from wood, rice,
meat and bone meal, sewage sludge and so on. The share of each of the mentioned
sub–groups in the cement industry in 2016 according to GNR is already summarized
in Table 2.4.
The overall substitution amount of alternative fuels in the cement industry varies sig-
nificantly between countries. For the German cement industry, detailed information
regarding the use of alternative fuels is accessible. Presented in Fig. 2.10 are the
total use of alternative fuels in the German cement industry for the period of 2000–
2014. The total amount of alternative fuel usage is increased with an average rate
of 283,000 tonnes per year. The fuel derived from industrial and commercial wastes,
e.g. paper, cardboard, plastics, etc., has the largest share of the alternative fuel usage
with around 109,000 tonnes per year increase. Among the other fractions, processed
municipal solid waste and sewage sludge have also an important contribution to the
total amount of consumption and the rate of increase in usage is nearly the same for
both fuels and is around 38,000 tonnes per year. The amount of yearly consumption
of used tires stays almost constant.
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Figure 2.10: Amount of alternative fuels used in the German cement industry in
the period of 2000–2014 [61–65]. The consumption is with unit of 1000
tonnes per year.
Important fractions shown in Fig. 2.10 are industrial and municipal waste–derived
fuels which can be considered as refuse derived fuel or solid recovered fuel. More
details regarding this fuel will be provided in section 2.4. Other important fractions
are tyre residues and sewage sludge which are outside of the scope of this study.
2.4 Refuse derived fuel (RDF)
To the author’s knowledge there is no universal definition in the literature for refuse
derived fuel (RDF). Nevertheless, one definition is that RDF is produced from com-
bustible fraction of municipal solid waste (MSW) and/or industrial wastes using
different waste treatment techniques [66]. In general, RDF can be referred to any
type of waste–derived fuel that is going to be used for energy production [67]. Some
examples of RDF sources are waste wood, high-calorific fractions from mechanical–
physical or mechanical–biological treatment plants, calorific fractions of household
and commercial wastes, shredder light fractions, and scrap tyres [67].
Solid Recovered Fuel (SRF) is a type of certified RDF based on quality criteria
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defined by a series of standards, i.e. CEN/TS 343 [68]. The SRF source is from
non–hazardous waste and the criteria used for SRF standardization are basically
related to environmental aspects. According to CEN/TS 343 (EN-15359), SRF is
classified into five classes for three parameters of calorific value and chlorine and
mercury contents [68]. Furthermore, apart from the classifying standards, there are
other standards in CEN/TS 343 regarding estimation of particle size distribution
(EN-15415), determination of calorific value (EN-15400), volatile (EN-15402), and
ash content (EN-15403), etc. In this thesis, for simplicity and as SRF is a smaller
category of RDF, both RDF and SRF are denoted as RDF, unless it is explicitly clear
that the mentioned fuel is SRF. In this section, a brief introduction regarding RDF
production and characteristics is provided.
2.4.1 Production of RDF
One of the main tasks in production of RDF is to separate solid wastes into com-
bustible and non–combustible fractions. The separation process helps RDF to become
more uniform in physical and chemical characteristics compared to the original waste
source. The choice and the number of operations to be conducted on a raw fuel such
as MSW to produce RDF depends on the final utilization purpose of the fuel, the
quality needed for the fuel, and the type of the raw waste. Some common processing
steps in a typical RDF production plant are provided in Table 2.7.
Table 2.7: Typical operation steps for RDF production (table from [69]).
Separation method/device Working principle
Pre–separation of bulky materi-
als or impurities before feeding
by excavator
Sorting
Screening by drum screen Size classification
Screening by vibrating screen Size classification
Screening by disc screen Size classification
Ballistic separation Round or plain part classification
Air classifying Classification according to sur-face/weight relation
Ferrous and non–ferrous separa-
tion Magnetism, eddy current
Near–Infrared (NIR) separation
or optical sorting
Classification according to mate-
rial (negative or positive selec-
tion)
Pre–shredding and final shred-
ding Size reduction
The main operations taking place in RDF production are size reduction, screening,
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and magnetic separation. Depending on the design of the separation unit, the type
of application, and also the fuel type, a number of screening and size reduction
steps may be followed by each other in order to reach an optimum performance. In
general, sieving helps to separate fine particles of low heating value which are usually
inorganic materials and food waste. In this way, RDF will have a higher heating value
(of about 20 %) and lower ash and moisture contents [70, 71]. Moreover, in some
designs and if the fuel is needed to reach a specific quality, additional operations, e.g.
manual sorting units, air classifiers, separation using magnetic fields, compressing
(pelletising), drying, might be added to the RDF production line [71]. In some
separation plants, materials with high chlorine content are identified by near–infrared
(NIR) detection and removed from the waste by ejection [72]. Some examples of
operation scenarios for RDF production from MSW are shown in Fig. 2.11. In this
figure, more recent configurations are placed in the right side.
Before the final products are prepared, a milling step may be added to the production
procedure in order to reach the desired particle size. The final product may be in
the shape of compressed pelletized particles or simple shredded material depending
on predetermined cost of the fuel [66].
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Figure 2.11: Examples of precesses for RDF production in United states (figure
from [66]). More recent configurations are placed in the right side.
2.4.2 Characteristics of RDF
There are various criteria for characterization of RDF with the important ones pre-
sented in Table 2.8. General calorific, chemical, and mechanical properties of RDFs
are briefly described here. More details regarding mechanical properties, e.g. size
and shape characterization and aerodynamic properties, are presented in chapter 4.
The reaction kinetics of different material fractions of RDF are described in chapter
5.
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Table 2.8: Proposed parameters/properties for characterization of waste–derived fu-
els according to end-use specifications. The table is modified from Velis
et al. [73].
Category Property
Chemical Content of combustible matter (volatile and fixedcarbon)
Content of non–combustible mater (ash and moisture
content)
Content of H, C, O, N (elemental analysis)
Major and minor elements
Mechanical Density of the combustible and non–combustiblematter
Bulk solids properties (bulk density, angle of repose,
flowability)
Grindability
Particle size distribution
Particle shape distribution
Storage properties (biological stability, sanitization)
and dispersability (fluidity)
Calorific Heating value and calorific value
Minimum air requirement for combustion
Adiabatic combustion temperature
Thermal properties (specific capacity, thermal con-
ductivity, and temperature diffusivity)
Reaction ki-
netics Ignition and burnout behaviour
Corrosion potential
Devolatilization
2.4.2.1 RDF composition
Even though a separation process takes place during RDF production, still there are
a large number of material types in RDF composition which makes it a heterogeneous
fuel. Shown in Fig. 2.12 is an example of RDF composition in comparison to the
initial MSW composition averaged over 10 mechanical–biological treatment plans in
Spain. The sorting was performed using visual detection of each material property
[74]. On average, RDF represents 67% of the initial MSW and interestingly, the
standard deviation of the different material groups were not as high as expected.
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Figure 2.12: An example of RDF composition (weight percentage) after processing
of MSW in Mechanical–Biological Treatment (MBT) plants [74]. Or-
ganic matter is referred to bio–degradable matter such as food waste.
The composition (as well as other chemical and mechanical properties) of RDF may
change significantly depending on the supplier (sorting/separation process), source
material, the date of production, etc. Typical composition of RDF particles produced
in different places in Europe are shown in Table 2.9. For practices regarding numerical
modelling RDF combustion, a simplified categorization of RDF material types is
to classify the materials into three main fractions of plastics, biomass (e.g. wood,
paper, cardboard, etc.), and textile [75, 76]. Additionally, large inert particles and
fine particles (which have a smaller heating value) can be added to the simplified
categorization [75, 76]. More discussion regarding fluctuating properties of RDF is
provided in the subsequent section.
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Table 2.9: Typical RDF composition from MSW origin in different regions in Eu-
rope [77]. The numbers are in percentage.
Categories Flemishregion Italy UK
Plastic 31 23 11
Paper 13 44 84
Wood 12 4.5
5bTextile 14
a 12
Others 30 14
Undesirable material
(glass, stone, metal) - 2.5
aOrganic degradable waste
bIncludes glass, wood, textile, and metals
2.4.2.2 RDF calorific and chemical properties
In general, RDF has a higher heating value and a lower ash and moisture content
compared to MSW due to the separation and sorting processes. However, RDF still
have a lower heating value compared to fossil fuels such as coal. Diaz et al. [66] have
reported calorific value ranges of 12–16 and 11–12 MJ/kg for RDF (produced from
MSW) and MSW in industrial European countries, respectively. Compared to the
calorific values of bituminous and sub–bituminous coals shown in Table 2.5, RDF
calorific value is still relatively low. The moisture content of RDF is generally higher
in developing countries due to the higher amount of moisture in solid wastes [66].
Presented in Table 2.10 is a comparison of calorific value, ash, chlorine, sulphur,
and moisture contents for RDFs produced from different municipal and industrial
sources in Europe. For RDF produced from household wastes, there is a higher
moisture content in the source materials and therefore the heating value is much
lower compared to RDFs produced from other sources. The amount of ash content is
also higher for RDFs produced from household wastes. In general, the range of RDF
heating value can be approximated according to the heating value of its components.
From different composition materials shown in Fig. 2.12 and Table 2.9, the heating
value of paper and plastics is higher (on average, around 17 MJ/kg for paper and 37
MJ/kg for plastics) while the heating value of inorganic and wet organic materials
is relatively low (average value of 11 MJ/kg) [66].
Besides variation in chemical properties of different suppliers, the properties of RDF
produced by the same supplier may change significantly in time. This is mainly be-
cause of the change in the waste source material during time. For example, Vainikka
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et al. [78] reported SRF statistical properties of a supplier over 4.5 years. The mois-
ture content of the SRF product varied in the range of 7.9–40.4% wt. with an average
value of 16.7 % wt. Similarly, the lower heating value of the product changed within
13.3–24.2 MJ/kg with an average value of 19.0 MJ/kg. The ash content also varied
significantly. In order to reach a more stabilized operating condition, some waste
incineration plants use an internal waste processing system [79].
Table 2.10: RDF chemical and calorific properties produced from different sources
of wastes in Europe [77].
RDF source
Calorific
value
(MJ/kg)
Ash residue
(% wt.)
Chlorine
content (%
wt.)
Sulphur
content (%
wt.)
Moisture
content (%
wt.)
Household
waste 12-16 15-20 0.5-1 - 10-35
Commercial
waste 16-20 5-7 <0.1-0.2 <0.1 10-20
Industrial waste 18-21 10-15 0.2-1 - 3-10
Demolition
waste 14-15 1-5 <0.1 <0.1 15-25
Shown in Table 2.11 are proximate and ultimate analysis of SRF compared to other
solid fuels such as bituminous coal and wood. The amount of volatile matter in SRF is
significantly higher than coal but nearly in the same level as wood. The heating value
is also in the same range as wood but somewhat lower than that of the bituminous
coal. The amount of chlorine content is substantially higher in SRF. SRF usually
contains more sodium, where biomass contains more potassium; but in total, SRF
alkali content is in the same level as for wood and bituminous coal.
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Table 2.11: Comparison of ultimate and proximate analysis of SRF with hard wood
and bituminous coal. Avg.: average, SD: standard deviation, ar: as
received, db: dry basis (Table is taken from [70] and data are from
[78, 80–85]).
Fuel type SRF Hard wood Bituminous coal
Min. Avg. Max. Avg. SD Avg. SD
Proximate analysis
Ash (% wt., db) 4.5 8.9 20.2 0.8 0.8 14.1 8.1
Volatile matter (%
wt., db) - 70.8 - 82.8 3.2 39.4 3.2
Fixed carbon (%
wt., db) - 13.2 - 16.4 2.8 46.5 5.7
Ultimate analysis
C (% wt., db) 43.4 54.7 63.8 48.2 1.8 68.7 7.5
H (% wt., db) 5.9 7.7 9.3 5.8 0.3 4.9 0.4
N (% wt., db) 0.3 0.7 1.2 0.2 0.1 1.1 0.2
S (% wt., db) 0.05 0.18 0.56 0.02 0.02 1.8 1.0
O (% wt., db) 50.3 36.7 25.1 45 2.2 9.5 1.6
Cl (mg/kg) 500 4,100 11,000 35 29 336 67
Na (mg/kg) 660 1,400 2,500 126 169 812 834
K (mg/kg) 450 870 2,300 2,030 3,302 3,822 4,621
LHV (MJ/kg, db) 16.2 23.2 28.5 19.2 - 24.3 -
LHV (MJ/kg, ar) 13.3 19.0 24.2 - - - -
2.4.2.3 RDF mechanical properties
Physical and mechanical properties, e.g. particle density, specific heat, and particle
size and shape distribution, are important aspects affecting the aerodynamics of RDF
in cement calciners and rotary kilns as well as the conversion rate.
Basically, the upper limits for particle size and other properties of RDF to be fired in
a calciner depend on the calciner geometrical properties and operating conditions. In
calciners, physical properties of particles, i.e. mainly particle size, should be chosen
in a way that they have enough residence time in calciner for complete burnout [69].
In the rotary kiln, particles have a shorter residence time before hitting the charge
and even though the gas temperature is higher, a smaller particle size is required (or
generally better fuel quality) compared to the calciner. Further size reduction of RDF
particles to achieve proper burnout time is usually complicated because of the high
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moisture content as well as the plastic fraction of the fuel [86]. Some generalizations
have been made by researchers for the size of RDF particles to be used in the cement
industry. Shown in Fig. 2.13 are the size range and heating value limits that SRF
can be fired in industrial furnaces. The particle size is presented by 90th percentile of
grain size in mm. From this figure, SRF particles used in the cement kiln are smaller
in size compared to fluidized beds and larger than blast furnace. Lorber et al. [18]
suggested SRF particle sizes (95th percentile) less than 50 to 80 mm and net calorific
values in the range of 11–18 MJ/kg to be used in cement calciners. The suggested
size and heating value range occupies nearly the same place as that of the fluidised
bed incinerators in Fig. 2.13. Lechtenberg and Diller [69] proposed particle sizes
smaller than 100 mm and heating value higher than 14.6 MJ/kg for RDF particles
fired in the calciner which is close to the range proposed by Lorber et al. [18].
Figure 2.13: The correlation between SRF particle size range and equivalent indus-
trial application area (figure from [79]).
Another important parameter affecting aerodynamics as well as the heat transfer and
conversion of RDF particles in suspension condition is the particle shape. The shape
of pelletized RDFs is more well–defined (cylindrical shape) compared to the shredded
particles. More discussion regarding the shape of particles is given in chapter 4.
Other mechanical properties such as particle thermal conductivity and specific heat
also depend on the type of RDF (pelletized or shredded), its physical properties, and
also particle temperature. Savage [87] obtained thermal properties of two types of
pelletized RDFs with densities ranging from 900 to 1200 kg/m3. The reported value
for thermal conductivity of particles was in the range of 0.1–0.2 W/m.K for temper-
atures below 260°C. The particle specific heat was stated to be 1.7–2.0 kJ/kg.K for
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temperatures below 100°C. In the case of shredded material, it is possible to differen-
tiate particles according to the material and use the mechanical and thermo–chemical
properties of that specific material. For example Liedmann et al. [76], used average
densities of 920 and 687 kg/m3 and and average thermal conductivities of 0.31 and
0.12 W/m.K for plastic and paper (and cardboard) components, respectively
2.5 Challenges of using RDF in the cement calciner
In section 2.3.3.1, the incentives of cement producers for utilization of alternative fuels
in the cement calciner and rotary kiln were discussed. As the physical, chemical, and
conversion properties of RDF are significantly different from those of the conventional
fossil fuels, there are some challenges in firing RDFs in the cement calciner and rotary
kiln. In this section, these challenges are discussed with a special focus on the cement
calciner.
2.5.1 Particle size
One of the important parameters that makes the combustion of RDF particles dif-
ferent from that of the pulverised fossil fuels is the particle size. As explained before,
the RDF particles fired in the calciner are scattered in size and the upper size range
can reach to 80 mm [18]. The conversion of large fuel particles happens with a slower
pace due to limitations in the internal and external heat transfer rates as well as the
internal and external diffusion rates [88, 89]. One of the consequences of slower con-
version rate is insufficient burnout of large fuel particles when they exit the calciner.
As a result, the combustion of unburned particles continues in the last cyclone as well
as the inlet of the rotary kiln. This may induce "reducing condition" which affects the
chemistry of alite and belite formation and consequently, the clinker quality [51, 90].
Apart from the clinker quality, the reducing condition may affect the stability of kiln
and preheater operation through an increased sulphur recirculation [51] leading to
higher possibility of build–ups formation (please see section 2.2).
2.5.2 Drying of RDF
Another important subject related to RDF conversion in the cement calciner is the
drying process which may postpone the onset of devolatilization due to high moisture
content of the fuel. Consequently, the extension of drying process may change the
operational conditions of the calciner, i.e. gas temperature and species concentration
profiles, especially in the regions where a reducing environment is required. As a
result, the NOx reduction capability of the calciner may be affected in a negative
way. For example, Mikulčić et al. [91] have investigated the numerical simulation of a
separate line calciner firing pulverized coal and SRF. They have reported reduction in
the temperature peaks in the oxidation region of the calciner when the SRF particles
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are fired. They expected that the change in the temperature profiles is caused by the
delay in the conversion of SRF particles due to the particle drying process.
Apart from affecting the conversion time, the evaporation of the moisture from RDF
fired in the calciner and rotary kiln increases the total amount of volumetric gas flow
in the pyrosystem passing through the induced–draft (ID) fans. ID fans are usually
placed before the stack where the exhaust gasses are released to the atmosphere and
are the driving force for the flow of gasses in the pyrosystem. The limitation in
the capacity of ID fan may constraint the amount of clinker production or the RDF
substitution in the cement plant.
2.5.3 Recirculation of volatiles
As shown in Table 2.11, the proximate content as well as the chemical composition
of RDF are significantly different from that of the fossil fuels. The chlorine content
of RDF is usually higher than the fossil fuels. One drawback of firing fuels with
high chlorine content in the cement calciner is higher probability for recirculation of
chlorine in the cement calciner and rotary kiln. High degree of chlorine recirculation
in the calciner and kiln system may lead to corrosion and build–ups problems [92].
The chlorine recirculation in the pyrosystem may increase the required amount of
bypass and in some cases, limit the amount of RDF fired in the calciner and rotary
kiln.
2.5.4 Stability of operation
As explained in section 2.4.2.1, the composition and consequently the chemical prop-
erties (e.g., the ash content and composition) of RDF may change even during the
daily operation of the cement plant. The fluctuations in RDF quality and composi-
tion would change the operational conditions as well as the clinker quality to some
extent [51].
2.5.5 Fuel handling
As RDF may contain large inert particles such as pieces of metal and glass, feeding
and transport of the fuel to the calciner may cause wearing problems. Furthermore, it
is common that a higher amount of transport air is required for pneumatic transport
of the fuel to be fed to the calciner.
2.6 Summary and conclusion
In this chapter, a brief introduction is given for the processes taking place in a cement
plant, calciner types and operating principles, and the use of alternative fuels in the
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cement calciner and rotary kiln, especially RDF. The operating conditions of cement
calciners, e.g., temperature and oxygen concentration ranges and average particles
residence time, have made them proper candidates for firing RDF. Furthermore, in
the recent decades and mostly due to economical reasons, cement producers have
become significantly interested in doing so.
RDFs are heterogeneous fuels which are considerably different from conventional pul-
verised fossil fuels in physical, aerodynamic, chemical, and conversion properties.
Hence the performance of the calciner may change when RDF is fired in it. An im-
portant aspect, which is the main focus of this study, and may arise during RDF
firing in calciners is the particle conversion. The unburned fuel particles exiting the
calciner may cause stability issues in the operation of the pyrosystem such as material
buildups. Furthermore, the conversion behaviour of the fuel particles may change the
gas temperature and species concentration profiles in the calciner and consequently
lead to change in the NOx emission of the calciner. With the purpose of improv-
ing the knowledge regarding the use of RDF in ILC systems, it is required to gain
in–depth knowledge to the physical, aerodynamic, and conversion behaviours (in cal-
ciner condition) of the fuel particles that can be found in the RDF. The mentioned
behaviours are studied further and described in chapters 4 and 5.
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Chapter 3
Literature survey: modelling
and CFD simulation of calciner
systems
As briefly pointed out in chapter 2, the gas–solid flow in cement calciner systems is
extremely complicated due to the high level of turbulence and gas–solid coupling as
well as the complicated homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions that take place
in the system. A possible approach to better understand the gas–solid flow and
reactions in the calciner is to conduct CFD simulations. CFD simulations of calciner
systems have become of particular interest because of multiple incentives, such as
troubleshooting services as well as evaluating the effect of a change in the calciner
operational condition on the performance [93]. In this chapter, an introduction to
the modelling practices as well as CFD simulations of two–phase fluid flows with a
special emphasis on calciner systems is presented.
3.1 Introduction to gas–solid systems
Gas–solid systems are spread over an extensive range of industrial applications, such
as fluidized beds, cement calciners, rotary kilns, boilers, etc. One of the aspects that
is of special importance in gas–solid systems, is the fluidization behaviour of solid
particles. The gas–solid fluidization is governed by the non–linear interaction between
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particles and the fluid which both have their own kinematic behaviour [94]. There are
different classification criteria that can be found in literature for fluidization regimes.
Geldart [95] divided the solid particles in gas–solid flows into four groups based on
the mean particle diameter and the difference between particle and gas densities.
This classification is shown in Fig. 3.1. Group A and B particles are widely used
in industrial applications, e.g. fluidized beds. In a dense fluidized bed of group A
particles, the bed goes through dense phase expansion after minimum fluidization
gas velocity and at a higher gas velocity, the bubbles will appear. However, for
group B particles, bubbles will appear immediately after the minimum fluidization
gas velocity [95]. Group A particles are aeratable with typical diameters in the range
of 30–100 µm [96]. For dilute gas–solid systems operating with group A particles,
the gas–solid forces, i.e. drag and pressure forces, are more dominating than the
particle–particle forces [96]. When the gas flow stops, group A particles will have a
longer defluidization time than group B particles (with a wider diameter range of 30–
1000 µm). In general, fluidized beds can operate with a wider gas velocity range (i.e.,
highest to lowest operating gas velocity) with group A particles compared to group
B [96, 97]. Particles belonging to group C are mainly small particles, i.e. smaller
than 20 µm, and are difficult to fluidize because of the dominating inter–particle
forces [96]. Group D particles are large, i.e. larger than 1000 µm, and usually exhibit
spouting behaviour [95]. According to the introduction presented in chapter 2, raw
meal particles in the cement calciners, with an upper size limit of 125 µm [11] and
mass–based averaged particle size of 40 µm [13], can be considered as Geldart group
A particles.
Figure 3.1: Geldart [95] classification of solid particles in gas–solid systems. The
figure is taken from [97].
Squires et al. [97] suggested a categorization for fluidization regimes for coarse par-
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ticles (i.e. Geldart group B particles such as sand) and fine particles (i.e. Geldart
group A particles such as fluid catalytic cracking powder and clinker powder) accord-
ing to the gas superficial velocity and particle volume fraction. Depicted in Fig. 3.2
are the classification for fine powders, i.e. group A, with a schematic representation
of a circulating fluidized bed boiler. According to this classification, the fluidization
starts as a uniform expansion of the bed when the superficial gas velocities are higher
than 0.01 m/s. For velocities higher than 0.02 m/s, non–homogeneous meso–scale
structures appear with the presence of bubbles [98]. As the gas superficial velocity
increases, the mixing of particle bed and gas–solid is improved. As the superficial
gas velocity reaches to the blow out velocity, transport regimes start and a signifi-
cant amount of particles are entrained in the gas and exit the reactor. In this case,
meso–scale structures appear as clusters. Different modes of particle transport can
be achieved based on the superficial gas velocity and average particle volume fraction
in the system.
In full–scale calciners, the local gas velocities may reach to very high values. For
example, Mikulčić et al. [45, 91] reported maximum velocity magnitude of 38 m/s
based on CFD simulations of an SLC system. However, to the author’s knowledge,
the superficial gas velocity is usually below 10 m/s in the main vessel of ILC systems
(in the riser part of ILC, the gas velocity is higher). The bottom–right side of Fig.
3.2 shows a circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boiler with a riser operating in similar
conditions as that of a calciner vessel. As the particles travel in the upward direction
of the CFB riser (marked as "a" in the figure), the average particle volume fraction
decreases. In the bottom part, there is an indication of a higher tendency of particle
recirculation (marked as "A" in the figure). It is expected that the same behaviour
takes place in the calciner vessel.
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Figure 3.2: Classification of fluidization regimes for fine particles (group A). The
figure is reproduced from [97]. The gas–solid system in the bottom–
right side of the figure is a circulating fluidized bed boiler. Terminal
velocity is the maximum possible gas–solid slip velocity and blowout
velocity is a gas superficial velocity at which all or substantial amount
of particles are entrained in the gas and exit the fluidized bed.
3.2 Mathematical modelling of industrial gas–solid
systems
3.2.1 Introduction to CFD simulation
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a branch of fluid mechanics which uses
numerical analysis and algorithms to predict fluid flow and heat transfer as well as
other events that may happen in the flow such as chemical reactions. In almost all of
the simulations, Navier–Stokes equations are solved for fluid flow and the simulations
are mainly performed using computers. The CFD technique spans over a wide range
of industrial and non–industrial applications such as aerodynamics of air planes,
turbomachinery, bio–mechanics, climate prediction, and so on.
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Even though numerical methods were introduced since the time of Newton in the
1700s and Navier-Stokes equations were finalized by Navier in 1845, early methods
for solving fluid flow, i.e. two–dimensional potential flow around a cylinder, were first
developed in the 1930s [99]. The first simulation of Navier–Stokes equations using
computers was conducted at Los Alamos National Lab [100] in the early 1950s. With
advancement in the computer power in the 1970s, commercial software were devel-
oped for simulation of fluid flow especially in the field of aerospace engineering [101].
Nowadays, along with the advancement in computer systems as well as more sophis-
ticated numerical methods which enhance the speed of calculation, CFD simulations
have become very popular in the engineering applications.
3.2.2 Advantages and challenges
CFD modelling is usually compared with experimental (or physical) investigation.
One of the main advantages of CFD simulation, which is still improving in time
with proliferation of high speed computers, is the modelling accuracy. Even though
there might be problems in predicting some specific flows due to special boundaries
or extended domains such as the ones related to weather prediction, but in general,
results with acceptable accuracy can be obtained using CFD. Another important
accuracy–related issue is the non–intrusiveness of CFD simulation results compared to
the experimental data. Furthermore, extensive information of the fluid flow variables
is available after conducting a CFD simulation while in the experimental study of a
specific problem, only predefined variables are measured in particular positions inside
the domain.
In some cases, the computational time of a CFD study may become important.
Generally, the time required for simulating fluid flow of a specific problem is greatly
smaller than physical assessment of the flow, i.e. designing the experimental setup
and conducting experiments. Conversely, for large and multi–scale flow fields, the
computational cost might become a challenging issue. This becomes more severe
when using more sophisticated turbulence models such as Large Eddy Simulation.
For example, Benyahia et al. [102] conducted 2D CFD simulation of the gas–solid
flow in the riser section of a cold circulating fluidized bed with approximate height of
14.2 m. On an SGI Origin 200 computer, they reported an approximate simulation
time of 3–4 weeks for 40 seconds of simulation.
Usually simple CFD problems can be solved with today’s in–house personal com-
puters. Large problems are required to be simulated using stronger computers or
super–computers. Similarly, conducting experimental investigations usually require
spending a significant amount of expenses especially for measurement devices. CFD
studies usually cost 20–40 % less than comparable experimental ones depending on
the size of the setup [101]. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that changing the
simulation conditions such as inlet boundaries or the geometry in the CFD solver
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is relatively straightforward. However, this activity is sometimes impossible or very
costly when working with an experimental setup.
Finally, the results from CFD simulations can be stored on typical storing tools,
e.g., DVDs and hard drives, which usually have a long life span and a small space
requirement. Physical setups on the other hand, are spacious. The advantages and
challenges of using CFD simulations explained in this section are summarized in Table
3.1.
Table 3.1: General advantages and challenges of CFD simulations compared to ex-
perimental practices.
Advantages Challenges
High accuracy Time consuming for some cases
Non–intrusiveness A powerful hardware is required for somecases
Extensive information is available from the
results
Model accuracy especially for systems with
chemical reactions
Easy to change simulation conditions
Small problems can be handled with in–
house PCs
Usually less costly than building a setup
and conducting experiments
Insignificant maintenance costs
3.3 CFD simulation of reactive gas–solid flows
In this section, different approaches that should be considered before conducting CFD
simulation of a reactive gas–solid industrial system are addressed. These approaches
are categorized into different groups according to the specific area of modelling.
3.3.1 Gas–solid models
Depending on the type of the flow and other related conditions in a gas–solid system,
e.g., particle concentration, various numerical approaches with different levels of ac-
curacy can be used for simulation of the gas–solid flow field. A summary of these
approaches is presented in Fig. 3.3 and some of them are briefly described here with
an emphasis on Multi–Phase Particle In–Cell (MP–PIC) method which is used in the
current PhD study.
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Figure 3.3: Methods for CFD simulation of gas–solid flows. The figure is taken and
reproduced from [103].
3.3.1.1 One–phase modelling
In one–phase modelling, which is also called the mixture model, modified Navier–
Stokes equations are solved for a mixture of gas–solid flow. Most of the mixture
models are based on local equilibrium condition, i.e. the fluid and particle variables,
such as velocity and temperature, are considered locally equal [104]. In some models,
a slip velocity between the fluid and particles may also be considered [105].
The model is advantageous from the computational cost point of view as it only solves
Navier–Stokes equations for one phase and it is suitable for homogeneous flows with
small loading of particles. However, this approach is weak in accuracy as all of the
particles are modelled into the carrier fluid equations [106]. Due to the limitations
of this model in simulation of complex gas–solid systems, it is not further discussed
here.
3.3.1.2 Eulerian–Eulerian approach
In Eulerian–Eulerian (E–E) approach which is also called Multi–Fluid Model (MFM),
particles are considered as a continuous phase in the domain. Transport and energy
equations of the carrier fluid and particles are coupled together with shared pressure
and inter–phase exchange coefficients [107]. In E–E method, dispersed phase vari-
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ables are averaged over each computational cell. Hence the volume fraction of the
dispersed phase should be high enough so that it can be descried as a continuous
phase [103]. This makes the model suitable for dense particulate flows. Usually for
dense systems, the solid–phase transport equations in E–E approach, e.g. granular
viscosity and pressure, are coupled with the concept of kinetic theory of granular
flows (KTGF) [108]. In the KTGF model, a transport equation is solved for par-
ticle granular temperature which is a measure of particle velocity fluctuations due
to particle–particle and particle–wall interactions. Based on the calculated granular
temperature, other empirical parameters such as granular pressure and viscosity are
calculated.
In order to have reasonable accuracy in predicting the flow characteristics such as
mutual particle–fluid interactions and effective viscosities, meso–scale structures in
the flow should be resolved or modelled [109]. When the meso–scale structures are
resolved, the size of the required grid is usually 10–100 times of the particle size [109]
which is computationally expensive for three–dimensional simulations. An approach
to resolve this problem is to use coarse grids in combination with sub–grid models
to account for the effect of unresolved meso–scale structures. In one of the meth-
ods, known as Energy Minimization Multi–Scale (EMMS) [110], the flow domain is
decomposed into three regions of dense clusters, dilute clusters, and intermediate re-
gions. The intermediate region lies between dense and dilute clusters regions [111].
As reported in the literature, E–E approach coupled with EMMS has a proper capa-
bility in capturing meso–scale structures of particulate flows using coarse grids (for
example, see [112] and [113]).
The overall benefits and limitations of E–E models are summarized in Table 3.2.
One of the important issues regarding E–E approach is the capability of the method
in considering a particle size distribution for particles. In the basic E–E approach,
the particles can only be considered mono–sized. However, there are several sub–
models such as population balance model (PBM) that can be added to the basic E–E
equations to account for different particle sizes. However, the computational cost of
PBM is high as separate momentum and continuity equations should be solved for
each size bin [114–116]. The same is also valid for simulation of multiple phases (extra
momentum and energy equation for each phase). Furthermore, as discussed, the
solid volume fraction in the domain should be sufficiently high so that the continuum
solid phase assumption of E–E approach would be valid. However, in the industrial
circulating fluidized beds (and calciners), the solid volume fraction has a high degree
of inhomogeneity which casts doubts on the validity of the E–E method for the whole
domain [103].
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Table 3.2: General benefits and limitations of using Eulerian–Eulerian approach for
combustive gas–solid flows.
Eulerian
model Advantages Limitations
General
Suitable for a wide range of parti-
cles volume fraction
Less accuracy as a result of mod-
elling particles as a continuum ma-
terial
Relatively fast (compared to the
Lagrangian models) for high load-
ing of particles
Costly and less accurate when there
is a size distribution for particles es-
pecially for combustive particles
Low accuracy for the regions of the
flow with low solid volume fraction
3.3.1.3 Eulerian–Lagrangian approach
For a dispersed solid phase to be considered as a continuous materiel, three gen-
eral assumptions are made including continuity, homogeneity and isotropy. Small–
scale structures in particulate flows, however, show discontinuous, heterogeneous and
anisotropic characteristics [117, 118]. This issue becomes more pronounced if there
are discrete particle chemical reactions in the gas–solid flow. Hence, in order to
numerically reproduce particulate flow behaviour in a more realistic way, Eulerian–
Lagrangian (E–L) approach is used. In E–L modelling, each solid particle (or group
of particles having the same properties) is tracked individually in the flow domain
using Newton’s laws; while the Navier–Stokes equations are solved for the carrier
fluid. The interaction between phases is taken into account by the use of Newton’s
third law.
The use of E–L method has the advantage of higher computational accuracy compared
to E–E approach as less empirical correlations are used in this model. However,
for high loading of particles, where particle–particle interactions are important, the
computational cost of this model becomes an issue if the particle–particle interactions
are directly resolved [119] (Deterministic collision model in Fig. 3.3). As a solution,
the particle–particle interactions can be included in E–L approach as sub–models
such as stochastic collision models (see Fig. 3.3) when using Discrete Phase Method
(DPM) [106]. In the stochastic collision models, the particles collisions are usually
predicted based on the information about the position and velocity of particles that
are close to each other [119]. This method, however, is still highly time consuming
when the number of particles in the system is large.
An strategy to overcome the problems associated with the computational overhead of
the E–L approach is to use combined E–E and E–L approaches, such as Multi–Phase
Particle In–Cell (MP–PIC) method, denoted as hybrid method in Fig. 3.3. In MP–
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PIC method, groups of particles with the same properties, named as particle clouds,
are tracked in a Lagrangian frame, and in order to take into account the inter–particle
forces, a particle normal stress is calculated in the Eulerian field and then projected
back to the Lagrangian frame to be used in the Lagrangian equations of particle
motion [120, 121]. In the MP–PIC method, the particles should be close–to–spherical
and smaller than the size of computational domain. The MP–PIC method has been
successfully implemented in simulation of gas–solid flows in different systems, e.g.
the studies of Snider et al. [122] regarding coal gasifier systems, Ariyaratne et al.
[123] in the area of pneumatic conveying flows, and Jiang et al. [124] and Kraft et al.
[125] on fluidized beds. The overall benefits and limitations of Eulerian–Lagrangian
models are summarized in Table 3.3. More discussion regarding the formulation of
MP–PIC method is provided in chapters 6 and 8.
Table 3.3: General benefits and limitations of using Eulerian–Lagrangian models
for combustive gas–solid flows.
Lagrangian
model Advantages Limitations
General
High accuracy as a result of less
level of modelling
Time–consuming when the num-
ber of particles is high
Particles of different sizes can
be easily and economically sim-
ulated
Low accuracy when the effect of
turbulence needs to be modeled
Complete information about
particles, e.g. residence time,
instantaneous size, etc., is
available
MP–PIC
Appropriate for all ranges of vol-
ume fractions
Low accuracy in prediction
of inter–particle interactions
when particles are highly non–
spherical
Less time consuming compared
to other methods when particles
loading is high
Particles should be smaller than
the size of computational grid
3.3.2 Turbulence models
From hydrodynamics point of view, in general, there are three regimes of fluid flow
in nature and industry: laminar flow, turbulent flow, and transitional flow which
lies between laminar and turbulent flows. One of the parameters that is usually an
indication of the level of turbulence in the fluid flow is the Reynolds (Re) number.
When the Re number of the flow is low enough, the flow remains laminar and no
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fluctuation of fluid velocity (or temperature) exists in the domain. For the Re number
higher than a specific value (problem–dependent), the flow becomes turbulent and
depending on this number, there are different turbulent structures in the flow. The
transition from the laminar flow to the turbulent flow happens in the intermediate
Reynolds numbers. Basically, there are two approaches in numerical simulation of
turbulent flows for capturing turbulence effects: Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)
of turbulent flows or using turbulence models. In this section, a short discussion
regarding simulation of turbulent flows is provided.
3.3.2.1 Direct Numerical Simulation
In DNS, full Navier–Stokes equations are solved without using a turbulence model.
As there are no empirical models used in DNS (neglecting the models in deriving the
Navier–Stokes equations), it can be used as a numerical experiment for basic research
problems such as turbulence physics and modelling [126].
For DNS of a laminar flow, it is only required to resolve properly velocity gradients
of the flow filed. Hence, a relatively coarse computational grid is usually enough
for having acceptable results. However, for a turbulent flow and depending on the
Re number, it is necessary to use fine computational grids when conducting DNS;
because the solution should resolve all of the turbulent flow structures. Consequently,
a longer computational time is required especially when the flow Re number is high.
As the Re numbers increases, the smallest structures in the flow, i.e. Kolmogorov
scale structures, become smaller. It is reported that for DNS of turbulent flows, the
total number of required computational nodes is of order of magnitude of O(Re9/4)
and the computational cost (considering the change in the stable time step size) is
of order or magnitude of O(Re3) [126, 127]. Consequently, the computational cost of
DNS makes the method not suitable for high Re number flows which are abundant
in industrial applications.
3.3.2.2 Reynolds–Averaged Navier–Stokes models
Reynolds–Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) models are derived after imposing a time–
averaging operation on Navier–Stokes equations [128]. The closure problem in RANS
equations is generally the Reynolds stress term, −ρuiuj (the over–bar is an indication
of time–averaged parameter), which is usually closed using Boussinesq hypothesis,
i.e. considering an eddy viscosity term in RANS equations [128]. RANS equations
are categorized into four classes of zero–equation (algebraic) models, one–equation
models, two–equation models, and more sophisticated models, e.g. Reynolds Stress
Model (RSM). Advantages and limitations of well–known RANS turbulence models
are illustrated in table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Advantages and limitations of common RANS turbulence models. The
symbol y+ = y1uτν is an indication of the non–dimensional distance of
the first grid point from the wall where y1 and uτ are the distance of the
first grid point from the wall and the wall friction velocity, respectively.
Turbulence model Type ofmodel Advantages Disadvantages
Spalart–Allmars
[129]
One–
equation
Suitable for wall–bounded flows
with low Re number
Requires proper resolution
near the wall (y+ < 1)
Not suitable for general indus-
trial flows
k −  [130] Two–equation
Suitable for a wide range of
turbulent flows
Modifications of model con-
stants are required for specific
problems
Improved performance for
modified versions
Weak performance for complex
flows
Boundary layer is not required
to be resolved
k − ω, Shear
Stress Transport
model (SST) [131]
Two–
equation
A mixture of k −  and k − ω
models
Viscous sub–layer region
should be resolved, i.e.
y+ < 5)
More accurate and reliable for
a wider classes of flows com-
pared to k− and k−ω models
Reynolds Stress
Model (RSM)
[132]
7–
equation
The most elaborate RANS tur-
bulence model Lower stability
Rigorous and accurate for com-
plex flows especially flows with
swirl, rotation etc.
Requires higher computational
cost than other models because
of solving 7 transport equa-
tions
3.3.2.3 Large Eddy Simulation
In general, DNS and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) can be put into a bigger group of
simulation methods called Scale–Resolving Simulation (SRS) models. In SRS, all or a
part of the turbulent structures spectrum are directly resolved. Apart from DNS and
LES methods, other examples of SRS method are Detached Eddy Simulation (DES)
and Scale–Adaptive Simulation (SAS) [133]. In this section, only LES turbulence
model is explained and more discussions regarding SRS models are provided in [133].
LES was initially proposed by Smagorinsky [134] in the 1960s and lies between DNS
and RANS turbulence model from grid fineness and computational cost points of view.
The main idea in LES is to only resolve large scale structures in the flow, which
are energy containing and problem dependent, and model the effect of unresolved
smaller structures, which are more universal. Small structures are usually modelled
by introducing an eddy viscosity.
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In contrast to universal small scale structures of a turbulent flow, large scale struc-
tures are affected significantly by boundary conditions [135]. In RANS, the whole
spectrum of fluctuating structures of the turbulent flow is modelled and the turbu-
lence model is more problem–specific with lower fidelity compared to LES. Hence,
some adjustments to the model coefficients may be required for every problem. In
LES, however, a smaller portion of the flow structures spectrum, i.e. approximately
10% of the turbulent kinetic energy, is modelled. Another advantage of LES over
RANS is availability of the flow variables other than the first order averages such as
root mean square (RMS) quantities. A problem when working with LES is the need
to resolve the flow boundary layer in the wall bounded flows. The energy containing
eddies near the wall are small and a finer mesh is required to resolve them. This
increases the computational cost of the turbulence model especially for higher Re
number flows that contain smaller energy–containing eddies in their boundary layers.
This problem can be partly resolved by using a wall function in the boundary layer
instead of resolving the small energy–containing eddies [133]. The commonly used
LES turbulence sub–grid scale models are described in table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Common LES sub–grid scale models and their description.
LES sub–grid scale
(sgs) model Description
Classic Smagorinsky
(Smagorinsky–Lilly)
model [134]
The simplest sub–grid scale model in LES with a constant
Smagorinsky coefficient, Cs, for calculation of eddy viscosity.
Cs is problem–specific and for a wide range of flows, a value
of 0.1 has been found to produce the best results [106].
Dynamic Smagorinsky
model [136, 137]
In this model, Cs is dynamically calculated according to the
information provided by the resolved scales and using a test
filter. This model is more universal than the classic one. The
classic and dynamic models are based on local equilibrium
assumption for turbulence kinetic energy transport through
resolved scale and its dissipation at sub–grid scales.
Dynamic Kinetic En-
ergy model [138]
In this model, a transport equation is solved for sub–grid scale
turbulence kinetic energy instead of assuming local equilib-
rium. The model is then more universal than the dynamic
model. However, it has a higher computational overhead.
3.3.3 Hydrodynamic interaction between fluid and particles
Generally, in a particulate flow, different forces are exerted to the particles from the
carrier fluid or surrounding particles. The most important forces are listed below.
• Drag force
This force is the most important one applied to particles in almost all particle–
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laden flows. It is composed of two forces namely friction and pressure forces.
The friction force is due to the shear friction between the particle and the
surrounding fluid while the pressure force is because of the change in the fluid
pressure at the particle surface. Depending on the shape of the particle and
its orientation toward the relative gas–solid slip velocity, it is possible that one
of the mentioned forces becomes dominant [139]. There are different models
for the drag force in the literature (as a function of different parameters, e.g.,
particle size, shape, volume fraction, etc.) which will be discussed further later.
• Lift force
The lift force is similar to the drag force but it is perpendicular to the direction
of relative velocity between the particle and the carrier fluid. This force is
important for non–spherical particles [140].
• Body force
Body force is a force that is exerted to the volume of a particle such as gravity
or electromagnetic forces [139]. In calciners, as particles are much heavier than
the carrier fluid, the gravitational force has a significant influence on the particle
movement. Other field forces such as magnetic forces are out of the scope of
this study.
• Inter–particle collision or contact forces
This forces become important when the volume fraction of particles in the flow
exceeds 0.1% [141]. As the volume fraction approaches to the close–pack value,
the flow characteristics become closer to a granular flow, i.e. particle–particle
interactions are more dominant than the drag forces. In MP–PIC method, this
force is considered as a normal stress tensor in the equation of particle tracking
[121].
• Basset force
The Basset or history force accounts for the effect of temporal development of
the velocity boundary layer on the particle surface when particles go through
rapid acceleration or deceleration. This force however is negligible when the
particle to fluid density ratio is high in gas–solid flows [107].
• Gradient forces
One of the gradient forces is Saffman force which is a lift force due to entrance
of particles in regions with high velocity gradients. This force in insignificant
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in flows with small shear rates or particulate flows with small Reynolds number
[107].
The pressure gradient force is due to strong pressure gradient in some flow
regions which impose different pressures on the outer surface of particles. This
force is important when there is shock wave in the main flow.
• Magnus force
This force is caused by rotation of particles at high speeds and the Magnus
effect [142].
3.3.3.1 Drag force on single spherical particles
As the drag force has a considerable influence in gas–solid flow regimes, it will be
further discussed here. When the particle to gas density ratio is significantly higher
than unity, the drag force applied on a single particle by the carrier gas can be
formulated as below,
FD =
1
2CD(Ap)⊥ρg|ug − up| (ug − up) (3.1)
with ug and up (vector variables are shown as bold characters) being the gas velocity
vector at the particle position and the particle velocity vector, respectively. (Ap)⊥ is
the projected area of the particle normal to the direction of relative velocity between
the gas and the particle and ρg is the gas density. The drag coefficient, CD, depends
on the particle shape and the particle Reynolds number, Rep = ρgdp |ug−up|µg , where
dp is the particle diameter and µg is gas viscosity.
For spherical particles with Re numbers below 1000, the drag model proposed by
Schiller and Naumann [143] can be used.
CD =
24
Rep
(
1 + 0.15Re0.687p
)
Rep < 1000 (3.2)
For particles smaller than 20µm in gas–solid flows, the particle Reynolds number
is usually smaller than 0.5 and the drag force applied to the particle lies in the
Stokes drag law region, i.e. CD = 24Rep [144]. In the Stokes region, a laminar flow
exists around the particle without any boundary layer separation [144] while outside
of this region (higher Rep numbers), a separation of boundary layer occurs. At
higher Reynolds number values, Rep > 1000, the flow around spherical particles
becomes turbulent and usually a constant drag coefficient of CD = 0.44−0.46 is used
[143, 145]. For particles with very high Reynolds numbers, e.g. around 2 × 105 and
higher, the boundary layer separation takes place in the turbulent boundary layer at
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a downstream position (compared to smaller Rep numbers) and the drag coefficient
is significantly reduced [139]. An overview of the drag coefficients proposed in the
literature for spherical and non–spherical (to be explained later) particles is presented
in Fig. 3.4.
Stokes law 
region
Intermediate 
region
Newton's 
(turbulent) 
region
Boundary 
layer 
separation 
Figure 3.4: The literature drag coefficient for spherical and non–spherical particles
as a function of particle Reynolds number, Rep. (dashed line) Stokes;
(-) spherical particles; (diamond) disks and plates; (cross) isometric
particles; (|) minerals; (circle) spheroids and streamline bodies. The
figure is reproduced from [146]
.
3.3.3.2 Drag force on single non–spherical particles
A proper representative example of non–spherical particles is alternative fuel particles
used in the cement industry such as wood pellets, tire chips, refuse derived fuel (RDF)
particles, etc. In the literature, there are different methods to characterize the size
of non–spherical particles with the most common ones summarized in Table 3.6.
For dense systems, e.g. packed bed and fluidized beds, Yang [147] highlighted sieve
diameter, equivalent–volume diameter, equivalent–surface diameter, and the surface–
volume diameter as the most commonly used parameters for characterizing the size
of irregular–shaped particles. However, for modelling alternative fuel particles that
undergo different processes such as drying and combustion, there is a lack of enough
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literature studies to underline the best parameter for characterization of size.
Table 3.6: Methods to characterize the size of non–spherical particles [147].
Size–equivalent parameter Definition Equation
Equivalent–volume diameter,
dp
Diameter of a sphere having the same volume,
Vp, as the particle dp =
3
√
6Vp
pi
Equivalent–surface diameter,
ds
Diameter of a sphere having the same surface
area, Sp, as the particle ds =
√
Sp
pi
Surface–volume (Sauter) diam-
eter, dsp
Diameter of a sphere having the same Sp
Vp
ratio
as the particle dsp =
6Vp
Sp
= d
3
p
d2s
Sieve diameter, dsieve
The width of the minimum screen size of a
sieve that a particle can pass -
Free falling diameter, dff
Diameter of a sphere having the same density
and terminal velocity in the same fluid a
dff = 34 ×
ρgCDU
2
t
(ρp−ρg)g
Drag diameter, dD
Diameter of a sphere receiving the same drag
force as the particle in the same fluid while
having the same slip velocity
-
Perimeter diameter, dc
diameter of a circle having the same perimeter
as the circumference of the projected area of
the particle, Pprjctd
dc =
Pprjctd
pi
Projected area diameter, da
diameter of a sphere having the same projected
area as the maximum possible projected area
of the particle, Ap
da =
√
4Ap
pi
Feret diameter, dF
Mean value of the distances between pairs of
parallel planes restricting the particle in the
direction perpendicular to the planes
-
Martin diameter, dM
For a projected profile of a particle, Martin di-
ameter is equal to the mean length of the chord
lines which appropriately bisects the area of
the projected outline
-
a If the particle Reynolds number lies in the Stokes regime, the diameter of the particle is referred
as the Stokes diameter
Similar to the size–equivalent parameters for non–spherical particles, a shape factor
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is also used to characterize particles shape. The characteristic parameters that are
required to calculate the shape factor of a particle are usually two of the following
parameters [147],
• Particle volume
• External surface area of the particle
• Projected area of the particle
• Projected perimeter of the particle
Important and most commonly used shape factors for non–spherical particles are
described in Table 3.7. One of the common shape factors used in literature is the
Wadell’s degree of true sphericity [148] which is in the range of 0–1 for non–spherical
particles. This shape factor is widely–used in modelling of aerodynamic and conver-
sion of particles in reactive systems because it provides information regarding the
external surface area of particles which is an important factor in discrete reactions
[149]. One of the drawbacks of using Wadell’s degree of true sphericity as the shape
factor is difficulty in obtaining the actual external surface area of the particle [147]
and it is usually estimated through empirical methods. For example, Subramanian
and Arunachalam [150] and Pan et al. [151] proposed a correlation to calculate the
sphericity of non–spherical particles in packed beds. Cavarretta et al. [152] tried
to use the information from 2D images of 3D particles to characterize the shape of
particles. They, however, concluded that the estimated value of sphericity is accurate
only when particles are either needle–like or close to spherical shape. For larger–sized
non–spherical particles, the number of literature studies are limited. For RDF par-
ticles, Kruger et al. [153] used correlations to calculate the external surface area of
particles based on the projected area of the particles in two perpendicular planes.
On the other hand, some of the other shape factors mentioned in Table 3.7, such
as circularity, are straightforward to calculate using photographic observation and
image analysis [147]. More explanation regrading calculation of the size and shape
of particles will be given in chapter 4.
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Table 3.7: Common literature shape factors used to characterize the shape of non–
spherical particles.
Shape factor Definition Equation
Degree of true sphericity, φ,
[154]
The ratio of external surface area of volume–
equivalent sphere to the actual external surface
area of the particle
φ =
(
dg
ds
)2
Degree of sphericity, φW , [148]
Ratio of the projected area diameter to the
diameter of the minimum circumscribed circle
of the projected area, dd,min
φW = dadd,min
Circularity, C, [155] Ratio of the projected area to the square ofprojected profile perimeter C = 4pi
Ap
P2p
Heywood (volumetric) shape
factor, ΨH , [149, 156]
Ratio of the particle volume to the cube of the
diameter of a sphere with the same projected
area
ΨH =
Vp
d3a
Corey shape factor, ΨC , [156,
157]
For the projected profile with the maximum
area, ratio of the smallest principal length axis
of the particle to the square root of the inter-
mediate and longest principle length axis
-
Roundness, R, [156, 157]
Ratio of the average curvature radius of the
corners to the radius of the largest inscribed
circle
Cross–wise sphericity, Φ⊥,
[158]
The ratio of volume–equivalent sphere cross–
sectional area to the projected cross–sectional
area of the particle normal to the direction of
relative velocity, (Ap)⊥
Φ⊥ =
pi
4 d
2
p
(Ap)⊥
Length–wise sphericity, Φ‖,
[158]
The ratio between volume–equivalent cross–
sectional area and the difference between half
of the particle external surface area, 12Sp,
and the mean projected cross–sectional area
parallel to the direction of relative velocity,〈
(Ap)‖
〉a Φ‖ =
pi
4 d
2
p
1
2Sp−
〈
(Ap)‖
〉
a (Ap)‖ depends on the plane angle parallel to the relative velocity direction and its mean value is
averaged over the whole rotation of particle around its axis parallel to the relative velocity direction.
Well–known drag coefficient correlations for non–spherical particles based on the
Wadel’s degree of true sphericity, as the shape factor, are summarized in Table 3.8.
Based on available literature experimental and numerical studies, Hölzer and Som-
merfeld [158] proposed a drag model as a function of length–wise, Φ‖, and cross–wise
sphericity, Φ⊥ (see Table 3.7), according to the orientation of particles toward the
relative velocity between the fluid and the particle.
CD =
8
Rep
√
Φ‖
+ 16
Rep
√
Φ
+ 3
Φ3/4
√
Rep
+ 0.4210
0.4(−log(Φ))0.2
Φ⊥
(3.3)
According to Hölzer and Sommerfeld [158], the mean deviation of their drag coefficient
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from the value measured experimentally or predicted by numerical simulation is less
than 30% even for flat–shaped objects. However, for the drag coefficient correlations
proposed by Haider and Levenspiel [159] and Ganser [160] (see Table 3.8), the mean
value of deviation increases as the particles sphericity decreases especially for flat–
shaped particles for which the deviation is of the order of 103%. Krueger et al.
[140] reported that for the mean values of drag coefficients, the relation proposed by
Ganser [160] fits best for spherical particles. For cylindrical and cubic particles, the
correlation of Chien [161] and for cuboids, the correlation of Hölzer and Sommerfeld
[158] is more accurate. For flat–shaped particles, the deviation of the drag coefficient
correlations compared to the measurements is large and the correlation proposed by
of Hartman et al. [162] has the smallest deviation. In total, the drag coefficient value
predicted by literature correlations deviates from the measured value as the particle
sphericity decreases [140, 163]. It should be noted that usually the orientation of
particles is not calculated (tracked) in the well–known CFD solvers and only the
particle position and velocity are tracked in time. So the drag models that include
particle orientation in the correlation, such as the Hölzer and Sommerfeld [158] and
Ganser [160] drag models, are not straightforward to be implemented into the CFD
solver.
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Table 3.8: Commonly used literature correlations for drag coefficient of non–spherical particles based on the Wadel’s
sphericity shape factor.
Author(s) Correlation Range of validity
Haider and Leven-
spiel (1989) [159]
CD = 24Rep
(
1 +AReBp
)
+ C
1+ D
Rep
A = exp
(
2.3288− 6.4581φ+ 2.4486φ2
)
B = 0.0964 + 0.5565φ
C = exp
(
4.905− 13.8944φ+ 18.4222φ2 − 10.2599φ3
)
D = exp
(
1.4681 + 12.2584φ− 20.7322φ2 + 15.8855φ3
)
Simplified relation:
CD = 24Rep
[
1 + 8.1716 exp (−4.0655φ)Re0.0964+0.5565φp
]
+ 73.69Rep exp(−5.0748φ)
Rep+5.378 exp(6.2122φ)
Re < 25, 000 and φ ≥ 0.67
For φ < 0.67 the accuracy is low
Ganser (1993) [160]
CD = k2
[
24
RepK1K2
(
1 + 0.1118 (RepK1K2)0.6567
)
+ 0.43051+ 3305
RepK1K2
]
K1 =
(
1
3
√
φ⊥
+ 2
3
√
φ
)−1
K2 = 101.8148(−logφ)
0.5743
Stokes and Newton region and
φ ≥ 0.67
Chein (1994) [161] CD = 30Rep +
67.289
exp(5.030φ) Re < 5000 and 0.2 < Φ ≤ 1
Hartman et al.
(1994) [162]
CD (Rep, φ) = CD (Rep, 1)× 10P(Rep,φ)
CD (Rep, 1) = 24Rep
(
1 + 0.173Re0.657p
)
0.413
1+16300Re−1.09p
P (Rep, φ) = −0.03874 (1− φ) log (Rep) + 0.09238 (1− φ) (log (Rep))2
+0.06003 (1− φ) (log (Rep))3 + 0.01005 (1− φ) (log (Rep))4
−0.003571 (1− φ) (log (Rep))5 − 0.005697 (1− φ)2 (log (Rep))5
Suitable for all flow regions and
φ ≥ 0.67
Hölzer and Som-
merfeld (2008)
[158]
Eq. (3.3)
All ranges of Reynolds num-
bers (except for the boundary
layer separation region) and φ
Dioguardi and
Mele (2015) [164]
CD
(CD)spherical
= 1
Re2pχa
(
Rep
1.1883
) 1
0.4826
χ = φ
C
a = Re−0.23p for Rep ≤ 50
a = Re0.05p for 50 ≤ Rep ≤ 10, 000
For 0.03 < Re < 10000 and no
limit range is given for φ
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3.3.3.3 Lift force on single non–spherical particles
The lift force applied to non–spherical particles by the carrier fluid is important for
some of the non–spherical particles found in RDF [140]. The lift force acts perpen-
dicular to the relative velocity direction and is defined in a similar way to the drag
force using the below formula [139],
FL =
1
2CL(Ap)‖ρg|ug − up| (ug − up) (3.4)
with CL being the lift coefficient and (Ap)‖ being the projected particle area normal
to the direction of the lift force. The theoretical and experimental researches in the
area of particle lift force are less available than those of the drag force. Some authors
express the particle lift force as a proportion of the particle drag force. For example,
Hoerner [165] defined the following formula for cylindrical particles lift force,
CL
CD
= Sin2αCosα (3.5)
with α being the angle between symmetry axis of the cylindrical particle and the
relative velocity direction. Usually, non–spherical particles tend to align to the rela-
tive velocity direction with the largest projected cross–sectional area. This direction
(α = 90° for cylindrical particles) is considered as the reference orientation of the par-
ticle relative to the flow direction. When a particle is positioned in this direction, the
lift force and the torque applied to the particle are zero [149]. Mandø and Rosendahl
[149] improved the relation proposed by Hoerner [165], Eq. (3.5), by adding the effect
of particle Reynolds number. Richter and Nikrityuk [166] used a relation similar to
the drag force coefficient correlation according to the particle Reynolds number and
the angle of attack. For RDF particles, the shape of particles changes significantly
throughout the fuel which makes the use of a specific lift coefficient correlation lim-
ited. Krueger et al. [140] measured instantaneous lift coefficients for some predefined
RDF particles. However, they did not propose a model for the lift coefficient and
instead presented the probability density of its value. As mentioned earlier, in the
well–known CFD solvers, the implementation of tracking the particle orientation is
not common; so the lift force may be neglected or considered as random functions.
In the existing CFD studies of RDF–fired calciners, the lift force is neglected (for
example see [91]); while in some of the CFD studies of other industrial systems, the
lift force is taken into account [76].
3.3.3.4 Drag force in dense gas–solid flows
For intermediate to dense gas–solid systems, the effect of particle volume fraction on
the drag coefficient becomes significant. Wen and Yu [167] included the effect of the
gas volume fraction, θg, on the single particle drag. The drag coefficient proposed
by Gidaspow [108] is based on the Wen–Yu drag model, which works well for dilute
systems, and the Ergun drag model [168] for dense particles volume fraction. The
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Wen–Yu, Ergun, and Gidaspow drag coefficient correlations are summarized in Table
3.9. In the literature, the Gidaspow drag model has been widely used for numerical
simulation of dilute and dense particulate systems, e.g., circulating fluidized bed riser
[169], dilute pneumatic conveying [123], bubbling fluidized beds [170, 171].
Table 3.9: The commonly used drag correlations for intermediate to dense partic-
ulate flows. θg, θp, and θcp are gas volume fraction, particle volume
fraction, and close–pack volume fraction, respectively.
Wen–Yu [167,
172] CD,WY =

24
Rep
θ−2.65g Rep < 0.5
24
Rep
θ−2.65g
(
1.0 + 0.15Re0.687p
)
0.5 ≤ Rep ≤ 1000
0.44θ−2.65f Rep > 1000
(3.6)
Ergun [173] CD,Er = 240θpθgRep +
8
3 (3.7)
Gidaspow
[108] CD,Gd =

CD,WY θp < 0.75θCP
CD,WY + (CD,Er − CD,WY )
(
θp−0.75θCP
0.85θCP−0.75θCP
)
0.75θCP ≥ θp ≥ 0.85θCP
CD,Er θp > 0.85θCP
(3.8)
Yang et al. [110] argued that for heterogeneous and dense gas–solid flows such as
circulating fluidized beds (CFBs), the solid volume fraction is frequently close to
the close–pack value. In these systems, the formation of particle clusters causes
a decrease in the drag coefficient and the Wen–Yu drag model over–predicts the
drag coefficient. They proposed a new drag model, known as energy–minimization
multi–scale model (EMMS). In this model, the phenomenon of meso–scale particle
clustering is correlated to micro–scale single particles in dilute and dense regions,
working conditions of the system at a macro–scale, particle properties, etc. [110, 174].
The EMMS drag model is widely used in simulation of industrial gas–solid flows, e.g.
riser flow in fluid catalytic cracker (FCC) [175, 176], CFB riser [177], etc.
3.3.4 Heat transfer between fluid and particles
The heat transfer between solid particles and the carrier gas is an important process
in industrial gas–solid flows. In E–L approach, as the number of computational
particles inside the flow domain is high, its common to consider iso-thermal particles,
i.e. uniform temperature inside particles. This assumption is accurate for particles
Biot number, smaller than 0.1 [107]. The Biot number, Bi = hgdpkp (with hg being
the fluid convective heat transfer coefficient and kp the thermal conductivity of the
particle), is an indication of the heat transfer resistance inside of a solid particle and
at its surface. Particles of high thermal conductivity and small diameter are usually
considered as iso–thermal.
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3.3.4.1 Convective heat transfer
For iso–thermal particles, the calculation of gas–solid convective heat transfer is usu-
ally conducted through the particle Nusselt number, Nup = hgdpkg . Some of the
commonly used particle Nusselt number correlations are summarised in Table 3.10
for dilute and dense systems and spherical and non–spherical particles. Eqs. (3.9)
and (3.10) are for single spherical particles. For fluidized beds with fine particles and
at low Reynolds numbers, the Nusselt number is usually smaller than a single sphere.
This is due to the less contact surface area of particles with available gas in packed
regions. Fan and Zhu [107] proposed a correlation to consider this effect, Eq. (3.11).
For non–spherical particles, the models for particle Nusselt number are rare; and the
Nup values are smaller compared to those of the spherical particles. The amount of
heat transfer, however, is higher due to high external surface area of non–spherical
particles [178]. For ellipsoidal and cubic particles, there are other relations in the
literature which are according to the particle Reynolds number and one or two ro-
tational angles [166, 178]. The dependency of the proposed model on the alignment
angle of the particle becomes more significant as the particle Reynolds number in-
creases. For example, for different alignment angels, the Nusselt number of a cubic
particle changes around 2.5% for Rep = 100 while this change span is almost zero for
Rep = 50 [178]. All proposed relations for Nup of non–spherical particles, including
Eq. 3.12, are valid for low particle Reynolds numbers, namely Rep < 150− 250.
Table 3.10: The commonly used particle Nusselt number, Nup, formulations for
dilute and dense particulate flows. Eqs (3.9) to (3.11) are for spherical
particles while Eq. (3.12) is for non–spherical particles. Pr is the gas
Prandtl number.
Particle Nusselt number correlation Eq. NO. Description
Ranz and
Marshal [179] Nup = 2 + 0.6Re
1
2
p Pr
1
3
(3.9)
Valid for Rep ≤ 200 but can be
extended to Rep ≤ 1000 [180]
Whitaker
[181] Nup = 2+(0.4Re
1
2
p +0.06Re
2
3
p )Pr0.4
(3.10)
Valid for 3.5 < Rep < 7.6× 104
Fan and Zhu
[107] Nup = 0.1 + 0.37Re
0.6
p Pr
1
3
(3.11) Applicable to fluidized beds with
fine particles and low particle
Reynolds numbers
Richter and
Nikrityuk
[182]
Nup = 1.76+0.55Re
1
2
p Pr
1
3 φφ0.075⊥ +
0.014Re
2
3
p Pr
1
3
(
φ
φ⊥
)7.2 (3.12) No validity range is given
3.3.4.2 Radiative heat transfer
In cement calciners, another mean for the heat transfer between gas–particle, particle–
particle, particle–wall, and gas–wall, is the radiative heat transfer. The gas contri-
bution to the radiative heat transfer is due to the polar species in the gas, i.e., CO2,
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H2O, at high temperatures; and the total emissivity of these species reduces with the
gas temperature [183, 184]. However, this contribution may be significantly affected
with the presence of raw meal in and fuel particles in the system. Bäckström et al.
[185] measured the emissivity of coal and ash particles in coal flames and reported
values in the range of 0.15–0.45 for the particle temperature range of 750–1200°C.
Assuming a maximum emissivity of 0.5 for coal particles, thermal conductivity of 76
mW.m−1.K−1 (equivalent to thermal conductivity of air at 1200 K [186]), laminar
convective heat transfer for coal particles (i.e., Nusselt number of 2), and equal gas
and environment temperatures, it is possible to estimate a relative comparison be-
tween the convective and radiative heat transfer rates between coal particles and the
gas (and environment). For heating up of a particle from 25°C to the gas (environ-
ment) temperature, this comparison is provided in Fig. 3.5. According to this figure
and for the range of studied gas temperatures, it can be stated that the radiation
contribution to the heat transfer to the coal particles smaller than 100 µm is less
than 10%. The radiative heat transfer for RDF particles is taken into account in
the existing CFD simulations of industrial reactive systems, such as calciners [91]
and boilers [76]. The radiative heat transfer model used for particles of biomass and
plastic fractions in RDF is discussed in chapter 5.
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Figure 3.5: Relative contribution of radiative to total heat transfer for coal parti-
cles of different sized heated up from 25°C to the gas (environment)
temperature.
3.3.5 Chemical reaction models
For calciner systems operating with conventional and alternative fuels, the main re-
actions taking place in the system can be divided into homogeneous, i.e. gaseous
reactions, and heterogeneous reactions, i.e. discrete gas–solid reactions. In this sec-
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tion, the discussion is limited to the reaction methods and mechanisms considered
for CFD simulation of calciner systems in literature.
3.3.5.1 Homogeneous reactions
The homogeneous reactions that are considered in CFD simulations of RDF–fired and
coal–fired calciners can be divided into oxidation and emission–related reactions. In
CFD simulations of industrial systems, the oxidation reactions are usually considered
as global reaction mechanisms to avoid the computational overhead encountered when
considering elementary reactions. As this study is focused on conversion of fossil
fuels and RDF particles in the ILC systems, only the volatile oxidation reactions are
briefly discussed here. When the solid–fuels are used in the calciner, reactants that
go through oxidation reaction in the gas phase are mainly from released volatiles from
solid particles. Usually CH4 is considered as one of the devolatilization products, and
the global volumetric reactions can be modelled using the a two–step global reaction
as below,
CH4(g) +
3
2O2(g) −→ CO(g) + 2H2O(g) (3.13)
CO(g) +
1
2O2(g) −→ CO2(g) (3.14)
For CH4 oxidation, the global reaction rate (usually with unit of
[
mol
m3s
]
) is considered
as a function of methane and oxygen concentrations as well as the gas temperature
as below,
kCH4 = A exp
(−T0
Tg
)
[CH4]a [O2]b (3.15)
where pre–exponential factor, A, activation temperature, T0, and reaction orders,
a, and b, are experimentally or numerically obtained in the literature studies and
listed in Table 3.11. It should be noted that the methane concentration dependency
from the first two rows by Dryer and Westbrook [187] is a negative power and this
causes a numerical instability when the methane concentration becomes too small.
One approach to overcome this issue is truncation of the rate expression at a pre–
determined small value of methane concentration [187].
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Table 3.11: Parameters used in Eq. (3.15) for two–step methane oxidation reaction
in atmospheric pressure.
Reference A T0(K) a b Validity range
Dryer and Westbrook
[187] 2.8× 10
9 (1/s) 24357 -0.3 1.3 Not explicitly mentioned
Dryer and Westbrook
[187] 1.5× 10
7 (1/s) 15097 -0.3 1.3 Not explicitly mentioned
Dryer and Glassman [188] 1.6× 1010
(
m3
mols2
)0.5
24150 0.7 0.8
Temperature range of 1100–1400 K
Equivalence ratio range of 0.05–0.5
Dryer and Glassman [188] proposed the following rate constant for CO oxidation,
kCO with unit of
[
mol
m3s
]
,
kCO = −1.26× 1010 exp
(−20130
Tg
)
[CO] [H2O]0.5 [O2]0.25 (3.16)
In Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.16), the species concentrations are in
[
mol
m3
]
unit. The above
reaction rate is valid for temperature range of 1030–1230 K, equivalence ratio range
of 0.04–0.5, and water vapor concentration of 0.1–3.0%.
An alternative model for CH4 oxidation is the four–step Jones–Lindstedt mechanism
[189], initially suggested for diffusion and premixed flames of hydrocarbon mixtures in
order to reproduce accurately the primary and secondary reaction zones. According
to this method, the reactions are composed of [189],
CH4(g) +
1
2O2(g)
kJL,1−−−→ CO(g) + 2H2(g)
CH4(g) +H2O(g)
kJL,2−−−→ CO(g) + 3H2(g)
H2(g) +
1
2O2(g)
kJL,4−−−→ H2O(g)
CO(g) +H2O(g)
kJL,3−−−→ CO2(g) +H2(g)
(3.17)
And the reaction rates in SI units (kg, m, s, mol, J, K) can be written as below,
kJL,1 = 2.474× 109 exp
(−15097
T
)
[CH4]0.5 [O2]1.25 (3.18)
kJL,2 = 3.000× 105 exp
(−15097
T
)
[CH4] [H2O] (3.19)
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kJL,3 = 1.406× 1014 exp
(−20130
T
)
1
T
[H2]0.5 [O2]2.25 [H2O]−1 (3.20)
kJL,4 = 2.750× 106 exp
(−10065
T
)
[CO] [H2O] (3.21)
If regions with very low concentration of water vapor exist in the domain, numerical
instabilities may occur due to the negative power of H2O concentration in Eq. (3.20).
In this case, the following relation for the reaction rate may be used with less accuracy
[189],
k∗JL,3 = 3.824× 1013 exp
(−20130
T
)
1
T
[H2]0.25 [O2]1.5 (3.22)
3.3.5.2 Heterogeneous reactions
Heterogeneous reactions can be mainly divided into calcination of raw meal particles
and conversion of solid–fuel particles which are briefly described in this section. For
solid fuel conversion, only devolatilization and char oxidation reactions are described.
The introduction regarding the conversion of solid fuel particles is provided in chapter
5.
3.3.5.2.1 Calcination An introduction to the calcination reaction is described
chapter 2. According to Boateng [190], the calcination reaction of a single particle
can be considered as a shrinking core phenomenon and it requires completion of
several steps. As the first step, the thermal energy is transferred to the particle
surface through convection or radiation from the surrounding gas and then internally
conducted through the porous structure of reacted material (calcium oxide). The
thermal energy is consumed in the reaction front layer where the calcination reaction
takes place. The carbon dioxide from the calcination reaction diffuses through the
reacted porous layer to the particle surface and then to the surrounding gas. These
steps are depicted schematically in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of calcination reaction. Figure is taken from
[190].
The consumption rate of calcium carbonate in a particle is usually modelled (or can
be reformulated as) as a single step and first order reaction rate as the below form,
dmCaCO3
dt
= −Kcalcpid2p (3.23)
with mCaCO3 being the mass of calcium carbonate in a particle and Kcalc being
the reaction rate in units of [kgm−2s−1]. There are various models in literature for
the calcination reaction of a single calcium carbonate particle. Mikulčić et al. [191]
proposed and validated a model based on three rate–limiting factors including: a)
heat transfer, b) mass transfer of carbon dioxide from the reaction front layer to the
particle surface and then to the surrounding gas, c) chemical reaction rate. According
to Mikulčić et al. [191], two important parameters that affect the calcination time
are the gas temperature and the particle diameter. The particle porosity has a minor
effect. On the other hand, Borgwardt [192] reported that the calcination is chemically
controlled for small particles between 1 and 90 µm and temperatures below 1000°C.
In some of the studies, the contribution of carbon dioxide diffusion is neglected and
the calcination reaction rate is considered to be chemically controlled. The chemical
reaction rate is usually expressed as a function of decomposition pressure, in the for-
mat of an Arrhenius–type formula, and the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the
environment. The literature expressions suggested for the chemical reaction rate of
calcination are scattered (for example see [46, 193]). However, the equilibrium tem-
peratures calculated from the proposed correlations, as a function of carbon dioxide
volume fraction, lie in a narrow range.
3.3.5.2.2 Solid–fuel conversion In this section, the models used in the litera-
ture for devolatilization and char oxidation of solid fuel particles are briefly described
here with the focus on the studies conducted in CFD simulation of calciner systems.
Complete description of solid fuel conversion is described in detail in chapter 5.
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• Devolatilization
Commonly, the devolatilization of solid fuel particles is expressed as a single step first
order reaction as below,
dmvol
dt
= −Kvolm (3.24)
where mvol is the remaining mass of volatiles in the particle. In the constant rate
devolatilization, Kvol is a constant value and usually m is also constant and equal to
the initial mass of volatiles in the particle [194]. Pillai [195] reported a representative
value of Kvol = 12 s−1 for devolatilization of coal. In the single kinetic rate model,
the effect of remaining mass of volatiles in the particle is taken into account asm, and
Kvol is usually an Arrhenius–type function of particle temperature [196]. There are
more sophisticated devolatilization models in the literature such as the one proposed
by Kobayashi [197] with two–competing rates.
• Char oxidation
Char oxidation of solid fuel usually starts when all of the volatiles are released from
the particle. By assuming the single film model (i.e., the oxygen diffuses through a
stationary film on the char surface and reacts with the char to produce CO and/or
CO2 [198]), it is common to consider the reaction between char and oxidant as below,
C(g) +
1
φox
O2(g) −→
2φox − 2
φox
CO(g) +
2− φox
φox
CO2(g) (3.25)
where φox is the stoichiometric ratio for oxidant species which is usually called mech-
anism factor and is in the range of 1–2. The mechanism factor is either considered as
a function of temperature [199] or a constant number (e.g., φox = 1.26 gives enough
accuracy for fluidized bed combustion of coal [200]).
One of the well-known models for char oxidation of solid fuels is the shrinking par-
ticle model where the particle shrinks as the char oxidation proceeds [201] (detailed
introduction regarding char oxidation pathways is provided in section 5.1.1). There
are different types of correlation in the literature for calculation of the rate of char
oxidation based on shrinking particle model with the most common one being based
on an effective reaction rate depending on the chemical reaction rate and the diffusion
of oxygen from the free stream to the particle surface (e.g., the model proposed by
Linjewile et al. [199, 202] for petcoke and Baum and Street [194] for coal).
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3.4 Application of CFD to cement calciner
The existing CFD simulations of full–scale calciner systems are summarized in Tables
3.12 and 3.13. Around 20% of the literature works only studied the aerodynamics
of flow and particles inside the calciner (the simulation studies that are conducted
without considering any reactions are excluded from Table 3.13). Provided in Table
3.12 are the validation method in each study and about a quarter of researches have
not provided a full–scale validation for their work; while for the rest of cases, only
field measurements at limited points are used for comparison or the model itself is
previously validated for another test case.
Both E–E and E–L approaches are used for simulation of calciners. However, E–
L approach is used more frequently (about 80%). It should be noted that, in the
simulations that E–E approach is used, no chemical reaction in the system is modelled
and only the aerodynamic behaviour of the flow is studied [203–205]. For most of
the simulations, RANS turbulence models are utilised. For the studies that the E–
L approach is used, the order of magnitude for the number of computational cells
used in most of the presented simulations is between O(104) and O(105). Also, form
Table 3.12, it can be seen that some researchers neglected the radiational heat transfer
between the particles and the gas or calciner walls. However, a general conclusion
cannot be made because for most of the studies, an explicit discussion of the radiation
model is not given.
According to Table 3.13, only in four of the studies, alternative fuels and biomass
are used as the fuel in the calciner and the rest of the simulations are for coal– or
petcoke–fired calciners. To the author’s knowledge, the only study that numerically
investigate an SRF–fired calciner is the work of Mikulčić et al. [91]. However, they do
not show any validation of their CFD results and only CFD sub–models, e.g. plastic
conversion models, are validated separately.
There are also other studies of calciner simulation which do not properly describe the
models used in the simulation and are only focused on the results, e.g. [33, 41, 206].
These studies are excluded from Tables 3.12 and 3.13.
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Table 3.12: CFD simulation of cement calciners in the literature in Chronological order, physical models.
Year Author(s) Solver Two–phase model Turbulencemodel
Computational
grid
Radiation
model Validation
2000 Giddings etal. [37]
ANSYS–
FLUENT
Eulerian–Lagrangian
DPM k–
Structured
45,000 cells Neglected
Comparison with point measurements of
velocity and temperature at 6 points
2002 Giddings etal. [207]
ANSYS–
FLUENT
Eulerian–Lagrangian
DPM k–
Structured
45,000 cells Neglected No validation presented
2004 Huanpenget al. [203]
K–
FIX
Eulerian–Eulerian
KTGF
LES (classic
Smagorinsky,
2D)
Structured
16,900 cells
Not
men-
tioned
No validation presented
2004 Oh et al.[208]
ANSYS–
FLUENT
Eulerian–Lagrangian
DPM for coal
Eulerian–Eulerian
for limestone
Not mentioned
Unstructured
466,611 cells
Comparison with field temperature and
velocity measurements at 4 positions
2005 Zheng etal. [204]
K–
FIX
Eulerian–Eulerian
KTGF
LES (classic
Smagorinsky,
2D)
Structured
30,400 cells
Not
men-
tioned
No validation presented
2005 Huang etal. [46] –
Eulerian–Lagrangian
DPM k– (RNG)
Structured
144,000 cells
Not
men-
tioned
Comparison with temperature, calcina-
tion percentage, and CO2 volume frac-
tion measurements at calciner exit
2006 Hu et al.[209] –
Eulerian–Lagrangian
DPM k– (RNG)
Structured
144,000 cells Validated in [46]
2006 Huang etal. [210] –
Eulerian–Lagrangian
DPM k– (RNG) Structured
Not
men-
tioned
Comparison with temperature, calcina-
tion percentage, and Burnout percentage
measurements at calciner exit
2007 Fidaros etal. [42]
ANSYS–
FLUENT Eulerian–Lagrangian k– 67,107 cells P–1
Only comparison with velocity and tem-
perature ranges
2007 Oh et al.[211]
ANSYS–
FLUENT
Eulerian–Lagrangian
DPM k–
Unstructured
165,141 to
235,130 cells
Not
men-
tioned
No validation presented
2008 Ghizdavetet al. [212]
ANSYS–
FLUENT Eulerian–Lagrangian k–
Unstructured
172,167 cells
Not
men-
tioned
No validation presented
2008 Xie et al.[36] –
Eulerian–Lagrangian
DPM k– Unstructured
no
model
Comparison with field data of pressure
loss and particle and gas residence times
2008 Li et al.[213] Eulerian–Lagrangian
k– (RNG)
RSM Not mentioned Neglected
Comparison of axial velocity with the ex-
periments along the calciner height
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Table 3.12 (continued)
Year Author(s) Solver Two–phase model Turbulencemodel
Computational
grid
Radiation
model Validation
2011 Lou [35] –
Eulerian–Lagrangian
DPM k– (RNG)
Structured
30,000 cells
Not
men-
tioned
Comparison with velocity profiles at dif-
ferent sections of the calciner
2011 Xing andZhao [214]
ANSYS–
FLUENT
Eulerian–Lagrangian
DPM k– (standard) Unstructured Neglected No validation presented
2012 Mikulčić etal. [215] FIRE Eulerian–Lagrangian k– (standard) 47,000 cells
Not
men-
tioned
Numerical model validated in [191]
2012 Zheng etal. [205] –
Eulerian–Eulerian
KTGF
LES (Classic
Smagorinsky,
2D)
Not mentioned
Not
men-
tioned
No validation presented
2012 Mikulčić etal. [216] FIRE Eulerian–Lagrangian k– (standard) 95,000 cells
Not
men-
tioned
Numerical model validated in [191]
2013 Mikulčić etal. [45] FIRE Eulerian–Lagrangian k– (standard) 47,000 cells
Not
men-
tioned
Numerical model validated in [191]
2013 Mikulčić etal. [217] FIRE Eulerian–Lagrangian k– (standard) 95,000 cells
Not
men-
tioned
Comparison with field data of degree of
calcination
2014 Mikulčić etal. [218] FIRE Eulerian–Lagrangian k– (standard) 47,000 cells P–1 Numerical model validated in [191]
2015 Mikulčić etal. [219] FIRE Eulerian–Lagrangian k– (standard) 160,000 cells
P–1
model
Comparison with temperature, calcina-
tion percentage, and Burnout percentage
measurements at calciner exit
2016 Mikulčić etal. [91] FIRE Eulerian–Lagrangian k– (standard) Not mentioned
P–1
model
Only coal–fired calciner simulation is val-
idated according to [191]. Sub–models
for SRF fuel conversion and calcination
are validated separately.
2017 Mei et al.[220]
ANSYS–
FLUENT Eulerian–Lagrangian k– (realizable) Structured Neglected
Comparison of gas composition at the
calciner exit with the predetermined val-
ues.
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Table 3.13: CFD simulation of cement calciners in the literature in Chronological order, chemical reaction models.
Year Author(s) Fuel type Devolatilization model Char conversion model Gaseous species Calcination model
2000 Giddings etal. [37]
Medium
volatile coal
(18.6 wt.%
volatiles)
Used the data of [196]
Model not explained
Gas diffusion–limited
model for conversion into
CO [221]
CO2, CO, N2,
O2, H2O, and
coal volatile
Devolatilization–
type calcination
model with Arrhe-
nius constants from
[192]
2002 Giddings etal. [207]
Tyre chips
(63 wt.%
volatiles)
C4H6 as the product
Constant devolatilization
rate of 0.033 s−1
No char conversion is con-
sidered as the devolatiliza-
tion process is not com-
pleted before tyre particles
leave the calciner
Not mentioned Same as [37]
2004 Oh et al.[208] Coal Not mentioned
kinetic and diffusion–
limited model Not mentioned Not mentioned
2005 Huang etal. [46]
Coal
(27.2 wt.%
volatiles)
Two–step mechanism
kinetic and diffusion–
limited model based on
[202]
Not mentioned
A model based on
decomposition ratio
as a function of time
and temperature
2006 Hu et al.[209]
Coal
(27.2 wt.%
volatiles)
Two–step mechanism kinetic and diffusion–limited model
CO2, N2, O2,
H2O
A model based on
decomposition ratio
as a function of time
and temperature
2006 Huang etal. [210]
Coal
(28.9 wt.%
volatiles)
Two–step mechanism
kinetic and diffusion–
limited model based on
[202]
CO2, CO, N2, O2,
H2O
Same model as [46]
2007 Fidaros etal. [42]
Coal and pet-
coke
(13.2–
27.7 wt.%
volatiles)
Kobayashi two–competing
rate model [197]
kinetic and diffusion–
limited model
CO2, CO, N2, O2,
H2O, H2, CH4
Model proposed by
[193]
2007 Oh et al.[211]
Automobile
Shredder
Residue
(ASR) chips
Constant rate devolatiliza-
tion and all the volatiles
are released in 30 seconds
Two–step reaction
kinetic and diffusion–
limited model
Not mentioned Not mentioned
2012 Mikulčić etal. [215] Coal C2H6 as tar representative
Using variable mechanism
factor, Eq. (3.25)
CO oxidation and
four step Jones-
Lindstedt mecha-
nism for methane
oxidation
Detailed model ac-
cording to [191]
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Table 3.13 (continued)
Year Author(s) Fuel type Devolatilization model Char conversion model Gaseous species Calcination model
2012 Mikulčić etal. [216] Coal CH4 as the product Same as [215] Same as [215]
Detailed model ac-
cording to [191]
2013 Mikulčić etal. [45] Coal
First order devolatilization
rate to tar
kinetic and diffusion–
limited model of Baum
and Street [194]
Using mechanism factor
Same as [215] Detailed model ac-cording to [191]
2013 Mikulčić etal. [217] Coal Same as [216] Same as [215] Same as [215]
Detailed model ac-
cording to [191]
2014 Mikulčić etal. [218]
Coal and
biomass
(29.7–
32.0 wt.%
volatiles)
First order devolatilization
rate Same as [215] and [45] Same as [215]
Detailed model ac-
cording to [191]
2015 Mikulčić etal. [219]
Coal
(15.4 wt.%
volatiles)
First order devolatilization
rate
kinetic and diffusion–
limited model
Using variable mechanism
factor
Not mentioned Detailed model ac-cording to [191]
2016 Mikulčić etal. [91]
Coal
SRF (plastic
and biomass)
First order devolatilization
rates for coal, biomass and
plastics
CO, H2, CH4, C3H6, and
C6H6 as devolatilization
products
kinetic and diffusion–
limited model
Using variable mechanism
factor
O2, CO2, H2O,
HCN, NH2, N2
and devolatiliza-
tion products
Detailed model ac-
cording to [191]
2017 Mei et al.[220]
Coal
(26.3 wt.%
volatiles)
First order devolatilization
rate Diffusion–limited model Not described
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3.5 Summary and conclusions
This chapter is allotted to an introduction to the numerical modelling and CFD
studies of gas–solid flows with a specific focus on cement calciners. The benefits and
drawbacks of using different models are explained such as the treatment of gas–solid
formulation, particle drag and heat transfer models, etc.
The existing drag models applied to non–spherical particles are reviewed. Among
different parameters used for characterization of the size and shape of particles, the
volume equivalent diameter and particle sphericity are more common. The existing
drag models of non–spherical particles are not sufficiently accurate for particles of
low sphericity, e.g. flat–shaped particles, that are abundant in RDF. So it is required
to further study the aerodynamic behaviour of RDF particles which will be described
in chapter 4. Also different approaches for the drag models on particles in dense
regions of the gas–solid system are discussed. Two of these drag models will be used
and discussed in the CFD simulation of a cold pilot calciner presented in chapter 6.
The existing CFD simulation studies of full–scale calciners are summarized. All of
the simulations that considered chemical reactions in the calciners used E–L approach
for modelling the solid particles in the calciners. Furthermore, most of the researches
used RANS turbulence models and the effect of fluid velocity and temperature fluc-
tuations on particles and vice versa were modelled instead of being resolved directly.
The results of the CFD simulation studies are mostly compared to the field data from
relevant cement plants and at only a limited number of experimental data points.
From the existing CFD simulation studies of reactive gas–solid flow inside calciner
systems and also the literature survey of the CFD sub–models given in this chapter,
it can be concluded that the E–L approach is a more suitable method to model
particles inside the cement calciner. The current well–known literature models can
be used for homogeneous reactions, calcination, and coal devolatilization and char
oxidation. However, new models are required for conversion of RDF particles inside
the cement calciner, i.e. conversion models for plastic and biomass fractions as the
two main fractions. This subject is addressed in chapter 5. The literature lacks
a CFD simulation which has a direct and extensive comparison with the full-scale
measurement data both for fossil fuel–fired and RDF–fired calciners. As a part of this
PhD study, the full–scale measurements on a fossil fuel–fired and RDF–fired calciner
are conducted (see chapter 7), and are compared with the CFD simulations of the
same calciner operating with these fuels (see chapter 8).
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Chapter 4
Aerodynamic and physical
characterization of RDF
The work presented in this chapter has been carried out in collaboration with fellow
PhD student, Morten Nedergaard Pedersen. The content is based on an article
published in Energy and Fuels journal with Mohammadhadi Nakhaei as the first
author and Morten Nedergaard Pedersen as the second author [6].
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter 2, RDF is a highly heterogeneous fuel composed of different
materials such as paper, cardboard, wood, plastics, inerts, etc. [72]. As each of
the material types in RDF combusts differently in suspension conditions [76], the
composition of RDF affects the combustion and the temperature distribution in the
cement calciner and the rotary kiln. The effect of RDF co–firing on the performance
and operating conditions of calciners and rotary kilns is investigated in some of the
previous studies [75, 222–224]. Furthermore, RDF combustion or co–firing is widely
used in other industrial reactors and furnaces, e.g., power plant boilers and fluidized
beds [225–227].
Apart from the material type, RDF particles used in the cement industry are usually
larger in size and highly scattered in shape compared to traditional pulverized fossil
fuels. The effect of size and shape of single biomass [228, 229] and plastic [230]
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particles on the combustion time is studied in the literature. It takes a longer time
for larger–sized RDF particles to combust in the calciner and the rotary kiln compared
to the conventional pulverized fossil fuels. Accordingly, one of the main challenges
in utilization of RDFs in the cement industry is the fuel burnout degree. Insufficient
fuel burnout in the cement calciner or rotary kiln may lead to reducing conditions
and subsequently reduced cement quality and/or melt–induced buildups [13, 231] (see
section 2.5). Another parameter that affects the RDF burnout degree in the cement
calciner or the rotary kiln is the residence time of particles in suspension before
they exit the calciner or drop on the charge in the rotary kiln. The residence time of
non–spherical RDF particles is governed by their aerodynamic behavior in suspension
condition. The aerodynamic behavior of non–spherical particles is extensively studied
in the literature and the most important parameters affecting this behavior are the
particle size, shape, and density [149, 158–162, 232].
For the case of non–spherical RDF particles, the shape of fuel particles is very complex
and scattered which makes the determination of particle size and shape a challenging
task (examples of particle shapes are provided in Appendix A.1). There have been
a limited number of studies in the literature regarding the determination of size and
shape of RDF particles combined with their aerodynamic properties. Krueger et al.
[140] used a camera setup to determine the volume and sphericity of some prototype
as well as RDF particles; afterward they tested the individual particles in a vertical
free–fall channel to monitor and record the instantaneous drag coefficient applied to
the particles from the still air. They showed that, for the prototype non–spherical
particles, a fluctuation in the terminal velocity of particles were observed due to the
secondary particle movements, e.g., tumbling and rotary motion. Also they reported
that the existing models in the literature were not able to predict the drag coefficient
properly, especially for particles with low sphericity. Dunnu et al. [233, 234] used a
wind sieve setup in combination with particle imaging. They proposed a new and
constant drag coefficient of 1.5 for particles with terminal velocities in the Newton’s
region. However, they did not measure the mass of individual particles but estimated
it using the projected area diameter, i.e., diameter of a sphere having the same
projected area as that of the particle, and an assumed density. This method imposes
some uncertainties in the determination of the particle mass.
The literature survey reveals that there is no extensive study connecting the size,
shape, and mass of the RDF particles to their aerodynamic behavior. The discussions
presented in this chapter are with the aim of improving the quantitative basis of RDF
physical characterization with an emphasis on input parameters needed for CFD
modeling of RDF combustion in suspension, i.e., correct size and shape distribution
as well as appropriate drag model. A method for aerodynamic characterization of
RDF samples using a wind sieve setup is presented. Two of the samples are chosen
for further physical analysis, i.e., mass measurement and 2D photographing. A new
approach to calculate the terminal velocity based on the mass and maximum projected
area of particles is proposed. The results from the proposed method are compared
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with results the obtained using the literature drag models. A reverse method is
provided to estimate the mass distribution of particles of each group from the wind
sieve data. Finally, one of the literature drag models is modified to be used for
aerodynamic modeling of RDF particles in the CFD simulation of cement calciners.
4.2 Experimental section
Six RDF fuel samples produced by different suppliers were received from three cement
plants. Details about the RDF samples are summarized in Table 4.1. Except RDF–
C which is composed of homogeneous granular tire, the RDF samples are generally
constituted of heterogeneous shredded materials such as plastic, paper, cardboard,
wood, etc. The original fuel samples were sterilized and dried in an oven with a
maximum temperature of 105°C. Afterward they were divided into representative
samples using the quartering method (see section 4.2.2). The fuels were subjected to
a number of tests which will be described in this section.
Table 4.1: Summary of RDF fuel samples properties tested in the current study.
fuel analysisa
RDF sample place of use
lower
heating
valuea
(MJ/kg)
moisture
(wt.%) ash (wt.%)
volatiles
(wt.%)
fixed carbon
(wt.%)
RDF–A plant–1: calciner 19.7 11.3 13.1 66.0 9.6
RDF–B
plant–2: calciner
and kiln main
burner
17.5 19.8 15.5 45.9 18.8
RDF–C plant–3: kiln mainburner 31.4 1.5 6.0
RDF–D plant–3: calciner 18.7 17.3 12.5
RDF–E Plant–3: calciner 17.8 18.5 13.0
RDF–F plant–2:HOTDISC® 14.6 29.9 19.2 - -
a The data are as–received basis.
4.2.1 Fuel separation: wind sieve
A schematic representation of the wind sieve setup is presented in Fig. 4.1. This
setup is composed of a vertical transparent tube with an internal diameter of 24.4 cm
and a height of 333 cm. The wind sieve is connected to the ventilation system, and
the air bulk velocity in the wind sieve is controlled by a standard Pitot tube placed
close to the exit of the wind sieve and across the diameter of the cross–section. A
manual enclosed feeder is placed at nearly the middle of the tube which enables an
operator to feed the RDF particles to the system. Approximately 20 cm upstream
of the particle feed, a 2 cm diameter hole is devised to measure the air flow velocity
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along the diameter of the wind sieve using a TESTO 400 anemometer. During the
operation of the wind sieve, this hole is closed. Two cyclones are placed downstream
of the wind sieve tube for collection of particles carried up by the air flow.
Once the particles enter the wind sieve tube, they are separated into two groups of
light and heavy fractions, gathered from the top (after the cyclone) and the bottom
of the wind sieve, respectively. For each sample, the wind sieve experiments are
carried out for several velocity set–points. The starting experiment is done with the
lowest velocity set–point. The heavy fraction from this experiment is used for the
next experiment with a higher velocity set–point. This procedure is continued until
the highest velocity set–point and the initial fuel sample will be divided into different
groups; each group of particles has a specific terminal velocity range. The number
of groups that the particles are categorized into is one more than the number of
velocity set–points. The size and shape of RDF particles remain unchanged during
and after the wind sieve experiment. For the current detailed study, i.e., wind sieve
and particle imaging, the velocity set–points of 2, 3, 5, and 7 m/s are used; so the
initial fuel sample is divided into particle groups with terminal velocity ranges of
<2, 2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s. For some of the fuel samples, the experiments are
repeated for different representative samples of that fuel to test the repeatability of
the experiments.
During the operation of the wind sieve, the actual temporal velocity inside the wind
sieve oscillates to some extent around the set–point velocity. The actual velocity
is monitored during the experiments, and the feeding of particles is stopped when
this velocity increases or decreases by 0.5 m/s from the set–point value. Higher
fluctuations in the velocity are observed for smaller set–point velocities, i.e., 2 and 3
m/s.
During the experiments, small samples of particles (less than 20 particles in each
sample) are fed manually to the wind sieve with a high speed, so that they hit the
front wall and deagglomerate. In this way, the possibility of particle agglomeration
and subsequent increase in the terminal velocity of agglomerated particles is reduced.
The procedure of feeding is carried out with a slow pace; that is, each feeding is done
after all of the particles from the previous feeding have left the wind sieve, so that
the change in the air velocity inside the wind sieve due to the presence of particles is
negligible.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic configuration of the wind sieve setup used for aerodynamic
separation of RDF particles.
4.2.2 Fuel separation: manual
Pyrolysis of the lignocellulosic (biomass) and plastic fractions in RDF takes place at
different temperature ranges [235–238]. TGA curves from RDF pyrolysis are mainly
composed of two distinct peaks with approximate temperature ranges of 250–400 and
450–500°C corresponding to the main fractions of lignocellulosic and plastic materials,
respectively [235]. As plastic and biomass fractions in RDF have different pyrolysis
behaviors, in the current study, the fuel sample is manually separated into two main
sub–fractions of biomass (wood, paper, and cardboard) and plastics. Furthermore,
the minor sub–fractions are fine (smaller than 2 mm), inert, and textile.
If the separated sample from the wind sieve experiment contains a large amount of
particles, quartering of the sample is carried out to reduce it to a smaller representa-
tive sample size [239]. In the quartering procedure, the sample is piled up on a plate
or canvas and is divided into four parts using a rod. Then the opposite parts are
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added together and the sample is reduced to two representative parts. The quarter-
ing might be repeated if the representative sample is still large. However, it should
be noted that quantification of the representativeness of reduced samples is difficult
and time–consuming, but it is expected that the samples from the widely applied
quartering method [239] are representative.
The representative sample that is reduced in size is sieved using a mechanical sieve to
separate the fine particles, i.e., particles smaller than 2 mm. The rest of the sample
is classified visually into four fractions of plastics, biomass, textile, and inert based
on the particle texture. Particles from the fine fraction of the sample are too small
to perform a manual separation. This procedure is repeated for all of the separated
groups of particles from the wind sieve. Once the material–based separation of the
representative sample is completed, each individual particle from the biomass and
plastic fractions is characterized by weight measurement as well as 2D imaging.
4.2.3 2D imaging
A photographing platform shown in Fig. 4.2 is used to take two pictures of indi-
vidual particles from two different angles, i.e., top and side pictures. The cameras
are calibrated with three objects of predefined areas. For each individual particle,
the weight of the particle is measured using a scale with an accuracy of 0.01 mg.
Afterward, the individual particles are rested on the photographing platform before
taking 2D pictures from the top and side of the particle. For the side picture, an
attempt was made to orient the particle in a way that the projected area from the
side picture would become maximum. The particle projected areas in two directions
are estimated from the 2D images. The final maximum projected area is the larger
value between the projected areas from the top and side images. The number of rep-
resentative particles tested for each wind sieve group (biomass or plastic) is typically
in the range of 100–200.
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Figure 4.2: Camera setup used for taking 2D pictures from individual RDF parti-
cles.
4.3 Aerodynamics of non–spherical particles
4.3.1 Particle drag force
The drag force applied to spherical particles with high particle to gas density ratio
is explained in section 3.3.3.1. For a particle in terminal condition, i.e., the drag
force applied to the particle equals to the particle gravitational force, the drag force
equation (3.1) can be simplified to the following form,
(Ap)⊥
mp
= 2gf
2
w
CDρgV 2t
(4.1)
withmp, g, and Vt being the particle mass, gravitational acceleration, and the particle
terminal velocity, respectively. fw = 1−
(
(Ap)⊥
piD2
tube
/4
)0.75
is a wall correction factor that
is previously used by Dunnu et al. [233] to account for the effect of wind sieve tube
diameter in comparison to the particle diameter. This correction formula is valid for
dp
Dtube
6 0.8 and Rep 6 104 which is satisfied for most of the tested particles.
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For non–spherical particles, as explained in section 3.3.3.2, besides the particle size,
the shape of the particle also influences the drag force applied to the particle from the
gas. Among the existing literature models for the drag coefficient of non–spherical
particles, the equivalent–volume diameter (shown as dp), i.e., diameter of a sphere
having the same volume as that of the particle [147], and the degree of true sphericity
[154], i.e., the ratio of external surface area of volume–equivalent sphere to the actual
surface area of the particle, φp, are used more frequently. Some of the well–known
correlations for the drag coefficient of non–spherical particles that have used the men-
tioned size and shape characterizations are summarized in Table 3.8. Furthermore, it
is worth mentioning that, for exact and instantaneous aerodynamic characterization
of non–spherical particles, the lift coefficient also needs to be taken into account. The
lift coefficient is not investigated here as the average upward movement of particles in
the wind sieve, i.e., average total drag on particles along one direction of movement,
is studied.
4.3.2 Mass–based particle size distribution
In general, when a continuous size distribution is assumed for a material, two pa-
rameters are defined: one quantifies the average size of particles, and the other one
describes the spread of the distribution over the average value. This method is ac-
ceptable when the shape of the particle size distribution curve is similar for all cases;
however, for the case of waste derived fuels, this condition is not satisfied [240]. One
of the methods that has been proven to give a proper fit for the size distribution
of particles from waste derived fuels [241] is the Rosin–Rammler distribution. The
Rosin–Rammler distribution is originally and widely used for describing the fineness
of pulverized coal particles [242]. The Rosin–Rammler distribution based on the mass
of particles can be written in percentage as [243],
Y = 100
[
1− exp
(
− d
dm
)n]
(4.2)
where dm is the 63rd percentile of particle mass and n is the spreading parameter.
4.3.3 Particle shape
In order to estimate the particle volume, Vp, from the particle mass, mp, constant
densities of 950 and 662 kg/m3 are assumed for the plastic and biomass particles,
respectively. The selected values are close to the ones used in [76]. Then the volume
of the particle is calculated from the following relation,
Vp =
mp
ρp
(4.3)
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where ρp is the particle density. By assuming that the particles are cuboids, the
thickness of each individual particle, tp, is calculated from the following relation.
tp =
Vp
Ap
(4.4)
where Ap is the particle maximum projected area from 2D imaging. Only the infor-
mation from one of the images is used for calculation of the particle thickness. Using
Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), and assuming particles are cuboids, it is possible to simplify the
particle sphericity equation to the following relation,
φp =
pi (6Vp/pi)2/3
2Ap + 4tpA1/2p
(4.5)
This equation is used in subsequent sections of this chapter for the calculation of
particle sphericity.
An experimental flowchart summarizing the process of sample preparation, experi-
mental methods and tests, and drag model studies and development is presented in
Fig. 4.3.
 
Raw samples from 
the cement plant 
 
Sample treatment 
Drying and 
sterilization at 105°C 
 
Wind sieve experiments 
Separation into specific 𝑉𝑡 
ranges of  
<2, 2-3, 3-5, 5-7, and >7 m/s 
 
Manual separation 
Separation based on 
material type to 
Biomass, plastic, inert, 
textile, and fine 
 
Individual particle measurements 
(only for biomass and plastic) 
- mass measurement 
- 2D imaging 
 
Particle information obtained: 
- mass 
- diameter (assumed density) 
- max projected area 
- estimated sphericity 
Drag model validity test 
Estimation of terminal velocity 
using different drag models based 
on the particle information  
 
Validity of literature and 
proposed drag models in 
estimation of 𝑉𝑡  
Proposition of a reverse 
method for estimation of 
mass distribution of 
RDF particles 
Figure 4.3: Flowchart summarizing the process of RDF sample preparation, exper-
imental methods and tests, and drag model studies and development
(rectangle: process; parallelogram: data; diamond: decision).
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4.4 Results and discussions
4.4.1 Wind sieve
4.4.1.1 Wind sieve velocity distribution
For fuel samples RDF–A and RDF–B, the wind sieve experiments are carried out with
velocity set–points of 2, 3, 5, and 7 m/s. For the mentioned velocity set–points, point
measurements of velocity upstream of the particle feed and along a diameter of the
wind sieve tube are carried out over a period of 60 seconds. Each point measurement
is repeated three times. The measured air flow velocity distribution is presented
in Fig. 4.4 for the chosen velocity set–points. It can be observed that the upward
velocity is biased to some extent toward r/R = −1 side which can be attributed to
a small swirl inside the wind sieve. In general, as the gas velocity is lower in regions
close to the walls, the center velocity is slightly higher than the set–point value. For
the measured velocities in the wind sieve, the maximum relative deviation from the
set–point velocity corresponds to the nearest measurement point close to the wall
and in the range of 13–24%.
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Figure 4.4: Time–averaged velocity distribution of the air flow inside the wind sieve
along a diameter at a cross–section upstream of the particle feed.
4.4.1.2 Wind sieve overall results
In general, RDF–particles used in the cement calciners can have a lower quality, e.g.,
larger size, higher moisture content, and lower heating value, than the ones used in
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the rotary kiln [18]. In this section, a comparison of the wind sieve results of different
RDF samples with respect to fuel physical and material properties (if available) as
well as the place of use is given. Depicted in Fig. 4.5 are the overall results of the wind
sieve experiments for RDF samples presented in Table 4.1. RDF–C is constituted
of the smallest particle size among other tested fuels. The fuel particles are crushed
to a size smaller than 3 mm. Even though this fuel can be used both in a calciner
and rotary kiln, its relatively high heating value and high cost make it more suitable
to be used in the rotary kiln where a higher quality fuel is needed compared to the
calciner. The wind sieve results of the samples RDF–A, RDF–B, and RDF–D lie in
the middle part of the plot. These fuel samples are mainly used in the calciner except
RDF–B, which is used in the rotary kiln as well. RDF–D is slightly lighter than the
other two samples. Fuels RDF–E and RDF–F are the heaviest samples tested in the
wind sieve. Overall, these fuels constitute particles larger than the particles present
in the rest of fuel samples which makes them more difficult–to–burn. RDF–F is used
in the HOTDISC® which is an extension to the calciner to provide enough residence
time for difficult–to–burn fuel particles to burn out properly [244].
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Figure 4.5: Mass–based cumulative distribution of the wind sieve experiment for
different RDF samples mentioned in Table 4.1. The wind sieve set–
point velocities may not be the same for all experiments.
4.4.2 Material properties
4.4.2.1 Manual separation
RDF–A and RDF–B are further analyzed for physical and material characterization.
Examples of RDF–A particles from the manual separation and for each terminal
velocity range are provided in Appendix A.1. For plastics, the particles belonging
to the low terminal velocity ranges of the wind sieve, i.e., lower than 3 m/s, are
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soft and flexible and have a 2D shape, e.g., plastic foils. The plastic particles with
a higher terminal velocity are more rigid and thick and with different complex 3D
shapes, e.g., cylindrical. The same criteria is also valid for biomass particles. The
biomass particles of the low terminal velocity groups, i.e. lower than 3 m/s, are
mainly paper and as the terminal velocity increases, cardboard and wood particles
can also be found in the separated wind sieve particle group. The low terminal
velocity textile particles are mainly strings and light fluffy materials such as pieces of
napkins. These particles are usually responsible for agglomeration of light particles.
As the terminal velocity increases, the textile particles become heavier and 3D. The
fine particles (smaller than 2 mm) look nearly the same for all of the wind sieve
groups and are composed of both combustible and non–combustible materials. It is
likely that, during the wind sieve, the manual separation, and the mechanical shaking
sieve experiments, some of the fine particles would separate from the bigger particles.
As a result, they may belong to a terminal velocity range that is higher than their
actual terminal velocity. The fine particles with a terminal velocity higher than 7
m/s are mainly non–combustibles such as small stones and glass particles. The inert
particles are mainly pieces of glass, stone, and metal with different sizes.
A comparison of the composition of RDF–A and RDF–B samples for each wind
sieve velocity range after the manual separation is provided in Fig. 4.6. It can be
observed that even though the RDF samples have approximately the same overall
mass distribution from the wind sieve experiment, the material–based distributions
are different. For both of the RDF samples and for low terminal velocity ranges,
i.e. below 3 m/s, the plastic fraction is high; but the plastic fraction in RDF–A is
approximately twice of that of the RDF–B. On the other hand, the fine fraction is
high for RDF–B. For higher terminal velocity ranges, i.e., above 3 m/s, the biomass
fraction is the dominant fraction and the amount of biomass fraction in RDF–A is
higher than RDF–B. It is worthy to mention again that the RDF–A and RDF–B were
produced by two different suppliers, so it is expected that their material composition
would be different.
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of material composition for RDF–A and RDF–B samples
after the wind sieve experiment and manual separation for wind sieve
groups with terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s.
4.4.3 Physical properties
The processes of 2D imaging and mass measurement of individual particles are carried
out for RDF–A and RDF–B samples. In this section, the physical and aerodynamic
properties of the tested RDF particles in combination with the information from the
wind sieve experiments are discussed.
4.4.3.1 Mass distributions
The Rosin–Rammler mass distributions of the tested RDF samples are plotted in
Fig. 4.7. The values of dm and n from the Rosin–Rammler fitted distributions are
summarized in Table 4.2 for each particle group from the wind sieve. As expected, the
average value of mass, dm, increases for particle groups of higher terminal velocity.
However, for the plastic or biomass particles belonging to a specific terminal velocity
range, no particular trend or range can be seen in the average mass values or the
mass distributions. The range of mass distribution of plastic or biomass particles
may change by 1 order of magnitude for a terminal velocity range. The particles
from RDF–A sample are generally heavier than those for RDF–B. In contrast, the
spread parameters lie in the range of 1.35–1.92 for all of the tested groups of particles.
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Table 4.2: dm and n values of Rosin–Rammler distribution for RDF–A and RDF–B
fuel particles and each separated group from the wind sieve experiment.
dm (mg)/n
Biomass Plastic
velocity range
(m/s) RDF–A RDF–B RDF–A RDF–B
< 2 20.2/1.61 9.3/1.35 16.9/1.51 8.3/1.54
2− 3 27.1/1.87 23.1/1.52 45.4/1.63 27.1/1.35
3− 5 102.4/1.50 31.3/1.62 99.3/1.50 44.2/1.43
5− 7 330.5/1.92 114.3/1.57 410.7/1.65 201.9/1.37
> 7 874.9/1.89 844.1/1.77 785.8/1.68 565.8/1.63
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Figure 4.7: Measured distribution (symbols) as well as the Rosin–Rammler distri-
bution (solid lines) of the mass of particles for the plastic and biomass
fractions of RDF–A and RDF–B samples belonging to the wind sieve
groups with terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s.
The dashed lines show the estimated mass distribution of particles de-
scribed in section 4.4.5.
4.4.3.2 Shape distributions
Presented in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 are the scatter distributions of the maximum projected
area of particles versus mass for biomass and plastic fractions of RDF–A and RDF–B.
Linear trend lines are fitted to the scatter plots, and the slope of the lines is weighted
with the mass of particles and summarized in Table 4.3. For each terminal velocity
range and for both fuel samples, regardless of the particle material type, the slope of
the fitted trend lines (the ratio of particle maximum projected area to the particle
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mass) lie in a specific range.
The free falling behavior of non–spherical particles is investigated in literature. For
low Reynolds numbers, i.e. below 100, non–spherical particles fall in a steady (or a
damped oscillating) motion with their maximum projected area perpendicular to the
direction of falling [245–247]. For higher Reynolds numbers, particles may exhibit
complicated motion patterns during falling such as oscillations, glide–tumbling, or
tumbling [245]. It can be stated that, for these Reynolds numbers, on average, the
particles may fall with an area smaller than the maximum projected area. In the
present study, for most of the particles in terminal condition, the Reynolds number
of particles (based on volume–equivalent diameter) is higher than 100 and for some
particles, it lies in the turbulent region, i.e., particle Reynolds number larger than
1000, where the drag coefficient becomes constant. The behavior observed in Figs. 4.8
and 4.9 can be explained by stating that at the free falling conditions, the maximum
projected area of non–spherical particles still plays an important role in the drag force
applied to them. Considering the right-hand side of Eq. (4.1), it can be stated that
the ratio of maximum projected area of a non–spherical particle in terminal condition
to its mass is a function of terminal velocity and the drag coefficient. For each group
of particles from the wind sieve, the terminal velocity lies in a narrow range. This
indicates that the drag coefficient for all of the particles in a terminal velocity range
should also lie in a limited range so that the left-hand side of Eq. (4.1) stays nearly
constant. Further discussion about this equation will be given in section 4.4.4.
Table 4.3: Summary of the trend lines slope of scatter plots in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9.
Terminal Trend line slope from curve (mm2/mg)
velocity
range (m/s)
biomass
RDF–A plastic RDF–A biomass RDF–B plastic RDF–B average Std. dev.
< 2 10.84 12.99 10.66 13.43 11.98 1.43
2− 3 5.21 7.40 4.35 5.97 5.73 1.29
3− 5 2.27 3.45 3.23 3.71 3.17 0.63
5− 7 1.11 1.12 1.23 1.01 1.12 0.09
> 7 0.60 0.49 0.46 0.47 0.51 0.07
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Figure 4.8: Scatter distribution of biomass particles mass versus maximum pro-
jected area for RDF–A and RDF–B fuel samples belonging to the wind
sieve groups with terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7
m/s.
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Figure 4.9: Scatter distribution of plastic particles mass versus maximum projected
area for RDF–A and RDF–B fuel samples belonging to the wind sieve
groups with terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s.
The sphericity of the tested particles is estimated using Eq. (4.5) and presented
as scatter distributions in Fig. 4.10. The mass–weighted averages of the particle
sphericities are summarized in Table 4.4. It can be stated that for all wind sieve
groups except the heaviest fraction, the biomass sphericity is higher than the plastic
one, indicating that the plastic particles are flatter on an average basis. This is
in agreement with the visual observations of particles during the measurements as
well as the fact that the dominant RDF particles in the smallest velocity range, i.e.,
<2 m/s, are made of plastics (the flatter the particles are, the lower the terminal
velocity). For the biomass and plastic particles belonging to the heaviest wind sieve
group, the sphericity is in the same range.
The average sphericity of RDF–A particles is slightly smaller than RDF–B particles.
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This can be attributed to the higher average mass of RDF–A particles (based on
Table 4.2) that indicates the particles should be flatter to have the same terminal
velocity range as the particles with a smaller mass. For particle groups with a terminal
velocity higher than 5 m/s, a weak tendency of a reduction in the particle sphericity
for heavier particles is observed. A similar reasoning can also be given here. The
heavier particles belonging to a wind sieve group should have a larger projected area
compared to the lighter particles; so that both heavy and light particles lie in the
same terminal velocity range.
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Figure 4.10: Scatter distribution of sphericity versus mass of particles for biomass
and plastic fractions of RDF–A and RDF–B belonging to the wind
sieve groups with terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and
>7 m/s.
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Table 4.4: Mass–weighted averages of sphericity of particles for RDF–A and RDF–B
fuel samples and for each separated group from the wind sieve experi-
ment.
biomass plastic
velocity range
(m/s) RDF–A RDF–B RDF–A RDF–B
< 2m/s 0.14 0.15 0.09 0.10
2− 3m/s 0.23 0.28 0.12 0.15
3− 5m/s 0.31 0.39 0.21 0.26
5− 7m/s 0.41 0.49 0.33 0.39
> 7m/s 0.50 0.60 0.52 0.55
4.4.4 Aerodynamic properties
According to the discussion given in section 4.4.3.2, it is suggested to calculate the
terminal velocity of RDF particles tested in the wind sieve by rearranging Eq. (4.1)
and assuming that the particles fall with their maximum projected area perpendicular
to the direction of falling even though, as explained before, this assumption may not
be completely correct. In this way, (Ap)⊥ is equivalent to the maximum projected
area. The rearranged equation can be written as follows,
Vt =
√
2gmpf2w
(Ap)⊥CDρg
(4.6)
The particle Re number is calculated according to the volume–equivalent diameter
of the particle. Dunnu et al. [233] proposed a similar method. However, they
suggested a new and constant drag coefficient for all of the particles. In the current
study though, the drag coefficient is calculated by assuming that the particles are
spherical (see section 4.3.1). Most of the large particles tested in the wind sieve lie
in the turbulent region of the drag coefficient plot if they are considered spherical
(volume–equivalent). So the drag coefficient for most of the particles is equal to 0.44.
The predicted terminal velocity of RDF particles from the wind sieve using the pro-
posed method is presented in Fig. 4.11. In this figure, the velocity range of each
wind sieve group is depicted as two straight lines. For most of the RDF particles
in each wind sieve group especially the heavier particles, the predicted terminal ve-
locity lies within the wind sieve velocity range. The terminal velocity of some of
the lighter particles from the 2–3, 3–5, and 5–7 m/s wind sieve groups is under–
predicted, though. This can be attributed to several behaviors. There is a higher
tendency for the lighter particles to agglomerate in the wind sieve, especially if they
are close to texture–made particles (strings and fluffy particles). The agglomerated
group of particles would have a higher terminal velocity than the individual particles.
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During the 2D photographing process though, the agglomerated particles are man-
ually separated from each other. Furthermore, as the gas velocity close to the walls
is smaller than the center velocity, there might be a tendency for smaller particles
to accumulate near the walls and then fall down. However, we are not sure if this
behavior happened during the experiments. Finally, some deviation in the magnitude
of estimated terminal velocity can be caused by the uncertainty of the proposed drag
model. Even though the model works well for the heavy particles, the aerodynamics
of the smaller particles in the wind sieve might be different.
Even though the agreement in estimation of the terminal velocity of particles using the
proposed model is acceptable, in the literature studies, the constant drag coefficient
of non–spherical particles lying in the turbulent regime is commonly higher than the
value of 0.44 for spherical particles [158]. Furthermore, as stated before, most of the
studied particles fall with a Reynolds number higher than 100, indicating that they
fall with an area smaller than their maximum projected area. The multiplication
of the maximum projected area and CD of spherical particles in Eq. (4.6) may
result in the same drag force applied to the particle compared to a case where the
real falling area is multiplied to the CD of non–spherical particles. The systematic
underestimation of terminal velocity of particles with small mass may also arise from
this effect which needs further investigation.
Similar to the proposed model, the terminal velocity of the tested RDF particles
is predicted by the well–known existing drag models presented in Table 3.8. The
scatter distributions of particles mass and estimated terminal velocity are provided
in Appendix A.2. For the literature drag models (if relevant), it is assumed that the
projected area of the particle normal to the direction of relative velocity, (Ap)⊥, is
equivalent to the particle maximum projected area, and the average projected area
of the particle parallel to the direction of the relative velocity, (Ap)‖, is equivalent to
the projected area of the particle from the side picture. The mass–weighted average
of the predicted terminal velocity for each wind sieve group and for different drag
models is summarized in Table 4.5. For most of the tested particles, the particle
sphericity value is sufficiently low to be either outside of the validity range or in
the low–accuracy range of the literature drag models. For almost all of the existing
literature drag models, the terminal velocity is under–predicted indicating that the
drag force applied to the particles is over–predicted. The best average values are
obtained from the current model. Among the literature models, the Hölzer and
Sommerfeld [158] drag model predicts the terminal velocity of particles better than
the other drag models.
It should be mentioned that for CFD simulations of reactive systems operating with
RDF, as plastic particles in RDF go through a shape change after melting, the pro-
posed drag suggestion might need an extension to account for the change in shape
of plastic particles. However, for the biomass particles, that most likely the shape
of particles does not change during the conversion, a modified version of the drag
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model proposed by Ganser [160] is used. In this modified Ganser drag model, the
drag coefficient is multiplied by a constant value of 0.35. The scatter distribution
of the particle terminal velocity versus mass using the modified Ganser drag model
is presented in Fig. 4.12 for plastic and biomass fractions of RDF–A and RDF–B.
Also, the mass–weighted average of the predicted terminal velocity for each wind
sieve group is summarized in Table 4.5. As the relative errors are less than 5%,
it is decided to use the modified Ganser drag model for biomass particles in CFD
simulations of RDF–fired calciner presented in chapter 8.
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Figure 4.11: Scatter distribution of particle terminal velocity predicted by Eq. (4.6)
versus particle mass for plastic and biomass fractions of RDF–A and
RDF–B belonging to the wind sieve groups with terminal velocity
ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s. The thick lines show the
limits of terminal velocity for each wind sieve group.
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Figure 4.12: The scatter distribution of particle terminal velocity using the mod-
ified Ganser [160] drag model versus particle mass for plastic and
biomass fractions of RDF–A and RDF–B belonging to the wind sieve
groups with terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7
m/s. The thick lines show the limits of terminal velocity for each
wind sieve group.
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Table 4.5: Mass–weighted average of terminal velocity of RDF particles predicted
from the current proposed drag model as well as the existing literature
models and modified Ganser [160] modela.
Mass–weighted averaged predicted terminal velocity (m/s)/
deviation from the mid–point velocityb (%)
Drag model Vt < 2m/s Vt = 2− 3m/s Vt = 3− 5m/s Vt = 5− 7m/s Vt > 7m/s
Proposed method 1.54/-13.6 2.43/-2.8 3.98/-0.5 6.04/+0.6 8.87/+3.1
Haider and Levenspiel [159] 2.25/+28.6 2.63/+5.2 3.33/-16.8 4.51/-24.8 6.23/-27.5
Ganser [160] 1.09/-37.7 1.53/-38.8 2.38/-40.5 3.59/-40.2 5.42/-37.0
Chein [161] 0.90/-48.6 1.16/-53.6 1.77/-55.8 2.76/-53.9 4.70/-45.3
Hartman et al. [162] 2.35/+34.3 2.55/+2.0 2.87/-28.3 3.45/-42.4 4.67/-45.7
Hölzer and Sommerfeld [158] 1.41/-19.4 1.98/-20.8 3.03/-24.3 4.53/-24.4 6.60/-23.2
Modified Ganser [160] 1.72/-1.5 2.44/-2.4 3.83/-4.2 5.84/-2.7 8.91/+3.6
aFor most of the literature drag models, the particle sphericity is outside of the range of validity of the model.
bThe mid–point velocities for velocity ranges of <2 m/s and >7 m/s are considered as 1.75 and 8.6 m/s, respectively.
4.4.5 Estimation of mass distributions
Similar to the method provided in section 4.4.4, the mass of individual particles can
be estimated by rearranging Eq. (4.6) as follows,
mp =
V 2t (Ap)⊥CDρg
2gf2w
(4.7)
while having the knowledge about the maximum projected area as well as the terminal
velocity range of particles. It is assumed that for the particles belonging to the
terminal velocity ranges of <2, 2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s, the mid–point terminal
velocity would be equal to 1.75, 2.5, 4, 6, and 8.6 m/s (the values of 1.75 and 8.6
m/s are chosen using a reverse algorithm based on Table 4.3 and Eq. (4.6)). Along
the actual mass distribution of particles, the estimated cumulative mass of particles
is depicted in Fig. 4.7. For particles with an actual mass below 10 mg, the estimated
mass is over–predicted for most of the particle groups from the wind sieve. A similar
reasoning provided in section 4.4.4 for the light particles of each wind sieve group can
also be given here. For the particles belonging to the terminal velocity group of <2
m/s, the assumption of average terminal velocity of 1.75 m/s may not be appropriate
for very small particles.
The estimated Rosin–Rammler distributions from the mentioned method as well as
the average relative error compared to the values presented in Table 4.2 are sum-
marized in Table 4.6. The maximum average error is for the particles belonging to
the terminal velocity group of <2 m/s. For the rest of particle groups from the
wind sieve, the average errors are below 20%. The proposed method for estimation
of RDF particles mass while having the knowledge of particles maximum projected
area, based on 2D imaging, as well as the mid–point terminal velocity, based on the
wind sieve experiment information, can be used as a simplification of the procedure
required for determination of size, shape, and mass of particles. This procedure can
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Table 4.6: Estimated dm and n values of Rosin–Rammler distribution for RDF–A
and RDF–B fuel particles and each separated group from the wind sieve
experiment. The error values are relative errors in comparison to the
values in Table 4.2.
dm (mg)/n
biomass plastic
velocity range
(m/s) RDF–A RDF–B RDF–A RDF–B
Ave. error
(%)
< 2m/s 20.3/1.89 9.1/1.65 23.0/1.69 13.1/1.73 24.2/16.0
2− 3m/s 25.8/2.04 17.2/1.70 57.4/1.79 25.9/1.56 15.3/11.6
3− 5m/s 88.7/1.62 39.2/1.73 118.3/1.75 53.9/1.76 19.9/13.7
5− 7m/s 338.8/2.02 130.2/1.59 398.8/1.80 176.5/1.41 8.0/4.6
> 7m/s 983.7/2.06 700.0/1.98 695.6/1.86 493.9/1.71 13.4/8.9
be summarized as below,
1. Particles belonging to a wind sieve group are distributed on a plate suitable for
2D imaging. The particles should be scattered on the plate with no touching
of boundaries. A picture is taken from the whole group of particles.
2. The picture is post processed to estimate the maximum projected area of indi-
vidual particles.
3. The mass of particles is calculated based on Eq. (4.7) and by assuming mid–
point terminal velocities of 1.75, 2.5, 4, 6, and 8.6 m/s for the terminal velocity
ranges of <2, 2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s.
4. Once the mass of individual particles is estimated, the sphericity can be calcu-
lated based on Eqs. (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5).
4.5 Summary and conclusions
Physical and aerodynamic properties of RDF particles, two important aspects affect-
ing the suspension conversion of these particles in the cement industry, are inves-
tigated in this chapter. The mentioned properties are characterized for a number
of RDF samples using wind sieve experiments, manual separation, 2D imaging, and
weight measurement of individual particles. The wind sieve is used as a tool to clas-
sify RDF particles according to their aerodynamic properties, i.e., terminal velocity
range. Afterward, for two of the RDF samples, a manual separation of the particle
fractions from wind sieve experiment into fine, inert, textile, plastic, and biomass
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fractions is carried out. Even though the fuel samples showed similar behavior in the
wind sieve, the material type distribution of the separated groups from the wind sieve
are significantly different. From the individual particle tests in weight measurement
and 2D imaging, the mass and shape distribution of particles are characterized. Ac-
cording to the distribution of particle mass versus particle maximum projected area,
a new approach is proposed to predict the terminal velocity of non–spherical RDF
particles from the wind sieve. The proposed method provides an accurate prediction
of the terminal velocity of particles with the highest average deviation (from the mid–
point velocity) below 14%. A new method is proposed to physically characterize RDF
based on the wind sieve and 2D imaging and then use Eq. (4.7) to calculate mass
distribution. The obtained properties can be applied as an input in CFD simulations
of cement calciners and rotary kilns operating with RDF.
The drag model proposed by Ganser [160] is modified by multiplying the calculated
drag coefficient by a constant value of 0.35. As the relative error values in predicting
the terminal velocity of particles using this modified drag model are in a proper
range, it is decided to use this drag model for prediction of aerodynamics of RDF
particles in the CFD simulations of RDF–fired calciners. For plastic particles, as they
go through a shape change after the melting process and take shapes that are close
to spherical particles (explained in chapter 5), the original Ganser drag model as well
as a sphericity close to 1 are used.
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Chapter 5
Conversion characteristics of
RDFs
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the conversion behaviour of the two main
components of RDFs, i.e., biomass and plastics, using different characterization meth-
ods such as thermogravimetric analysis, single particle combustion, etc. In the first
part of this chapter, the general conversion steps and properties of RDF are explained.
In the second part, conversion kinetics of the biomass fraction of RDF is explained
based on the work carried out by colleague Morten Nedergaard Pedersen [248]. In the
last section of this chapter, the conversion study of non–charring plastics is discussed.
A major part of the last section is published in journal of Fuel Processing Technology
[7]. In this section, the conversion experiments of real plastic particles from RDF
are carried out by master student Akhilesh Balachandran Nair as a part of a special
course.
5.1 Suspension conversion of RDF
5.1.1 Introduction to solid fuel conversion
Generally, the conversion of charring solid fuel particles in suspension conditions
is divided into four stages of heating, drying, devolatilization (pyrolysis), and char
oxidation described briefly in this section.
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5.1.1.1 Heating
The thermal energy that a particle in suspension receives in a cement calciner is a
combination of the heat transfer processes listed as below,
• Convection heat transfer from the surrounding gas
• Conduction heat transfer from particle–particle and particle–wall collisions
• Radiation heat transfer from surrounding particles, gas, and walls
The convective heat transfer is discussed in section 3.3.4 for spherical and non–
spherical particles in dilute and dense regions. As stated earlier, particles can be
considered as isothermal for Biot numbers lower than 0.1 [107]. For higher Biot num-
bers that is the case for large solid RDF particles, the intra–particle heat transfer
affects the heating and conversion processes [249, 250]. In CFD applications, in order
to reduce the computational overhead of the particle–related calculations, the parti-
cles are usually considered as isothermal while the conversion kinetics are modified
so that the conversion time would be similar (for example see [89]).
5.1.1.2 Drying
The moisture content in solid fuel particles can be grouped into two types of free
(surface) and bound moisture. The bound moisture is the water content which is
physically or chemically bounded to the fuel. An example of the bound moisture in
biomass particles is the moisture trapped inside the plant cells [251]. The process of
free moisture evaporation starts at temperatures below 100°C while for the bound
moisture, it takes place at higher temperatures and requires more thermal energy
[251]. RDF particles have significantly higher moisture content (typically ranging
from 8 to 40% wt. [78]) compared to the conventional fossil fuels. Thus the drying
process is an important step in suspension conversion of these particles.
5.1.1.3 Devolatilization
The term devolatilization is referred to the process of volatiles release in an oxidising
atmosphere. When this process takes place in a non–oxidising atmosphere, it is called
pyrolysis [13]. Depending on the type of fuel, devolatilization products may include
CO, CO2, hydrocarbons (CxHy), and H2 [51].
For devolatilization of large solid fuel particles, the first step is the conversion of the
particle outer layer to char as it is heated by the surrounding gas. Afterwards, the char
(devolatilized) layer acts as a porous media to conduct the thermal energy to the inner
layers and diffuses the produced volatiles to the surroundings. As the devolatilization
layer progresses toward the particle center, the particle bulk density reduces. In an
oxidizing atmosphere, the heat transfer to the fuel particle during the devolatilization
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process may be increased by the combustion of released volatiles at regions near
to the particle surface. A schematic overview of the devolatilization process of a
typical large solid fuel particle is depicted in Fig. 5.1 [13]. The devolatilization rate
and the product gases depends on different parameters, e.g., fuel type, particle size,
surrounding temperature, heating rate, ect. More details regarding these parameters
will be presented in subsequent sections.
Char Reacting layer Virgin fuel
Mass Transport
Heat transport
Temperature
Solid density
Radius
Boundary
layer
Figure 5.1: A schematic overview of the processes taking place inside a large solid
fuel particle during devolatilization in a cylindrical coordinate system.
The figure is taken from [13].
5.1.1.4 Char oxidation
Char is the main remaining carbon–rich solid product after the completion of de-
volatilization process. As the oxidation of volatiles during the devolatilization pro-
cess provides an oxygen–free atmosphere at the particle surface, usually it is assumed
that the char oxidation starts after the completion of devolatilization. When the
devolatilization process is completed, the oxygen starts to react with the char at
the outer surface layers of the particle. Afterwards, the oxygen diffuses through the
particle outer surface layers and the char oxidation reaction happens at the internal
layers. The products of this process are a combination of CO and CO2 (see section
3.3.5.2) which will be transported toward the outer surface of the particle by pore
diffusion. After the completion of reaction, ash remains as a solid residue. The re-
action rate of char depends on various parameters such as morphological structure,
particle size, reaction kinetics, reaction temperature, etc. In addition, morphological
structure itself depends on the devolatilization conditions. Detailed description of
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this subject is provided in [51].
5.1.1.5 Solid fuel conversion pathways
Depending on the type of particle as well as the conversion conditions, there can be
more than one pathway for solid fuel conversion. In order to evaluate and model the
solid fuel conversion, it is necessary to identify the pathway that the particle may go
through during conversion. Depicted in Fig. 5.2 are possible pathways that a single
particle can undergo in a conversion process.
Gas
Liquid
Tar
Oxidizer
Gaseous combustion products
Virgin solid
fuel particle(s)
Oxidizer Oxidizer Oxidizer
Oxidizer
Oxidizer Oxidizer
Ash
Oxidizer
Oxidizer
A
B
C
D
E
F
I
G
H1
H2
J
Converted via pathway F,G or H
K
Fuel with volatiles
Char without volatiles
Figure 5.2: Different possible pathways for solid fuel conversion. The figure is taken
from [13].
During the first stage of solid fuel conversion, i.e., particle heating, particle may
change its shape (pathway K). Plastic particles in RDF are an example of this
pathway as they go through a shape change after the melting process [7]. During
the devolatilization process, particles may directly be converted to gaseous products
(pathway A) or at first, produce liquid (e.g., from plastics) or tar (e.g., from biomass)
products (pathways B and C) which will be finally vaporised into gas before oxidation
(pathway D). It should be noted that some of the primary tar may also convert to
char which is not shown in Fig. 5.2. The particle size during devolatilization may
remain unchanged (pathway E) or it may shrink and break up to form small char
particles or even vanishes after the volatiles release (pathway I).
During the oxidation process, char particles may break up into smaller particles
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(pathway F) or shrink with producing some ash residue (pathway G). Alternatively,
the char particle may retain its original size while having a reacting shrinking core
(pathway H1) or a progressive conversion (pathway H2). Furthermore, particles may
agglomerate together during the char oxidation process and form larger char clusters
(pathway J). These clusters will react with oxygen through pathways F, G, or H.
In the current study, it is assumed that the biomass devolatilization happens without
the particle size change (pathway E) and the char oxidation takes place as a shrinking
surface reaction (pathway G).
5.1.2 RDF pyrolysis
As a large fraction of RDF is composed of volatiles, the characteristics of RDF pyrol-
ysis are described here based on literature results. The most important parameters
affecting the pyrolysis behaviour of the solid fuels are listed as below,
• Pyrolysis temperature
The yield and the composition of the products from the pyrolysis process are
usually dependent on the pyrolysis temperature. For example, Buah et al. [252]
reported a decrease in the char yield and an increase in the tar and gas products
by changing the reactor temperature (fixed bed reactor) from 400°C to 700°C
for RDF pellets. As the pyrolysis temperature increases further, the amount of
gas yield increases compared to the tar yield [253].
• Fuel residence time
In general, when the fuel particles have a longer residence time inside a reactor,
there will be an increased degree of tar cracking and consequently a higher gas
yield [254].
• Heating rate
The pyrolysis of waste derived fuels at a higher heating rate increases the
amount of tar and gas yields and accordingly decreases the char yield [254].
• Particle size
The particle size affects the heat transfer rate to the particle as well as the
intra–particle diffusion properties. At a fixed reactor temperature, the smaller
particles experience a high heating rate while the larger particles are heated
up at a slower rate. Accordingly, the conversion behaviour of small and large
particles are different. For example, Buah et al. [252] reported a reduced char
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yield (up to 46% reduction) for a particle size range of 63–500 µm compared to
500–1000 µm in a fixed bed reactor with a temperature range of 400–700°C.
Some of the existing lab–scale and pilot–scale studies with the purpose of RDF py-
rolysis characterization are presented in this section. Different apparatus are used
including thermogravimetric analysis, fixed–bed reactors, fluidized bed reactors, etc.
5.1.2.1 Thermogravimetric analysis
One of the methods that is frequently used for determination of RDF pyrolysis kinet-
ics is thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) with a constant heating rate in an oxygen–
free environment. The differential thermogravimetry (DTG) curves for RDF pyrolysis
reported in the literature are of different shapes. In some researches, DTG curve is
composed of two distinct peaks between 250–400 °C and 450–500 °C [235, 236, 238].
These peaks are attributed to the decomposition of lignocellulose materials (i.e., cel-
lulose and hemicellulose and lignin) and plastics. However, in some cases, the first
peak appears as two small peaks with wider shoulders [237]. The first small peak
is attributed to hemicellulose, which is less stable than other lignocellulose materi-
als. The second small peak corresponds to cellulose. The decomposition of lignin also
takes place below 400°C in an overlap with other materials, but it does not contribute
to any distinct peak in DTG curve [237].
The shape of TG and DTG curves depend on several parameters such as the heating
rate and the composition of RDF. If a large fraction of RDF is composed of plastics,
the peak corresponding to the plastics decomposition will be more pronounced. For
example, Bosmans et al. [237] showed that the DTG curve of industrial wastes (IW)
pyrolysis has one dominant peak at 450°C corresponding to plastics decomposition
and another small peak with a wider shoulder at 275°C. Conversely, if a high fraction
of RDF is made from MSW, the share of plastics and other lignocellulosic materials
will be similar leading to comparable peaks.
The decomposition of lignocellulosic materials and plastics may overlap to some ex-
tent. In some of the studies, the pyrolysis of RDF is modelled by assuming several
parallel first–order reactions with each independent reaction representing the decom-
position of a main fuel component. For example, Grammelis et al. [235] used four
reactions representing the decomposition of cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, and plas-
tics. Also Bosmans et al. [237] attributed the first two reactions to the decomposition
of hemicellulose and cellulose and the remaining two reactions to less stable and more
stable plastics.
Experimental conditions of a number of TGA studies on RDF pyrolysis characteri-
zation are presented in Table 5.1. The existing TGA studies are limited to a heating
rate range of 5–40°C/min. Depending on the flow conditions, the heating rate to
the RDF particles in suspension conversion may be two to three orders of magnitude
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higher than this range. As explained earlier, the heating rate may affect the pyroly-
sis and oxidation characteristics significantly. Literature TGA experiments with high
heating rates are rate and are usually done using a fixed bed reactor which will be
described subsequently.
Table 5.1: The typical experimental conditions of TGA of RDF for determination
of pyrolysis characteristics.
Author Particlesize (mm)
RDF
heating
value
(MJ/kg)
Heating
rate
(°C/min)
Temperature
range °C Gas flow DTG curve
Grammelis
et al. [235] 0.15–0.25 22–23 20 30–1000
high
purity
Helium
two distinct peaks
at 250–400°C and
450–500°C
Silva et al.
[238] 1 23.3 10 25–650 N2
two distinct peaks
at 300°C and
450°C
Seo et al.
[236] 0.25 17.9 15 25–900 N2
two distinct peaks
at 343°C and
478°C
Bosmans et
al. [237] 0.15–0.25 22.3 10–40 25–800
high
purity
Helium
two small peak
below 400°C and
one distinct peak
at 456°C
Efika et al.
[255] 1
not
mentioned 10 25–900 N2
two distinct peaks
at 200–425°C and
425–565°C
5.1.2.2 Fixed Bed Reactor experiments
As mentioned previously, the heating rate to the solid fuel particles affects the con-
version characteristics significantly. There are a limited number of practices in the
literature considering conversion characterization of RDF at high heating rates. One
of the main reactor types that is frequently used for this purpose is the fixed bed
reactor (FBR) which is demonstrated here.
FBR, usually in tubular shape, is composed of a fixed basket or cup for holding the
fuel sample and a gas flow through the basket. FBR can be combined with tools
for measuring different parameters during experiments such as sample temperature
and remaining mass, pyrolysis products composition, etc. The pyrolysis products
can be categorized into four major groups of char, tar, liquid water, and gas. It is
possible to gather important information about pyrolysis behaviour of RDF at high
temperatures with the most important ones listed as below [256],
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• The rate of heat transfer to the particle by monitoring particle central temper-
ature
• The rate at which gas products are released from the fuel
• The amount of final solid (char), liquid (water and tar) and gaseous products
• Characterizing different properties of solid, liquid, and gaseous products at
different reactor conditions
Cozzani et al. [256] reported that the maximum gas release rate takes place at a
fuel particle temperature in the range of 450–550°C independent from the furnace
temperature. The RDF pyrolysis is completed at a temperature below 550°C. How-
ever, by increasing the furnace temperature, the rate of gas release is increased. They
reported that as the temperature increases, the amount of char yield reduces and also
the rate of the weight loss in time increases. For temperatures higher than 600°C,
the amount of char yield and also weight loss rate become independent of the reactor
temperature. Nearly the same qualitative results were reported by Tippayawong et
al. [257] in their FBR experiments on RDF. Yang et al. [258] defined a parameter as
the mass based ratio of pyrolysis gaseous products and the amount of volatile con-
tent from proximate analysis. They claimed that, this ratio increases with pyrolysis
temperature and is nearly independent of the type of RDF for three types of RDF
from MSW, automobile manufacturing sludge, and waste plastics.
The ultimate analysis performed by Cozzani et al. [256] indicates no significant
change in the elemental composition of char produced for furnace temperatures below
800°C. However, for furnace temperature between 800°C and 900°C, a significant
decrease (about 50%) in Hydrogen and Oxygen content is observed equivalent to
20% decrease in char yield. The main gaseous species after pyrolysis are carbon
dioxide, hydrogen, and carbon monoxide and the amount of these materials change
with the furnace temperature. The amount of methane and other light hydrocarbons
are increased for higher furnace temperatures. There are pyrolysis results from other
researches that agree with this behaviour [258]. However, in some cases, the gas
composition as a function of temperature is reported differently [257].
5.1.3 RDF char oxidation
There are a limited number of practices in the literature in the area of RDF char
oxidation at low heating rate conditions using TGA or other similar apparatus, e.g.,
quartz reactor. Silva et al. [238] also performed char reactivity tests of RDF toward
oxygen at a reactor temperature of 650°C. They reported that among the different
materials present in RDF, chars from food wastes and LDPE film waste are less reac-
tive while textiles and polypropylene chars have the most reactivity toward oxygen.
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5.1.4 RDF overall combustion
One of the reactors that is frequently used to study the combustion characteristics of
RDFs is fluidized bed reactors. Fluidized bed reactors are referred to reactors where
the conversion of solid fuel particles takes place with the presence of other solid parti-
cles. The are a limited number of studies regarding RDF conversion characterization
using fluidized bed reactors. Piao et al. [259] performed pelletized RDF continuous
combustion experiments in a 30mm×30mm×2730mm fluidized bed reactor operat-
ing with sand. They measured and reported the temperature in the combustor and
also emissions in the flue gas, i.e., CO, HCl, NOx, and SOx. Also, Wang et al.
[260] studied pelletized RDF pyrolysis and combustion in an approximately 2 m high
spouting–moving bed operating with a controlled bed temperature of 700–950°C.
This reactor was composed of two sections with the lower part being designed for
partial combustion and pyrolysis of RDF and the upper section for combustion of
pyrolysis products at high temperatures. The reactor was build for the main purpose
of solid wastes thermal disposal and the experiments were carried out to analyse the
reactor performance for combustion of RDF.
The high heating rate studies of RDF conversion is rare; but more findings can be
addressed for MSW conversion in batch/fixed bed reactors [261, 262], rotary kilns
[263], and fluidized bed reactors [264–267]. Even though in some of the mentioned
studies, the experiments are conducted with the same temperature range as that of
the cement calciners, MSW conversion in these studies is not conducted in suspension
condition. These studies are not further described in this thesis.
5.2 Conversion models for biomass particles in RDF
The conversion of large biomass particles is widely investigated in the literature.
However, the studies were limited to a specific type of biomass such as wood [89, 249].
In this section, the biomass conversion kinetics are summarised based on the study
made by colleague Morten Nedergaard Pedersen [248]. In this study, a simplified
isothermal conversion model for biomass is validated based on the devolatilization
and char oxidation times of different types of biomass [51, 228, 229, 268] in a wide
range of oxygen concentrations and gas temperatures. Based on this model, the rate
of moisture evaporation, devolatilization, and char oxidation of biomass particles in
RDF can be written as,
∂mmoist
∂t
= −Kmoistmmoist (5.1)
∂mvol
∂t
= −Kvolmvol (5.2)
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∂mchar
∂t
= −2ApMWckOx [O2] (5.3)
with mmoist, mvol, and mchar being the remaining mass of moisture, volatiles, and
char in the particle, respectively. Kmoist and Kvol are the rates of moisture evapo-
ration and devolatilization, respectively and Ap is the particle external surface area,
and MWc is the molecular weight of char. [O2] is the gas oxygen concentration with
unit of [mol/m3]. The char oxidation reaction is considered as a shrinking surface
reaction and the effective reaction rate, kOx =
(
k−1ox−g + k−1ox−c
)−1, is a combination
of the external oxygen diffusion contribution, kox−g, and the chemical reaction rate,
kox−c. The external oxygen diffusion reaction rate can be written as a function of
Sherwood number, Sh = 2 + 0.6Re0.5p Sc
1
3 , as below,
kox−g =
DO2Sh
dp
(5.4)
where DO2 is the oxygen diffusion coefficient in the gas with unit of [m2/s] which is
a function of temperature, and Sc = 0.7 is the gas Schmidt number.
Assuming that the devolatilization process is neither endothermic or exothermic and
the energy from char oxidation is released immediately to the surrounding gas, the
energy equation for a single isothermal biomass particle can be written as,
mpCp
∂Tp
∂t
=
pid2p
φ
[
Nupκg
dp
(Tg − Tp) + pσ(T 4env − T 4p )
]
−Kmoistmmoist∆hevap
(5.5)
where ∆hevap is the heat of evaporation, p is the particle emissivity, and Tenv is the
environment temperature (walls or other particles). The parameters and reaction
rates for biomass conversion are summarised in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: The input parameters and reaction kinetics for the isothermal model of
biomass conversion.
Particle properties
Parameters Value Comment
Density (kg.m−3) 662/662 (ash fraction/other fractions)
Specific heat capacity (J.kg−1.K−1) 1000/2300a (ash fraction/other fractions) average
values of heat capacities of organic and
inorganic materials [269]
Particle emissivity, p 0.9 constant value [51]
Heat of moisture evaporation (kJ/kg) 2443
Particle reaction kinetics
Reaction rate formula
Rate of moisture evaporation (s−1),
[270]
Kmoist = 5.13× 1010 exp(−10585Tp )
Rate of devolatilizationb (s−1), [89] Kvol = 1.11× 1011 exp(−23162T )
Chemical reaction rate for char oxida-
tion (m.s−1), [271, 272]
Kox−c = 12 × 1.76Tp exp(−9809Tp )
a The specific heat value is wighted by different fractions present in the biomass particles, i.e.,
moisture, ash, volatiles, and char content.
b The temperature in this formula, T , is weighted 20% with the gas temperature, Tg, and 80%
with the particle temperature, Tp. Accordingly, the activation energy proposed by [89] is slightly
modified to match the devolatilization time.
Using the proposed models for devolatilization of biomass particles, the average de-
viation of the predicted devolatilization times for each fuel is below 15% [248]. For
the char oxidation model, the maximum average deviation of the predicted char oxi-
dation times is 30% for one of the fuels (pine wood char oxidation in [51]), while for
the rest of the fuels, it is below 20%. The conversion models of biomass particles are
used as CFD sub–models in chapter 8.
5.3 Experiments and modeling of Single plastic Par-
ticle Conversion in suspension (SPC)
In this section, a study of suspension conversion of thermoplastic particles under
calciner conditions is presented. Most of the discussion presented in this section is
published in journal of Fuel Processing Technology [7]. The simplified isothermal
model derived in this section is used as a CFD sub–model in chapter 8.
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5.3.1 Introduction
As explained in chapter 2, RDF is a highly heterogeneous fuel consisting of different
materials such as plastics, paper, wood, textile, etc. Around 10 to 30 percent of
RDF in Europe is composed of plastics [77, 273] with the main constituents being
polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) [274]. Both PE and PP are thermoplas-
tics, meaning that they undergo a reversible deformation at elevated temperatures
until the temperature reaches the minimum decomposition temperature [275]. For
thermoplastic polymers, a well–defined temperature region of melting exists because
of their high degree of crystallinity [275]. After the melting process, the thermal
decomposition of non–charring thermoplastics happens in the liquid phase by break-
age of the large polymer molecules into smaller molecules and gaseous species. For
PE and PP, the main decomposition mechanism is random–chain scission, i.e., the
breakage of large polymer molecules at random locations of the polymer chain [275].
The suspension conversion of small size, i.e., smaller than 1 mm in diameter, plastic
particles is investigated in a drop–tube furnace [276, 277]. The heating rate of these
particles may reach up to 10,000 K/s and for PE particles of 70–250 µm, the con-
version time is in the range of 9–75 ms. For larger sized plastic particles, i.e., in the
range of 1–10 mm, which are more relevant for typical RDF plastics used in the ce-
ment calciners, the conversion time is significantly higher. This makes the drop–tube
experiments less applicable for combustion of RDF–sized plastic particles.
In calciners, the gas temperature is typically in the range of 850–1200°C [46], and
the recommended size limit for RDF particles to be converted in suspension inside
the calciner is 50–80 mm [18]. Experimental studies of conversion of large plastic
particles in suspension are rare. Yang et al. [278] studied the combustion of individual
spherical polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), PP, and polystyrene (PS) particles with
a size range of 2.0–6.4 mm in low gravity conditions. Two heated coils were used to
ignite particles in an oxygen–rich atmosphere. During the combustion of particles,
different dynamic events were observed including bubbling, sputtering, break–up, and
soot–shell formation. Two distinct periods during the conversion were reported: an
initial period with a constant diameter followed by a shrinking period. They proposed
a D2 law to model the average rate of particle mass change. Bluhm-Drenhaus et al.
[230] investigated pyrolysis of PE particles in a single particle reactor at a temperature
range of 900–1100°C and inert atmosphere. They measured the temporal evolution
of the temperature inside the particle using a thermocouple until the time when the
particle is dropped on the reactor wall after melting. They reported the conversion
times of PE particles of the same mass (466 mg) with different shapes, concluding
that both reactor temperature and particle shape are important factors affecting the
conversion time.
There are also a number of studies dealing with the combustion of plastic pellets in
fluidized beds [279, 280]. In general, in fluidized beds, a plastic particle sinks inside
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the bed immediately after melting and quantification of the conversion time becomes
complex. Also, the combustion behaviour of plastic particles in a fluidized bed would
be different from that of a suspended particle in the cement calciners.
Besides experimental work, there are a number of studies focusing on the mod-
elling of large plastic particle conversion. The existing 1D models for conversion
of non–charring plastics are generally based on Cartesian coordinates. These studies
are mainly preliminary and usually applicable for purposes other than suspension
combustion of particles, e.g., fire–safety issues, etc. (for example, see [281–288]).
However, for suspension conversion of non–spherical plastic particles, the shape of
particles in suspension will change to close–to–spherical bodies after melting [76].
Therefore, it is reasonable to use the spherical coordinate system for modelling par-
ticle conversion. To the authors’ knowledge, there is no 1D model in the spherical
coordinates to predict the conversion of non–charring plastics in suspension. Bluhm-
Drenhaus et al. [230] proposed a simplified model that is applicable for CFD calcu-
lations. However, the model is limited by the assumption of constant heat transfer
coefficient to the particle during the whole decomposition process.
The literature survey above reveals that there is a lack of comprehensive experi-
mental data as well as an extensively validated model regarding the conversion of
large thermoplastic particles in suspension. The conversion experiments of high and
low density polyethylene (HDPE and LDPE) particles are carried out using a single
particle combustor (SPC) in a nearly oxygen–free atmosphere. A non–isothermal
1D model is adopted for prediction of plastic particles conversion. The 1D model
is validated against the experiments as well as literature data. Based on the non–
isothermal 1D model, two isothermal models are developed. The predictions from
the models are compared for suspended plastic particles converted under a typical
calciner condition. The isothermal models can be used in CFD simulation of cement
calciners operating with RDF.
5.3.2 Experimental
5.3.2.1 Single particle combustor setup and experimental procedure
The conversion experiments of thermoplastic particles are conducted in a single parti-
cle combustor (SPC). A schematic configuration of the experimental setup is depicted
in Fig. 5.3. The reactor is composed of a vertical cylindrical ceramic tube that is
insulated from the environment. Four water-cooled insertion ports are devised at
approximately the middle of the reactor height for particle insertion, measurements,
and visual observations. At the bottom of the reactor, a burner is placed to provide
uniform and steady combustion of hydrogen. After the SPC is turned on, the gas
temperature at the center of the reactor is measured using a suction pyrometer until
a steady state is reached. Furthermore, the gasses taken by the pyrometer can be
transported to a gas analyzer in order to measure the oxygen concentration in a dry
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basis. The gas temperature and velocity inside the reactor can be controlled by the
amount of hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen fed to the burner.
Figure 5.3: A schematic configuration [51] (right) as well as a picture (left) of the
SPC setup.
For each experiment, a plastic particle is weighted and a 0.4–0.6 mm hole is drilled
at the center of the particle. Then the particle is held using a wire (or thermocouple)
of 0.2 (1.2) mm diameter. A particle holder is placed below the particle to capture
it after melting. Shown in Fig. 5.4 are three types of particle holders used in this
study. The mesh particle holder is used for most of the experiments and is composed
of a mesh grid, with a resolution of around 0.1 mm, that is supported by a wire
ring. The big mesh has a finer resolution compared to the normal mesh particle
holder. Before each experiment, the particle rests for around 60–120 seconds in the
water cooled region while the port is closed so that the cold gasses, that entered the
reactor after opening the port, exit the reactor. Then the particle is inserted to the
reactor using a ceramic bar and held at the center of the reactor. The conversion
is recorded using either a normal camera or an infrared camera. The time at which
the particle holder is seen in the recorded video is considered as the starting time
of conversion. This starting time may pose some uncertainties in the estimation of
the total conversion time depending on the speed at which the particle is inserted to
the reactor. During selected experiments, different parameters, e.g., particle center
temperature, are measured and logged.
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Figure 5.4: Three types of particle holders used for the conversion experiments of
thermoplastic particles in SPC. Right: big mesh, middle: plate, left:
mesh.
The combustion of thermoplastic particles in SPC has been performed at six exper-
imental conditions summarized in Table 5.3. The experiments temperatures, 900°C
and 1100°C, are chosen to simulate the conditions in cement calciners. For EC–900C–
LowO2 and EC–1100C–LowO2, which are the two main experimental conditions, the
oxygen concentration is set to a very low value, i.e., below 0.5 % vol. dry, in or-
der to remove the effect of a flame around/above the thermoplastic particles during
the decomposition, and consequently the radiative heat transfer from the flame to
the particle is minimized. The remaining four experimental conditions are chosen to
study the effect of flame on the conversion of plastic particles. It should be noted
that the center temperature of the reactor varies with the surrounding conditions e.g.,
environment temperature, cooling water temperature, etc. The deviations from the
target temperatures are reported in Table 5.3 as the averaged measured and standard
deviation values.
Table 5.3: The experimental conditions for combustion of thermoplastic particles
in SPC.
Gas temperature (°C) Oxygen concentration(% vol. dry) Expected gas
Experimental con-
dition
Target Measuredave./std. Target
Measured
ave./std.
velocity at the
center of the
reactor (m/s)
EC–900C–LowO2 900 898/4 0 0.16/0.10 1.14
EC–900C–MedO2 900 906/5 5 4.6/0.31 1.18
EC–900C–HighO2 900 885/4 10 9.90/0.09 1.17
EC–1100C–LowO2 1100 1099/5 0 0.04/0.01 1.89
EC–1100C–MedO2 1100 1101/1 5 5.38/0.01 1.80
EC–1100C–HighO2 1100 1100/1 10 9.98/0.01 1.87
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5.3.2.2 Thermoplastic particles
As explained earlier, one of the most common plastic materials found in RDF is PE–
based thermoplastics. For this reason, two types of high and low density polyethylene
thermoplastics are chosen for this study supplied from SIGMA–ALDRICH (polyethylene–
427985) and LyondellBasell (Lupolen–3020 D LDPE), respectively. For the selected
HDPE and LDPE materials, the nominal densities, specified by the suppliers, are
952 and 928 kg/m3 while the melting temperatures are 125–140 and 114°C, respec-
tively. The thermoplastic particles are received as small pellets with an approximate
dimension of 2 mm. A hot press is used to mold the pellets into specific particle
shapes. The molds are steel plates of 100 × 100 mm2 with different thickness. On
each plate, several holes of a specific diameter are drilled. More information about
the mold dimensions can be found in Table 5.4. The hot press is composed of two
heated metal plates that are pressed together to squeeze the melted plastic pellets
into the holes of the mold. The temperature at which the hot press is set to operate
is 30°C higher than the melting point of the thermoplastic particle.
Five types of cylindrical particles with different dimensions are selected and molded
using the hot press and examples of HDPE particles are shown in Fig. 5.5. Detailed
information about these particles can be found in Table 5.4. The dimensions of the
first three sets of particles are chosen in a way that they have approximately the same
mass while their shape is different. The particle shapes are chosen in order to have a
wide range of sphericity, representing the different shapes of plastics found in RDF.
However, very flat particles (sphericities below 0.5) are not tested due to difficulties
in the molding process as well as a limitation in the particle size (maximum 10 mm)
that can be tested in the reactor (as the sphericity decreases, to maintain a fixed
particle mass, the particle diameter should be larger). For particle numbers 1, 4, and
5, the shape is kept the same while the mass changes by approximately one order
of magnitude from the smallest to the largest particle. The averaged masses of the
particles that are tested in the SPC are listed in Table 5.4. The sphericity of particles
presented in Table 5.4 are calculated based on the nominal mold dimensions according
to the Wadell’s degree of true sphericity [148], i.e., the ratio of external surface area
of a the volume–equivalent sphere to the actual surface area of the particle.
Figure 5.5: The pure man–made HDPE–1, –2, –3, –4, and –5 particles, respectively
from left to right. The ruler unit is in cm.
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Table 5.4: The physical properties of the thermoplastic particles that are molded
using the hot press. The nominal values are according to the designed
mold dimensions and also the particle density at the room temperature.
The measured mass is the averaged mass of tested particles.
Particle
name
Particle
material
Nominal
diameter, D
(mm)
Nominal
length, L
(mm)
Measured mass
(mg) ave./std. Sphericity
HDPE–1 HDPE 4.0 3.0 28.7/0.6 0.87
HDPE–2 HDPE 6.9 1.0 30.2/0.4 0.56
HDPE–3 HDPE 4.9 2.0 29.9/0.2 0.79
HDPE–4 HDPE 5.3 4.0 70.1/0.8 0.87
HDPE–5 HDPE 2.7 2.0 9.5/0.4 0.87
LDPE–1 LDPE 4.0 3.0 30.0/0.4 0.87
LDPE–4 LDPE 5.3 4.0 77.4/1.2 0.87
LDPE–5 LDPE 2.7 2.0 10.8/0.5 0.87
Apart from the pure man–made HDPE and LDPE particles, plastic particles from
an RDF sample (RDF–B sample described in chapter 4) are also tested in SPC. As
they where typically larger than the man–made particles, the big mesh is used for
inserting particles to the reactor. The tested particles are separated according to
their terminal velocity using a wind sieve (see the discussion in chapter 4). And for
each particle, prior to the experiments, the sphericity of particles is measured using
the camera setup and Eq. (4.5).
5.3.2.3 Temperature measurements
The center temperature of HDPE–1 and HDPE–4 particles is measured using an s–
type thermocouple. The head of the thermocouple is nearly of spherical shape and
has an approximate diameter of 1.2 mm. For experiments that have been carried
out using this thermocouple, a bigger hole is drilled inside the particle so that the
particle can be held by the thermocouple instead of the wire. The accuracy of the
developed thermocouple is tested by comparing the readings to a reference N–type
thermocouple in Pegasus–1200B apparatus for temperatures up to 600°C. The ob-
served temperature differences of the two thermocouples are below 2°C for the tested
range of temperatures. However, when using the thermocouple to measure the inter-
nal temperature of the plastics, an additional uncertainty is the influence of radiation
through the partly transparent particle. Quantification of the influence of radiation is
rather complicated as the absorption coefficient of the particle changes with the par-
ticle temperature (this is also observed during the measurements when the particle
transparency changes during melting) and the literature data for polyethylene ab-
sorption coefficient is scattered. It is expected that the measured temperature would
be slightly higher than the actual temperature at the center of the plastic particle
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due to the heating of thermocouple by radiation.
During selected experiments of HDPE–1 and HDPE–4 particles, the spatial and
temporal surface temperature of the thermoplastic particles are monitored using a
DC019U–B TITANIUM infrared (IR) camera. An optical filter of Spectrogon BP–
3440–140 nm is selected to filter out wavelengths outside of 3300–3580 nm range
[289]. This optical filter is selected based on high radiative absorption factor of plas-
tics at the mentioned wavelength range because of CH2 stretching [290]. It ensures
that the measured optical signal recorded by the IR camera is emitted from the sur-
face of the particle. The IR camera is calibrated separately for each reactor condition,
using a black body at two set–point temperatures of 23°C and 500°C. The camera
casing temperature can affect the results to some extent as a small amount of the
radiative rays captured by the IR receiver come from the casing after reflecting from
the lens surface. To remove the effect of camera casing temperature on the results,
the calibration and measurements are conducted around 1–2 hours after turning on
the camera. After this time, the camera casing temperature has reached to a steady
state temperature in the range of 30–40°C. For IR camera measurements, a sapphire
window is placed at the opening of the SPC port in front of the IR camera. This
window absorbs around 50% of the radiation intensity passing through it.
The IR camera measurements are conducted with an exposure time of 100 µs and
a frame rate per second of around 40. For interpretation of IR camera results, it
is assumed that 4% of the rays emitted from the reactor walls toward the particle
are reflected from the particle surface and then absorbed by the IR camera. The
value of 4% is calculated based on R =
(
1−n
1+n
)2
[291], with n being the refractive
index of polyethylene, i.e., the ratio of speed of light in vacuum to speed of light
in polyethylene, at the wavelength of 630 nm. The rest of the received digital level
is from the particle surface itself. In this way, the particle surface temperature is
corrected based on the amount of surface reflection. The particle surface temperature
is monitored and averaged over a 2D area (approximately 5 mm2) underneath of
the suspension wire. The monitoring is continued only for the time that the whole
measurement area is filled with the particle. The reported temperature is equivalent
to the area–averaged particle surface temperature over the averaging area.
The major uncertainty of the IR camera measurements comes from the uncertainty in
the actual value of sample emissivity. According to [292], when the emissivity of the
thermoplastic particle has an uncertainty of 1% and 5%, the calculated uncertainty
in the measured temperature is below 2°C and 8°C, respectively, for temperatures
below 500°C. This suggests that the uncertainty in particle emissivity would have
only a small influence on the surface temperature measurement.
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5.3.3 Mathematical models
5.3.3.1 Modelling approach
5.3.3.1.1 Detailed mathematical model A detailed 1D model for heating,
melting and decomposition of thermoplastic particles in SPC is developed. A schematic
representation of the processes considered for the mathematical model is presented
in Fig. 5.6. The plastic particle is assumed to be composed of a solid phase core and
a melted shell. In the liquid region, if the material temperature is sufficiently high,
the decomposition process happens. The melting and decomposition processes can
be considered as below,
S
Km−−→ L Kd−−→ V (5.6)
where symbols S, L, and V correspond to solid, liquid, and vapor states, respectively.
Km and Kd are the rates of mass change from solid to liquid and liquid to vapor
states. The model does not take into account the convection of gas bubbles from
the decomposition process to the surface of the particle and then to the surrounding
environment. This assumption is made based on the observations that this process
happens relatively fast during the experiments.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic representation of the processes considered for mathematical
modelling of spherical thermoplastic particles.
Considering a first order reaction rates for both decomposition and melting processes,
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the mass conservation equations for the mentioned processes can be written as [281],
∂mS
∂t
= −KmmS (5.7)
∂mL
∂t
= KmmS −KdmL (5.8)
The density of the particle, ρp, is considered to be constant and equal for both solid
and liquid states. The energy equation in spherical coordinate can be written as,
ρpCp
∂T
∂t
= ∂
r2φ∂r
(
r2κp
∂T
∂r
)
+ αG− 4ασT 4 − ρp
mS +mL
(KmmS∆hm +KdmL∆hd)
(5.9)
with ∆hm and ∆hd being the heats of melting and decomposition, respectively. mS
and mL are the masses of solid and liquid materials in a computational cell. The
specific heat capacity coefficient, Cp, is considered to be a function of temperature.
The particle thermal conductivity, κp = κSmS+κLmLmS+mL , is a mass–weighted average of
the thermal conductivity of the solid phase, κS , and liquid phase, κL, in a compu-
tational cell. The inverse of sphericity, 1φ , takes into account the external surface
area of non–spherical particles in the energy equation. The term αG− 4ασT 4 is the
contribution of radiative heat transfer according to the P–1 model for radiation with
G being the radiation intensity with a unit of [Wm−2]. G is calculated implicitly
according to the equation below [293, 294].
∂
φr2∂r
(
r2
∂G
3α∂r
)
+ 4ασT 4 = αG (5.10)
where σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant. In order to calculate the convective heat
transfer to the particle, a temperature flux is set at the particle surface as below,(
κp
∂T
∂r
)
s
= Nupκg
dp
(Tg − Ts) (5.11)
where Tg and κg are the gas temperature and thermal conductivity, respectively, and
Ts is the particle surface temperature. It is assumed that the environment emissivity
is equal to 1 and the radiation intensity at the particle surface is obtained by solving
the Marshak boundary condition equation [106],(
∂G
∂r
)
s
= 3α2
(
4σT 4env −Gs
)
(5.12)
with Tenv being the environment temperature and Gs the radiation intensity at the
particle surface.
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At the particle center, it is assumed that the temperature has a zero spacial gradient.
The particle Nusselt number, Nup, is calculated based on the Ranz and Marshal
relation [179],
Nup = 2.0 + 0.6Re
1
2
p Pr
1
3
g (5.13)
with Rep = ρgdpUslipµg being the particle Reynolds number. A central differencing
method is used for discretization of the spacial derivatives while time integration
is carried out using a first order explicit scheme. The numerical cells move as the
particle shrinks due to decomposition. More elaboration of the numerical method for
shrinking particle is provided in appendix B.1. The stable time step, dt, is chosen
according to Froude number stability condition [186].
The described 1D model can predict the convective and radiative heat transfers,
melting, and decomposition of thermoplastic particles in spherical coordinate. An
important new feature of the described model, which is not studied previously, is the
capability of considering partial transparency of the thermoplastic particle in solving
the radiative heat transfer equation.
5.3.3.1.2 Basic isothermal model In CFD simulations of particulate flows,
it is common to use a simple isothermal model for conversion of fuel particles in
order to reduce the computational overhead of the calculations. For large biomass
particles, the difference between the results of isothermal and non–isothermal models
is significant and it is usually required to change the sub–models in the isothermal
model, e.g., the reaction kinetics, to obtain better agreement between the two models
[89]. In order to assess the differences between the predictions from isothermal and
non–isothermal models in conversion of large plastic particles, a basic isothermal
model for plastic conversion is adopted. In this isothermal model, it is assumed that
the temperature throughout the thermoplastic particle is the same. The radiative
heat transfer is assumed to be absorbed at the particle surface. The energy equation
for the isothermal particle can be written as below,
mpCp
∂Tp
∂t
=
pid2p
φ
[
Nupκg
dp
(Tg − Tp) + pσ(T 4env − T 4p )
]
− (KmmS∆hm +KdmL∆hd)
(5.14)
with Tp being the particle temperature and p is the particle total emissivity which
can be obtained from the relation below [295],
p = 1− τ = 1− exp (2ln(1− r)− αtp) (5.15)
where r is reflectivity, α is the absorption coefficient with unit of [m−1], and tp is
the particle thickness. In this equation, the thickness of the particle is considered
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to be equal to tp = 4VpAp with Vp and Ap being the particle volume and the particle
external surface area, respectively. This indicates that as the particles become more
flat, the absorption of radiative energy from the surroundings would decrease. Other
parameters and reaction kinetics of the basic isothermal model are the same as those
of the 1D model.
5.3.3.1.3 Simplified isothermal model There are several limitations in using
the basic isothermal model in Barracuda Virtual Reactor® software (which is used
in this study). Therefore, the basic isothermal model is modified in the following
aspects,
• Particle sphericity
• Particle emissivity
• The particle specific heat
The particle sphericity should be considered to be constant during the whole conver-
sion process. In the current study, this constant particle sphericity is weighted with
the final sphericity by a factor of "0.9" and the initial sphericity by a factor of "0.1".
This provides fair approximation of the average sphericity of the particle during the
conversion time. Similar to the sphericity, the particle emissivity is considered to be
constant and equal to 0.9.
It is assumed that the only product gas of the decomposition process is methane. In
Barracuda Virtual Reactor® software, the energy that is released from a reaction is
calculated based on the (temperature dependent) enthalpy of the reactants and the
products. The enthalpy itself depends on the formation enthalpy and the specific
heat capacity of the particle as a function of the temperature. According to the
specific heat capacities considered in the 1D model (see Table 5.5), the amount of
thermal energy that is required for the particle to be heated from 50 to 550°C, and go
through melting and decomposition, is around 1794 kJ/kg. In order to be sure that
the same amount of energy is consumed during particle conversion regardless of the
decomposition temperature, the specific heat capacities of the solid and liquid plastic
material are considered to be equal to the decomposition produces, i.e., methane gas.
Accordingly, the heats of melting and decomposition are modified to approximate
values of 72 and 0 kJ/kg.
5.3.3.2 Modelling details
The thermochemical properties of the tested PE are required as input parameters in
the mathematical model, but data reported in literature are extensively scattered.
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The scatter may stem from differences in composition and molecular weight of PE,
measurements errors, range of validity, experimental conditions, etc.s A short sum-
mary of available thermochemical data of PE is provided in appendix B.2.
The parameters used for the 1D mathematical model are presented in Table 5.5. It
should be noted that below 35°C and above 150°C, the specific heat capacity value
of the material is constant with respect to the temperature and equal to the values
reported in Table 5.5 for solid and liquid states, respectively. For a temperature in
the range of 35–150°C, the specific heat capacity of the material changes linearly
with the temperature. A value of 1300 m−1 is chosen for the absorption coefficient
which is based on the calculations of Tsilingiris [295] and has been used previously
for HDPE decomposition calculations [283].
For the tested HDPE material, the heat of melting is measured using differential
scanning calorimetry and the results are summarized in appendix B.3. The average
value of measured heat of melting is equal to 207 kJ/kg with an average peak tem-
perature of 129°C. The peak temperature is considered as the melting temperature
of the tested material. As mentioned before, the melting process is considered as a
first order reaction and the melting kinetics are obtained according to the enthalpy
curve from the DSC experiments described in appendix B.3. It should be noted that
a limiter is applied to the melting pre–exponential factor and it cannot exceed 1 s−1
[283].
The selected heat of decomposition is based on the calculated value by Agarwal and
Lattimer [296] for HDPE with a heating rate of 20 K/min. This value provides a
better agreement of the detailed mathematical model with the experiments. Further-
more, approximately the same value is used in the study of Bluhm-Drenhaus et al.
[230]. The decomposition kinetics of the current study are selected from the data
reported by Stoliarov et al. [283]; these data produced an appropriate match with
the measured surface and center temperatures.
The wall temperatures in Table 5.5 have been chosen according to the gas temperature
measurement at the vicinity of the furnace wall as well as a try and error procedure
made on the IR camera results for determination of the particle surface temperature
at the beginning of the particle conversion. The initial particle center temperature is
based on the thermocouple measurement when the particle is in the resting position
before the experiment starts. The initial surface temperature is considered to be 30°C
higher than the center temperature and the internal particle temperature changes
linearly from the surface to the center.
Some corrections are made in order to take into account the effect of particle holder
on the conversion of thermoplastic particles. Details about these corrections are
presented in appendix B.5. It is assumed that the sphericity of the particle changes
linearly with time after the melting until it reaches to a final value of 0.9 after twice
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of the melting time. The time period that the change in the sphericity happens is
based on the visual observations during experiments.
Table 5.5: The input parameters for the mathematical 1D model for plastic conver-
sion.
Particle properties
Parameters Value Comment
Thermal conductivity (W.m−1.K−1) 0.34/0.28 (solid/liquid) [297]
Specific heat capacity (J.kg−1.K−1) 1900/2200 (solid/liquid) DSC measure-
ments
Density (kg.m−1) 950/950 (solid/liquid) material data sheet
Absorption coefficient (m−1) 1300 [295]
Heat of melting (kJ/kg) 207 DSC measurements
Heat of decomposition (kJ/kg) 365 [296]
melting pre–exponential factor (s−1) 2.17e44 DSC measurements
melting activation energy (J/mol) 3.53e5 DSC measurements
melting reaction order 1
Decomposition pre–exponential factor (s−1) 4.8e22 [283]
Decomposition activation energy (J/mol) 3.49e5 [283]
Decomposition reaction order 1 [283]
Experiments conditions
Parameters Value Comment
Initial particle temperature (°C) 47/59 (EC–900C–LowO2/EC–1100C–
LowO2) from temperature
measurements
Gas temperature (°C) 900/1100 (EC–900C–LowO2/EC–1100C–
LowO2) from temperature
measurements
Wall temperature (°C) 650/800 (EC–900C–LowO2/EC–1100C–
LowO2) from temperature
measurements and calculations
5.3.4 Results and discussions: SPC experiments
The SPC experiments carried out for LDPE and HDPE particles exhibited quite
similar results for the center and surface temperature measurements as well as the
overall conversion times. Hence, the results for the experiments conducted for LDPE
particles are reported for only the overall conversion times. The surface and center
temperature measurements are reported only for HDPE particles.
5.3.4.1 Particle center temperature measurements
In order to clarify the thermoplastic particle conversion behaviour in SPC, the particle
center temperature is depicted as a function of time for HDPE–4 particle and the
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experimental condition of EC–900C–LowO2 in Fig. 5.7. Also shown in this figure
is the temporal gradient of the particle center temperature. Recorded pictures of
important moments shown as symbols in Fig. 5.7 are presented in Fig. 5.8.
The particle center temperature at the start of experiment is around 53°C. This
indicates that the particle is already heated up to some extent during the time that
the particle is rested inside the cold region of the reactor, i.e., the water cooled hole.
The experiment starts after the particle is being transported to the center of the
reactor and the particle is gradually heated. The outer layer of the particle is melted
and as the time passes, the interface between the solid and melted layers approaches
the center. At 6.1 s after the start of the experiment, the particle center temperature
reaches 133°C which lies in the melting region of HDPE material. This moment
corresponds to a local minimum in the dT/dt curve that can be attributed to the
endothermic behaviour of plastic melting. At this moment, it is assumed that the
particle is completely melted.
After the completion of melting, the particle center temperature increases with a
higher dT/dt than before. At t=15.1 s, the particle starts to drop from the wire.
After this point, the thermocouple measures the temperature at a location different
from the particle center. The decomposition process starts after the particle touches
the hot particle holder at t=17.3 s. This process is accompanied by the presence
of bubbles. It is interesting to mention that after the decomposition starts, a sharp
decrease in dT/dt plot can be observed which can be attributed to the endothermic
nature of the decomposition process.
The dropping of the particle is completed at t=23.1 s and the particle temperature
increases during the particle dropping. After the completion of dropping, the de-
composition continues while the particle is on the holder until it is fully converted
at t=28.5 s. The final recorded temperature at which the decomposition finishes is
approximately 580°C which is the temperature of a mixture of reactor gas species and
plastic decomposition products. After the decomposition finishes, a sharp increase in
the dT/dt plot can be seen which shows heating of the thermocouple by the reactor
gasses.
As stated before, the tested plastic particles are partly transparent, and the center
temperature measured by the thermocouple can be slightly affected by the radiative
flux passing through the particle and absorbed by the thermocouple. For larger
particles, this effect is less significant though.
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Figure 5.7: The recorded center temperature (solid line) of HDPE–4 particle at the
experimental condition of EC–900C–LowO2 measured using the s–type
thermocouple and the temporal gradient of the temperature (dashed
line). After start of the experiment, the melting is completed at around
6.1 s and the decomposition starts at around 17.3 s.
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Figure 5.8: Different moments in conversion behaviour of thermoplastic particle,
HDPE–4, at reactor conditions of EC–900C–LowO2 shown in Fig. 5.7.
Initially, the particle receives thermal energy by convection and radia-
tion while melting happens at the outer surface (t=0.92 s). The melting
process is finished at the center at t=6.13 s. The particle starts to drop
from the thermocouple at t=15.05 s. The particle is completely dropped
from the thermocouple at t=23.10 s. The particle is completely decom-
posed at t=28.47 s.
5.3.4.2 Particle surface temperature measurements
The temporal surface temperature of the HDPE–4 particle at the EC–900C–LowO2
reactor condition is presented in Fig. 5.9 and some sequences of this experiment are
shown in Fig. 5.10. It should be noted that the examples of HDPE–4 conversion
presented in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.9 are two different experiments but at the same
experimental condition. At the initial stage of particle heating (Fig. 5.10 (a)), the
particle has a relatively uniform surface temperature in the central regions and a
slightly higher temperature at the edges. The starting temperature that can be
sensed by the IR camera is around 130°C which indicates that the particle surface
is partly melted before the particle reaches to the center of the reactor. As the time
passes, the particle surface temperature increases and more non–uniformity in the
surface temperature can be observed. This can be seen in Fig. 5.10 (b) which shows
the particle at the time where it is about to drop from the wire.
In Fig. 5.10 (c), the particle has already touched the hot mesh holder and the release
of decomposition gasses has started. The presence of decomposition gasses down-
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stream of the particle can be observed in this picture too. Afterwards, the particle
drops completely from the wire (Fig. 5.10 (d)) and the rest of the decomposition pro-
cess continues while the particle is suspended by the particle holder (Fig. 5.10 (e)).
The end of the decomposition process can be distinguished by the disappearance of
decomposition gasses in vicinity of the mesh holder.
The particle surface temperature becomes almost constant after the decomposition
process starts (Fig. 5.9). This behaviour is an indication of the endothermic nature
of the decomposition process. For the experimental condition of EC–900C–LowO2,
this constant temperature is in the range of 480–500°C, in agreement with the values
reported in [298]. The small peak in the surface temperature profile after the decom-
position starts is most likely due to the presence of hot decomposition gases in the
averaging region. These hot gases are produced as the particle touches the particle
holder which is at a higher temperature than the particle.
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Figure 5.9: The area–averaged surface temperature of HDPE–4 thermoplastic par-
ticle at furnace condition of EC–900C–LowO2 over a small area below
the holding wire. The decomposition starts around 12.2 s after the
starts of the experiment. Afterwards, the particle surface temperature
remains almost constant until the experiment finishes at around 19.8 s.
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Figure 5.10: The temporal conversion behaviour of HDPE–4 thermoplastic particle
at the reactor condition of EC–900C–LowO2 recorded by the IR cam-
era. The grey–style contour shows the particle surface temperature
(or the presence of released volatiles) at the time which (a) the parti-
cle is in the heating up stage; (b) the particle is about to drop from
the wire; (c) the particle has touched the hot wire and some of the
volatiles are released; (d) the particle is completely dropped from the
wire; and (e) the particle is being decomposed on the particle holder
(mesh).
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5.3.4.3 Comparison of center and surface temperatures
The measured center and surface temperatures are compared in Fig. 5.11 for HDPE–
1 and HDPE–4 particles and two reactor conditions of EC–900C–LowO2 and EC–
1100C–LowO2. The temperatures are averaged based on at least three repeated
experiments. Also depicted in Fig. 5.11 are the times at which the tested particles
start to drop from the holding wire/thermocouple and the start of decomposition.
The start of dropping and decomposition of the thermoplastic particles happens 1–3
seconds earlier for the surface temperature experiments, i.e., when the wire particle
holder is used, compared to the center temperature experiments, i.e., when the ther-
mocouple is used to suspend the particle. More explanation about this behaviour is
given in appendix B.4. Nevertheless, the total conversion times of these two experi-
ments are in a similar range, i.e., different within 1 second.
As expected, the temporal increase in the center temperature of the thermoplastic
particles happens with a faster pace when the particle is smaller and/or the particle is
tested at a higher reactor temperature. Generally, the temporal center temperature of
the plastic particles can be considered as two straight lines with different slopes. The
region where these two lines intercept is approximately in the range of 100–200°C.
The increase in the temporal center temperature slope above this temperature range
is an indication of the completion of endothermic melting process. The final center
temperature of the particle is in the same range as the final surface temperature for
each particle and experimental condition.
The particle initial temperature that can be captured by the IR camera (around 1–2
seconds after the particle insertion) is in the range of 100–200°C for each experiment.
The initial and final surface temperatures that are captured by the IR camera for
EC–1100C–LowO2 experiments are around 20-40°C higher than EC–900C–LowO2.
The higher decomposition temperature for EC–1100C–LowO2 condition can be at-
tributed to the higher heating rate to the particle. For the same reason, the final
surface temperature of the HDPE-1 particle is slightly higher than for HDPE-4 par-
ticle for both experimental conditions. The surface temperature of some types of
polymer particles has been measured in the literature. Wey and Chang [299] have
reported a final stable surface temperature of 485°C during the combustion of PE
and polypropylene particles in a reactor with fixed temperature and air flow. Kashi-
wagi and Ohlemiller [298] have carried out conversion experiments of PE samples
exposed to two different radiant fluxes. They have reported that for a radiant flux of
4W/cm2, the final surface temperature of a PE sample increases from approximately
400°C to 470°C when the environment changes from pure nitrogen to a mixture of
nitrogen and 40% oxygen. For the case of an oxygen rich atmosphere, even though
no flame is observed, the surface of the PE sample started to darken after the start
of the experiments (this behaviour did not happen with the nitrogen environment).
This in turn increases the absorption coefficient of the tested plastic particle and
subsequently the radiative heat transfer to the particle is intensified. As a result, the
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surface temperature of the sample PE also increases.
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Figure 5.11: The averaged center (solid line) and surface (dashed line) tempera-
tures of thermoplastic HDPE–1 and HDPE–4 particles at two reactor
conditions of EC–900C–LowO2 and EC–1100C–LowO2. The symbols
on the curves show the times at which the tested particle starts to
drop from the wire holder/thermocouple and the start of decompo-
sition. The particle center temperature is plotted until the point at
which the particle is completely dropped from the thermocouple. The
particle surface temperature is shown until the measurement area is
not completely filled with the molten particle.
5.3.4.4 The conversion times of polyethylene particles
The total conversion times of LDPE–/HDPE–1, 4, and 5 particles at all of the studied
reactor conditions (see Table 5.3) are shown in Fig. 5.12. The error bars in this figure
show the maximum and minimum values of repeated experiments. The tested LDPE
particles are slightly heavier than similar HDPE ones. However, the total conversion
times of LDPE and HDPE particles seems to be relatively of the same order. As
expected, the total conversion time increases as the particle mass increases or the gas
temperature decreases.
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Figure 5.12: The total conversion times of LDPE/HDPE–1, –4, –5 particles at all
of the studied reactor conditions and using the mesh particle holder.
The experiments for each point are repeated for at least 5 times and
the error bars show the maximum and minimum obtained values.
As stated before, conditions EC–900C–MedO2, EC–900C–HighO2, EC–1100C–MedO2,
and EC–1100C–HighO2 are chosen to study the effect of gas oxygen concentration on
the conversion time of particles. When the oxygen concentration is sufficiently high,
there will be a flame above or around the particle after the start of decomposition
process. The flame has a higher temperature than the upstream gas in the reactor
and it is expected that the thermoplastic particle receives an additional radiative
heat transfer from the flame in addition to the convective heat transfer from the
upstream gas and radiative heat transfer from the surroundings. The extra amount
of radiational heat transfer depends on the size of the flame and its distance from
the particle. As an example, the flame above or around HDPE–1 particle is shown
in Fig. 5.13 for reactor conditions of EC–1100C–LowO2, EC–1100C–MedO2, and
EC–1100C–HighO2. For EC–1100C–LowO2 condition, nearly no flame is observed
during the conversion process. For EC–1100C–MedO2 condition, a weak flame can
be seen above the particle while for EC–1100C–HighO2 condition, the flame appears
both around and at the top of the particle. For the last two cases, the flame stays in
the mentioned positions until the whole particle is converted.
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Figure 5.13: The flame above or around the HDPE–1 thermoplastic particles
at three reactor conditions of EC–1100C–LowO2 (left), EC–1100C–
MedO2 (middle), and EC–1100C–HighO2 (right).
From Fig. 5.12, it can be observed that the total conversion times of thermoplastic
particles decreases as oxygen concentration increases especially for larger particles
and the experimental condition with lower temperature, i.e., 900°C. For the small-
est particle type, i.e., HDPE–5 particles, as well as HDPE–1 particle at 1100°C, the
difference in the total conversion times are small and it can be stated that the con-
version time is not affected by the amount oxygen concentration in the reactor. The
largest difference in the total conversion times is for HDPE–4 particles. For this par-
ticle, the total conversion time is 17.2% shorter when comparing EC–900C–HighO2
to EC–900C–LowO2; and it is 13.5% shorter when comparing EC–1100C–HighO2 to
EC–1100C–LowO2.
5.3.4.4.1 The effect of particle shape The effect of particle shape on the
conversion of thermoplastic particles is studied by testing HDPE–1, 2, and 3 particles
at reactor conditions of EC–900C–LowO2 and EC–1100C–LowO2. For the mentioned
cases, the total conversion times as well as the times at which the decomposition
starts (the particle touches the mesh holder) are reported in Fig. 5.14. From the
figure, it can be observed that the differences in the total conversion times are mainly
originated from the time that the particles were still suspended on the wire. After
the particles drop from the holding wire, they would nearly behave the same as they
take the shape of the particle holder.
One of the parameters that directly affects the heat transfer rate to the particle,
before the shape is changed, is the external surface area. The higher the external
surface area of the particle, the sooner the conversion happens. The inverse of particle
sphericity is a measure external surface area of the particle in relation to the external
surface area of a sphere having the same volume. According to Fig. 5.14, the start
of decomposition time has approximately a linear relationship with the inverse of
particles sphericity. In conclusion, it can be claimed that before the particle changes
shape, the inverse of sphericity can be used to account for the effect of shape on the
convective and radiative heat transfer rate to the particle.
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In total, for the tested reactor temperatures and particle types, it can be stated that
the reactor temperature and the particle mass are the important parameters that
determine the conversion time of PE particles. The shape of particles has a minor
effect only.
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Figure 5.14: The total conversion times (filled symbols) as well as the start of de-
composition times (hollow symbols) of HDPE–1, –2, –3 particles at
reactor conditions of EC–900C–LowO2 and EC–1100C–LowO2 and
using the mesh particle holder. The experiments for each point are
repeated for at least 5 times and the error bars show the maximum
and minimum obtained values.
5.3.4.4.2 The effect of particle holder After the thermoplastic particle is
dropped from the holding wire, it is captured by a particle holder and then it is
mainly converted on this holder. In order to investigate the effect of particle holder
on the particle conversion behaviour, the results from three particle holders shown in
Fig. 5.4 are reported for HDPE particles. The total conversion times of HDPE–1, 4,
and 5 particles are shown in Fig. 5.15 for two reactor conditions of EC–900C–LowO2
and EC–1100C–LowO2 and different types of particle holder. Also presented in this
figure are the averaged times at which the thermoplastic particle touches the particle
holder and the decomposition starts. It can be stated that the total conversion times
of HDPE particles are different for three holder types. The differences are smaller
when the mesh and the plate holders are compared. It can be claimed that as size
of the holder increases, the total conversion takes place for a longer period of time
especially for larger particles. By comparing the start of decomposition times and
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the total conversion times for each specific particle type, it can be concluded that
the differences in the reported times are almost of the same order for different holder
types. This indicates that the holder type only affects the particle conversion process
when the particle is suspended by the wire downstream of the holder. Consequently,
it can be stated that the gas flow pattern downstream of the holder and the convec-
tive and radiative heat transfer to the suspended particle are the main factors that
change the conversion time for different holder types. More discussion regarding this
issue is provided in appendix B.5.
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Figure 5.15: The total conversion times (filled symbols) as well as the start of de-
composition times (hollow symbols) of HDPE–1, 4, and 5 particles
at two reactor conditions of EC–900C–LowO2 and EC–1100C–LowO2
averaged over at least 5 repeated experiments. The error bars show
the maximum and minimum values for the repeated experiments.
5.3.4.5 The conversion times of plastic particles from RDF
As explained before, plastic particles from RDF–B sample (see chapter 4) were tested
in SPC at two conditions of EC–900C–LowO2 and EC–1100C–HighO2. These exper-
iments have been done by master student Akhilesh Balachandran Nair as a special
course. The distribution of the tested particles mass and sphericity (calculated using
Eq. (4.5)) for these two conditions are presented in the top part of Fig. 5.16. It can
be observed that, the smaller particles that mainly belong to wind sieve groups of low
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velocity, i.e., <2 and 2–3 m/s, have a small value of sphericity and from their look,
they are also flatter. Also presented in this figure are the total conversion times of the
tested plastic particles using the big mesh particle holder. For the tested particles,
the total conversion time may take upto 37 seconds and as expected, for particles
with smaller mass and sphericity, the total conversion time decreases. However, from
the trend of this scatter conversion plot, it can be stated that for particles with very
small amount of mass, the conversion time does not decrease to a zero value. To
the author’s knowledge, this can be partly attributed to the thermal inertia of the
particle holder at the start of the measurement. More discussion regarding the effect
of particle holder on the conversion behaviour is provided in appendix B.5.
For small particles, it is likely that after melting, the particle drops on the particle
holder and after droppage, the particle shape changes approximately to a sphere and
the rest of the conversion happens while the particle is sliding on the particle holder.
The larger particles, however, after dropping, may either spread to the entire holder
or become a sphere. Some amount of impurities (ash) found after each experiment
almost for all of the tested particles.
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Figure 5.16: The sphericity and mass distribution (top) as well as the total conver-
sion time (bottom) of plastic particles from a RDF sample tested in
SPC. The particles are separated according to their terminal velocity
in a wind sieve and the experiments are carried out for two reactor
conditions of EC–T1–LowO2 (blue symbols) and EC–T2–HighO2 (red
symbols).
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5.3.5 Results and discussions: mathematical models results
The accuracy of the 1D mathematical model is tested against the measurements that
have been carried out in SPC as well as available literature data.
5.3.5.1 SPC experiments of HDPE particles
Based on the model parameters listed in Table 5.5, 1D mathematical model results
are obtained for particles using 100 numerical cells (grid independent results). Pre-
sented in Fig. 5.17 is a comparison of the measured and predicted HDPE–4 particles
temperature. The surface temperatures from the mathematical model are predicted
with a proper agreement for both reactor conditions. The center temperatures from
the mathematical model are slightly lower than the measured values at the beginning
of the conversion process. This may be attributed to the uncertainty of the thermo-
couple sensor. As explained before, because the particle is partly transparent, the
thermocouple might be heated to some extent by the radiative heat transfer from the
reactor walls and records a temperature higher than the actual center temperature of
the particle. Also, after the particle melts, the particle starts to drop from the ther-
mocouple. Consequently, the location of measured temperature will become different
from the particle center.
In Fig. 5.18, the overall conversion times of HDPE particles predicted from the
mathematical model are compared with the ones from the measurements for two
experimental conditions of EC–900C–LowO2 and EC–1100C–LowO2. Again, the
error bars of the measured conversion times are the maximum and minimum times
from repeated set of experiments. The error bars of the predicted values are cases
with and without considering the thermal effect of the particle holder. Overall, the
agreement between the measurements and the predicted values is of acceptable level.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of the measured surface and center temperatures of
HDPE–4 particles with the ones obtained from the 1D mathematical
model at two experimental conditions of EC–900C–LowO2 and EC–
1100C–LowO2. The solid and dashed lines are the cases without and
with considering the thermal effect of the particle holder, respectively.
The measured temperatures error bars correspond to maximum and
minimum values of repeated measurements.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of the measured and predicted total conversion times of
HDPE particles at reactor conditions of EC–900C–LowO2 and EC–
1100C–LowO2.
5.3.5.2 SPC experiments of Bluhm-Drenhaus et al. [230]
The results from the current 1D mathematical model are compared with the reported
experimental results of Bluhm-Drenhaus et al. [230]. These experiments have been
conducted in a horizontal channel single particle combustor at inert conditions (Argon
gas). The particles were of different cuboid shapes and the same volume. The
particles were referred as cube, brick, and slab with dimensions of 8×8×8, 4×8×16,
and 2×16×16 mm3, corresponding to sphericity values of 0.806, 0.691, and 0.484,
respectively. The PE particle masses were the same and equal to 466 mg with an
uncertainty of 25 mg. For the experiments, the furnace gas temperature is in the
range of 900–1100°C and the wall temperature is considered to be 50°C less than
that of the furnace gas. At the beginning of the experiments, the Reynolds number
of volume–equivalent particle is in the range of 17.1–18.8. It should be noted that
during the experiments, the particles were initially held by a thin vertical rod. After
melting, they dropped on a cold furnace wall. In order to consider the effect of the
cold wall, the surface of the particle in contact with the cold wall after the particle
droppage is reduced from the total external surface area of the particle. In this
way, the total external surface area of the particles is reduced resulting in the initial
sphericities of 0.967, 0.967, and 0.806, respectively. It is assumed that the sphericity
of the particles during conversion does not change. Two extreme cases are considered;
one with the nominal initial sphericity of the particles and the other one with the
modified sphericity values. These two cases are shown as error bars in Fig. 5.19 while
the arithmetic average value between these two cases is considered as the mean value
predicted by the current 1D mathematical model. The particle density is considered
to be equal to 910 kg/m3 as mentioned by the authors. All other particle parameters
are considered to be the same as the ones mentioned in Table 5.5.
Presented in Fig. 5.19 are the comparison of the predicted values from the current
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1D mathematical model and the experimental data reported by Bluhm-Drenhaus
et al. [230]. The predicted values are in acceptable agreement with the reported
experimental values except for the slab particles at 900 and 1000°C and cube particle
at 900°C. The model proposed in [230] also over–predicts the total conversion times for
the slap–shaped particles. This can be attributed to the validity range of assumptions
made for calculation of the PE conversion, e.g., the removal of a face of the particle
to participate in the heat transfer.
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of total conversion times of PE particles predicted us-
ing the current 1D model with the experimental values reported by
Bluhm-Drenhaus et al. [230] for a horizontal single particle combustor.
5.3.5.3 Predictions of the 1D model on plastic particles from RDF
Presented in Fig. 5.20 are the comparison of total conversion times of RDF plastic
particles from SPC experiments and the 1D mathematical model. The sphericity of
the particles is estimated using Eq. (4.5). As stated before, big mesh is used to con-
duct these experiments and considerations regarding the effect of the particle holder is
described in appendix B.5. It can be seen that for both reactor conditions, the agree-
ment is of acceptable degree. However, the model is not able to predict the variations
in the total conversion times for particles lying in the same particle mass range, most
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likely because of variations in the thermo–chemical properties of real plastic particles,
e.g., particle density, specific heat, heat of melting and decomposition, etc.
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of the total conversion times of RDF plastic particles
from the SPC measurements (blue symbols) and the predicted values
from 1D mathematical model (red symbols) at reactor conditions of
EC–900C–LowO2 (top) and EC–1100C–HighO2 (bottom).
5.3.5.4 Non–isothermal and isothermal models results
In this section, the results of plastic particle conversion predicted from 1D and isother-
mal models are compared under conditions similar to a typical in–line cement cal-
ciner. It is assumed that the carrier gas is composed of 10 vol.% oxygen, 5 vol.%
water vapor, and 25 vol.% carbon dioxide and the rest is nitrogen. Also the gas and
the environment temperatures are assumed to be constant and equal to 950°C and
800°C, respectively. The environment can be either the walls of the calciner or the
nearby raw meal particles which are typically at a lower temperature than the carrier
gas.
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In order to have an overall comparison between the results from the 1D and isothermal
models, the total conversion times predicted from the two models are compared for
different particle sizes, shapes, and slip velocities. Presented in Fig. 5.21 are the total
conversion times predicted by the 1D model (left) and the comparison of the basic
and simplified isothermal models with the 1D model results (right). The relative
velocity of 30 m/s is chosen based on the terminal velocity of the largest particle,
i.e., 1000 mg spherical particle, which can be expected as a limit for the highest
possible terminal velocity for the particles lighter than 1000 mg.
For the predictions using the detailed 1D model, as expected, the particle conversion
time increases for heavier particles. The relative velocity between the gas and the
particle also speeds up the plastic conversion. For a relative velocity of 30 m/s and
compared to a zero relative velocity, the conversion time may reduce up to 61%.
Also the initial sphericity of the particle has an effect on the total conversion time. As
the sphericity decreases and the particles become more flat, the total conversion time
decreases as well. This reduction can be attributed to the higher heat transfer rate
to the particle due to larger external surface area for particles with a low sphericity.
However, for some of the cases, this is not true. For example, for a zero relative
velocity, the conversion of plastic particles with initial sphericity of 0.5 happens faster
than the ones with initial sphericity of 0.1. This is due to the initial total emissivity
which changes from 0.71 to 0.99 for particles with the mass of 1000 mg and initial
sphericities of 0.1 and 0.5, respectively. As a result, the absorption of radiative heat
is decreased for the particles with initial sphericity of 0.1. On the other hand, when
the convective heat transfer becomes important, i.e., for the relative velocity of 30
m/s, this behaviour does not happen.
Comparing the conversion time predicted from the basic isothermal model (red color)
to the one from the non–isothermal model, for particles with low sphericity, i.e.,
φ = 0.1 and 0.5, the conversion happens slower for the heavier plastic particles,
e.g., 500–1000 mg. This is because for heavier particles, the melting process finishes
sooner in the basic isothermal model compared to the 1D model; accordingly, the
sphericity reaches its maximum value at an earlier stage. This limits the convective
and radiative heat transfer to the particle in the basic isothermal model.
On the other hand, as the sphericity is constant during the conversion, i.e., the initial
sphericity of φ = 0.9, the conversion time is under–predicted by the basic isothermal
model. This under–prediction is mainly due to the higher convective heat transfer
to the particle as the particle temperature in the basic isothermal model is mainly
lower than the particle surface temperature in the 1D model. Overall, according to
the presented results, for plastic particles lighter than 1000 mg, the total conversion
times predicted by the basic isothermal model (red color in Fig. 5.21) are within
±30% of the amount predicted by the non–isothermal 1D model.
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For the simplified isothermal model (green color), the overall relative error is within
±25%. For particles having a small terminal velocity, i.e., relative velocity of zero, the
error is smaller within ±15%. In general, for the relative velocities of 10 and 30 m/s,
the simplified isothermal model underpredicts the total conversion time. However,
the total amount of underprediction is reduced for particles with higher mass.
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Figure 5.21: The total conversion times predicted by the 1D model (left plots) for
plastic particles with initial sphericity values of 0.1 (top), 0.5 (middle),
and 0.9 (bottom). In the plots in the right–hand side, the 1D model
results are compared with the total conversion times predicted from
the basic isothermal model (red) and the simplified isothermal model
(green). The conversion times are obtained for the gas–solid relative
velocity values of 0, 10, and 30 m/s.
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5.3.6 Practical implications
The 1D non–isothermal mathematical model can be used for detailed and prelim-
inary conversion prediction of non–spherical thermoplastic particles in suspension
especially in cement calciner conditions. However, in CFD applications of industrial
systems, the use of 1D non–isothermal model for prediction of particles conversion
becomes computationally expensive; and instead, it is common to utilize a simplified
isothermal model. As shown in this study, for particles lighter than 1000 mg, and
in cement calciner conditions, the basic and simplified isothermal models predict the
total conversion time within ±30% and ±25% of the value predicted by the detailed
1D model, respectively. Both isothermal models are useful for CFD simulations of
RDF–fired calciners. The preliminary input parameters needed for the basic and sim-
plified isothermal models are particle size and shape, reactor temperature, and the
slip velocity between the gas and particle. For the conversion study of a thermoplas-
tic particle other than polyethylene, conversion parameters and materiel properties
(such as melting and decomposition kinetics, heats of melting and decomposition,
etc.) should also be modified.
5.3.7 Conclusions
Conversion of high density polyethylene particles in suspension is studied by conduct-
ing experiments in a single particle combustor as well as mathematical modelling.
Five types of particles with different mass and shape are tested. For selected exper-
iments, the center/surface temperature of particles are measured by means of a/an
thermocouple/IR camera. During the experiments, the plastic particles go through
melting, dropping, and decomposition processes. The dropping starts at some point
after the melting is completed in the center and the decomposition usually starts
when the particle touches the hot particle holder. Apart from the experiments, a
non–isothermal 1D mathematical model is developed and validated with the mea-
surements as well as literature data. Also, two isothermal models that are practical
for CFD applications are adopted. The major new findings of the present study are
summarized as below,
• IR camera measurements show that when the decomposition process starts,
the surface temperature of a high density polyethylene particle becomes almost
constant in the range of 480–550°C. This constant temperature depends on the
rate of heat transfer to the particle, i.e., reactor temperature and the particle
size.
• The important parameters affecting the thermoplastic particle conversion time
in suspension are the reactor temperature and the particle mass. The effect of
particle shape is less important; it affects the conversion only before the particle
is completely melted.
• A 1D non-isothermal model, and two isothermal models, have been developed
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for predicting the conversion of suspended thermoplastic particles in calciner
conditions. The 1D non–isothermal model is validated against the experiments.
It has been shown that the basic and simplified isothermal models compared to
the 1D model, can capture the total conversion time within an accuracy of±30%
and ±25%, respectively. The isothermal models are applicable as conversion
prediction tools for non–spherical plastic particles in CFD simulations of RDF–
fired calciners.
5.4 Summary and conclusion
In this chapter, an overview of RDF conversion characteristics is presented. The
first part is allotted to a literature review of the conversion of RDF using different
methods, i.e., TGA, fixed bed and fluidized bed experiments. In the second part,
an isothermal model for conversion of biomass particles in RDF, based on the work
of colleague Morten Nedergaard Pedersen [248], is presented. This model will be
used as a CFD sub–model in chapter 8 for conversion of biomass fraction of RDF
in cement calciners. The third part is based on a work [7] summarizing experiments
and modeling of plastic particles conversion in suspension condition. A simplified
isothermal model is developed in this part which will be used for conversion of plastic
particles in RDF for CFD simulation of cement calciners presented in chapter 8.
Chapter 6
Experimental and CPFD study
of gas–solid flow in a cold pilot
calciner
In this chapter, experimental and computational particle fluid dynamics (CPFD)
study of a cold pilot calciner is presented. The contents discussed in this chapter are
submitted as an article manuscript to Powder Technology Journal. The experiments
are carried out by master student Christian Evald Hessel [34] while the CPFD study
is done by the author. Apart from the cold pilot calciner, some experiments are
carried out to characterize the raw meal flow in full–scale pipes which can be found
in appendix D.
6.1 Introduction
As explained in chapter 2, in a calciner, the temperature of the gas–solid mixture
should be sufficiently high so that the calcination reaction is not limited by the ther-
modynamic equilibrium. At the same time, local high temperature (above 1100°C)
regions should be avoided in order to prevent melt–induced build–up formation [47].
An important parameter affecting the temperature distribution in a calciner is the
mixing behaviour of the raw meal particles with the carrier gas. Uneven dispersion of
raw meal particles can lead to local high (low) particle volume fraction regions which
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can in turn cause low (high) temperature regions in a calciner.
Among different types of calciners, controlling the gas–solid dispersion becomes more
complicated for in–line calciners (ILC) due to the presence of recirculation regions in
the gas–solid flow [35, 36]. The gas–solid flow in an ILC can be studied both through
conducting experiments and by performing computational fluid dynamics (CFD) sim-
ulations. Experimental studies of full– and pilot–scale calciners with the purpose of
investigation of the gas–solid interactions are rare. Most published research regarding
full–scale measurements report the temperature or other parameters such as the de-
gree of conversion, gas velocity, calcination degree, etc., only at the exit of the calciner
[46, 210, 219] or at selected points across the calciner height [37, 208]. These full–scale
measurements were used only for validation of reactive calciner CFD models and were
not able to demonstrate the details of gas–solid interactions (e.g. particle dispersion,
gas–solid heat transfer and energy coupling, etc.) in calciners. The studied pilot
scale calciners (see [114, 300] for riser calciners and [301] for bubbling fluidised bed
calciner) are typically part of other process systems (e.g. calcium looping process)
and the calciner operational condition is different from that of an ILC in a cement
plant. There are also a few reported lab–scale studies investigating operational con-
ditions of ILC systems by mimicking the gas–solid flow inside them as a liquid flow
[302, 303]. However, these experiments are limited to qualitative study and visual
observations of fuel–air mixing in the scaled down systems.
Another tool to investigate the gas–solid flow behaviour in cement calciners is to
carry out CFD simulations. A discussion regarding different approaches for CFD
simulation of gas–solid systems as well as the existing CFD studies of cement calciners
are provided in chapter 3. Both E–E [203–205] and E–L [35, 36, 214] approaches
have been used in the previous CFD studies; investigating gas–solid interactions
and particle dispersion in calciners. Only a few of these studies have compared the
simulation results with experimental data [35, 36, 213] and the comparisons were
carried out only to a limited extent. For reactive calciner studies, the E–L method is
used more frequently [42, 45, 46, 209, 212, 216, 217, 219] than the E–E method [114].
One of the approaches in the E–L method is the Multi–Phase Particle–In–Cell (MP–
PIC) method, which is less computationally expensive and can be used for CFD
simulation of industrial systems. In this method, the particle–particle interactions
are modelled by employing a particle stress term in the equation of particles motion
[120, 121]. The MP–PIC method has been successfully implemented in simulating
gas–solid flows in coal gasifier systems [122], pneumatic conveying flows [123], and
fluidized beds [124, 125, 304]. To the authors’ best knowledge, only conventional
E–E and E–L methods have been applied to study cement calciners and application
of the MP–PIC method has not been explored. Furthermore, in CFD simulations
of calciners, the use of EMMS approach, which accounts for the effect of particle
clusters on the gas–solid flow, is limited (see [114]). And further exploration of
applying the EMMS drag models to simulate calciner systems with heterogeneous
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particle properties is needed.
In the present chapter, a non–reactive gas–solid flow in a pilot–scale calciner is exper-
imentally evaluated through extensive gas velocity and temperature measurements at
different cross–sections. A computational particle fluid dynamics (CPFD) model is
adopted to simulate the gas–solid flow in the pilot-scale calciner using the Eulerian–
Lagrangian MP–PIC approach and validated against the measurement data. Impor-
tant mechanisms affecting the dispersion and heat transfer between particles and the
carrier gas are identified and evaluated for the two selected drag models of Gidaspow
[108] and EMMS [174].
6.2 Experimental apparatus
In this section, the experimental setup, working conditions, and measurement meth-
ods of the cold pilot calciner are described.
6.2.1 Geometry and working conditions
The geometry of the cold pilot scale calciner is depicted in Fig. 6.1 with an illustration
of different compartments. The calciner is composed of a main vertical vessel (calciner
vessel) of 700 mm diameter. At the bottom, the calciner vessel is connected to a 400
mm diameter vertical riser pipe through a conical section. The riser pipe is connected
to another pipe of a smaller diameter with two 90 degrees bends, i.e. the hot air pipe.
This pipe is connected to a heat exchanger which supplies hot air to the system. It
is possible to feed solid particles to the system in the middle of the calciner vessel
through a 75 mm diameter slanted pipe and then a spreader box. The calciner vessel
and also the raw meal feed pipe are made of transparent acrylic glass; so it is possible
to visualize the behaviour of gas–solid flow inside these compartments. At the top of
the calciner vessel, there is a 180 degrees swan neck connected to the calciner through
a converging conical part. The gas–solid mixture exits the calciner through this part.
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Figure 6.1: Front and side views of the cold–pilot calciner geometry. The different
sections of the pilot, gas and particle inlets and outlet, and also the
measurement planes are shown in the pictures.
The raw meal particles studied here are composed of approximately 80 wt.% calcium
carbonate and the rest is a mixture of different materials such as silicone oxide,
aluminium oxide, etc. In cement production, the raw meal material is usually milled
and/or ground to a specific size with a top size of approximately 125 µm [11]. During
the initial tests using the original size distribution of the received raw meal particles,
the visual observation of particles was limited due to sticking of particles to the
transparent walls. Therefore, the original raw meal material was filtered using a
cyclone separator in order to remove the smaller sized particles. Besides removing
the sticking particles effect, after increasing the size of particles, the fluidization was
also improved and droppage of the particles to the riser pipe was diminished. The
particle size distribution (PSD) of the tested raw meal material, measured using a
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Malvern Sirocco Mastersizer 2000 apparatus in dispersed (wet) condition, is depicted
in Fig. 6.2. The Sauter mean diameter of the particles after filtering was around
dSM = 19.5µm (equivalent to a median diameter of 48.7µm) which indicates that the
tested particles lie in a region between group A and C in the Geldart’s classification
graph [95]. It should be noted that the original raw meal particles belonged to group
C. For this group, the inter–particle forces are dominant compared to aerodynamic
forces and as a result, the fluidization process was hindered.
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Figure 6.2: Particle size distribution of the studied raw meal using laser diffraction
method in a wet (water) dispersion. The distributions are based on
averaged values of 5 sample measurements.
The experiments have been conducted for a controlled air flow rate of 1.2 m3/s while
the temperature of the gas at the entrance of the calciner vessel (exit of the riser
pipe) was set to 80°C. The gas temperature for the control system was measured
using a single thermocouple. The position of this thermocouple is shown in Fig.
6.1. The volumetric flow rate at this temperature corresponds to a mass flow rate
of 1.285 kg/s. The air flow rate was measured using a venturi placed upstream of
the heat exchanger. The air temperature and pressure at the venturi were stable at
approximately 66°C and 1 atm, respectively. The air temperature at the entrance
of the calciner vessel was chosen in a way that the heat exchanger works in a stable
condition. Furthermore, the temperature difference between the raw meal particles
and the air flow would be sufficiently high to study the particle distribution through
gas temperature measurements. The temperature at which the air leaves the heat
exchanger was around 86°C; but due to heat transfer losses from the walls, the air
flow temperature reached a value of 80°C at the calciner vessel entrance (position of
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the thermocouple sensor in the control system).
The rate at which the filtered raw meal particles were fed to the pilot calciner was
chosen to be equal to 500 kg/h. Before entering the calciner, the particles were placed
in a raw meal vessel and were fed gradually to the system. It took around 58 minutes
to run the system before the raw meal in this vessel was consumed; so each set of
experiments has been conducted for a period shorter than 58 minutes. The raw meal
particle temperature in the vessel was measured to be in the range of 24–32°C. The
operating conditions of the cold pilot calciner are summarized in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: The experimental operating conditions of the cold pilot calciner.
Air flow at the calciner entrance Particle flow
Volumetric flow rate (m3/s) 1.200 –
Mass flow rate (kg/s) 1.285 0.139
Temperature (C) 80 24–32
6.2.2 Measurement procedures and methods
6.2.2.1 Velocity measurements
In order to understand the turbulent flow behaviour upstream of the region where the
mixing of particles and the gas takes place, the vertical component of the gas velocity
is measured at a horizontal plane 375 mm upstream of the reference point (refer to
Fig. 6.1), i.e. z-375 plane. A TESTO 400 anemometer connected to a telescopic
handle is used for this purpose. The accuracy of measurements for the velocity range
of 0.6–40 m/s and temperature range of -30–140°C is ± 0.2 m/s and the response
time is 0.5 seconds.
A disadvantage of this measurement tool is that it cannot measure the gas velocity
accurately in dusty conditions. Hence, the gas vertical velocity is measured without
feeding of the raw meal particles to the system. According to visual observations
during the experiments, when the raw meal particles are added to the system, only
a small amount of raw meal particles would travel in the downward direction to be
present at the plane of velocity measurement. Therefore for this plane, it can be
stated that the momentum coupling between the gas and the particles is insignificant
and the velocity profiles at this position do not change significantly compared to the
particle–free case.
The measurements have been conducted for 60 points in the mentioned cross–section,
divided into 4 sets of 15 measurements across straight lines. The lines are diagonals
of the cross–section positioned with lateral angles of 45 degrees from each other. For
each measurement point, the measurements are carried out and averaged for a period
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of 60 seconds. The gas velocity measurement points are shown in Fig. 6.3 (top side).
6.2.2.2 Temperature measurements
For particle–laden flow, the gas temperature in different cross–sections of the calciner
vessel is measured using a dynamic temperature sensor tool. This tool is composed
of a 700 mm long polymer pipe that holds fifteen PT100 temperature sensors on its
exterior surface. The temperature sensors are faced in the downward direction. The
sensors are placed with 50 mm intervals except for the ones at both ends that are
placed 40 mm away from their neighbouring sensor. After placing the temperature
sensors, the openings in the polymer rod are sealed using silicone filling.
The temperature rod is hanged horizontally in the calciner vessel using a vertical
steel pipe connected to its midpoint. By rotating this vertical pipe, it is possible to
measure the gas temperature at different positions of a horizontal cross–section of
the pilot calciner. Also it is possible to move the temperature sensors in the vertical
direction using this steel pipe.
For each position of the polymer rod, the temperature measurements are recorded
for a period of 180 seconds with a frequency of 0.1 Hz. It should be noted that the
recording time is started after reaching a semi–steady state behaviour by monitoring
the measured temperature. The gas temperature is measured in 5 horizontal cross–
sections of the calciner vessel at vertical positions of -100, 0, 100, 400, and 800 mm
in relation to the reference position. The measurement planes are shown in Fig. 6.1.
These planes are addressed as z-100, z000, z+100, z+400, and z+800, respectively.
For each cross–section, the measurements are performed for 6 angular positions of the
temperature sensor rod equivalent to 90 points measurements at different positions
of a cross–section in total. The overview of measurement points in each cross–section
is depicted in Fig. 6.3 (right side). The gas temperature measurements, except the
ones at z+800 plane, are repeated once to test for repeatability of the measurements.
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Figure 6.3: Overview of the gas velocity (left) and temperature (right) measurement
points at horizontal cross–sections. The position of spreader box is
also shown in the pictures. The dimensions shown in the figure are in
millimetres. The velocity measurements are carried out at z-375 plane
while the temperature measurements are done at z-100, z000, z+100,
z+400, and z+800 planes.
6.3 Numerical model description
The gas–solid flow inside the cold pilot calciner is solved numerically using Barracuda
Virtual Reactor® 17.1.0. This solver has been widely used for simulation of dense and
dilute gas–solid flows in different systems, e.g. circulating fluidized beds [124, 169],
bubbling fluidized beds [170, 305], and coal gasifiers [122]. The numerical solver is
based on an Eulerian–Lagrangian approach. In this method, the gas equations are
solved in an Eulerian grid while individual groups of particles are tracked using Multi–
Phase Particle–In–Cell (MP–PIC) algorithm [122]. In this section, the governing
equations of the gas as well as solid particles are described.
6.3.1 Governing equations of fluid
In large eddy simulation, the continuity, momentum, and energy equations of the gas
flow are filtered in order to resolve only the large scale structures in the flow; and
instead, the effect of small scale structures is modelled. For simplicity, the filtering
symbol is not shown in this study. For a dense gas–solid flow in cold conditions
and without any reactions, the conservative form of fluid continuity, momentum, and
energy equations are summarized in Table 6.2. For the presented equations, the
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vector/tensor variables (and operators) are denoted as bold characters and subscript
g is an indication of the gas variable while p subscript corresponds to the particle
variable.
According to the classical Smagorinsky model for LES [134], the Smagorisky coeffi-
cient is set to a constant value of 0.1. The filter width, ∆, is equivalent to the local
computational grid size. The energy containing small structures near the walls which
are not resolved in the current LES simulation are instead modelled using a k– wall
function model [121, 306].
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Table 6.2: The governing equations of Eulerian–Lagrangian solution of gas–solid
flow inside the pilot calciner.
Eulerian equations of carrier fluid [108, 307]
Continuity equation ∂θgρg∂t +∇ · (θgρgug) = 0 (6.1)
Momentum equations
(∂θgρgug)
∂t +∇ · (θgρgugug) = −∇P − Fp + θgρgg +∇ · (θgτ g) (6.2)
Energy equation [308]
(∂θgρghg)
∂t + ∇ · (θgρghgug) = θg
(
∂P
∂t + ug · ∇P
) −
FT p +∇ · (θgug · τ g)−∇ · (−θgκeff∇Tg) (6.3)
Fluid stress tensor τgij = 2µeffSij − 23µeffδij
∂ugk
∂xk (6.4)
Fluid strain rate tensor Sij = 12
(
∂ugi
∂xj
+ ∂ugj∂xi
)
(6.5)
Turbulent viscosity [134] µt = C2Sρg∆2(Sij Sij)
1
2
(6.6)
Lagrangian equations of particles
Particle acceleration [121]
u˙p = dupdt =
RepCD
24τp (ugp − up) − 1ρp∇Pp + g −
1
θpρp
∇τNSp (6.7)
Particle velocity [121] up = dxpdt (6.8)
Particle normal stress
[121, 309] τNS =
Psθ
β
p
max(θCP−θp,0)+(1−θp) (6.9)
Particle temperature dTpdt =
1
2Nup
Tgp−Tp
τT (6.10)
Particle Nusselt number
[179] Nup = 2.0 + 0.6Re
1
2
p Pr
1
3
g
(6.11)
Particle–gas coupling for the grid cell ζ [122]
Gas–solid coupling term
in the momentum equa-
tion
Fpζ =
1
Vζ
∑Np
1 Sζ,p
[
Dp (ugp − up)− 1ρp∇Pgp
]
npmp (6.12)
Gas–solid coupling term
in the energy equation FTpζ =
1
Vζ
∑Np
1 Sζ,p
(
Cpp
dTp
dt
)
npmp (6.13)
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6.3.2 Lagrangian equations of particles
In the MP–PIC algorithm, solid particles are treated as computational point particles
[120]. The particles belonging to each computational particle group are of the same
mass, volume, velocity, location, etc. Also the number of particles in each compu-
tational particle will remain constant along the dynamic trajectories in the physical
domain. The particle equations of motion and temperature change rate are also sum-
marized in Table 6.2. In the acceleration equation, the right–hand side terms are
the forces applied to a computational particle that are (from left to right) the drag,
pressure gradient, gravity, and inter–particle collision forces, respectively.
The effect of particle–particle interactions are taken into account using the particle
normal stress, τNS , that is computed in the Eulerian grid. The close–pack volume
fraction of particles, θCP is considered to be equal to 0.6 in this study. The par-
ticles volume fraction, θp, is interpolated to the Eulerian grid from the Lagrangian
information of particles position and particles volume.
The particle Nusselt number, Nup, is calculated based on the Ranz and Marshal
relation [179], valid for Rep < 200. However, the range of validity can be extended
to Reynolds numbers up to 1000 [180].
6.3.3 Particle–gas coupling
The gas–solid coupling terms in the gas momentum and energy equations are also
presented in Table 6.2 for the grid cell ζ, assuming that Np computational particles
exist inside the cell. In Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13), np and mp are the number of real
particles in each particle cloud and the mass of each particle, respectively. Vζ is the
cell volume, and Sζ,p is the interpolation operator.
It is worthy to mention that in the present study, for gas and particle momentum
and energy equations, the mutual interactions between the particles and the flow
sub–grid scales are neglected. In other words, the turbulence modulation due to the
presence of particles is directly resolved for the resolved scales and neglected for the
sub–grid scale flow structures. There are several studies in the literature that address
the effect of turbulent flow sub–grid scales on the suspended solid particles. However,
there is still no general consensus on the importance of these interactions. Wang and
Squires [310] studied moderate to high Reynolds number turbulent gas–solid channel
flow. They developed a model to describe the effect of sub–grid scale structures
on the particles movement. They reported that the introduction of this model had a
negligible effect on the particle velocity fluctuations. Other researchers have reported
a reduction in the turbophoresis effect, i.e. the preferential accumulation of particles
near the walls, when the sub–grid scale effects on the particles are neglected [311–
314]. However, it has been reported that mean and root–mean–square values are
not significantly affected by only considering the effect of filtered flow field on the
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movement of particles [313, 314]. Nevertheless, LES without any sub–grid scale
turbulent dispersion is already used in some of previous calciner simulations [203–
205] and other gas–solid turbulent flows [315].
6.3.4 Drag models
As explained in section 3.3.3.4, for intermediate to dense gas–solid systems, the parti-
cle volume fraction contribution to the drag force becomes significant. The Wen–Yu,
Ergun, and Gidaspow drag coefficient correlations are previously summarized in Ta-
ble 3.9. An EMMS multiplier table is produced based on the work of Li et al. [174].
In derivation of the EMMS table, the meso–scale stability condition is analysed by
considering a compromise between important mechanisms. The operating conditions
at which the EMMS multipliers are created based upon are summarized in Table 6.3.
It should be noted that the bed diameter and the bed height are considered as the
maximum diameter of the pilot and the calciner vessel height, respectively. The in-
fluence of these two parameters is not significant, though. The minimum gas voidage
reported in this table is equivalent to the minimum gas volume fraction, 1 − θCP ,
when the particles are closely packed. The particles diameter in this table is the
Sauter mean diameter, dSM , of the raw meal PSD.
Table 6.3: The operating conditions of the cold pilot calciner at which the EMMS
multipliers for the drag model proposed by Li et al. [174] are prepared.
Gas density, ρg, (kg.m−3) 1.09
Gas viscosity, µg, (kg.m−1.s−1) 1.95e-5
Particle density, ρp, (kg.m−3) 2450
Particle diameter, dSM , (µm) 19.5
Gas superficial velocity (m.s−1) 3.397
Solid mass flux (kg.m−2.s−1) 0.361
Bed diameter (m) 0.7
Bed height (m) 1.5
Minimum gas voidage 0.4
The EMMS multipliers are multiplied to the drag coefficient predicted by the Wen–
Yu drag model. The ratio of the drag force predicted by the EMMS model to the one
predicted by Wen–Yu is referred as the Heterogeneity index, Hd, which is tabulated
as a function of gas volume fraction, θg, and the magnitude of slip velocity, Uslip.
The range of Uslip in the table corresponds to a particle Reynolds number range of 0
to 100. In the simulations, Hd is interpolated from the tabulated data, and if the θf
or Uslip values are outside of the range, the boundary values are used.
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6.4 Computational details
The details about generation and selection of computational grids are provided in
appendix C.1. In summary, four grids, grid 1 to grid 4, are generated to study
the flow in the pilot calciner. The results from grid 3 are presented to study the
particle–laden flow.
For simplicity and since gas–particle interactions play a dominant role in heat trans-
fer, the walls are considered to be adiabatic. A no–slip velocity boundary condition
is considered for the gas phase at the walls. The effect of turbulence near the walls is
considered using a k– wall function. For particle–wall collisions, the normal–to–wall
and tangent–to–wall momentum retention factors are set to 0.5 and 0.85, respectively
[316]. A diffuse bounce index of 5 is chosen for the particle–wall collision meaning
that particles would have a scattered angle distribution after hitting the wall. Equi-
librium and isotropy collision models [317] in the CPFD solver are activated with a
restitution coefficient of 0.98.
Two inlet boundary conditions have been considered for the pilot calciner. For the hot
air inlet, the air enters the calciner domain with a mass flow rate of 1.285 kg/s and
the temperature of 78°C. This inlet gas temperature is chosen based on the averaged
measured gas temperature at the plane of z-375 using the described measurement
tool and for the particle–free flow. In this measurement plane, the maximum and
minimum local time–averaged gas temperatures differ less than 2.5°C from each other.
As mentioned before, the walls are considered to be adiabatic, so by choosing the inlet
gas temperature based on the temperature at the upstream location of gas–solid
mixing, the effect of gas heat transfer loss to the walls before mixing is considered.
Also the averaged gas temperature is only reduced around 2 °C from the measurement
thermocouple at the entrance of the calciner vessel (for the control system) to the
z-375 plane (equivalent to almost half of the calciner height). This indicates that the
wall heat transfer loss can be neglected in the simulations. The properties of the hot
air boundary condition are summarized in Table 6.4.
The velocity of the raw meal before entering the pilot calciner is measured by tracking
particles structures frame by frame along the transparent raw meal pipe. The flow
structures are tracked for 30 samples in total, and the averaged velocity is estimated
to be equal to 3.25 m/s, with a standard deviation of 0.26 m/s. It should be noted
that the standard deviation accounts for uncertainty in the velocity estimation as
well as the fluctuations in the meal speed. The raw meal particle flow is mainly
accumulated at the bottom of the slanted pipe during pilot calciner operation.
The flow of raw meal before entering the calciner is not simulated. Instead, a raw
meal boundary condition is considered in the spreader box geometry. This boundary
condition is considered as a series of cell faces across a line in the upper face of the
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spreader box. For example, for grid 2, the raw meal boundary condition is shown in
Fig. 6.4 as red–colored cell faces. From these cell faces, the raw meal particles are
fed to the domain with a velocity of 3.25 m/s (corresponding to a mass flow rate of
0.1389 kg/s) and particle to gas slip ratio of 1. Using this method, it has been tried
to reproduce the raw meal inlet flow as closely as possible to the real operational
conditions. The inlet area for two grids (grids 2 and 3) that are studied for gas–solid
cases is approximately the same and is around 1.46e-3 m2. Based on the inlet area
and the gas and particles velocities at the inlet, the inlet volume fraction of particles
is estimated to be equal to 1.18 % and the gas mass flow rate for the raw meal
boundary is equal to 5.56e-3 kg/s. The raw meal feed temperature is assumed to be
equal to the average measured temperature at the meal feeding vessel, i.e. 28.5°C. At
the raw meal inlet, the gas enters with the same temperature as that of the particles.
The properties of raw meal particles inlet boundary condition are also summarized
in Table 6.4.
For defining the raw meal inlet boundary condition, a parameter called number den-
sity manual, np, is set in the solver. This parameter is a measure of the total number
of computational particles based on the number of computational cells. Different
values are set for this parameter which will be explained later.
The outlet boundary condition where the gas and particles leave the main vessel of
the pilot calciner is set as a pressure boundary condition.
Table 6.4: The summary of hot and raw meal particle inlet boundary conditions.
Mass flow
rate (kg/s)
Velocity
(m/s)
Temperature
(C) Area (mm
2)
Hot air inlet 1.2850 internallycalculated 78.0 7.55e4
Raw meal inlet 0.1389 3.25 28.5 1.46e3
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Figure 6.4: The raw meal inlet boundary condition for grid 2 at the top surface of
the spreader box.
The simulations have been carried out for different grids while the effect of some of
parameters such as the number of computational particles in the domain and the
selection of drag model are tested. For each simulation, the time–averaging is started
after the gas–solid flow reaches quasi–steady state. The studied test cases presented
here are listed in Table 6.5. The CPU time for 30 seconds of the time–averaging as
well as the averaged number of computational particles in the domain are reported
in this table. The rest of the case studies, i.e., the test cases for grid dependency
test and the study of the dependency on the number of computational particles, are
introduced and discussed in appendixes C.2 and C.3.
Table 6.5: The simulated test cases in the present study of cold pilot calciner.
Test case name Grid particle–laden orparticle–free Drag model
Number
density
manual
Computational
time for 30 S of
simulations
Number of
computational
particles
PF–g3 grid 3 particle–free – – 70 hrs. and 33mins. –
PL–g3–EMMS1 grid 3 particle–laden EMMS 10,000 113 hrs. and 18mins. 9.334e5
PL–g3–Gidaspow1 grid 3 particle–laden Gidaspow 10,000 144 hrs. and 21mins. 1.405e6
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6.5 Results and discussions
6.5.1 Study of particle–free flow
The time–averaged contour plot of the vertical velocity component, 〈wg〉, from the
experiments is depicted in Fig. 6.5 (right). The contour is generated using MATLAB
2017a contour plot in polar coordinates. It can be seen that the w–component of
the gas velocity is not uniform at this cross–section. To the authors’ knowledge,
this non–uniformity in the gas velocity profile is most likely caused by a weak swirl
that is created due to the hot gas pipe geometry, i.e. two elbows in the hot gas
pipe, and the way that this pipe is connected to the riser. The results from particle–
free flow simulations also show this behaviour as shown in Fig. 6.5 (left). The
maximum velocity predicted from numerical simulation is positioned at a slightly
different position compared to the measurements and the magnitude of maximum
velocity is slightly over–predicted.
A quantitative comparison of the w–component gas velocity between the CFD results
(grid 3) and the measurements is presented in Fig. 6.6. In total, while keeping in
mind that the geometry of the pilot calciner is complex especially at the connection
of hot gas pipe to the riser, a reasonable agreement is found between the predicted
velocity profiles and the experiments.
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Figure 6.5: The predicted (left) and measured (right) contour plots of time–
averaged upward gas velocity in the z-375 plane. The raw meal feed
inlet is positioned at the top of the cross–section. The predicted contour
plot corresponds to the simulation using grid 3.
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Figure 6.6: The time–averaged profiles of vertical velocity component, 〈wg〉, along
four lines of measured velocity at the plane of z-375, predicted using
grid 3 and compared with the experimental data.
6.5.2 Study of particle–laden flow
In this section, the gas temperature distribution in the pilot calciner is studied for
the particle–laden cases along with the measurement results. The simulation results
provided in this section are carried out using grid 3. For grid 2, a study regarding
the dependency of the results on the number of computational particles is provided
in appendix C.3.
6.5.2.1 Experimental results
6.5.2.1.1 Visual observations
During the particle–laden flow experiments, the particle dispersion behaviour has
been studied qualitatively by visual observations of the gas–solid flow using video
recording. At regions downstream of the place where the gas–solid mixing happens,
the dusty environment prevents clear observations of the flow inside the calciner.
Presented in Fig. 6.7 is an example of the gas–solid flow in the calciner. After being
fed to the calciner, the raw meal particles travel in the downward direction for a
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short distance until they are dragged in the upward direction by the gas flow. The
maximum distance travelled by the raw meal particles in the downward direction is
approximately 0.9 m. Afterwards, the particles move as slightly dispersed clouds in
the upward direction until they leave the calciner. This movement can be detected
more clearly by looking at the videos taken during the experiments rather than still
images. It is also possible to observe the behaviour of particle clusters toward the
walls during calciner operation. Some particle clusters approaching the wall are most
likely affected by the velocity boundary layer and their speed is reduced. Due to
this process, they stay at their position for a short period or fall down slightly until
they are dragged upward by a strong gas flow structure. The temporal near–wall
accumulation of particle clusters happens mostly for the wall at the opposite side of
the particle feeding pipe where the upstream gas velocity is low (see Fig. 6.5). Some
examples of these clusters are marked in Fig. 6.7. Particle accumulation near the
walls is also reported in previous CFD studies of calciners [203–205].
 
Particle 
clusters 
falling 
Raw meal 
inlet 
General particle 
movement 
pattern 
Figure 6.7: An instantaneous moment of the gas–solid flow inside the pilot calciner.
6.5.2.1.2 Gas temperature measurements
The time–averaged gas temperature contours from experimental measurements are
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presented in Fig. 6.8. The values of gas temperature used in this plot are averaged
values for the repeated measurements. It is assumed (supported by in the simulation
results in section below) that in regions with low measured gas temperature, it is likely
that the particles concentration is high. Based on the measured gas temperature
contours, it can be stated that after leaving the feeding pipe and the spreader box,
the raw meal particles are immediately heated by the flow of hot gas and the particles
that reach to the opposite side (if any) are almost heated to the gas temperature.
The gas temperature is significantly decreased in the regions close to the position of
the raw meal feed, especially in the z-100 plane. This can be explained by the initial
movement of particles in the downward direction, providing a higher residence time
for particles to exchange heat with the carrier gas. In the lower planes (i.e. z-100,
z000, and z+100), the dispersion of particles is limited to the regions close to the
feeding position. As the particles and the gas travel upward in the calciner, the gas
temperature contour becomes more uniform, implying that the particles are more
uniformly dispersed. This is consistent with the visual observations of the particle
dispersion. The turbulence dispersion in the gas phase contributes to this behaviour
as well.
The contour plots show that the particles have a higher tendency to accumulate in
the right part of the cross–section. This behaviour has been noticed during visual
observations as well. The non–symmetric distribution of particles in the calciner
cross–section can be explained by the non–uniform w–component gas velocity distri-
bution in the upstream of the feeding position (see Fig. 6.5). The particles have a
higher tendency to accumulate in regions where there is a smaller gas velocity, i.e.,
the right part of the cross–section in the figure.
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Figure 6.8: The time–averaged contours of gas temperature, 〈Tg〉, at planes of mea-
surement, i.e. z-100, z000, z+100, z+400, and z+800. The raw meal
feed inlet is positioned at the top of the cross–section.
6.5.2.2 Particle dispersion
In this section, the effect of drag model on the particles aerodynamics and dispersion
predicted from simulations with grid 3 is discussed. The time–averaged particle
volume fraction contours predicted from CFD model using the EMMS and Gidaspow
drag models are depicted in Fig. 6.9 for a plane parallel to the direction of injection
as well as the z-100 plane. It can be observed from this figure that in total, the
predicted volume fraction of particles is higher for the Gidaspow model compared
to EMMS both in dense and dilute zones. Using the Gidaspow model, the particles
penetrate further in the downward direction as well as toward the wall opposite of
the particle feed (marked as region–2). Also in the z-100 plane, the central region
with high particle volume fraction is more populated by particles in the simulation
results from Gidaspow model. Two regions are highlighted in the volume fraction
contour plot. The explanation about these regions will be given later.
In order to better quantify the particle dispersion in the calciner, the averaged
particle–related parameters along the calciner height are presented in Fig. 6.10.
All the reported values, except the mass per unit volume and the Sauter mean diam-
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eter, are weighted by the mass of numerical particles. Also these values are averaged
over the cross–section for at least 90 samples of instantaneous simulation results over
the simulation period with intervals of 0.25 s. The general aerodynamic behaviour
of particles in the calciner based on the EMMS and Gidaspow drag models can be
addressed by considering the averaged particles volume fraction, 〈θp〉, and the cu-
mulative particles mass in unit volume,
〈
Σmp
Vcell
〉
, shown in this figure. For both drag
models, the particle volume fraction has a maximum at approximately z = −0.16
m which is the place at which particles enter the calciner vessel after hitting the
spreader box. The particle volume fraction decreases in the upstream and down-
stream directions because of particle dispersion in the domain. The Gidaspow drag
model exhibits a higher average particles volume fraction compared to the EMMS
model, especially at locations upstream of the particle inlet. The over–prediction of
the particle volume fraction by the Gidaspow model compared to the EMMS model
may reach to an order of magnitude.
The higher particle volume fraction predicted by the Gidaspow model affects the
total mass and residence time of particles in the domain, as shown in Fig. 6.10.
The average particle mass in unit volume,
〈
Σmp
Vcell
〉
, shows a local maximum mass
distribution for particles in the calciner at nearly the same location as that of the
〈θp〉. The Gidaspow model peak shows a higher value though (around 33% higher).
Similar to the average volume fraction, the average mass of particles decreases in the
upstream and downstream directions. In general, a higher value is predicted for the
average mass of particles in the domain when the Gidaspow model is used.
Falling of the raw meal material in full–scale calciners through the riser to the kiln
end is an unwanted behaviour that happens occasionally. Presence of particles at
locations upstream of the particle feed (by looking at particle mass) is an indication
of particles falling to bottom locations of the calciner before they travel upwards and
exit the calciner (also recirculation of particles may happen). The particle falling
behaviour (down to the conical connection between the calciner vessel and the riser
pipe) is predicted to some extent by both drag models. However, for the Gidaspow
drag model, the particle mass in these regions is almost twice of that of the EMMS
drag model. As mentioned previously, according to visual observations during mea-
surements, the particles were able to travel maximum 0.9m in the downward direction
after being fed to the system. This indicates that more reasonable results for particle
fall–through is predicted by the EMMS drag model, based on the results from the
PL–g3–EMMS1 case.
The residence time of particles is an important parameter in operation of reactive
calciner systems. As the amount of dispersed particles in the calciner is predicted
differently when the Gidaspow and EMMS drag models are used, the residence times
of particles, 〈tres〉, would be also different. Using the Gidaspow drag model, the
particles remain in the domain for a longer period especially for regions downstream
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of the particle feed. At the outlet of the domain, the particles residence time predicted
by the Gidaspow model is around 34% higher than the one predicted by the EMMS
model. The average residence time upstream of the particle feed is almost the same
for both models. These particles most likely have been recirculating in the upstream
region and this process is repeated several times before they exit the calciner.
To clarify the size of particles present in the upstream of the particle feed, the average
Sauter mean diameter of the particles is presented in Fig. 6.10. For both drag models,
an aerodynamic separation of particles (based on size) upstream and downstream of
the particle feed can be observed. This indicates that larger particles have a higher
tendency to recirculate in the lower regions of the calciner. For the Gidaspow model
though, this separation is significantly weaker than for the EMMS model.
Finally, the averaged Reynolds number and drag coefficients for the results from the
EMMS and Gidaspow drag models are depicted in the bottom part of Fig. 6.10.
Downstream of the particle feed position, the Reynolds number predicted by both
drag models is nearly the same and it is in the range of 2–13. In the upstream part,
the particles Reynolds number predicted by the EMMS model is almost as twice as
that of the Gidaspow model. This difference can be attributed to the larger diameter
of particles in this region when the EMMS drag model is used. Furthermore, the
differences in average slip velocity between particles and the gas may have an effect.
The predicted drag coefficient is slightly higher for the EMMS model, especially in
regions close to the particle feed. The higher drag force to the particles can be an
indication of fast acceleration of particles by the carrier gas and subsequently low
particle residence time in the system.
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PL–g3–EMMS1 PL–g3–Gidaspow1
Figure 6.9: The time–averaged contours of particles volume fraction at a plane par-
allel to the direction of raw meal feed (top contours) and also z-100
plane (bottom contours) for two test cases of PL–g3–EMMS1 and PL–
g3–Gidaspow1.
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Figure 6.10: The averaged particle–related properties along the calciner height for
two test cases of PL–g3–EMMS1 and PL–g3–Gidaspow1. With the
exception of mass per unit volume and Sauter mean diameter, all
values are weighted with clouds mass.
To better understand the particle behaviour in places close to the particle feed where
the initial mixing happens, the scatter distribution of particles velocity and residence
time are presented in Fig. 6.11 for two regions in z-100 plane. The two regions are
marked in Fig. 6.9. Region–1 is placed in the center of the cross–section and contains
particles that are immediately accelerated in the upward direction by the gas flow.
Region–2 corresponds to an area near the opposite wall which is also populated by
the particles. In the scatter plot, the symbols are a random selection of particles
from at least 90 instantaneous particle fields in a way that they represent the mass
distribution of particles in the area of interest. The color of each symbol represents
the diameter of that particle.
In region–1, the population of particles can be categorized into two groups. The
particles belonging to group (I) have most likely a diameter below 50 µm. These
particles are slightly accelerated by the gas flow in the upward direction and have a
residence time below 1 s. For PL–g3–EMMS1 case, nearly all particles belonging to
group (I) have a positive w–component velocity and their residence time is below 0.5
s. On the other hand, for PL–g3–Gidaspow1 case, the particles belonging to group
(I) have a higher diameter and residence time as well as a smaller velocity magnitude.
Some of the particles have negative velocity which may be due to the gas velocity field
fluctuations when the Gidaspow model is used. Group (II) consists of particles with
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relatively higher w–component velocities as well as diameters compared to group (I).
These particles have nearly the same residence time range as group (I) particles and
have been accelerated to a high speed most likely because of their larger diameter.
When the EMMS drag model is used, the group (II) particles have a higher vertical
velocity than the particles from Gidaspow model. This can be attributed to the
higher drag coefficient that has been applied to the particles by using the EMMS
model, as explained before. Similar to group (I), particles belonging to group (II)
have a higher diameter and residence time when the Gidaspow drag model is used.
The scatter distribution of particles in region–2 is more symmetric in relation to the
wp value, especially for the EMMS drag model. Compared to region–1, particles
in this region have a higher diameter and residence time, and because of their high
dynamic inertia, they have been able to travel across the cross–section to the opposite
wall. In general, when the Gidaspow drag model is used, particles have a higher
residence time and it is likely that particles with small diameter (below 10 µm) are
also found in this region. For both drag models, the particles with both positive and
negative wp exist in the region and particles with negative wp have a higher residence
time than positive wp particles. This indicates that there is a tendency for particles
of this region to be accumulated near the wall and have a high residence time. At
the same time, they are recirculated slightly in that area (slow random movement of
particles in the upward and downward directions) while being affected by the drag
force applied to them from the gas and also the gravity force.
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Figure 6.11: Scatter distribution of 2000 sample particles in two regions at z-100
plane and for two test cases of PL–g3–EMMS1 and PL–g3–Gidaspow1.
The symbols are coloured according to the diameter of particles.
6.5.2.3 Gas–solid heat transfer
6.5.2.3.1 Comparison of the simulation results with the experiments
Shown in Fig. 6.12 are the time–averaged gas temperature contour plots at the
measurement planes for the simulations with the EMMS and Gidaspow drag models
and comparison with the experimental results. Furthermore, a more quantitative
comparison is presented in Fig. 6.13 showing the time–averaged gas temperature
profiles along two lines of 0 and 90 degrees in planes of measurement.
According to the contour plots in Fig. 6.12, for both the EMMS and Gidaspow
drag models and at three planes of z-100, z000, and z+100 which are close to the
position of the particle feed, a region of low gas temperature can be seen in the
middle of the cross–section and slightly in the right side. From the experimental
results, as mentioned earlier, this region is placed near to the top wall close to the
raw meal feed and similar to the simulation results, it is placed asymmetrically to
the right side of the cross–section. For both drag models, the shape of this cold
region is similar and occupies nearly the same fraction of the cross–section. The
deviation in the position of local low gas temperature region from the simulations
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compared to the measurements may be partly attributed to slight difference between
the predicted velocity profiles upstream of the measurement planes (at z-375 plane
as explained earlier). Both drag models have under–predicted slightly the minimum
gas temperature in the cross–section compared to the experimental results while the
Gidaspow model shows a better agreement. For the results from both drag models,
there is a second local minimum gas temperature near to the wall opposite of the raw
meal feed. This behaviour is more pronounced for the Gidaspow drag model. This
low temperature region does not exist in the measurement results.
For the planes further away from the position of the raw meal feed, i.e. z+400 and
z+800, the predicted gas temperature becomes more uniform for both drag models
with a tendency of a slightly lower temperature at the right side of the cross–section.
The deviations between the simulation results and the measurements are reduced.
Overall, considering all the studied cross–sections, the temperature gradients from
the simulation results and measurements would smooth out with approximately the
same rate as the particles and the gas move in the upward direction. This indicates
that the rate of particle dispersion as well as diffusion of heat are predicted correctly
by the simulations.
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PL–g3–EMMS1 PL–g3–Gidaspow1 Experiments
Z − 100
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Z + 100
Z + 400
Z + 800
Figure 6.12: The contours of time averaged gas temperature, 〈Tg〉, at different
planes of z-100, z000, z+100, z+400, and z+800. Comparison of ex-
periments with the simulation results from EMMS and Gidaspow drag
models. The raw meal feed inlet is placed at the top of the cross–
section.
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of the dependency of the gas time–averaged temperature
on the selection of the drag model. The plots are for 0 and 90 degrees
lines at planes of z-100, z000, z+100, z+400, and z+800 for two test
cases of PL–g3–EMMS1, PL–g3–Gidaspow1. The experimental data
are also shown in this plot as hollow circles.
6.5.2.3.2 Gas–solid heat transfer analysis
As explained earlier, for simulation results of the EMMS and Gidaspow drag mod-
els, a local minimum gas temperature region exists at three planes of z-100, z000,
and z+100. This region corresponds to the particles that are moving in the upward
direction and have been heated up to some extent by the gas flow upstream of the
cross–section. The larger the rate of heat transfer between gas and particles upstream
of this region, the higher the reduction of the gas temperature in the mentioned re-
gion. For the Gidaspow drag model compared to the EMMS model, this minimum
gas temperature region is weaker (hotter) and instead in the bottom right region
of the cross–section, close to the wall at the opposite side of the particle feed, an-
other cold region exists. This second cold region is less significant for the EMMS
drag model results. By comparing the averaged particles volume fraction (at z-100
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plane) presented in Fig. 6.9 to the corresponding gas temperature contour, it can
be concluded that regions with low gas temperature are significantly affected by the
presence of particles.
In order to better understand the heat transfer mechanisms between the suspended
particles and the carrier gas, heat transfer–related parameters for particles are de-
picted in Fig. 6.14. The averaged temperature difference between particles and the
carrier gas, 〈Tg − Tp〉, is almost the same for both models. The maximum of gas–
solid temperature difference happens in the region where the particles and the gas
initially meet, i.e. the region between z-100 and z-300 planes. In this region, the
temperature difference is slightly higher when the EMMS drag model is used. The
averaged particles temperature, 〈Tp〉, is also presented in Fig. 6.14. As expected, the
particle temperature is lowest at the place where the particles are fed to the calciner,
i.e. between z-100 and z-200 planes. For the results from the EMMS drag model
compared to the Gidaspow model, the average particle temperature is predicted to
be higher even though the residence time for these particles is low according to Fig.
6.10. For some regions, this temperature difference may even reach to 8°C. The
amount of difference between the average particle temperature for EMMS and Gi-
daspow drag models, however, decreases as the particles move downstream until it
becomes negligible at the exit of the calciner.
Also presented in Fig. 6.14 are the mass flow–averaged and area–averaged gas tem-
perature along the calciner height calculated from the Eulerian field. Similar to the
particle temperature, the mass flow–averaged gas temperature becomes nearly the
same for both drag models at the exit of the computational domain. From the trend
of mass flow–averaged gas temperature profiles, it can be stated that the heat trans-
fer between solid particles and the gas becomes negligible approximately downstream
of z500 plane for both drag models. The evolution of area–averaged gas tempera-
ture along the calciner for measurements and simulations is also presented in the
bottom part of Fig. 6.14. The numerical results for the EMMS drag model are
closer to the experimental values. The over–prediction of particle dropping to the
upstream regions of the flow for the Gidaspow drag model can also be observed from
the temperature plots. It is worth mentioning that the area–averaged values for the
temperature are not necessarily the same as the mean (bulk) temperature since the
velocity profile in the cross–section is not uniform.
Fig. 6.15 shows the temperature difference between the gas and solid particles mul-
tiplied by the mass and specific heat capacity of particle clouds per unit volume,〈
ΣCppmp(Tg−Tp)
Vcell
〉
which is called maximum thermal energy transfer term. This term
can be used as a qualitative indication of local gas–solid heat transfer and is the max-
imum possible heat transfer between particles and the gas that can occur if the heat
transfer happens instantly (the particles reach to the gas temperature with negligible
travelling distance). At places close to the particle feed, this term is almost the same
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for both drag models but upstream and downstream of this region, the results from
the Gidaspow model show a higher value. In order to take the effect of heat transfer
rate into account while interpreting the above–mentioned term, one has to consider
the ratio of particles Nusselt number, Nu, to their thermal response time, τT , based
on eq. 6.10. The mentioned ratio,
〈
Nu
τT
〉
, averaged with the mass of clouds, is pre-
sented in the bottom part of Fig. 6.14. For the EMMS and Gidaspow drag models,
the
〈
Nu
τT
〉
ratio seems to be almost the same downstream of the particle feed. At the
upstream of the particle feed, the predicted ratio is almost twice for the Gidaspow
model compared to the EMMS model which is most likely due to the smaller size of
particles in the Gidaspow model.
Based on the averaged results presented in Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15, it can be stated
that the heat transfer between solid particles and the gas happens with a higher
total rate when the Gidaspow drag model is used and especially at regions upstream
and close to the particle feed. This higher heat transfer rate is mainly because of
the higher population (mass) of particles in the system when the Gidaspow model is
used and in turn reduces the average gas temperature as well as the solid temperature
along the calciner. However, the final particle and gas temperatures at the exit of
the pilot calciner are nearly the same for the results from both drag models. This
indicates that for both drag models, the gas–solid flow reaches to a final thermal
equilibrium before the particles exit the pilot calciner.
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Figure 6.14: The averaged gas–particle temperature difference, 〈Tgp − Tp〉, par-
ticle temperature, 〈Tp〉, and gas temperature 〈Tg〉 along the calciner
height for two test cases of PL–g3–EMMS1 and PL–g3–Gidaspow1.
The gas–particle temperature difference and particle temperature are
weighted with the mass of clouds (particles) and are extracted from
the Lagrangian particle field. In the bottom plot, the area–averaged
and mass–flow–averaged gas temperature are calculated from the Eu-
lerian field. The hollow circles show the area–averaged values of gas
temperature obtained from the measurements.
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Figure 6.15: The averaged gas–particle temperature difference multiplied by mass
and specific heat of clouds,
〈
ΣCppmp(Tg−Tp)
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〉
and the averaged ratio
of particles Nusselt number to their thermal response time,
〈
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〉
,
calculated from the Lagrangian field of particles and for two test cases
of PL–g3–EMMS1 and PL–g3–Gidaspow1.
6.6 Summary and conclusions
The gas–solid flow behaviour in a non–reacting pilot–scale calciner was studied by
conducting extensive measurements and CPFD simulations using Barracuda Virtual
Reactor® software. For the particle–free flow simulations, the grid–independent ve-
locity profiles in a plane upstream of the particle feed position exhibited an acceptable
agreement with the measurements. During the particle–laden flow experiments, par-
ticles at the room temperature were fed to the hot gas flow in the calciner. The
two drag models of EMMS and Gidaspow were considered for the simulation of this
flow. The dispersion of particles in the carrier gas was studied by interpretation of
the Lagrangian particle field data. When the Gidaspow model is used, there was a
high amount of particles falling to the upstream regions of the calciner which was not
observed during the experiments. This behaviour was less pronounced in the EMMS
drag model. The gas temperature profiles predicted from simulations were compared
with the measurements at different cross–sections upstream and downstream of the
particle feed. The temperature profiles from both drag models had an acceptable
agreement with the results from the measurements. A central low temperature re-
gion was predicted by both models and also observed from the experiments. The
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Gidaspow drag model predicted the approximate shape, position, and temperature
value of this region more accurately than the EMMS model. However, for the Gi-
daspow drag model, a second low temperature region close to the opposite wall was
observed which did not exist according to the measurements. Apart from this, more
particle droppage to the upstream regions was predicted by the Gidaspow model
which in turn led to an over–prediction of the heat transfer between the particles
and the gas in the lower parts of the calciner vessel and consequent low averaged
gas temperatures. The deviation of predicted area–averaged gas temperatures when
the EMMS model is used were up to 1.5°C compared to the measurements while for
the Gidaspow model, this deviation may be around 50% higher. In summary, the
results from the EMMS drag model were more reliable and the Barracuda Virtual
Reactor® software was able to capture the solid particles dispersion and the gas–solid
interactions by an acceptable accuracy.
Chapter 7
Full–scale measurements of
calciner operating with fossil
fuel and RDF
This chapter is allotted to a description of a full–scale measurement campaign con-
ducted in a cement plant. The main purposes of the measurements are gaining
knowledge of the gas–solid reactive flow inside the fossil fuel–fired and/or RDF–
fired calciner, as well as obtaining measurement data for comparison with the CFD
simulation results. The work presented in this chapter is carried out by a team of
specialists from FLSmidth including Peter Rosholm, Damien Grévain, Paw Jensen,
Jørgen Thomassen, and Lars Skaarup Jensen as well as the author (Mohammadhadi
Nakhaei), during a period of two weeks.
7.1 Introduction
Detailed full–scale measurement studies of cement calciners are rarely carried out
mainly because of the reasons listed below,
• The significant cost of full–scale measurements
• The large size of cement calciners makes the instantaneous measurements at
several points impractical
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• The dusty environment inside the cement calciners makes the measurement
procedures complicated
• The requirement for the plant owner consent
One of the aspects that makes the costly full–scale measurements reasonably useful
is to directly study the effect of operational changes on the calciner performance.
Bodendiek and Hoenig [318] reported NOx concentration measurement results of a
Krupp Polysius calciner using water–cooled probes for two measurement scenarios
of with and without air staging. The manual measurements were carried out at
the riser (between two fuel feed positions) and two cross–sections (with five point
measurements in each cross–section) in the calciner before and after the second raw
meal feed pipe. They have concluded that for the regular fuel, NOx is increased
in the calciner for both conditions of with and without air staging. However, the
NOx formation in the calciner is reduced with air staging (compared to without air
staging) from around 0.4 to 0.04 kgNO2/t clinker. Khalil [319] studied the effects of
air flow rate and air to fuel ratio on the performance of an industrial vertical lime kiln
through measurements of gas temperature, CO2 concentration, and wall temperature
distribution. The gas temperature measurements were carried out at different cross–
sections with maximum 6 point measurements per cross–section (point measurements
distanced 15 cm from the wall). The gas temperature is measured using butt–welded
thermocouples and the measured values were corrected for the radiation losses (in the
current study, a similar approach is carried out in appendix E.1 for the estimation of
uncertainty in temperature measurement). The gas composition measurements were
only conducted in one cross–section using a gas sampler and an infrared gas analyser.
Apart from studying the effect of operational conditions, full–scale measurements can
be utilized for comparison with the mathematical models (especially CFD models)
of the calciner. Giddings [320] has reported full–scale measurements of an ILC sys-
tem conducted with the main purpose of CFD validation. They have used 6 holes
(belonging to 2 cross–sections) in the main calciner vessel, and measured the gas
velocity and temperature at one point per hole (with a distance of 30 cm from the
refractory wall). The gas velocity was measured using an S–type Pitot tube that was
purged with compressed air after each measurement and the gas temperature was
measured using a K–type thermocouple attached to the Pitot tube. For most of the
CFD studies of the cement calciners, the comparison with measurements (if any) is
carried out only at the exit of the calciner from the logged data of control room. An
overview of the existing CFD simulations of calciners with respect to CFD validation
is presented in section 3.4.
The existing published studies reveal that the literature lacks a detailed full–scale
measurement study of ILC systems. This chapter is allotted to full–scale measure-
ment results of an ILC system carried out for 5 measurement scenarios. In the
methods part, an overview of the experimental methods and devices used for the
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gas temperature and species composition measurements are presented. Afterwards,
the overall measurement scenarios and calciner operating conditions are explained.
Finally, the overall measurement results are presented and different parameters such
as gas temperature, fuel conversion, and calcination degree are discussed.
7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Temperature measurements
The temperature measurements are conducted using a set of 3 K–type thermocouples
carried by a bundle of tubes with an approximate total length of 4 m. In total, 4 tube
bundles are made. Each tube bundle is composed of 3 steel tubes of 4, 3, and 2 m,
long. The thermocouples are arranged in a way that the tip of each thermocouple is
distanced 1m from the neighbouring one. Depending on the accessible cross–sectional
area of the measurement plane, two or three thermocouples from the thermocouple
bundle may be used. For most of the cases, all three thermocouples are used and the
distances of the thermocouples tip from the internal calciner refractory wall are 1, 2,
and 3 m.
The gas temperature was logged with RS–pro 1384 or TESTO–176–T4 temperature
loggers. The maximum measurable temperature of RS–pro 1384 and TESTO–176–
T4 are 1370°C and 1000°C, and the nominal accuracies are ±0.7°C and ±5.0°C,
respectively. The K–type thermocouples were of diameter 3 mm and lengths of 2, 3,
and 4 m. The thermocouples belonged to tolerance class 1, i.e. ± 2.5°C, and had
either AISI–314 protective sheath (max. 1100°C) or Inconel–600 (max. 1350°C).
Apart from the inaccuracies of thermocouples and loggers, there is an important
uncertainty stemming from the measurement procedure. As the thermocouple is im-
mersed in the gas flow inside the calciner, it absorbs/loses thermal energy through
convective heat transfer with the gas as well as radiative heat transfer with the sur-
roundings. Consequently, the measured temperature may be affected by the environ-
ment temperature through the radiative heat transfer. The surrounding environment
can be raw meal particles, calciner refractory walls, and fuel particles with high tem-
peratures. An estimation of the uncertainty in the temperature measurement due to
the contribution of radiative heat transfer with the surroundings is presented in ap-
pendix E.1. According to the discussion presented in this appendix, it can be stated
that for the maximum temperature difference between the gas and the environment
of 100°C, the maximum deviation between the measured and actual gas temperature
is below 6% of the measured temperature (in Kelvin).
The temperature measurements are carried out for a minimum time span of 15 min-
utes. However, as these experiments are less physical labor demanding (compared to
the gas species concentration measurement described in section 7.2.2), some of the
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measurements were carried out for periods longer than 1 hour.
7.2.2 Gas species measurements
The gas species concentration is measured using a system of water–cooled probe,
gas conditioning unit, and gas analyser connected by 6 mm diameter (and 1 mm
thickness) polyethylene tubes. Two water–cooled probes with approximate lengths
of 2 and 4 m are used. The water–cooled probes are schematically described in
Fig. 7.1. They are made of three concentric stainless steel tubes with approximate
outer diameters of 32, 19, and 10 mm. The shorter water–cooled probed is usually
used where there is a spatial limitation to access to the calciner cross–section and
also where the cross–sectional area of the calciner is small, e.g., the riser cross–
section. For each point measurement, it is aimed to extract the sample gas for a
period of 8 minutes providing a useful signal period of 5–6 minutes. However, for
some measurements, the period of measurement is shorter due to blockage of the
inner air tube with materials from the calciner, e.g., dust, char, etc. Each time that
the inner air tube is blocked, it is opened using compressed air. Apart from the
normal 2 and 4 m probes, water–cooled KilnLoqTM probe [321] is also used for gas
species measurement at point 6–1 cross–section (measurement points are described
in appendix E.2). This probe is connected to pressurized air and its gas extraction
tube is automatically cleaned with the pressurized air with the time intervals of 10
or 15 minutes. This probe is used for gas species measurements at point 6–1 cross–
section for all of the measurements except measurement scenario–mix–1 (see section
7.3), after observing that the cross–sectional measured values at this point are nearly
uniform (please refer to appendix E.3).
 
Gas 
extraction 
Toward gas 
conditioning 
unit 
Water in 
Water out 
Filter 
Figure 7.1: A schematic description of water–cooled probe used for gas extraction
from the calciner.
Reported in this study are the measured values of O2, CO2, and CO using URAS–10
and URAS–14 gas analysers (made by ASEA Brown Boveri, ABB, company). CO2
is not measured using URAS–10 gas analyser. The accuracy and calibration spans
of the gas analysers are presented in Table 7.1. For O2, the ambient air (20.8 vol.%
dry) is used as the span calibration gas while for CO, a gas bottle with 1320±26 ppm
of CO is used for span calibration of URAS–10. The calibration is repeated at least
once a week. For the gas extracted from KilnLoqTM probe, the measurements are
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done using either URAS–10 or URAS–14 gas analysers.
Table 7.1: The accuracy of the gas analysers as well as the spans at which the
calibrations for each gas were made.
gas analyser accuracy
linearity deviationa detection limitb reproducibilitydeviation
URAS–10 ≤ ±2.0% of span ≤ ±0.5% of span ≤ ±0.5% of span
URAS–14 ≤ ±1.0% of span ≤ ±0.5% of span ≤ ±0.5% of span
calibration span values
O2 CO2 CO
URAS–10 20.8 (vol.%) – 1320 ppm
URAS–14 20.8 (vol.%) not performedc 3.0 (vol.%)
a The maximum error of the output signal from the reference linear line.
b The lowest amount of the gas species that can be distinguished from the absence
of that gas species.
c The calibration was not performed on site. The gas analyser was tested with zero
and 35 vol.% CO2 test gases two weeks before the measurement. Drifts of +0.6 vol.%
and +0.8 vol.% from zero and span values were observed, respectively.
7.2.3 Calculation of the degrees of combustion and calcination
In this section, a procedure for estimation of the degree of solid fuel conversion as
well as the calcination degree inside the cement calciner is explained based on the
discussion provided in [322]. In this estimation, it is assumed that N2 gas species
is inert in the calciner, and N2 flow rate is constant and is uniformly distributed in
any cross–section downstream of the tertiary air inlet. The Fraction of Fuel Gasified,
FFG, can be written as,
FFG = λcalciner, reference
λcalciner, actual position
(7.1)
where λcalciner, reference is the ratio of O2 entering the calciner (from the kiln gas,
tertiary air, fuel transport air, and false air) to the stoichiometric O2 required for
complete combustion of calciner fuel, and
λcalciner, actual position = λoverall (Lambda Factor + 1)− Lambda Factor (7.2)
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λoverall = 1 +
1
20.95
79.05 ×
(
100−O2%−CO2%−CO%
O2%−(CO%)/2
)
meas.
− 1
(7.3)
Lambda Factor = min. air required for complete kiln fuel combustion
min. air required for complete calciner fuel combustion
(7.4)
with meas. subscript being an indicator of the gas species measured values with unit
of (vol.% dry). The minimum air required for the calciner and kiln fuel combustion in
Eq. (7.4) is calculated based on the amount of fuels firing and the ultimate analysis
of the fuels provided in Table 7.3. The calcination fraction, CF , is estimated using
the below equation,
CF =
(
CO%+CO2%
100−O2%−CO%−CO2%
)
meas.
−
(
Kiln combustion CO2
Calciner exit N2
)
calc.
− FFG×
(
Calciner combustion CO2
Calciner exit N2
)
calc.(
Calcination CO2 in calciner
Calciner exit N2
)
calc.
(7.5)
where the subscript calc. is an indication of the calculated values based on the as-
sumed values for calciner and kiln feed rates.
For calculation of FFG and CF , it is required to have approximate values of gas
mass flow rates as well as the fuel fired in the calciner and the kiln. The mentioned
parameters are estimated based on an internal calculation of the whole cement plant
made by FLSmidth prior to having any data from lab. analysis. The samples for
lab. analysis are taken during the measurements (e.g., fuel ultimate and proximate
analysis, fuel and raw meal PSD analysis, raw meal analysis, etc.).
7.3 Overview of the measurements
The measurements are carried out for an ILC system with an approximate height of
83 m composed of a riser section, two calciner vessels (separated from each other by a
constriction), and a swan neck. The preheater system consists of 5 stages of cyclones.
The calciner system as well as the cross–sections (points) at which the measurements
are carried out are shown in Fig. 7.2. An overview of the measurement points is
presented in appendix E.2.
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Figure 7.2: Overview of the studied calciner system as well as the measurement
cross–sections.
In total, the measurements are carried out for five scenarios of calciner operational
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conditions. The measurement scenarios are summarized in Table 7.2. Available fuels
for firing in the calciner are bituminous coal, petcoke and RDF. Coal and petcoke are
fired in the calciner as a mixture with an approximate coal to petcoke ratio of 1 to 2
(mass–basis). In this study, it is assumed that the properties of solid fuels utilized in
the cement calciner and rotary kiln are the same for all of the measurement scenarios.
Summarized in Table 7.3 are the amount, ultimate analysis, and heating value of the
different fuels used for the measurement scenarios. As the complete lab. data (e.g.
fuel, raw meal, and clinker analysis) are not available at the time of measurement
data analysis, the parameters presented in Table 7.3 are assumed values based on the
common current operational values of the cement plants.
During each measurement scenario, it has been tried to maintain stable operational
conditions for the rotary kiln and the calciner, e.g., steady RDF and petcoke and
coal firing. However, it is possible that during some periods, unexpected phenomena
occur (e.g., unstable RDF feed to the calciner) that may lead to unstable operation
of the calciner. The periods at which the calciner operates in an unstable condition
are removed from the measurement results.
As explained in section 2.2.1.4, some amount of raw meal can be fed to the upper
calciner vessel imposing a high temperature region in the lower calciner (around 1000–
1100°C). This operation of ILC system is termed as a calciner with high temperature
split. In some of the measurement scenarios, the amount of raw meal fed to the upper
calciner vessel is not high enough to increase the gas temperature in the lower calciner
vessel significantly. In this study, this operation of the calciner is termed as calciner
with medium temperature split. In order to study the effect of high temperature split
on the fuel burn out as well as the emissions (not explained here), some amount of
raw meal is fed to the upper calciner vessel from the third cyclone and the rest is fed
from the fourth cyclone to the lower calciner vessel. The numbers provided in Table
7.2 are approximate percentage of the raw meal flowing to the calciner from the third
cyclone. During the whole period of measurement campaign, the raw meal feed pipe
to the riser was blocked and no raw meal was fed to the riser section of the calciner.
Even though the amount of clinker production is different to some extent for all of
the measurement scenarios, comparisons of the measurement scenarios are discussed.
According to the conditions presented in Table 7.2, three comparison cases are sug-
gested,
• Comparison case 1: The effect of fuel firing in the calciner operating with a
high temperature split for measurement scenario–mix–1, scenario–RDF–1, and
scenario–FF–1.
• Comparison case 2: The comparison of RDF firing and fossil fuel firing in the
calciner operating with medium temperature split for measurement scenario–
mix–2 and scenario–FF–2.
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• Comparison case 3: The amount of raw meal fed to the upper calciner for
different types of fuel, i.e., for the combination of RDF and coal and petcoke
mixture (measurement scenario–mix–1 and scenario–mix–2) and for fossil fuel
firing (measurement scenario–FF–1 and scenario–FF–2).
A discussion regarding the mentioned comparison cases is provided in section 7.4.
Table 7.2: The scenarios for calciner operational conditions during the full–scale
measurement campaign.
Scenario namea
total clinker
production (tonnes
per day)
RDF/petcoke+coal
mixtureb (%)
Material flow from
cyclone 3 to
calciner (%)
Scenario–mix–1 3851 36.7/63.3 41
Scenario–mix–2 4074 36.5/63.5 18
Scenario–RDF–1 3488 83.9/16.1 50
Scenario–FF–2 3684 0.0/100.0 25
Scenario–FF–1 3851 0.0/100.0 45
a The terms mix, RDF, and FF in the scenario name are the type of fuel fired in the
calciner corresponding to the mixture of coal, petcoke, and RDF; RDF; and coal and
petcoke (fossil fuels), respectively. The numbers 1 and 2 at the end of the scenario name
correspond to high and low mass flow rates of raw meal from the third cyclone to the
upper calciner vessel, respectively.
b The ratio is provided as energy basis.
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Table 7.3: Ultimate analysis, heating value, and the amount of different fuels used in
the cement calciner and rotary kiln for different measurement scenarios.
Petcoke Coal RDF,kiln
RDF,
calciner
Moisture (wt.% ara) 0.6 8.0 15.0 18.0
Ash (wt.% ar) 0.2 15.0 12.7 12.7
C (wt.% ar) 87.6 62.3 43.6 40.6
H (wt.% ar) 3.8 4.4 6.0 6.0
S (wt.% ar) 5.1 1.0 0.3 0.3
N (wt.% ar) 1.5 1.5 0.9 0.9
O (wt.% ar) 1.2 7.8 21.5 21.5
LHVb (kJ/kg) 32440 25110 20930 13280
Scenario–mix–1
Kiln firing (kg/h) 6460 0 639 0
Calciner firing (kg/h) 4410 2320 0 8790
Scenario–mix–2
Kiln firing (kg/h) 5270 0 2560 0
Calciner firing (kg/h) 4740 2480 0 9350
Scenario–RDF–1
Kiln firing (kg/h) 3950 0 2570 0
Calciner firing (kg/h) 1020 661 0 19600
Scenario–FF–2
Kiln firing (kg/h) 4890 0 2580 0
Calciner firing (kg/h) 6340 3330 0 0
Scenario–FF–1
Kiln firing (kg/h) 5090 0 2570 0
Calciner firing (kg/h) 6280 3300 0 0
a As received.
b Lower heating value at 0°C.
7.4 Measurement results and discussion
7.4.1 Comparison of measurement data with kiln analyser
Apart from the manual measurements that have been carried out during the mea-
surement campaign, the data from the cement plant analysers and sensors (used for
controlling the cement production process), especially the kiln analyser, are also re-
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ported. In the kiln analyser, the gas species concentration extracted from the kiln
inlet, i.e. O2, CO and NO, are measured (values extracted from the control room).
However, the accuracy of the kiln analyser may be insufficient due to an old calibra-
tion. In order to check the accuracy of the kiln analyser, the outlet gas from the kiln
analyser is fed to URAS–14 and URAS–10 during one of the measurement scenarios
for time spans of 18 and 138 minutes, respectively.
The comparison is provided in Fig. 7.3 for O2 concentration. For the current studied
calciner, the amount of CO at the kiln inlet is usually negligible for comparison
purpose. The CO measured value using URAS–10 is lower than 40 ppm and the
value shown in the kiln analyser is almost always zero. NO concentration is out of
the scope of this study. The kiln analyser and URAS–14/–10 data are logged with
intervals of 60 and 1 s, respectively. For the period of comparison, respectively, the
averaged measured values of O2 using URAS–14 and URAS–10 diverged from the
kiln analyser data by 0.54 and 0.42 vol.% (dry basis) with standard deviations of
0.57 and 0.41 vol.% (dry basis). The mentioned deviations are of acceptable degree
and it is possible to directly use the O2 concentrations measured by the kiln analyser.
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Figure 7.3: The comparison of kiln analyser data with the measured values from
URAS–14 (top) and URAS–10 (bottom) for O2 concentration. The
periods with high measured values of O2 by URAS–10 and –14 gas
analysers correspond to the moments that purged gas was used for
cleaning of the gas analyser probe.
7.4.2 Overall results of temperature and gas species measure-
ments
A summary of the measurement results is provided in this section. For each point
measurement, the time averaged and standard deviation values are calculated. Pre-
sented in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 are the overall results of the gas temperature and species
concentration measurements for different measurement scenarios. The spacial distri-
butions of the measured gas temperature and species concentration for each cross–
section are presented and discussed in appendix E.3.
According to Fig. 7.4, and considering all of the measurement scenarios, the cross–
sectional averaged temperatures differ significantly in the riser and lower calciner
vessel, while for the upper calciner vessel and the swan neck, the differences are
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reduced. In the cross–section of measuring point 6–1 (i.e. the swan neck in the 6th
floor and height of 98.7 m in the figure), the averaged cross–sectional temperatures
of different scenarios lie in the range of 889–905°C. A discussion for comparison of
the measured gas temperatures of different scenarios is provided in section 7.4.3.
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Figure 7.4: Overall temperature measurement results of different measurement sce-
narios. In each cross–section, the symbols show the arithmetic average
value of the time–averaged point measurements while the error bars
show the maximum and minimum (of time–averaged) measured values.
One of the considerations that should be accounted while interpreting the gas species
measurement results provided in Fig. 7.5 is the composition of the gasses from the
rotary kiln in the kiln analyser, i.e., calciner height of 13.5 m. For example, for mea-
surement scenario–FF–1, the oxygen concentration is less than the measured values
of other scenarios with the difference lying in a range of 0.85–1.61 vol.% dry. This
difference lasts to some extent until the exit of the calciner. For all of the measure-
ment scenarios except scenario–mix–1, CO2 concentration is not measured at the kiln
inlet and point 6–1 (heights of 13.5 and 98.7 m, respectively, in the figure) because
of the type of gas analyser used for the measurements at these locations. CO con-
centration can be considered as a qualitative measure of the amount of volatiles in
different locations of the calciner system. In the kiln analyser and for all measure-
ment scenarios, the measured CO concentration is below the analyser accuracy which
indicates that the CO level at this location is negligible. The highest CO levels are
measured in the reduction zone. A discussion for comparison of the measured gas
species concentrations of different measurement scenarios is provided in section 7.4.3.
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Figure 7.5: Overall O2, CO2, and CO concentration results of different measure-
ment scenarios. In each cross–section, the symbols show the arithmetic
average value of the time–averaged point measurements while the error
bars show the maximum and minimum (of time–averaged) measured
values.
In order to study the degree of fuel conversion, FFG, and calcination fraction, CF ,
in the calciner for different measurement scenarios, an estimation of the mentioned
parameters is provided for point 3–1 and 4–1 cross–sections. Depicted in Fig. 7.6 are
the estimated values of FFG and CF based on the discussion presented in section
7.2.3. The error bars in this figure are the maximum and minimum estimated values of
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all the point measurements in each cross–section stemming from the non–uniformity
of gas species distribution in the cross–section. A discussion regarding comparison of
the estimated values of FFG and CF at points 3–1 and 4–1 cross–sections is provided
in section 7.4.3.
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Figure 7.6: Overall estimated values of FFG (top) and CF (bottom) for point 3–1
and 4–1 cross–sections. In each cross–section, the symbols show the
arithmetic average value while the error bars show the maximum and
minimum estimated values of the point measurements.
7.4.3 Comparison of measurement scenarios
7.4.3.1 Comparison case 1: effect of fuel type at high temperature split
In this comparison, the effect of calciner fuel firing operating with a high temperature
split is discussed for measurement scenario–RDF–1, scenario–mix–1, and scenario–
FF–1. In the mentioned measurement scenarios, respectively, 50, 41, and 45 percent
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of the raw meal material is fed to the upper calciner from the third cyclone and the
ratio of nominal energy released from RDF to the mixture of coal and petcoke is
approximately 84/16, 37/63, and 0/100 percent.
From Fig. 7.4, it can be stated that as the share of RDF in the fuel is reduced,
i.e., from scenario–RDF–1 to scenario–mix–1 to scenario–FF–1, the measured gas
temperature in the bottom calciner vessel (i.e., point 3–1) is increased from 941°C
to 953°C to 974°C, respectively, while having the gas temperature in the constriction
(i.e., point 3–2) fixed in the range of 997–1005°C. This behaviour can be mainly
attributed to evaporation of the fuel moisture content. Furthermore the coupled
effects of fuel combustion and calcination degrees estimated at point 3–1 and shown
in Fig. 7.6, may also have an effect.
At 100°C, around 2257 kJ thermal energy is required for evaporation of 1 kg of liquid
H2O [323]. Considering this assumption and according to Table 7.3, the energy
required for fuel moisture evaporation is approximately 2.25, 1.12, and 0.19 MW
for measurement scenario–RDF–1, scenario–mix–1, and scenario–FF–1, respectively.
If one assumes the estimated gas flow rates at the exit of the calciner (i.e., 92.4,
100.2, and 86.0 kg/s, respectively, according to the pre–calculations done for each
measurement scenario), and a specific heat capacity of 1203 J/kg/K (i.e., specific heat
capacity of N2 at 1200 K), the mentioned evaporation thermal energies correspond
to 20.2, 9.3, and 1.8°C change in the gas temperature. The presented values are only
rough estimations of the gas temperature change due to the heat of fuel moisture
evaporation while keeping other parameters (e.g., fuel conversion and calcination
degree) constant. In order to have more accurate estimations, one should also consider
the effect of heating of particles species and exact values of gas mass flow rate at the
cross–section. The specific heat capacity of water vapor species in the gas may also
have a minor effect. At a gas temperature of around 1000 K, the heat capacity of
water vapor is at least 1.8 times higher than the other main gas species in the calciner,
i.e., CO2, O2, and N2 [323]. Accordingly, for a gas flow with high water vapor
concentration compared to a dry gas of the same mass flow, the gas temperature
increase is lower if the same amount of thermal energy is added to the gas. The
water vapor concentration at the exit of the calciner may reach to around 6.0 wt.%
for scenario–RDF–1.
Other parameters that affect the gas temperature in the calciner are the estimated
values of FFG (positive effect) and CF (negative effect). According to Fig. 7.6,
the estimated CF values for measurement scenario–RDF–1, scenario–mix–1, and
scenario–FF–1 are 52%, 58%, and 54%, respectively, while the estimated FFG values
are 80%, 87%, and 79%. The calcination factor, CF , values are reversely proportional
to the amount of raw meal fed to the upper calciner. This indicates that when a higher
amount of raw meal is available in the lower calciner, the CF value is higher. It can
be stated that among the measurement scenarios of this comparison case, scenario–
mix–1 has the highest estimated FFG as well as CF .
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For point 4–1, the averaged cross–sectional values for the measured gas temperatures
lie in a narrow range of 903–923°C with the highest temperature for the measurement
scenario–mix–1. The fuel conversion factor, FFG, lie in a range of 93–98% with the
lowest and highest values belonging to measurement scenario–mix–1 and scenario–
FF–1, respectively. The calcination factor, CF , lie in a range of 75–84% with the
lowest and highest values belonging to measurement scenario–FF–1 and scenario–
RDF–1, respectively. No specific behaviour for changes in the degree of solid fuel
conversion can be found.
CO gas concentration (see Fig. 7.5) is measured in the reduction zone (point 2–
1) only for measurement scenario–RDF–1 and scenario–FF–1 and a higher value is
measured for scenario–RDF–1. Similarly, for point 3–1 and 4–1 cross–sections, the
highest amount of CO concentration is for measurement scenario–RDF–1 most likely
because of the high volatile fraction of the overall fuel fired in the calciner. Conversely,
the lowest amount of CO concentration belongs to the measurement scenario–FF–1
where no RDF is fired during the operation.
7.4.3.2 Comparison case 2: effect of fuel type at medium temperature
split
In this comparison, the effects of RDF firing and fossil fuel firing on the calciner
operation with medium temperature split are explained for measurement scenario–
mix–2 and scenario–FF–2. In the reduction zone, the measured gas temperature is
significantly lower for the measurement scenario–mix–2 compared to scenario–FF–2.
This can be partly contributed to the faster drying and devolatilization behaviour of
coal and petcoke compared to RDF, and consequently, higher gas temperatures due
to oxidation of volatiles. For points 3–1 and 4–1, the cross–sectional gas temperatures
are different less than 10°C when measurement scenario–mix–2 and scenario–FF–2
are compared.
At point 3–1, the estimated FFG and CF values are lower by 8% and 7%, respec-
tively, when comparing measurement scenario–mix–2 with scenario–FF–2. This can
be attributed to the measured gas temperature in the reduction zone which is lower
for scenario–mix–2 For point 4–1, a same trend is observed but the differences are
smaller.
Similar to the comparison case 1, CO concentration is higher for measurement scenario–
mix–2 at point 3–1 and 4–1 which can be attributed to the higher amount of volatiles
release in the lower and upper calciner vessels.
7.4.3.3 Comparison case 3: effect of the amount of meal to the upper
calciner
In this comparison, the amount of raw meal fed to the upper calciner for different
types of fuels is studied.
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scenario–mix–1 and scenario–mix–2 (fixed mixture of RDF, coal and pet-
coke): As expected, at point 3–1, the gas temperature is increased from 892°C to
953°C by increasing the amount of raw meal fed to the upper calciner. As a result
of higher gas temperature in the lower calciner for measurement scenario–mix–1, the
fuel conversion, FFG, is increased for both measurement points 3–1 and 4–1. At
point 4–1, the improvement in the fuel conversion by increasing the upper calciner
raw meal feed is around 4.1% (absolute change in FFG). No specific trend can be
observed for CF .
An opposite trend exist for CO concentration in measurement points 3–1 and 4–1.
At these points, the CO concentration is reduced when the amount of raw meal fed
to the upper calciner is increased. This can be partly attributed to faster oxidation
of CO released from fuel particles at higher gas temperatures.
scenario–FF–1 and scenario–FF–2 (fixed mixture of coal and petcoke):
Similar to the above case, the temperature is increased from 887°C to 974°C by
increasing the raw meal fed to the upper calciner and consequently, the value of FFG
is increased for measurement points 3–1 and 4–1. At point 4–1, the improvement in
the fuel conversion, FFG, by increasing the upper calciner raw meal feed is around
4.8% (absolute change in FFG). No specific trend can be observed for CF .
Similar to the previous case, the CO concentration is lower for the case that has a
higher raw meal feed to the upper calciner, i.e., scenario–FF–1.
7.5 Summary and conclusion
In this chapter, a discussion is provided for a full–scale measurement campaign focus-
ing on a calciner operating with RDF and fossil fuels. The main motivation for these
measurements is to obtain data for comparison with the CFD simulations of calciner.
Furthermore, a study regarding the effect of different parameters, such as fuel type
and the raw meal fed to the upper calciner vessel, on the calciner performance is
presented for 5 measurement scenarios. During the measurements, the gas temper-
ature and species concentrations, i.e. O2, CO2 and CO, are measured at different
cross–sections (usually more than one point measurement per cross–section) of the
calciner.
The gas temperature in the lower calciner is coupled strongly with the amount mois-
ture content of the fuel; and to some extent, with the amount of fuel conversion,
FFG, and calcination factor, CF (which itself is affected by the amount of raw meal
fed to the upper calciner). The higher the fuel moisture content, the lower the gas
temperature. For most of the cases, the FFG values for scenarios with RDF firing
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are lower. From the measurements, it can be concluded that as the amount of raw
meal fed to the upper calciner is increased, the gas temperature in the lower calciner
is increased and consequently, the FFG is improved for both lower and upper cal-
ciner vessels. The improved fuel conversion in the upper calciner (point 4–1) is in the
range of 4.1–4.8% for the studied cases while no specific trend for CF can be stated.
The measurements exhibited elevated CO concentration levels when the amount of
volatile–rich fuels (e.g., RDF) fired in the calciner is higher. On the other hand, the
CO concentration in the calciner is negatively affected by the gas temperature.
The measurement scenario–FF–2 (only FF fired in the calciner and measurements
are carried out at more points) and scenario–RDF–1 (highest amount of RDF firing)
are chosen for comparison with the CFD simulation results for the calciner operating
with fossil fuels and RDF, respectively. These comparisons are discussed in chapter
8.
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Chapter 8
CFD simulation of reactive
cement calciner
In this chapter, CFD simulation results of the full–scale calciner studied in chapter
7 are presented for two of the measurements scenarios: the measurement scenario–
FF–2, corresponding to a calciner operating with fossil fuels, and the measurement
scenario–RDF–1, for an RDF–fired calciner. The CFD simulation results are com-
pared with the available measurement data and the discrepancies (if any) are ex-
plained.
It should be noted that the simulation inputs (e.g., boundary conditions, fuel prop-
erties, ect.) are based on an internal calculation of the whole cement plant made by
FLSmidth prior to having any data from lab. analysis of the samples taken during
the measurements (e.g., fuel ultimate and proximate analysis, fuel and raw meal PSD
analysis, raw meal analysis, etc.). The data of lab. analysis were ready and handed
in to the author on 7th of August 2018.
8.1 Introduction
One of the topics that is of significant importance when comparing CFD simulation
results with the measurement data is the level of accuracy that is expected from
the simulations. An ideal comparison is that the quantitative discrepancies between
the CFD results and the measurements would be below a certain limit such as 10%.
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However, due to the large size of full–scale reactive systems, complicated internal
geometry, and complex processes taking place inside these systems, reaching this
level of agreement (accuracy) may not be practical.
Sometimes the main purpose of CFD study of full–scale systems is to gain qualitative
knowledge of the fluid flow and processes taking place in the system. Based on this
knowledge, it is possible to identify the sources of malfunctioning in the system (i.e.,
troubleshooting) and propose solutions for overcoming them. For example, with the
help of CFD simulations of a full–scale fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) regenerator,
Fletcher [324] reported the cause of severe maldistribution of gas species in the re-
generator after a design change. Based on the CFD results of different scenarios, a
modification of the system is proposed [324].
A detailed introduction regarding the existing CFD studies of FF–fired and RDF–
fired calciners is provided in section 3.4. In the existing CFD studies of cement
calciners, the comparison with the measurement results (if any) is limited to one or
two cross–sections in the calciner (usually at the calciner exit only). To the author’s
knowledge, there is no CFD study of full–scale cement calciners in the literature re-
porting detailed comparison with the measurements. In the current chapter, CFD
study of two measurement scenario–FF–2 and scenario–RDF–1, introduced in chapter
7, are carried out. The results of CFD simulations are compared with the measure-
ments along the calciner height as well as cross–sectional distributions. The compared
parameters are gas temperature, O2 and CO2 concentrations, and the degrees of fuel
conversion and calcination. Possible causes for discrepancy of the CFD simulations
results from the measurements are discussed.
8.2 Numerical model description
In this section, the modelling details regarding the CFD simulations conducted using
Barracuda Virtual Reactor® 17.3.0 solver are presented.
8.2.1 Governing equations of the fluid and particles
Similar to the discussion presented in chapter 6, the gas–solid flow inside the calciner
is solved using Eulerian–Lagrangian approach for the carrier fluid and the suspended
particles (i.e., raw meal and fuel particles), respectively. The governing equations
for the carrier fluid and particles are similar to the ones presented in Table 6.2 in
chapter 6 except the added terms for contribution of mass and energy transfer due
to reactions. The Eulerian equations of mass, momentum, energy, and gas species
transport as well as the Lagrangian equations of solid particles are summarized in
Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1: The governing equations of Eulerian–Lagrangian solution of gas–solid
flow in the full–scale reactive calciner.
Eulerian equations of the carrier gas [122, 325, 326]
Continuity equation ∂θgρg∂t +∇ · (θgρgug) = δm˙p (8.1)
Momentum equations
(∂θgρgug)
∂t +∇ · (θgρgugug) = −∇P − Fp + θgρgg +∇ · (θgτ g) (8.2)
Energy equation [308]
(∂θgρghg)
∂t + ∇ · (θgρghgug) = θg
(
∂P
∂t + ug · ∇P
) −
FT p +∇ · (θgug · τ g)−∇ · (−θgκeff∇Tg) + q˙D + Q˙ (8.3)
Transport equation for
species i
(∂θgρgYg,i)
∂t +∇ · (θgρgYg,iug) = ∇ · (θgρgDt∇Yg,i) +
δm˙i,chem (8.4)
Fluid stress tensor τgij = 2µeffSij − 23µeffδij
∂ugk
∂xk (8.5)
Fluid strain rate tensor Sij = 12
(
∂ugi
∂xj
+ ∂ugj∂xi
)
(8.6)
Turbulent viscosity [134] µt = C2Sρg∆2(Sij Sij)
1
2
(8.7)
Effective viscosity µeff = µmolecular + µt (8.8)
Enthalpy diffusion term ˙qD =
∑Ns
i=1∇ · (θgρghg,iDt∇Yg,i) (8.9)
Effective thermal conduc-
tivity κeff = κmolecular +
Cpgµt
Prt (8.10)
Turbulent diffusivity Dt = µtρgSct (8.11)
Lagrangian equations of particles
Particle acceleration [121]
u˙p = dupdt =
RepCD
24τp (ugp − up) − 1ρp∇Pp + g −
1
θpρp
∇τNSp (8.12)
Particle velocity [121] up = dxpdt (8.13)
Particle normal stress
[121, 309] τNS =
Psθ
β
p
max(θCP−θp,0)+(1−θp) (8.14)
Particle temperature dTpdt =
1
2Nup
Tgp−Tp
τT (8.15)
Particle Nusselt number
[179] Nup = 2.0 + 0.6Re
1
2
p Pr
1
3
g
(8.16)
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In the presented table, the vector variables are denoted as bold characters and g
and p subscripts indicate the gas and solid phases, respectively. The term δm˙p is
the production rate of gas mass per unit volume due to heterogeneous reactions,
and m˙i,chem is the gas species source term due to homogeneous and heterogeneous
reactions. Q˙ is the source term of energy per unit volume. It is assumed that the
turbulent Prandtl number, Prt, and the turbulent Schmidt number, Sct, are constant
all over the domain and both are equal to 0.9 [122]. As the gas flow is compressible,
the partial pressure of the gas species i with molecular weight of MWi can be related
to the gas density through the equation of state for ideal gasses as below,
Pi =
ρgYg,iRTg
MWi
(8.17)
and the gas pressure, P , is the sum of partial pressures of all gas species. The molecu-
lar viscosity, µmolecular, molecular thermal conductivity, κmolecular, gas specific heat,
Cpg, and the gas enthalpy hg are calculated according to a mass–based weighting. In
the solution provided in Barracuda, the gas temperature is approximated using the
gas species mass fractions and enthalpies and using a piecewise linear approximation
[122].
For grid cell ζ with volume of Vζ and containing Np computational particles, the gas–
solid coupling terms in continuity, momentum, and energy equations can be written
as follows [122],
δm˙p =
1
Vζ
Np∑
1
Sζ,pnp
dmp
dt
(8.18)
Fpζ =
1
Vζ
Np∑
1
Sζ,p
{
mp
[
Dp (ugp − up)− ∇Pgp
ρp
]
+ up
dmp
dt
}
np (8.19)
FTpζ =
1
Vζ
Np∑
1
Sζ,p
(
mpCpp
dTp
dt
+ hp
dmp
dt
)
np (8.20)
where np and mp are the number of real particles in each particle cloud and the mass
of each particle, respectively, and Sζ,p is the operator for interpolating the particle
variables into the Eulerian grid.
8.2.2 Particle drag models
Different drag models that are used in the literature for spherical and non–spherical
particles in dense and dilute systems are described in section 3.3.3, and some of them
are used in the CFD simulation of cold pilot–scale calciner (presented chapter 6).
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For the CFD simulations presented in this chapter, the drag model used for the raw
meal, coal and petcoke particles is Wen–Yu in combination with EMMS multipliers
made for a fast fluidized bed (FFB) system [174, 327]. The choice of EMMS drag
model is based on a better accuracy in material fall through prediction based on
the discussion presented in chapter 6. It should be noted that even though the flow
regimes of a FFB and a calciner are similar, the parameters used for construction of
the FFB EMMS table are different from those of the current simulation, e.g. particle
size, fluid superficial velocity, particle mass flux, etc. However, it is shown in previous
studies that even though the operational conditions at which the EMMS multipliers
table is made based upon are not the same as the actual operating conditions of the
system, still reasonable predictions can be obtained [328]. New EMMS multipliers
are not made for the full–scale calciner simulation as the cross–section of the domain
changes with the height (e.g. riser and calciner vessels and swan neck cross–sections
are different); also the solid mass flux, particle size, and superficial gas velocity change
as a function of calciner height due to the homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions.
As explained in chapter 4, the RDF plastic and biomass particles are assumed to have
a constant sphericity during the whole conversion process and the Ganser drag model
[160] is used as the particle drag. The original Ganser drag model is presented in
Table 3.8. In this study, it is assumed that the cross–wise sphericity, φ⊥, is equal to
1. For the plastic particles, as the assumed sphericities are close to 1, no multipliers
are considered for the Ganser drag model while for the biomass particles, a constant
multiplier of 0.35 is used (see section 4.4.4).
8.2.3 Chemical Reactions
The homogeneous reactions that are considered in this study are oxidation of methane
into CO and oxidation of CO as a two–step global reaction proposed by Drier and
Westbrook [187]. The rate constants for the mentioned reactions are chosen accord-
ing to [188]. More discussion regarding the homogeneous reactions are presented in
section 3.3.5. The heterogeneous reactions of calcination and conversion of solid fuels
are described here.
8.2.3.1 Calcination reaction
The calcination reaction is considered as a reversible reaction with forward and back-
ward rate coefficients expressed as below,
CaCO3(s) ←→ CaO(s) + CO2(g) (8.21)
d
dt
NCaCO3 = −kcal−forward + kcal−backward [CO2] (8.22)
with NCaCO3 being the number of moles of calcium carbonate in each computational
particle; CO2 concentration, [CO2], is with unit of molm3 . The forward reaction rate
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coefficient is derived by fitting the model to the experimental data of [193] and it is
written as below,
kcal−forward = 6× 105 exp
(−12000
Tr
)
mCaCO3 (8.23)
where kcal−forward is with unit of mols and mCaCO3 is the calcium carbonate mass
in each computational particle. The backward reaction rate is determined from the
forward rate and the knowledge of CO2 equilibrium pressure and can be written as,
kcal−backward = 0.076
Tr
P
exp
(
9100
Tr
)
mCaCO3 (8.24)
with unit of m3s . The reactions temperature and pressure are in units of K and Pa,
respectively. In the calcination reactions, the reaction temperature, Tr, is weighted
with the gas and particle temperatures with factors of 0.9 and 0.1, respectively. The
particle shrinks as the raw meal is calcined in a similar manner as that of the shrinking
particle model in char oxidation process.
8.2.3.2 Conversion of coal and petcoke particles
The coal and petcoke particles go through devolatilization and char oxidation reac-
tions during the conversion process. The moisture evaporation process is incorporated
in the devolatilization and only CH4 and CO gas species are considered as devolatiliza-
tion products. The ratio of CH4 to CO in volatiles is determined according to the
amount of fixed carbon and volatile contents of the fuel and performing an energy
balance so that the heating value of the whole fuel is conserved. It is assumed that
the devolatilization takes place as a single step first order reaction as shown in Eq.
(3.24). The devolatilization reaction rate, Kvol, for coal and petcoke particles are
summarized in Table 8.2.
It is assumed that the char oxidation takes place according to a shrinking particle
model and only CO is produced from the char oxidation reaction. The char oxidation
reaction rate of coal and petcoke particles is calculated according to the following
formula based on a shrinking particle model,
dmchar
dt
= −ApMWckOx [O2] (8.25)
with the same parameter definition as the one presented for Eq. (5.3) for the char
oxidation of biomass particles in chapter 5. The effective reaction rate, kOx, is a
combination of external oxygen diffusion contribution, kox−g, and chemical reaction
rate, kox−c. kox−g is calculated similarly as Eq. (5.4) but with the assumption that
the Sherwood number is equal to 2. The char oxidation rates, kox−c, are summarized
in Table 8.2 for coal and petcoke particles.
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Table 8.2: The reaction kinetics for conversion of coal and petcoke particles used in
the present study.
Devolatilization reaction rate (1/s)
Coala Kvol = 1013 exp
(−25500
Tr
)
(8.26)
Petcoke Kvol = 1.05× 1013 exp
(−25500
Tr
)
(8.27)
Chemical reaction rates of char oxidation (m/mol/s)
Coalb,c [12] kox−c =
1.87×107θg exp
(−14800
Tr
)
mc
Ap (8.28)
Petcoke [12] kox−c =
38750θg exp
(−8056
Tr
)
mc
Ap (8.29)
aFor the devolatilization reaction, the reaction temperature, Tr, is weighted by
0.8 and 0.2 with the particle and gas temperatures, respectively. The mentioned
weightings are assumed settings in the solver and can not be changed.
bFor the chemical reaction rates of char oxidation, the reaction temperature, Tr,
is weighted by 0.9 and 0.1 with the particle and gas temperatures, respectively.
c
mc is the remaining char mass in a particle.
8.2.3.3 Conversion of RDF particles
The conversion of RDF biomass particles starts with drying of particles followed by
devolatilization and then char oxidation. The reaction rates of each of the mentioned
processes are presented in section 5.2 of chapter 5. The plastic particles in RDF go
through drying, melting, and decomposition. The plastic drying reaction rate is the
same as that of the biomass. The melting and decomposition reactions are based on
the simplified isothermal model presented in section 5.3 of chapter 5.
8.3 Numerical details
8.3.1 Calciner geometry and boundary conditions
The studied full–scale calciner geometry is presented in Fig. 8.1 along with the
positions considered for inlet and outlet boundary conditions. As explained in chapter
7, the calciner is composed of a riser section, two calciner vessels, and a swan neck.
The raw meal particles from cyclone 4 and 3 are fed to the lower and upper calciner
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vessels, respectively. The raw meal feed pipe to the riser section of the calciner is
blocked and no raw meal is entered from this location. The coal and petcoke feed
pipes are considered as injection boundary condition in Barracuda and are aligned
with an angle of 45 degrees in the downward direction. The SRF feeder is also
considered as an injection boundary condition oriented horizontally with an angle
of 60 degrees toward the riser wall. At the raw meal inlets, the spreader plates are
placed with a downward angle in order to properly distribute the flow of raw meal
particles in the calciner cross–section. The spreader plates are represented as baﬄes
(i.e., solid plates with the characteristic of passing the gas but not the particles) in
the calciner domain. The use of baﬄes instead of solid walls has the benefit of more
smooth geometrical representation of spreader plates.
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Figure 8.1: Schematic overview of the studied calciner geometry along with the
location of boundary conditions.
The details of boundary conditions are summarized in Tables 8.3 and 8.4 for simu-
lations corresponding to measurement scenario–FF–2 and scenario–RDF–1, respec-
tively. The inlet boundary conditions are based on initial calculations of the gas and
particles flow of the whole cement plant. These calculations are done using a solver
used internally in FLSmidth.
The raw meal particles are fed to the calciner from two positions at lower and upper
calciner vessels from the 4th and 3rd stage cyclones, respectively. The raw meal
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particles from the 3rd cyclone have a lower temperature and a higher amount of loss on
ignition, LOI (i.e., the process of rapid heating of a sample to a specified temperature
until the change in the sample mass stops). Both raw meal feed particles have the
same particle size distribution (PSD), with the maximum, median, and minimum
diameters of 160, 30, and 10 µm, respectively. It is assumed that the calciner gas
inlets (i.e., TAD and kiln inlet) are laden with some amount of calcined meal (dust)
particles having the same PSD as those of the raw meal particles. It is assumed that
the raw meal particles are composed of CaO, CaCO3, and an inert solid species. The
raw meal particles are fed to the calciner through the raw meal pipes with a velocity
in the range of 5–10 m/s and gas to particle slip ratio of 1. A study of raw meal
particles velocity in full–scale calciner pipes is presented in appendix D.
For the measurement scenario–FF–2, the calciner operates with only coal and petcoke
solid fuels with a PSD based on 90 micron sieve rule [47, 54] (see section 2.3.2.1).
For simulation of the RDF–fired calciner (measurement scenario–RDF–1), the RDF
is divided into three fractions of biomass, plastic, and inert. The PSD and shape
distribution of RDF particles is assumed to be the same as that of RDF–A particles
described in chapter 4. The volatiles from coal, petcoke, and RDF biomass are a
mixture of CH4 and CO. As explained in chapter 5, it is assumed that the plastic
particles in RDF are decomposed only to CH4, and the mass flow rate of plastic
particles in Table 8.4 is corrected so that the heating value of the whole RDF is
maintained the same. The particle velocity at the fuel injection point is 30 m/s
for coal and petcoke and 27.5 m/s for RDF particles. The mentioned velocities are
based on the volumetric gas flow inside the fuel transport pipes. The transport air
is injected to the domain along the fuel particles.
The amount of bypass for both simulation test cases is around 9% of the gasses
entering the calciner from the rotary kiln. Some of the dust particles are also carried
by the gas and exit the calciner through bypass.
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Table 8.3: Simulation boundary conditions for FF–fired calciner, i.e., measurement
scenario–FF–2.
Production Fuels used (energy basis) Bypass Excessair, λ
3684 tpd 28.9% coal + 71.1% petcoke 9.0% 1.39
Gas composition
Inlet name Mass flowrate Temperature Composition (vol.% wet)
(kg/s) (K) H2O O2 CO2 N2
Kiln inlet 32.9 1408 5.9 6.9 11.6 75.6
Bypass 2.9 1408 5.9 6.9 11.6 75.6
TAD 26.0 1145 0.8 20.8 0.0 78.4
Transport
air (coal +
petcoke)
0.8 303 0.8 20.8 0.0 78.4
Raw meal + dust properties
Inlet name Mass flowrate Temperature Composition (wt.%)
(kg/s) (K) CaO CaCO3 inert LOIa (%)
Dust to kiln 7.9 1408 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Dust to TAD 1.3 1145 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Meal to riser 0.0 1059 13.7 63.4 22.9 27.9
Meal to
lower cal-
ciner
60.3 1059 13.7 63.4 22.9 27.9
Meal to up-
per calciner 18.7 925 2.2 76.8 21.0 33.8
Fuel properties
Inlet name Heatingvalueb
mass flow
rate Proximate analysis (wt.%)
(kJ/kg) (kg/s) moisture ash fixedcarbon
vol.
(CH4/CO)
Coal 25110 0.9 8.0 15.0 54.0 23.0(57.3/42.7)
Petcoke 32440 1.8 0.6 0.2 88.2 11.0(55.0/45.0)
a Loss on ignition.
b Wet basis lower heating value at 0°C.
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Table 8.4: Simulation boundary conditions for RDF–fired calciner, i.e., measure-
ment scenario–RDF–2.
Production Fuels used (energy basis) Bypass Excessair, λ
3488 tpd 83.9% SRF + 5.4% coal + 10.7% petcoke 9.0% 1.34
Gas composition
Inlet name Mass flowrate Temperature Composition (vol.% wet)
(kg/s) (K) H2O O2 CO2 N2
Kiln inlet 24.8 1401 7.1 4.9 13.1 74.9
Bypass 2.2 1401 7.1 4.9 13.1 74.9
TAD 41.5 1076 0.8 20.8 0.0 78.4
Transport
air (RDF) 1.1 293 0.8 20.8 0.0 78.4
Transport
air (coal +
petcoke)
0.8 293 0.8 20.8 0.0 78.4
Raw meal + dust properties
Inlet name Mass flowrate Temperature Composition (wt.%)
(kg/s) (K) CaO CaCO3 inert LOIa (%)
Dust to kiln 5.9 1401 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Dust to TAD 2.1 1076 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Meal to riser 0.0 1084 19.2 57.1 23.7 25.1
Meal to
lower cal-
ciner
40.1 1084 19.2 57.1 23.7 25.1
Meal to up-
per calciner 33.2 962 2.4 76.6 21.0 33.7
Fuel properties
Inlet name Heatingvalueb
mass flow
rate Proximate analysis (wt.%)
(kJ/kg) (kg/s) moisture ash fixedcarbon
vol.
(CH4/CO)
RDF–overall 13280 4.6 18.0 12.7 3.3 66.0
RDF–
biomass
(59%)
7988 3.2 20.8 10.8 5.6 62.8(1.3/98.7)
RDF–plastic
(37%) 39247 1.2 15.0 6.0 0.0
79.0
(100.0/0.0)
RDF–inert
(4%) -122 0.2 5.0 95.0 0.0 0.0
Coal 25110 0.2 8.0 15.0 54.0 23.0(57.3/42.7)
Petcoke 32440 0.3 0.6 0.2 88.2 11.0(55.0/45.0)
a Loss on ignition.
b Wet basis lower heating value at 0°C.
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8.3.2 Grid generation and simulation cases
Similar to the discussion presented in appendix C.1, the computational 3D grids
are created using the build–in module available in Barracuda Virtual reactor version
17.3.0. In the riser and lower calciner vessel, the numerical cells have almost the same
aspect ratios in all directions. For the upper calciner vessel and the swan neck, the
cell size in z–direction increases with a linear growth factor. Three types of coarse,
medium, and fine numerical grids are used for simulation of measurement scenario–
FF–2. For the measurement scenario–RDF–1, only the medium numerical grid is
used. The simulation cases are summarised in Table 8.5.
Table 8.5: Simulation test cases studied in the present work for the calciner op-
erating with fossil fuel or RDF. The number of real and computational
particles are the average values after the solution has reached to a steady
state condition.
Test case name Measurementscenario
Grid
type
Number of
computa-
tional
cells
N.O. computa-
tional/real raw
meal particles
N.O. computa-
tional/real FF
particles
N.O. computa-
tional/real RDF
particles
FF–coarse Scenario–FF–2
Coarse
grid 386,932 3.8×10
6/2.0×1014 7.5×105/1.5×1013 none/none
FF–medium Scenario–FF–2
Medium
grid 752,891 3.2×10
6/1.8×1014 8.0×105/1.6×1013 none/none
FF–fine Scenario–FF–2
Fine
grid 1,563,228 3.1×10
6/1.7×1014 7.4×105/1.4×1013 none/none
RDF–medium Scenario–RDF–1
Medium
grid 752,891 2.3×10
6/1.4×1014 9.2×104/1.8×1012 3.3×105/2.5×106
8.3.3 Solver settings
In order to reduce the complexity of the problem, the calciner walls are considered as
adiabatic. Similar to the CFD simulations conducted for the cold pilot calciner (see
section 6.4 in chapter 6), a no–slip gas velocity boundary condition is assumed near
the walls. A k −  wall function is considered for the cells close to the wall.
In the finite volume solver of the software, the advection term in mass, momentum,
and energy transport equations is estimated at the cell faces using partial donor
cell approach; which is a weighted average between central differencing and upwind
convection schemes [306]. Other fluid parameters such as pressure and temperature
are calculated at the cell centres.
For particles hitting the calciner walls, normal–to–wall and tangent–to–wall momen-
tum retention factors are set to 0.5 and 0.85, respectively [316] with a diffuse bounce
index of 5 indicating that a random distribution function is considered for the par-
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ticles velocity angle toward the wall after the collision. Equilibrium and isotropy
collision models [317] in the CPFD solver are deactivated to reduce the computa-
tional overhead of the solution.
The simulations are carried out for a period of 90 seconds with the time–averaging
procedure starting from 45 seconds. At this time, the solution has already reached a
steady state condition. The steady state condition is checked through tracking dif-
ferent parameters such as the total number of computational particles in the domain
and the mass flow of different particle and gas species exiting the calciner.
8.4 Results of FF–fired calciner simulation
8.4.1 Dependency of the results on the grid size
As presented in Table 8.5, simulation cases FF–coarse, FF–medium, and FF–fine are
carried out for the same measurement scenario (same boundary conditions) in order
to study the dependency of the results on the fineness of the grid while keeping the
number of computational particles in the domain approximately the same. Depicted
in Fig. 8.2 are the comparison of the simulation results for these two cases. From
the bottom right plot, as the grid becomes finer, it can be stated that in the lower
and upper calciner vessels, both FFG and CF values are increased. For example, for
measurement point 3–1, the predicted FFG values change from 50.9% to 54.0% to
56.2%, and the estimated CF values change from 26.7% to 33.0% to 36.2%, for the
simulation cases FF–coarse, FF–medium, and FF–fine, respectively. As a result, in
the mentioned regions and for the finer grid, O2 and CO2 concentrations are lower and
higher, respectively. For the coarse grid, the gas temperature is predicted to be higher
through out the calciner except in the riser and reduction zones as well as the calciner
exit. The predicted gas temperature from medium and fine grids is approximately
the same. The predicted values at the exit of the calciner are nearly the same for
all simulation cases. At this location, the differences between the predicted FFG
and CF values are below 1%. Also for the tested grids, the mass flow averaged gas
temperatures are different in a range of 20°C.
The difference between the predicted area–averaged and mass flow–averaged values
does not change noticeably for coarse and medium grids. However, when the fine
grid is compared with the medium grid, the difference for gas species concentration
is reduced for the fine grid. This indicates that the cross–sectional profiles of gas
species concentrations are more uniform for the simulation results predicted using
the fine grid. More discussion regarding the comparison of cross–sectional profiles
from different grid sizes is provided in appendix F.1.
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of O2 and CO2 species concentrations, gas temperature,
fuel conversion degree (FFG), and calcination factor (CF ) along the
calciner, and predicted from CFD simulations using coarse (FF–coarse),
medium (FF–medium), and fine (FF–fine) grids.
8.4.2 Comparison with the measurement data
The results from simulation case FF–medium is compared with the measurement
scenario–FF–2 (see Table 8.5). The dry gas compositions of O2 and CO2 as well as
the measured gas temperature along the calciner are compared with the simulation
results in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. Detailed representation of cross–sectional
comparison between simulation results and measurement data of this simulation case
are provided in appendix F.2.
The area–averaged and mass flow–averaged values1 are different from each other
because the gas mass flux (normal to the direction of cross–section) is not uniform in
each cross–section. From Fig 8.3, it can be stated that the area–averaged values are in
proper agreement with the measured values of O2 and CO2 concentrations. However,
1In general, the area–averaged values should be compared with the measurements because no
information regarding the stream–wise gas mass flux is available from the measurements. However,
as the cross–sectional results from the simulations exhibit more non–uniformity, the predicted mass
flow–averaged values are also compared with the measurements.
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in general, the predicted mass flow–averaged O2 (CO2) concentration is overpredicted
(underpredicted). The amount of O2 (CO2) is overpredicted (underpredicted) in the
reduction zone (point 2–1) for both area–averaged and mass flow–averaged values. It
should be noted that the measurements in the reduction zone are carried out only
at 4 to 6 points of the cross–section close to the walls. No measurements of the gas
properties at the central locations of the cross–section, which may significantly affect
the overall area–averaged value, are available. For example, from the CFD simulation
results, the arithmetic average of CO2 concentration at the points of measurements
is around 20.0 vol.% dry. However, in the central regions there is a large area of the
cross–section (around one third) with CO2 concentration below 15 vol.% dry. This
influences the area–averaged CO2 concentration to some extent.
As explained in appendix F.2, the cross–sectional non–uniformity of gas properties
predicted from CFD simulation (case FF–medium) are overpredicted compared to the
measurements. The predicted non–uniformity is reduced in the downstream regions
of the calciner. At the last measurement point, point 6–1, both area–averaged and
mass flow–averaged values of O2 concentration are almost the same and close to the
measured value.
The area–averaged gas temperature predicted from the CFD simulations is lower than
the mass flow–averaged value for regions upstream of the swan neck with the largest
difference being approximately 100°C. For upstream regions of the swan neck, the
measured gas temperatures lie between the area–averaged and mass flow–averaged
values. In the swan neck, the gas temperature is under predicted and the amount of
underprediction, at the last measurement point (point 6–1), is around 30°C.
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Figure 8.3: The area–averaged and mass flow–averaged O2 and CO2 concentrations
of dry gas predicted from simulation case FF–medium and comparison
with the measured values across the calciner for measurement scenario–
FF–2.
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Figure 8.4: The area–averaged and mass flow–averaged gas temperature predicted
from simulation case FF–medium and comparison with the measured
values across the calciner for measurement scenario–FF–2.
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8.4.3 Degree of fuel conversion and calcination
The estimated values of FFG and CF from simulation case FF–medium are presented
in Fig. 8.5 and compared with the calculated values for measurement scenario–FF–2.
Both FFG and CF are underpredicted and the amount of under prediction decreases
from point 3–1 to 4–1 from 23.2% to 18.5% for FFG and 26.3% to 15.6% for CF .
An explanation for the possible cause of this discrepancy is discussed in section 8.6.
Presented in Fig. 8.6 (top) are the estimated values of the extent of O2 consumption
and CO2 and H2O production in the calciner as a function of calciner height. These
values are calculated based on the gas species mass flow rates passing different cross–
sections in the calciner. The amount of H2O released in the calciner is the contribution
of moisture evaporation process (around 14%) as well as methane oxidation (around
86%). The process of H2O release in the calciner is completed before the gas and
particles leave the reduction and conical zones. It is likely that the initial 14% of
H2O release is due to the moisture evaporation.
O2 consumption is due to oxidation of volatiles as well as char particles in the calciner.
CO2 release is because of oxidation of char and volatiles as well as the progress in
calcination reaction. The extents of O2 consumption and CO2 release increase along
the calciner; and the rates of increase are reduced in the swan neck compared to the
calciner vessels. This can be partly due to shorter residence time of particles in the
swan neck compared to the calciner vessels (due to higher gas speed).
Also depicted in Fig. 8.6 (middle) are the overall conversion of coal and petcoke
fuel particles calculated from the time–averaged mass flow rates of particles passing
through different cross–sections in the calciner. The initial jump in the solid fuel
conversion plots is due to the release of volatiles from the fuel particles. The initial
jump for coal particles conversion is higher as these particles contain a higher amount
of volatiles. The char oxidation reaction for both types of solid fuel particles starts
at approximate height of 30 m (at the beginning of the lower calciner vessel). After
this point, the char oxidation happens slightly faster for petcoke compared to coal
particles. For the current simulation, the gas temperature in the main calciner ves-
sels and the swan neck is around 900°C. According to Eqs. (8.28) and (8.29), at this
temperature and for gas volume fraction and particle external surface area of unity,
the reaction rate of coal is around 54% higher than petcoke (the fuel particle temper-
ature may be higher than the average gas temperature due to the exothermic char
oxidation). The petcoke particles are slightly finer than coal particles due to smaller
amount of volatiles and 90 micron residue rule (see section 2.3.2.1). Accordingly, for
larger particles present in coal and petcoke, it can be stated that the char oxidation
reaction is diffusion–limited (diffusion of oxygen from the free stream to the particle
surface) to some extent causing the char oxidation reaction takes place with a slower
pace compared to the smaller particles. This subject is explained more in section 8.6.
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In the bottom part of Fig. 8.6, the calcination degree and loss on ignition (LOI) of the
raw meal particles fed to the upper and lower calciner vessels are plotted as a function
of calciner height. The mentioned parameters are calculated based on the mass flow
rates of particles passing through different cross–sections. Overall, the calcination
degree of the raw meal particles that are fed to the upper calciner is lower (than the
ones fed to the lower calciner) most likely due to lower gas temperature in the upper
calciner vessel as well as shorter residence time of these particles in the calciner. At
the calciner exit, the overall LOI of raw meal particles leaving the calciner is around
4% and the calcination degree is around 90%. According to the lab. measurements
data, for the measurement scenario–FF–2, the reported LOI of the meal in the 5th
cyclone (the cyclone placed after the calciner exit) is around 2.7%.
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Figure 8.5: The estimated fuel fraction gasified (FFG) and calcination factor (CF )
from the CFD simulation results (based on the mass flow–averaged
values) of FF–medium case and comparison with the calculated values
across the calciner for measurement scenario–FF–2.
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Figure 8.6: The estimated extents of O2 consumption and CO2 and H2O production
(top), fuel conversion degrees based on the time–averaged mass flow rate
of particles passing through different cross–sections (middle), and the
calcination degree and LOI of raw meal particles based on the time–
averaged mass flow rate of particles passing through different cross–
sections (bottom), for simulation case of FF–medium.
8.5 Results of RDF–fired calciner simulation
8.5.1 Comparison with the measurement data
A comparison of the results from the simulation case RDF–medium and measure-
ment data of scenario–RDF–1 is presented in this section. A detailed comparison
for the predicted and measured cross–sectional gas temperatures as well as species
concentrations are provided in appendix F.3. The estimated O2 and CO2 gas species
from simulation are compared with the measurements in Fig. 8.7. Similar to sec-
tion 8.4.2, the area–averaged values are closer to the measurement results. And the
difference between the area–averaged and mass flow–averaged values reduces in the
swan neck and becomes negligible at the calciner exit. There is an overprediction
(underprediction) of the mass flow–averaged O2 (CO2) values compared to the mea-
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surements. However, the rate of change in O2 and CO2 concentrations is qualitatively
well predicted in the calciner vessels and the swan neck.
The estimated gas temperature from simulations as well as the comparison with
the measurements is presented in Fig. 8.8. The gas temperature is overpredicted
in the upper and lower calciner vessels with the highest overprediction (of mass
flow–averaged temperature), corresponding to point 3–1 (lower calciner vessel), being
around 119°C from the averaged measured temperature in the cross–section. In the
swan neck, the temperature overprediction is reduced. Similar to the comparison pre-
sented for the FF–fired calciner, the area–averaged gas temperatures are lower than
the mass flow–averaged ones due to the non–uniformity of the gas mass flux normal
to the plane of cross–section. A reasoning for overprediction of the gas temperature
in the upper and lower calciner vessels is provided in section 8.6.
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Figure 8.7: The area–averaged and mass flow–averaged O2 and CO2 concentrations
of dry gas predicted from simulation case RDF–medium and comparison
with the measured values across the calciner for measurement scenario–
RDF–1.
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Figure 8.8: The area–averaged and mass flow–averaged gas temperature predicted
from simulation case RDF–medium and comparison with the measured
values across the calciner for measurement scenario–RDF–1.
8.5.2 Degree of fuel conversion and calcination
The estimated values of FFG and CF from simulation results are presented in Fig.
8.9 as a function of calciner height and compared with the calculated values from
the measurements. Both fuel conversion and calcination degrees form the simulation
results are underestimated. The amounts of underprediction for points 3–1 and 4–
1, respectively, are 7.1% and 0.8% for FFG and 14.5% and 16.1% for CF . An
explanation for the possible cause of the overpredictions is provided in section 8.6.
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Figure 8.9: The estimated fuel fraction gasified (FFG) and calcination factor (CF )
from the CFD simulation results (based on the mass flow–averaged
values) of RDF–medium case and comparison with the calculated values
across the calciner for measurement scenario–RDF–1.
The extents of O2 consumption and CO2 and H2O release are presented as a function
of calciner height in Fig. 8.10 (top). The total contributions of fuel moisture evap-
oration and methane oxidation on the amount of H2O release are around 28% and
72%, respectively. The completion of fuel moisture evaporation can be spotted with
a change in the slope of H2O release curve at the height of 27–28 m in the conical
section. However, it is possible that for some large particles, the evaporation is post-
poned to downstream regions, due to the slow heat transfer rate to the particles. The
opposite is true for smaller particles. The H2O release is completed at the beginning
of the upper calciner at an approximate height of 49 m indicating that the moisture
evaporation and the release and combustion of volatiles is completed at this place.
The consumption of O2 takes place with a fast speed in the lower calciner vessel, most
likely, due to the oxidation of volatiles. In the upper calciner vessel and the swan
neck, the O2 consumption rate is slowed down due to slow char oxidation reaction.
The CO2 release takes place faster in the lower and upper calciner vessels compared
to the swan neck.
Also presented in Fig. 8.10 (middle) are the fuel conversion degrees of different fuel
types fired in the calciner calculated based on the averaged mass of particles pass-
ing through different cross–sections. Coal and petcoke fuels exhibit similar behaviour
compared to the simulation case FF–medium. The char oxidation of petcoke particles
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takes place slightly faster than the coal particles, most likely because of their smaller
size. The conversion of biomass and plastic particles (present in RDF) takes places
with a relatively faster pace in the reduction zone most likely due to higher gas tem-
perature and high amount of particle recirculation For these particles, the conversion
continues in the lower calciner vessel with a slower pace. The plastic conversion is
completed at the bottom part of the upper calciner vessel. The biomass conversion
takes place with a slower rate in the upper calciner vessel and swan neck as the only
conversion mechanism is the char oxidation reaction which happens slower than the
devolatilization.
Shown in the bottom part of Fig. 8.10 are the calcination degree and LOI of raw meal
particles fed to the upper and lower calciner vessels. Similar to the simulation results
presented for FF–medium case, the calcination degree of the raw meal particles fed
to the upper calciner is lower than the ones fed to the lower calciner vessel. At the
calciner exit, the LOI of raw meal particles fed to the upper and lower calciner are
8.4% and 0.2%, respectively; and the overall LOI is around 3.9%. According to the
lab. measurements data, for the measurement scenario–RDF–1, the reported LOI of
the meal in the 5th cyclone is around 4.2%.
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Figure 8.10: The estimated extents of O2 consumption and CO2 and H2O produc-
tion (top), fuel conversion degrees based on the time–averaged mass
flow rate of particles passing through different cross–sections (middle),
and the calcination degree and LOI of raw meal particles based on the
time–averaged mass flow rate of particles passing through different
cross–sections (bottom), for simulation case of RDF–medium.
8.6 Discussion of discrepancies
In this section, possible explanations for the discrepancies (if any) between the simu-
lation results and the measurements, shown in sections 8.4.2 and 8.5.1, are provided.
8.6.1 Wall boundary conditions
The 3D physical fluid domain of the studied calciner is produced from the available
drawings and considering the wall and refractory thicknesses. During the calciner
operation, it is possible that the presence of short–term or long–term buildups (coat-
ings) changes the internal geometry of the calciner (i.e., wall boundary condition)
significantly. As a results, the simulation results might be affected to some extent by
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inaccurate wall boundary conditions. During the measurement campaign, formation
of short–term coatings on the walls in the riser cross–section were observed. It is
possible that long–term coatings also exist in the studied calciner.
8.6.2 Inlet boundary conditions
Simulation cases FF–medium and RDF–medium are conducted for comparison with
the measurement scenario–FF–2 and scenario–RDF–1, respectively. As explained
before, the inlet boundary conditions for gas and solid particles provided in Tables
8.3 and 8.4 as well as other CFD input parameters such as PSD of coal and petcoke
particles are based on initial estimates of the plant operational conditions (and fuel
properties) before having the analysis results from lab., e.g., fuel heating value, ulti-
mate and proximate analysis, raw meal and clinker analysis, etc. The lab. analysis
data were available after the completion of simulations. Accordingly, it is possible
that some of the simulation inlet boundary condition values would be different from
the actual values (e.g., the gas composition and mass flow rate at the kiln inlet, the
amount of false air leaked to the calciner, etc.).
The mentioned uncertainty in the boundary conditions can affect the predicted pro-
files of gas temperature, species concentration, and FFG and CF along the calciner
to some extent. Furthermore, for the measurement results, the estimated values for
FFG and CF according to Eqs. (7.1) and (7.5) presented in chapter 7, might also
be affected.
An example of this can be found in Fig. 8.7 for the predicted and measured values of
O2. The cross–sectional averaged values of O2 from measurement scenario–RDF–1
decreases from 6.2 to 3.8 to 3.3 (vol.% dry) from point 3–1 (lower calciner) to 4–
1 (upper calciner) to 6–1 (swan neck). The mass flow–averaged O2 concentrations
predicted from simulation case RDF–medium are 8.8, 6.0 and 5.5 (vol.% dry), re-
spectively, for the mentioned points. It can be stated that even though the predicted
values from CFD simulation are 2.2–2.6 (vol.% dry) higher than the measurements,
the amount of change from one cross–section to the next is fairly similar. This in-
dicates that the fuel conversion rate along the calciner is estimated properly even
though the oxygen concentration values are overestimated. The high values of oxy-
gen concentration in the simulations may be due to the high amount of O2 fed to the
calciner through the kiln inlet and/or tertiary air boundary conditions.
8.6.3 Simplifications in fuel properties
One of the simplifications that has been carried out for the fuel species is to consider
the volatiles to be only composed of CH4 and CO. The ratio of these two species is
set in a way that only the heating value of the fuel is conserved. Accordingly, the
molar fractions of important components such as C, O, and H, may not be conserved.
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This may have an influence on the amount of O2 consumed and CO2 released in the
calciner from fuel conversion. For example, for simulation case FF-medium, the
mentioned simplification for petcoke would result in 2.7% reduction (the value is
relative difference) of required O2 for petcoke combustion in the calciner.
8.6.4 Fuel particles size
According to the results presented in sections 8.4.2 and 8.5.1, the conversion rate of
coal and petcoke particles is underestimated when the results are compared to the
measurements especially for FF–medium simulation case. Presented in Fig. 8.11
are the ratio of chemical reaction rate, Eqs. (8.28) and (8.29), to external oxygen
diffusion rate, Eq. (5.4), for coal and petcoke particles immediately after completion
of devolatilization process. This ratio is calculated for different reaction temperatures
and assuming a gas volume fraction of unity.
According to this figure, it can be stated that for small particles (i.e., 10 µm diame-
ter particles), the external oxygen diffusion contribution to the reaction rate can be
neglected. However, for larger particles (particles with a diameter of 100 µm), the
external oxygen diffusion contribution becomes equally important as the chemical
reaction rate at reaction temperatures of 900–1100°C for coal and petcoke particles.
Furthermore, for some coal and petcoke particles and during some moments, the
instantaneous particle temperature may increases to higher values (e.g., 1500°C) be-
cause of exothermic char oxidation reaction. At reaction temperatures higher than
1100°, the importance of external oxygen diffusion contribution on the overall char
reaction rate becomes more important than the chemical reaction rate. This indi-
cates that the initial particle size distribution of coal and petcoke particles may have
an influence on the fuel conversion rate in the calciner and it should be character-
ized accurately. In the current simulations, the particle size distributions of coal
and petcoke particles are estimated according to the 90 micron sieve law (see section
2.3.2.1). For simulation cases FF–medium and RDF–medium, the mixture of coal
and petcoke particles has a 90 micron sieve residue in the range of 7.6–7.9%. The
mentioned residue according to the available lab measurements is, on average, 2.1%.
This indicates that an oversized PSD of coal and petcoke particles is used for CFD
simulations.
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Figure 8.11: The ratio of chemical reaction rate to external oxygen diffusion rate
according to Eqs. (5.4) and (8.28) and (8.29) for coal and petcoke
fuel particles at different reaction temperatures and initial particle
diameters of 10 and 100 µm.
8.6.5 Calcination of raw meal particles
According to the presented simulation results, the calcination degree of raw meal
particles is underpredicted for both simulation cases. One possible explanation might
be the reaction rates chosen for the calcination process. Some of the existing studies
regarding the modelling of calcination process are described in section 3.3.5.2.
An important parameter that may affect the calcination process significantly is the
amount of available thermal energy for endothermic calcination reaction. If the
amount of fuel fired in the calciner as well as the thermal energy of the carrier gas are
not enough for complete calcination process, this process is not completed when the
particles leave the calciner. Insufficient burnout of solid fuel particles (as explained
in section 8.6.4) may lead to incomplete calcination process.
Another parameter that affects the calcination of raw meal particles in the calciner is
the mixing of raw meal particles in the carrier gas. Poor mixing creates local regions
with high loading of raw meal particles. Due to the calcination process in this region,
the gas temperature and CO2 are locally reduced and increased, respectively. As a
result, the calcination reaction rate in that region is reduced. This subject is explained
further in section 8.6.7.
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8.6.6 The actual amount of raw meal fed to the upper calciner
The raw meal particles that are fed to the upper calciner are taken from the third
cyclone after a flap gate split. The flap gate separates the raw meal flow from the
output of the third cyclone to the fourth cyclone and the upper calciner. This gate
operates according to the position of its handle and the amount of split is nominally
determined by the handle position. However, the actual amount of raw meal split
between the upper calciner and the fourth cyclone depends on the distribution of raw
meal flow upstream of the split. Accordingly, the actual amount of raw meal fed to
the upper calciner for simulation cases FF–medium and RDF–medium may not be
accurately characterized. The amount of raw meal fed to the upper calciner affects
the gas temperature and CO2 species distribution in the lower calciner as well as the
overall calcination degree of the raw meal.
Apart from the overall underpredicted calcination degree, a possible explanation for
overpredicted temperature profiles in the upper and lower calciner vessels in Fig. 8.8
is a mismatch between the actual and considered amount of raw meal split from the
third cyclone to the upper calciner vessel. If the amount of meal fed to the upper
calciner vessel is overpredicted, there will be an overestimation of the gas temperature
in the lower calciner vessel.
8.6.7 Non–uniformity of cross–sectional profiles
As shown in appendix F.2 and F.3, for both FF–fired and RDF–fired calciners, the
uniformity of cross–sectional profiles of gas temperature and species concentration
in the upper and lower calciner vessels is underpredicted in the CFD simulation
results (compared to the measurements). The overprediction in non–uniformity of
gas temperature and species concentration may be due several coupled parameters
and/or phenomena in the simulations.
One of the important parameters is the mixing of raw meal and solid fuel particles
with the carrier gas. Poor mixing of the solid particles and the gas, known as strati-
fication, may lead to insufficient fuel burnout and calcination degree in the calciners
[41]. Insufficient mixing of fuel particles with the carrier gas induces high temperature
zones with low oxygen concentration which can, in turn, attenuate the char oxidation
reaction. It is possible that because no turbulent dispersion model is considered in
the drag model used in the current study (i.e., the mutual interactions between the
solid particles and the flow sub–grid scales are neglected), the dispersion of particles
is underpredicted. A discussion regarding turbulence dispersion is provided in section
6.3.3. Another parameter that can significantly affect the dispersion of particles in
the calciner is the drag model. An example of the effect of drag model on the particle
dispersion can be found in chapter 6 where the results from the Gidaspow and EMMS
drag models are compared.
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Besides the particle dispersion, the turbulent viscosity, µt, calculated using Eq. (8.7),
might be underpredicted in the domain. As a result, the turbulent diffusivity in
the transport equation for gas species, Eq. (8.4), as well as the effective thermal
conductivity in the gas energy equation, Eq. (8.3), are also underpredicted (see Eqs.
(8.11) and (8.10)). This influences the diffusion terms of the mentioned equations
which in turn affects the uniformity of cross–sectional profiles.
The gas temperature profiles may become smoother after the inclusion of particle–
particle radiation model.
8.7 Summary and conclusion
Two measurement scenarios (i.e., scenario–FF–2 and scenario–RDF–1) described in
chapter 7 are chosen for CFD study. In this chapter, the CFD simulations of the
mentioned scenarios are carried out using Barracuda Virtual Reactor® 17.3.0. The
CFD simulations results are compared with the measurement data. The compar-
isons are comprised of the gas temperature and O2 and CO2 species concentration
along the calciner as well as cross–sectional comparison; and the fuel conversion and
calcination degrees at two cross-sections in the calciner. For the FF–fired calciner,
underpredictions in the fuel conversion and calcination degrees are reported while the
overall temperatures agree in an acceptable level. For the RDF–fired calciner, the fuel
conversion is well predicted while the calcination degree along the calciner is still un-
derpredicted. The gas temperature in the lower calciner vessel is overpredicted which
may be due to the insufficient feeding of raw meal particles to this calciner vessel. For
both FF–fired and RDF–fired calciner simulations, the cross–sectional profiles of gas
temperature and O2 and CO2 species concentrations exhibit more non–uniformity
compared to the measurements. In the swan neck, however, the discrepancies in
non–uniformity of cross–sectional profiles are reduced or diminished.
According to the comparison of the CFD results and the measurements provided in
this chapter, the following activities are proposed to be performed in the future for
better agreement between the simulations and measurements,
• Repeating the CFD simulations after having complete lab. analysis reports of
the two studied measurement scenarios (i.e., scenario–FF–2 and scenario–RDF–
1)
• The size and shape distribution of RDF particles used in the current study
are estimated based an old sample (i.e., RDF–A in chapter 4) made by the
same producer but used in a different cement plant. A new size and shape
characterization of the RDF samples taken during the measurement campaign
is required (i.e., wind sieve and individual particles mass measurements and 2D
photographing).
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• Conducting CFD simulations using RANS turbulence models and turbulence
dispersion for particles (if possible)
• Addition of radiative heat transfer to the CFD study especially the radiative
heat transfer between particles (if possible)
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and future work
9.1 Conclusions
In the last few decades, there have been progressive attempts in using alternative
fuels, especially RDF, in the cement industry as a replacement for conventional fossil
fuels such as coal and petcoke. The main motivations for such substitution are
reduced fuel cost, reduction of CO2 emission, and proper replacements for landfilling
the wastes. RDFs can be used as fuel in the cement calciner as well as the rotary kiln.
The main focus of this thesis are physical, chemical, and aerodynamic characterization
RDFs. Furthermore, the effect of RDF firing on the performance of cement calciners
is studied through full–scale measurements and CFD modelling.
The physical and aerodynamic characterization of a series of RDF samples were
studied through conducting wind sieve experiments and 2D photographing. Each
RDF sample was separated into several groups of particles with specific terminal
velocity ranges after conducting the wind sieve experiment. Afterwards, the particles
are separated into five fractions of plastic, biomass, textile, inert and fine (smaller
than 2 mm). For each individual particle from the biomass and plastic fractions,
the weight is measured using a scale, and the size and shape are estimated using 2D
photographing. An important finding of the mentioned experiments is that regardless
of the particle type (biomass or plastic), there is a linear correlation between the
maximum projected area and the mass of particles for the particles from each wind
sieve group. The ratio of the particle maximum projected area to its mass is correlated
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with the average terminal velocity of the wind sieve group and the spherical–particle
drag coefficient based on volume–equivalent diameter. Based on the estimated size
and shape of particles as well as the terminal velocity range of each particle group,
the existing Ganser drag model is modified to yield accurate aerodynamic prediction
of non–spherical particles in terminal condition. Furthermore, a new approach is
proposed for estimation of the mass distribution of RDF particles from the terminal
velocity and maximum projected area. The estimated size and shape distribution of
particles as well as the modified Ganser drag model are used in the CFD simulation
of full–scale calciner operating with RDF.
Conversion of plastic particles is composed of two main steps of melting and de-
composition. Experiments of suspension conversion of single plastic particles under
calciner conditions are carried out using a single particle combustor (SPC). Five man–
made pure plastic particles of different sizes and shapes as well as plastic particles
from RDF are studied. Furthermore, the temporal development in the center and
surface temperatures of particles during conversion are measured using an S–type
thermocouple and an infrared camera, respectively. The main two conclusions of the
measurements are as below,
• The surface temperature of particles becomes almost constant, and in the range
of 480–550°C, after the onset of decomposition process.
• The important parameters affecting the conversion times are the reactor tem-
perature and the particle mass, and the effect of particle shape is less important.
A detailed 1D model is developed for conversion of thermoplastic particles in suspen-
sion. The 1D model is validated against the SPC experiments through comparison
with the measured total conversion times, and the center and surface temperature
development of particles. Two basic and simplified isothermal models are developed.
The models are useful for CFD simulation of systems where combustion of plastic par-
ticles takes place in suspension condition. The simplified model is specifically useful
when Barracuda Virtual Reactor® solver is used. It is shown that for non–spherical
particles lighter than 1000 mg, under calciner conditions, the total conversion times
predicted from the basic and simplified models, compared with the 1D model, are
deviated by ±30% and ±25%, respectively. The simplified isothermal model for
conversion of plastic particles is used as a sub–model for CFD simulation full–scale
calciner operating with RDF.
An isothermal model for conversion of biomass particles in suspension is used in
the CFD study of full–scale RDF–fired calciner. The model is composed of heating,
drying, devolatilization, and char oxidation processes. The conversion kinetics are
based on a study carried out by Morten Nedergaard Pedersen [248].
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The gas–solid flow inside a cold pilot calciner is characterized by conducting extensive
experiments as well as CFD simulations. The experiments were carried out prior to
the PhD study [34]. The CFD simulations were conducted using Barracuda Virtual
Reactor® solver. The accuracy of the CFD simulations is studied for the particle–free
flow and by comparing the predicted and measured gas velocity in one cross–section
of the pilot calciner. For the particle–laden flow, the effect of two drag models of
EMMS and Gidaspow on the temperature field is studied. It is shown that when the
Gidaspow drag model is used, the amount of particles falling to the upstream regions
of the calciner is overpredicted compared to the EMMS drag model. For both of the
drag models, proper agreement between the CFD results and the measurements is
obtained. The predicted area–averaged gas temperatures along the calciner height
are underpredicted (compared to the measured values) by around 1.5°C and 2.3°C
when the EMMS and the Gidaspow drag models are used, respectively.
Full–scale measurements of an ILC system operating with both fossil fuels and RDFs
are carried out for five measurement scenarios. The effect of two main parameters
of fuel type and raw meal fed to the upper calciner vessel on the performance of the
calciner is investigated. The studied output parameters are the gas temperature, O2
and CO2 species concentration, fuel fraction gasified (FFG), and calcination factor
(CF ). The gas temperature in the bottom calciner vessel is significantly affected by
the amount of raw meal fed to the upper calciner. It is shown that for similar fuel
firing in the calciner, as a consequent of increased gas temperature in the bottom
calciner vessel due to the higher amount of raw meal fed to the upper calciner, the
FFG is improved in the whole calciner and the amount of improvement in the upper
calciner vessel is around 4.1–4.8%. For relatively a same ratio of raw meal fed to the
upper and bottom calciner vessels and for different types of fuels fired in the calciner,
the gas temperature is affected negatively by the fuel moisture (i.e., when the amount
of RDF fired in the calciner is increased). In general, the degree of fuel burnout in
the calciner vessels is reduced when higher amount of RDF is fired.
Two of the measurement scenarios are chosen for comparison with the results of CFD
study of the calciner operating at the same conditions, namely a scenario with only
fossil fuels (FFs) fired in the calciner and a scenario with the highest amount of
RDF fired in the calciner. The CFD simulations are carried out using Barracuda
Virtual Reactor® solver. The CFD simulation results are compared with the mea-
surement data of gas temperature, gas O2 and CO2 dry concentrations, FFG, and
CF . The comparison is provided for each measurement cross–section as well as along
the calciner height. For FF–fired calciner, the CFD simulations results underpre-
dicted both FFG and CF values. In the upper calciner vessel, FFG and CF are
underpredicted by 18.5% and 15.6%, respectively. However, the overall predicted gas
temperatures are in proper agreement with the measurements. For the RDF–fired
calciner, the FFG is well predicted while the CF is still underpredicted. In the up-
per calciner vessel, the amounts of underprediction for FFG and CF are 0.8% and
16.1%, respectively. In the lower calciner vessel, the gas temperature is overpredicted
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most likely due to the amount of raw meal fed to the lower calciner (as a boundary
value). Overall, the cross–sectional non–uniformity of gas species concentrations is
overpredicted in the lower and upper calciner vessels. In the swan neck, the predicted
non–uniformity of profiles is almost the same as that of the measurements.
9.2 Suggestions for future work
According to the author’s opinion, the following activities are suggested to be con-
ducted in the future,
• The detailed physical and aerodynamic characterization of RDFs has been car-
ried out for only two RDF samples. In this characterization, the size, shape,
and terminal velocity of particles are estimated/measured. The mentioned pa-
rameters significantly affect the conversion behaviour of RDF particles in the
calciner. It would be beneficial to repeat this process for more RDF samples (es-
pecially the RDF sample taken during the measurements presented in chapter
7) for more rigorous generalization of the characterization method.
• It is suggested that a new photographing platform for taking 2D pictures of par-
ticles is designed. Using this platform, it is possible to perform the photograph-
ing for a group of particles. Furthermore, development of a new program to
estimate the maximum projected area of the particles from the 2D pictures
is required. In this way, it is possible to use the procedure described in sec-
tion 4.4.5 for estimation of the mass distribution of particles without studying
particles one by one.
• The dispersion of raw meal particles when they are fed to the calciner and
after hitting the spreader plate is an important parameter that may affect the
distribution of raw meal particles in the calciner vessel and subsequently, the
gas temperatures as well as the fuel conversion and calcination degrees. It is
proposed that some experiments will be designed and carried out in the cold
pilot calciner (described in chapter 6) with the main focus on the particles
dispersion before and after the spreader plate. Accordingly, it is possible to
conduct CFD simulations of the experimental tests to see if the Barracuda
Virtual Reactor® solver is able to capture the particle dispersion and perform
possible modifications of the drag models.
• Perform new calculations of the whole cement plant operation (conducted in
FLSmidth) from the full lab. analysis of the samples taken during the full–
scale measurements presented in chapter 7. This is required for more accurate
calculation of the FFG and CF values from the measurements.
• The future work for improvement of the CFD simulation results are presented in
section 8.7 with the important ones being repeating the CFD simulations with
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the corrected inlet boundary conditions as well as fuel properties, and inclusion
of particle dispersion and particle–particle radiation models to the CFD solver.
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Appendix A
Study of RDF samples from the
wind sieve
A.1 Pictures of RDF samples from the wind sieve
In this appendix, examples of RDF–A particles after manual separation are provided
in Figs. A.1 to A.5. The description of each of the particle materials is given in
section 4.2.1.
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Figure A.1: Biomass fractions of RDF–A belonging to the wind sieve groups with
terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s.
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Figure A.2: Plastic fractions of RDF–A belonging to the wind sieve groups with
terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s.
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Figure A.3: Textile fraction of RDF–A belonging to the wind sieve groups with
terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s.
Figure A.4: Fine fraction of RDF–A belonging to the wind sieve groups with ter-
minal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s.
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Figure A.5: Inert fraction of RDF–A belonging to the wind sieve groups with ter-
minal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s.
A.2 Estimation of terminal velocity
In this section, the estimated terminal velocities of RDF particles using literature
drag correlations presented in Table 3.8 are depicted in Figs. A.6 to A.10. The
mass–weighted average terminal velocities are already provided in Table 4.5.
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Figure A.6: Scatter distribution of particle terminal velocity using the drag corre-
lation proposed by Haider and Levenspiel [159] versus particle mass for
plastic and biomass fractions of RDF–A and RDF–B belonging to the
wind sieve groups with terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7,
and >7 m/s. The thick lines show the limits of terminal velocity for
each wind sieve group.
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Figure A.7: Scatter distribution of particle terminal velocity using the drag corre-
lation proposed by Ganser [160] versus particle mass for plastic and
biomass fractions of RDF–A and RDF–B belonging to the wind sieve
groups with terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s.
The thick lines show the limits of terminal velocity for each wind sieve
group.
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Figure A.8: Scatter distribution of particle terminal velocity using the drag cor-
relation proposed by Chein [161] versus particle mass for plastic and
biomass fractions of RDF–A and RDF–B belonging to the wind sieve
groups with terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and >7 m/s.
The thick lines show the limits of terminal velocity for each wind sieve
group.
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Figure A.9: Scatter distribution of particle terminal velocity using the drag corre-
lation proposed by Hartman et al. [162] versus particle mass for plastic
and biomass fractions of RDF–A and RDF–B belonging to the wind
sieve groups with terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5, 5–7, and
>7 m/s. The thick lines show the limits of terminal velocity for each
wind sieve group.
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Figure A.10: Scatter distribution of particle terminal velocity using the drag corre-
lation proposed by Hölzer and Sommerfeld [158] versus particle mass
for plastic and biomass fractions of RDF–A and RDF–B belonging to
the wind sieve groups with terminal velocity ranges of <2 ,2–3, 3–5,
5–7, and >7 m/s. The thick lines show the limits of terminal velocity
for each wind sieve group.
Appendix B
Conversion of thermoplastic
particles
B.1 The numerical method for particle shrinking
As mentioned before, the numerical cells move as the particle starts to decompose. In
this section, the numerical method for particle shrinking is provided. In the numerical
scheme, the calculation variables, e.g. temperature, specific heat, etc., are stored in
the center of the numerical cells and the numerical cells are spaced with equal distance
from each other. After the start of decomposition, in each time step, the updated
diameter of the particle is calculated based on the new particle mass and the new
positions of the cell centres are recalculated. An example of the movement of a
numerical cell due to particle shrinkage in a time step is depicted in Fig. B.1. The
loss of mass usually happens in the outer layer of the particle where the temperature
is higher; so as the shrinking happens, the inner cells should move toward the particle
center. Due to this process, compared to the old time step, the cell may receive/lose
some mass from/to the neighbouring cells shown as dm−/dm+ in the figure. An
energy equilibrium equation is solved to conserve the energy balance for the particle
after shrinking. The new cell temperatures after applying this energy equilibrium
can be calculated as,
Tnewi =
(
moldi − dm+
)
CpiT
old
i + dm−Cpi−1T oldi−1(
moldi − dm+
)
Cpi + dm−Cpi−1
(B.1)
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Figure B.1: The movement of a numerical cell during particle shrinking due to
decomposition in a time step.
where superscripts "new" and "old" correspond to the values after and before the
calculation of shrinking effect in a time step. The subscripts "i-1", "i", and "i+1"
correspond to variables belonging to cells numbers "i-1", "i", and "i+1", respectively.
The energy balance of the whole thermoplastic particle during conversion is checked
to make sure that the solution of the energy equation is conserved.
B.2 Thermochemical properties of PE
In this section, a short description of available thermochemical data related to PE
is provided. The thermal conductivity of polyethylene reported in the literature lies
in the range of 0.18–0.4 W.m−1.K−1 for temperatures below 220°C. In some studies,
it is assumed that the thermal conductivity decreases as the temperature increases
or the thermal conductivity of the solid state material is higher than the liquid state
[329–332]. However, for some cases, the thermal conductivity is considered to be
constant [230, 281, 282] or increase with the temperature [283].
The specific heat capacity of polyethylene is mostly considered to be higher when the
material is in the liquid state than in the solid state. The reported values are in the
range of 1.6–2.6 kJ.kg−1.K−1 for the solid state and 2.2–3.8 kJ.kg−1.K−1 for the
liquid state up to 400°C [230, 281, 282, 297, 333–335].
The reported values for heat of melting of polyethylene material lie in the ranges of
54–218 kJ/kg [296, 334, 335]. In the present study, the average measured heat of
melting is equal to 207 kJ/kg (see appendix B.3) which is close to the upper limit
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of the literature values. Some of the reported values for the heats of melting and
decomposition of PE material are presented in Table B.1. The values used for heat
of decomposition of PE are scattered widely in the range of 365–975 kJ/kg.
Table B.1: The literature reported values for heats of melting and decomposition
of PE from DSC experiments.
Reference thermoplastictype
heating rate
(K/min)
heat of melting
(kJ/kg)
heat of
decomposition
(kJ/kg)
Stoliarov et al. [334] PE 5 218±18 920±120
Frederick JR and Mentzer [336] PE 10 – 665±54
Cozzani et al. [256] PE 10 – 650
Cafiero et al. [335] PE 10 97±2 975±8
Agarwal and Lattimer [296] HDPE 20 135 365–556
Agarwal and Lattimer [296] LDPE 20 54 428–575
The decomposition kinetics that have been reported in the literature for polyethylene,
based on the power law model, are summarized in Table B.2. Most of the reported
kinetics are of first order and are derived based on low heating rate experiments.
According to Westerhout et al. [337], the first–order model is only applicable for a
narrow conversion range, i.e. 70–90%. Nevertheless, the first order model has been
frequently used in the literature over wider conversion ranges.
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Table B.2: The decomposition kinetics of polyethylene reported in the literature.
Reference material temperaturerange (°C) order
pre–exponential
factor (s−1)
activation energy
(J/mol) experimental condition
Madorsky (1952) [338] PE 385–405 1 5.20× 1011 2.01× 105 high heating ratepyrolysis
Urzendowski and Guen-
ther (1971) [339]
HDPE 410–495 1 1.19× 1020 3.20× 105 TGA with 5–10 K/min
LDPE 380–480 1 9.63× 1019 3.03× 105 TGA with 5–10 K/min
Ciutacu et al. (1988) [340] PE 230–380 1 1.80× 103 6.65× 104 TGA with 2.5–10 K/min
PE 380–550 1 2.60× 106 1.22× 105 TGA with 2.5–10 K/min
Darivakis et al. (1990)
[341]
PE 450–775 1 1.00× 1013 2.08× 105 flash pyrolysis at highheating rate of 1000 K/s
Wu et al. (1993) [342] HDPE 325–500 0.74 9.30× 1013 2.34× 105 TGA with 1–5.5 K/min
LDPE 300–525 0.63 1.20× 1012 2.06× 105 TGA with 1–5.5 K/min
Bockhorn and Knümann
(1993) [343]
PE 200–600 0.81 7.20× 1013 2.59× 105
Westerhout et al. (1997)
[337]
HDPE 400–450 1 1.90× 1013 2.20× 105 TGA at isothermalcondition°C
LDPE 400–450 1 1.00× 1015 2.41× 105 TGA at isothermalcondition°C
LDPE 400–450 1 9.80× 1011 2.01× 105 TGA at isothermalcondition°C
Bockhorn et al. (1999)
[344]
PE 410–460 1 1.00× 1016 2.68× 105 isothermal using agradient free reactor
Stoliarov et al. (2009)
[283]
HDPE 420–525 1 4.80× 1022 3.49× 105 TGA with 1–30 K/min
Grammelis et al. (2009)
[235]
HDPE 200–650 1 4.50× 1028 4.45× 105 TGA with 20 K/min
LDPE 200–650 1 1.40× 1028 4.37× 105 TGA with 20 K/min
The absorption of radiative energy of partly transparent particles depends on several
parameters such as the incoming radiative wavelength, the thickness, etc. Tsilingiris
[295] made calculations of the total transmissivity, τ , (for all ranges of wavelengths)
of thermoplastic materials with different thickness. According to the calculations and
measurements carried out by Tsilingiris [295], for PE sheets with thicknesses of 0.1
and 0.5 mm, around 75 and 43 percent, respectively, of the incoming radiative light is
transmitted through the material. There are different values in the literature reported
for the absorption coefficient. Caridi et al. [345] have studied the transmission of
light through different pure and impure polyethylene samples at various wavelengths.
For the pure polyethylene material, they reported absorption coefficient values in the
range of 271–3290 m−1 for incoming light wavelength in the range of 313–1064 nm
(the dependency is inverse).
B.3 DSC measurements of high density polyethy-
lene samples
The melting behaviour of high density polyethylene samples is studied using discovery
DSC apparatus. The experiments are conducted for three heating rates of 5, 10, and
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20 K/min. For each experiment, the sample is initially heated to 250°C; afterwards
it is cooled down to the environment temperature, and finally it is heated again to
250°C with the specified heating rate. The reported results in this section are based
on the third cycle of the experiments. Depicted in Fig. B.2 are the heat flows to the
sample as a function of temperature for different heating rates. It can be observed
that the peak of the heat flow reduces as the heating rate increases and instead, the
peak would have a wider shoulder. The peak temperature is almost the same and
around 127°C for all of the experiments. In order to calculate the heat of melting for
each curve, a line connecting the corresponding heat flows at 35 and 150°C is drawn
and the area enclosed between the curve and the line is calculated. For the heating
rates of 5, 10, and 20 K/min, the calculated values of heat of melting are 209, 207,
and 200 kJ/kg, respectively. A tendency of slight decrease in the heat of melting by
increasing the heating rate can be observed. In the current study, the results from the
DSC experiment with the heating rate of 10 K/min is used, i.e. the heat of melting,
the peak temperature as the melting point, and the kinetics of the first order melting
reaction presented in Table 5.5.
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Figure B.2: The heat flow required for melting (and heating) of HDPE samples as a
function of temperature based on heating rates of 5, 10, and 20 K/min
from DSC experiments.
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B.4 Particle dropping from the holding wire or ther-
mocouple
In this section, an overview of the observations and reasoning for particle droppage
from the holding wire/thermocouple is provided. The molten thermoplastic materials
are considered as non–Newtonian fluids and their viscosity is reduced by increasing
the temperature or the applied shear rate [346]. The shear stress applied to a molten
particle hanging from a holding wire depends on the particle mass. Furthermore,
when the contact area of the particle with the hanging wire/thermocouple is larger,
the overall maximum shear stress decreases (which leads to a more viscous plastic
melt). Accordingly, it can be stated that the point at which the particle starts to
drop depends on both the particle temperature, the particle mass, and the particle
holder.
When the particle is suspended using the thermocouple, the contact area between
the particle and the thermocouple is higher compared to the holding wire. As a
result, when the same particle is tested in similar reactor condition, the dropping
of particle happens at an earlier time when the wire holder is used. This can be
observed in Fig. 5.11 which shows the temporal evolution of the particle center and
surface temperatures suspended by the thermocouple and the wire, respectively. The
delay in the particle droppage when it is suspended using the thermocouple in turn,
postpones the start of decomposition. Another point to consider in the mentioned
figure is that as a bigger hole is drilled in the particles for the measurement of the
center temperature, the mass of these particles is around 1.3–3.0 mg smaller than the
ones studied for the surface temperature measurement. This also affects the particle
droppage time to some extent.
In Fig. 5.11, considering the case when HDPE–1 and HDPE–4 particles are suspended
using the thermocouple, the center temperature at which the particles start to drop
are different. For HDPE–1 particles, the dropping starts at around 300°C while for
HDPE–4 particles, it starts at around 200°C; which indicates that heavier particles
have a higher tendency to drop earlier than the lighter particles. It is interesting to
mention that for both reactor temperatures, the ratio of the time at which the particle
starts to drop from the thermocouple to the recorded melting time is nearly the same
for the HDPE particles of the same size, i.e. around 2.3 and 1.8 for HDPE–1 and
HDPE–4 particles, respectively. The mentioned behaviour shows that the particle
dropping time depends on the particle size; but is weakly dependent on the furnace
temperature. It should be noted that there is some degrees of uncertainty for the
point at which the particle starts to drop from the wire/thermocouple. This process
is captured qualitatively by human eye after analysis of the video images taken with
a frequency of around 25 frames per second.
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B.5 The effects of particle holder on conversion of
thermoplastic particles
During each experiment of thermoplastic conversion in SPC, some moments after the
particle center temperature reaches to the melting temperature, the particle starts to
drop from the holding wire; and afterwards, it touches the hot particle holder. The
time that is considered for particle droppage from the wire on the particle holder is
equal to 1.7×melting time. This time is chosen based on the average dropping time
according to the observations during the experiments.
In order to consider the effect of the particle holder on the decomposition process,
it is assumed that when the particle is dropped down from the wire holder on the
hot particle holder, the particle holder is at the same temperature as that of the
gas. The maximum possible energy transfer between the particle and the particle
holder is calculated assuming thermal equilibrium. Based on the remaining mass
of the particle, the calculated value of energy transfer is reduced from the heat of
decomposition.
At the start of each experiment, the particle holder and the particle enter the reactor
having an initial temperature reported in Table 5.5. During the process of initial
heating, the cold particle holder most likely cools down the downstream gas and
attenuates the convective heat transfer to the particle. Furthermore, as the particle
holder has a low temperature, the particle receives less heat from radiation. For
the mesh particle holder, the effect of transient heating of the particle holder at
the beginning of the experiment is taken into account by considering an exponential
gas and wall temperature increase with the time constants of 1.55 and 1.4 seconds
for EC–900C–LowO2 and EC–1100C–LowO2 reactor conditions, respectively. For
the big mesh particle holder (used for RDF plastic particles experiments), the time
constants are 2 and 1.7 seconds for EC–900C–LowO2 and EC–1100C–LowO2 reactor
conditions, respectively. The mentioned time constants are based on averaged times
that the holder starts to glow from the visual observations.
According to the visual observations during some of the experiments, a complicated
gas flow field exists downstream of the particle holder. Shown in Fig. B.3 are some
examples of this complex flow. In all of the examples presented, at least one vortex
is observed at the top of the particle holder with its axis parallel to the wire holder.
When a particle is held on the wire (Fig. B.3, bottom), the vortex is elongated over
the particle.
In order to quantify the gas velocity downstream of the particle holder, simple CFD
calculations of the reactor are carried out with and without the particle holder using
ANSYS FLUENT 18.1. It is assumed that the fluid properties, e.g. density, viscosity,
specific heat, etc., are constant and corresponding to the reactor condition EC–900C–
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Figure B.3: Examples of moments showing the complex gas flow downstream of
the particle holder for reactor condition of EC–1100C–HighO2. Top
pictures: last moments of HDPE particles conversion with the mesh
particle holder. Bottom pictures: devolatilization of spherical pine
wood particles with a diameter of approximately 6.2 mm using the big
mesh particle holder.
LowO2. The particle holder geometry in the CFD simulations is assumed to be a
thin plate of 9 mm diameter composed of holes with a diameter of 0.1 mm. The open
area ratio of the plate, the ratio of open area to the total area, is approximately 35%.
A spherical particle with a diameter of 3.87 mm, the volume–equivalent diameter of
HDPE–1 particle, is placed at around 3 mm downstream of the perforated plate.
The simulated flow patterns downstream of the particle holder as well as around the
particle are depicted in Fig. B.4. As the particle holder is added upstream of the
particle, the flow velocity magnitude in the vicinity of the particle is significantly
reduced and a vortex ring is formed around the particle.
In order to quantify the reduction of convective heat transfer to the particle due to
the presence of the particle holder, the flow energy equation, decoupled from the mo-
mentum equations, is also solved. The gas flow temperature and the particle surface
temperature are assumed to be fixed and equal to 900°C and 27°C, respectively. The
convective heat transfer to the particle is reduced around 38% after addition of the
particle holder to the flow. By carrying out simple calculations using Eq. (5.13), it
can be stated that the equivalent particle Reynolds number is reduced around 90%.
Accordingly, in the calculations of thermoplastic conversion in SPC using the detailed
1D model, it is assumed that the flow velocity that the particle senses is only 10% of
the gas velocity at the center of the reactor. This assumption is made for both mesh
and big mesh particle holders.
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Figure B.4: The flow stream lines as well as the velocity contours from CFD simu-
lations of SPC with (left) and without (right) the particle holder. The
flow properties are similar to the reactor condition of EC–900C–LowO2.
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Appendix C
Details of CFD simulation of
gas–solid flow in cold pilot
calciner
C.1 Computational grid
3–dimensional grids for numerical simulation of the Eulerian field are created using
the build–in module available in Barracuda Virtual Reactor version 17.1.0. The
pilot calciner has a complicated geometry at the connection between the hot air
pipe and the riser. Therefore the grid is refined in this region. Also in the region
where the particles are fed to the pilot, the grid is refined to capture the gas–particle
interaction more accurately. The swan neck is excluded from the simulations in order
to reduce the computational overhead. Visual observations indicate that after the
particles enter the swan neck zone, it is highly unlikely that they travel back into
the calciner vessel. Also the raw meal pipe that conveys the raw meal particles to
the pilot calciner is not modelled. Instead, the measured raw meal velocity in the
pipe is used as an inlet boundary parameter. Four grids with different finenesses are
generated and investigated for the grid dependency test of the gas flow. The number
of computational cells varies by approximately a factor of 2 from one grid to the
finer one. It should be noted that for grid 4, due to limitation in the memory of
the running machine, the volume downstream of a plane 0.5 m above the reference
point is excluded from the simulations. So this grid cannot be used for particle–laden
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simulations (due to recirculation of particles in the calciner vessel) and is only used
for particle–free flow. More details about these grids are presented in Table C.1. Two
views of grid 2 are presented in Fig. C.1.
Table C.1: The details about the grids that has been prepared and used for numer-
ical simulation of gas–solid and particle–free flows in cold pilot calciner.
Grid name Grid 1 Grid 2 Grid 3 Grid 4
Total number of real hexahedral cells 450,000 910,000 2,060,000 3,366,000
Number of grid lines in x direction 152 192 247 310
Number of grid lines in y direction 108 137 175 228
Number of grid lines in z direction 256 321 426 452
Figure C.1: The top view of the computational grid 2 (left) and a cross–sectional
view of this grid at the raw meal particle inlet position (right).
The grid dependency study is carried out for the particle–free flow and for four grids
shown in Table C.1. Furthermore, for the particle–laden flow, a the dependency of
the number of computational particles is carried out using grid 2. The simulation
cases regarding the grid dependency test as well as the study of dependency on the
number of computational particles are summarised in Table C.2.
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Table C.2: The simulation test cases to carry out the grid dependency test for
the particle–free flow and the study of dependency on the number of
computational particles for the particle–laden flow.
Test case name Grid particle–laden orparticle–free Drag model
Number
density
manual
Computational
time for 30 S of
simulations
Number of
computational
particles
PF–g1 grid 1 particle–free – – 12 hrs. and 15mins. –
PF–g2 grid 2 particle–free – – 21 hrs. and 48mins. –
PF–g3 grid 3 particle–free – – 70 hrs. and 33mins. –
PF–g4 grid 4 particle–free – – 133 hrs. and 02mins. –
PL–g2–EMMS1 grid 2 particle–laden EMMS 5,000 30 hrs. and 44mins. 2.166e5
PL–g2–EMMS2 grid 2 particle–laden EMMS 10,000 33 hrs. and 58mins. 4.327e5
PL–g2–EMMS3 grid 2 particle–laden EMMS 20,000 40 hrs. and 19mins. 8.766e5
PL–g2–EMMS4 grid 2 particle–laden EMMS 40,000 49 hrs. and 45mins. 1.558e6
C.2 Grid dependency test of particle–free flow
The time–averaged w–component gas velocity contours of the four particle–free test
cases mentioned in Table C.2 are shown in Fig. C.2. It can be observed that as the
grid becomes finer, the maximum velocity in the contour plot decreases and changes
the position. However, this change in position and value would become negligible
when the results of grid 3 and grid 4 are compared. The profiles of the w–component
gas velocity along 4 straight lines are plotted in Fig. C.3. As the grid becomes finer,
the velocity profile lines become less dependent of the grid size. However, even when
the finest grids are compared to each other, i.e. grid 3 and grid 4, a small dependency
of the velocity profile to the grid fineness can be seen.
Considering the velocity profiles from the simulation results, grids 2 and 3 are selected
for further study of particle–laden flow. Grid 2 is selected to study the dependency of
the gas–solid flow simulation results on the number of computational particles. This
grid is chosen for this test because of its lower computational overhead compared to
grid 3. Grid 3 is selected to study the effect of the drag model and for comparison of
the numerical results with the experiments.
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Grid 1 Grid 2
Grid 3 Grid 4
Figure C.2: The contours of time–averaged upward gas velocity, 〈wg〉, in the plane
of z-375 for simulation results of PF–g1 to PF–g4. The raw meal feed
inlet is positioned at the top of the cross–section.
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Figure C.3: The time–averaged profiles of vertical velocity component, 〈wg〉, along
four lines of measured velocity at the plane of z-375 for different grid
sizes.
C.3 Dependency of CFD predictions on the num-
ber of computational particles
For the CFD simulation results, in order to study the dependency of the temperature
field on the number of computational particles in the domain, the temperature pro-
files along lines 0 degree and 90 degrees are compared for test cases PL–g2–EMMS1
to PL–g2–EMMS4 for grid 2. As reported in Table C.2, the average number of com-
putational particles in the domain for these test cases are approximately 2.166e5,
4.327e5, 8.766e5, and 1.558e6, respectively. Compared to the PL–g2–EMMS1 case,
the computational time increases by around 11%, 31%, and 62% for test cases PL–
g2–EMMS2, PL–g2–EMMS3, PL–g2–EMMS4, respectively.
The comparison of the dependency of the results on the number of computational
particles is shown in Fig. C.4. The time–averaged gas temperature is almost indepen-
dent of the number of computational particles for the tested cases. It should be noted
that the differences that can be observed in Fig. C.4 can be partly attributed to the
uncertainty from the limited span of time–averaging. The effect of time–averaging
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span is not studied though.
For further study of the calciner with the finer grid (grid 3), a number density man-
ual of np = 10, 000 is chosen corresponding to around 9.33 × 105 and 1.41 × 106
computational particles in the system for EMMS and Gidaspow drag models, respec-
tively. According to the dependency study for the number of computational particles
mentioned above, the studied cases with grid 3 lie in the safe side and are nearly
independent of the number of computational particles.
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Figure C.4: Comparison of the dependency of the gas time–averaged temperature
on the number of computational particles. The plots are for 0 and
90 degrees lines at planes of z-100, z+100, and z+400 for four test
cases of PL–g2–EMMS1, PL–g2–EMMS2, PL–g2–EMMS3, and PL–
g2–EMMS4.
Appendix D
The downward flow of cement
raw meal inside full–scale
inclined pipes
D.1 Abstract
Presented in this appendix is a study of the downward flow of cement raw meal
in inclined pipes through conducting experiments at cold conditions. Two types of
pipes with different sizes and inclination angles are investigated. The smaller pipe is
composed of different sections positioned at various angles. The velocity of the raw
meal is measured in a transparent section at the end of the smaller pipe for different
mass flow rates of raw meal. It has been observed that the measured velocity has a
weak dependency to the mass flow rate and the velocity slightly increases for higher
mass flow rates. For some test cases, the raw meal velocity differs a lot in the cross
section of the transparent pipe.
For the larger pipe that has a smaller inclination angle with the horizon, the influence
of raw meal inlet position on the raw meal outlet behaviour is studied. It has been
confirmed that if the inlet position is removed from its expected place, the outlet
of the raw meal would change significantly and the calciner may work at off–design
conditions.
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D.2 Introduction
D.2.1 General gas–solid flow in ducts
Transporting particulate materials in piping systems is a common practice in industry.
A typical example is pneumatic conveying of solid particles in food and agriculture
industry (e.g., flour, sugar, grains, etc.), oil and chemical industry (e.g., plastic pellets,
cement production, etc.), and power generation (e.g., pulverised fuel, etc.) [347, 348].
In general, gas–solid pneumatic conveyors can be categorised into horizontal, vertical,
and inclined pipelines [349]. For each of the mentioned systems, the behaviour of the
solid particles inside the pipeline is different and it depends on several parameters
such as superficial gas velocity, pipe alignment, solid loading, etc [350]. For horizontal
pipelines, three basic modes of solid particles behaviour are observed [348],
• Dilute flow in which the solid particles are suspended by the flow of gas.
• Dense–phase moving bed that at the bottom of the pipe cross section, there is
a fluidised moving layer of bulk material.
• Dense–phase plug–type flow where the bulk materials at the bottom move in a
series of intermittent waves.
For the dense mode of gas–solid transport in horizontal pipelines, there is a dilute re-
gion of suspended solid particles at the top of the pipe cross section where the mutual
gas–solid forces play the main role. At the bottom of the pipe cross section though,
the particles move with high solid concentration and particle–particle interactions are
important [351].
Compared to studies regarding vertical and horizontal pneumatic conveying, studies
about pneumatic conveying in inclined pipes are less extensive and they have mainly
focused on upward flow of gas and solid in inclined pipes (for example, see [350, 352–
354]). The number of studies regarding the downward flow of gas–solid in inclined
pipes is quite limited. Tsuji and Morikawa [355] studied downward flow of gas–solid
with high solid flux of particles and low gas velocities in tubes with three different
inclination angles. They reported that the solid particles have a velocity magnitude
higher than that of the gas. A same trend has been reported from the results of a
theoretical model proposed by Hong and Zhu [356] except for small inclination angles
(e.g. 15 degrees). They also highlighted that with an increase in the pipe inclination
angle, the gravity plays a more significant role. However, for small angles, the flow
behaviour is more similar to that of the horizontal pipe gas–solid flow. For pipes with
low inclination angles, the contribution of the drag force to the particles movement
is more pronounced than the contribution of the gravity force.
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The mentioned behaviour is summarized in Fig. D.1 reported by [356]. In this
figure, the solid to gas velocity ratio is plotted as a function of Froude number, Fr =
Ug√
g.Dtube
, where Ug is the superficial gas velocity, g is the gravitational acceleration,
and Dtube is the tube diameter. According to this figure, for smaller values of Froude
number, i.e. smaller superficial gas velocities, the solid to gas velocity ratio would be
higher.
Figure D.1: The solid to gas velocity ratio, Us/Uga, as a function of Froude number,
Fr, for different pipe inclination angles. Solid particles are Glass beads
with a diameter of 0.067 mm, and density of 2470 kg/m3. The tube
diameter is equal to Dtube = 26.6 mm. Figure is taken from [356].
D.2.2 Raw meal flow in calciner pipes
One of the important parameters in numerical simulation of full–scale calciners is
the inlet boundary condition of the raw meal that is fed to the calciner or the riser.
Depending on the velocity and/or the volume fraction of the raw meal particles fed
to the calciner/riser, the distribution of particles may completely change inside the
calciner. As the raw meal particles distribution changes, other gas–related parameters
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such as temperature profiles will also change which in turn, modify the calciner
performance behaviour predicted by CFD simulations. For example, if the particles
are fed to the riser with a low velocity and volume fractions far below the close–
pack value, they will be suspended easily by the upward flow of the gas and may
be populated close to the wall adjacent to the place of feeding. Accordingly, the gas
temperature at this side of the wall is reduced and most likely at the opposite side,
the gas temperature is increased due to the oxidation of volatiles. Another important
aspect related to the raw meal inlet boundary condition is the exact place at which
the raw meal particles are entered to the calciner/riser. At some occasions, because of
the specific design of piping system, the raw meal particles are forced to change their
velocity direction during their travel toward the calciner. Consequently, it is possible
that the raw meal particles enter the calciner/riser in an asymmetric condition which
may lead to uneven distributions of the solid particles inside the calciner.
Apart from the velocity of the raw meal that enters the calciner, the behaviour of the
raw meal in the pipe itself might become important. The heaping up of the materials
in the raw meal pipes with low slopes may lead to instability of the meal flow to the
calciner and in turn the instability of the whole system.
As discussed in the literature survey, there are a limited number of studies regarding
downward flow of solid particles in inclined pipes. To the author’s knowledge, there
is no research in the literature regarding downward gas–solid flow in inclined pipes
that have larger diameters and work in conditions of high solid flux and very low gas
flow. The purpose of this study is to investigate the behaviour of downward raw meal
flow in real inclined pipes through conducting experiments at cold conditions.
D.3 Experimental methods
D.3.1 Experimental setup
An overview of the experimental facility is depicted schematically in Fig. D.2 and
also by pictures taken from the site in Fig. D.3. The raw meal from the silo is guided
to the elevator and then lifted to pass through a rotary sluice and then in a hierarchy
of pipes. Afterwards, the raw meal that has passed through the pipe system is lifted
up by the elevator and then again fed to the rotary sluice. The overflow of the raw
meal is guided back to the silo by passing over the rotary sluice. The mass flow rate of
the raw meal inside the pipe system is controlled by changing the rotational velocity
of the rotary sluice. In order to measure the mass flow rate of the raw meal that
passes through the pipe system, the raw meal flow is guided outside of the system
using a pneumatic–controlled two–way splitter for a limited period of time (30–60
seconds). The mass of the extracted raw meal is then weighted and the mass flow
rate is calculated. The estimated mass flow rates of the raw meal inside the pipe
system are reported in subsequent sections.
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The pipe system is composed of a small diameter pipe (160mm diameter) that carries
the raw meal to a full-scale calciner pipe (main pipe) designed for tangential feeding
of raw meal particles to the riser. The slope of the smaller pipe changes with height.
At a distance below the raw meal feed, another pipe (air intake pipe) is connected
to the small pipe which supplies air to the system. The air intake pipe is closed
during some of the experiments. At the end of the stiff section of the small pipe a
transparent section is devised so that the velocity of the raw meal can be determined
using video imaging. Right before the transparent section, a flap valve is placed
in order to simulate the full–scale conditions. For the cases reported here, the flap
valve is either fully open or completely removed from its place. After the transparent
section, a flexible pipe carries the flow of the raw meal into the full–scale main pipe.
The choice of a flexible pipe is to be able to try different raw meal inlet positions to
the main pipe. The total height of the piping system is approximately 15 m.
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Figure D.2: Schematic representation of the experimental facility. Arrows show the
material flow.
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Figure D.3: Experimental facility for testing the flow of raw meal inside large in-
clined pipes at cold conditions.
Depicted in Fig. D.4 are front, top, left, and isometric views of the full–scale main
pipe. At the bottom of the main pipe, there is a slanted plate which is oriented with
an angle of 50 degrees along the horizon. The slope of the bottom plate decreases
to a value of 30 degrees (left view) at the exit of the pipe while it also has a lateral
slope of 30 degrees (front view). The main pipe is designed to feed the raw meal to a
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calciner compartment tangentially. In this way, the particles have a higher tendency
to accumulate near the walls and are avoided to have strong momentum interaction
with the upward hot gases from the riser. Consequently, it is possible to protect the
calciner walls from high temperature damages and buildups. Another outcome is
that the raw meal particles that are adjacent to the walls will receive the radiational
energy from the gases and decompose. Hence the heat transfer losses through the
calciner walls are reduced.
In order to avoid raw meal particles interaction with the hot gases from the riser, they
have to leave the main pipe from the far end side as it is shown in the top view of Fig.
D.4. If particles exit from the left side of the pipe (top view in Fig. D.4), it is possible
that they experience high gas velocity and accelerate fast to exit the compartment.
In this way, the intended protection of the calciner walls is prevented. The behaviour
of the raw meal at the exit of the main pipe will be discussed in subsequent sections.
50° 
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Left view 
Top view 
Isometric 
view 
30° 
30° 
Preferred position 
for the exiting 
raw meal 
Figure D.4: Schematic representation of the geometry of the main pipe. The dashed
lines show edges that can not be seen from the specific view (top, front,
or left).
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D.3.2 Velocity measurements
A Go–Pro camera was used to capture the behaviour of the raw meal flow inside the
transparent pipe as well as at the exit of the main pipe. The camera was carried by
hand during video taking. Depending on the experiments, the number of frames per
second (fps) of the camera is set to either 60 or 120. For experiments that the flap
valve is removed from the piping system, the videos are taken with 60 fps. Also the
quality of the video is set to either 1080p or 720p for the experiments.
The raw meal velocity in the transparent pipe (as well as the exit of the main pipe)
is determined by tracking the gas–solid structures for a certain distance. The camera
had a fish–eye effect and in order to remove this effect from the velocity determina-
tions, it has been tried to track the structures for the whole length of the transparent
pipe which is equal to 620 mm (see Fig. D.5). In this way, the uncertainty of the
velocity determinations would also be minimised due to longer travelling distance of
structures. However, it should be noted that sometimes it is difficult to track the
structures for the whole length as they change shape during their travel. Also for
some locations such as the bottom view of the pipe, it is not possible to have visual
access to the whole length of the pipe. Instead, a fraction of the pipe is used for
velocity measurements.
For the raw meal velocity determination at the exit of the main pipe, markings with
intervals of 50mm and the total distance of 400mm are put on the pipe wall (see Fig.
D.5). The same as for the transparent pipe, it has been tried to track the raw meal
structures for the whole distance of 400 mm to reduce the uncertainty. The velocity
determinations are repeated for a number of times and the ensemble averaged values
are calculated and reported.
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Figure D.5: Left: The close view of transparent pipe and the flap valve. Right:
The exit of the main pipe where the raw meal velocity was measured.
The markings are spaced with an interval of 50 mm.
Shown in Fig. D.6 is an example of how raw meal structures in the transparent pipe
are tracked in time. The structure that is tracked is a region with low concentration
of solid particles that appears as a shadow in the frames. The video is played (usually
VLC media player or GoPro studio is used as the video player) manually and frame
by frame. A raw meal structure is identified at the entrance of the transparent pipe
and tracked forward in time frame by frame. The number of frames is counted until
the structure leaves the transparent pipe. As the fps of the video is known, it is
possible to calculate the average velocity of the raw meal structure during its travel
in the transparent pipe using the following formula,
Vstructure =
Distance traveled by the structure× FPS of video taken
Number of frames during travel
[m/s]
(D.1)
It should be noted that sometimes the specific identified structure changes the shape
during the travel. In this case, either the tracking is started over for another structure
or the the position of the old structure is guessed in the new frames according to the
neighbour structures. The velocity measurements are carried out for several samples
and the ensemble averaged values are calculated and reported. For some cases, the
velocity of the raw meal is not the same at different positions of the transparent pipe
cross section. For these cases, the velocities are determined at several positions of
the pipe. This will be discussed later in subsequent sections.
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Another example of tracking particles in the transparent pipe from the bottom view
(different views/sides of the transparent pipe are shown in Fig. D.11) is shown in
Fig. D.7. The approximate distance from the place where structures are tracked to
the exit of the transparent pipe is 350 mm. The pictures are taken at a period of low
mass flow rate (please refer to section D.4 for more information).
An example of tracking a structure at the exit of the main pipe is presented in Fig.
D.8. The leading edge of a structure close to the far wall is tracked in time. It can
be observed that the structure changes the shape as it proceeds further toward the
exit. Due to the dust, the markings may not be observable in some pictures.
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Figure D.6: An example of the procedure for tracking raw meal structures in time
in the transparent pipe. The frame number is written at the top left of
each image (120 fps). Flap valve is fully open. Motor speed is equal to
15 percent. The air intake is open. Video is taken from the left side of
the transparent pipe. In the frames, the tracked structure is appeared
as a shadow where the volume fraction of particles is low.
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Figure D.7: An example of the procedure for tracking raw meal structures in time
in the transparent pipe. The frame number is written at the top left
of each image (120 fps). Flap valve is fully open. Motor speed is equal
to 15 percent. The air intake is open. Video is taken from the bottom.
The tracked structure is the place at which two branches of raw meal
separate from each other.
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Figure D.8: An example of the procedure for tracking raw meal structures in time
at the exit of the main pipe. The frame number is written at the top
left of each image (120 fps). Motor speed is equal to 150 percent. The
air intake is open. For better clarification, the leading edge of the
tracked structure is marked with a curved line.
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D.4 Experimental results and discussions: Trans-
parent pipe
D.4.1 Mass flow rate
As mentioned earlier, the mass flow rate of the raw meal inside the pipe system is
measured by extracting the raw meal for a limited period of time and measuring the
extracted raw meal mass. The time limitation of raw meal extraction is in order to
avoid under–feeding the elevator and subsequent operational errors. Depending on
the rotary sluice speed, the time period at which sample extraction was carried out
varies from 30 to 144 second.
The measured values of raw meal mass flow rate are reported in Fig. D.9. For motor
speeds below 100 percent, the behaviour of mass flow rate change is almost linear with
changing the rotational speed of the rotary sluice. For the motor speeds above 100
percent, the slope of mass flow rate decreases. It should be noted that only for motor
speeds of 80 and 100 percent the weight measurement is repeated. The corresponding
maximum/minimum and average values reported in Fig. D.9 are shown as error bars
and filled symbols, respectively.
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Figure D.9: The measured mass flow rate of the raw meal flowing through the pipe
system for both cases of open/closed air intake pipe. Error bars show
the maximum and minimum values for the experiments if it is repeated.
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D.4.2 15 percent motor speed
D.4.2.1 Air intake open - Flap valve fully open
For this case, a mass flow measurement has not been carried out. However, as
mentioned earlier, for motor speeds below 100 percent, the motor speed and the raw
meal mass flow rate have a linear relationship. By adding a trend–line to the plot
depicted in Fig. D.9, a mass flow rate of 2.25 (tph) is obtained for this motor speed.
When the air intake is open, the flow of raw meal seems to be periodic. At some
periods, there is a lump of material that is flowing inside the pipe while at some
occasions, the raw meal flow decreases and there is a small flow in the bottom of
the pipe. On average, this intermittent behaviour occurs with a time interval of 1.28
seconds. At periods of high mass flow rate, the raw meal flow is more aerated and
dusty with most of the particles at the bottom of the pipe. For lower mass flow
periods, raw meal is mainly flowing at the bottom of the transparent pipe. Two
sample pictures from these two periods are shown in Fig. D.10. The velocity is only
determined at the bottom part of the pipe. At periods of high mass flow rate, the
averaged velocity is equal to 5.20 m/s which is slightly higher than the averaged
velocity during low mass flow rate periods (equal to 4.27 m/s). It should be noted
that the velocities are determined by a video taken from the bottom side of the pipe.
More details about the mass flow rate of the raw meal at this condition are presented
in Table D.1.
Figure D.10: Two frames of the raw meal flow inside the transparent pipe with
motor speed of 15 percent. Air intake is open and flap valve is fully
open. Top: period with high mass flow, bottom: period with low
mass flow.
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D.4.2.2 Air intake closed - Flap valve removed
The raw meal flow with air intake closed is more similar to the conditions that happen
in full–scale raw meal pipes. Also for this case, the flap valve is removed from the
pipe system in order to make the geometry and gas–solid flow more simple. For all
of the experiments with flap valve removed, the videos are taken with 60 FPS and
720P resolution.
Compared to the case with the square box in the system, open flap valve, open air
intake, the fluctuation pattern is less pronounced but it still happens. The raw meal
flows at the bottom of the transparent pipe dominantly and nearly no dust in the
flow is observed. The raw meal velocity is reported (as one value) for high and low
mass flows combined and summarized in Table D.2. The calculated average velocity
lies between high and low mass flow velocities of the case with the square box in the
pipe system (and open flap valve and open air intake). The standard deviation values
are in the same range.
D.4.3 100 and 150 percent motor speeds
D.4.3.1 Air intake open - Flap valve fully open
For these cases, the raw meal flow is aerated. The particles are mostly flowing at
the bottom of the pipe while clouds of high speed raw meal particles can also be
observed. The raw meal velocity is determined at the left side and the bottom side
of the transparent pipe. The velocity at the bottom of the pipe is slightly lower than
the left side velocity. The average velocities are reported in Table D.1. For the case
of 150 percent motor speed compared to 100 percent motor speed, higher average
velocities at both measured positions are obtained. The raw meal flow behaviour is
almost the same though.
D.4.3.1.1 Air intake closed - Flap valve fully open
This test is only carried out for 100 percent motor speed. As the air intake is closed in
the pipe system, the raw meal flow pattern in the transparent pipe has been changed
significantly. The determined averaged raw meal velocity in the transparent pipe
is depicted schematically in Fig. D.11. An upward (negative) raw meal velocity is
observed for the left side of the pipe while at the right and top sides, the flow is
mostly downward. Based on observations, in the bottom side of the pipe, there is a
region with approximately zero velocity. Compared to the case with open air intake,
the maximum velocity is higher. However, it seems that the bulk velocity of particles
lies in the same range. The average velocities are reported in Table D.1.
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     Vmean = 1.4 m/s 
    STD = 0.83 
Metallic bar 
Left side Right side 
Top side 
Approximate zero velocity 
(only observation) 
Figure D.11: The averaged raw meal velocity in the transparent pipe cross section
for 100 percent motor speed. The air intake is closed and the flap
valve is fully open.
D.4.3.1.2 Air intake closed - Flap valve removed
This test is carried out for both 100 and 150 percent motor speeds. The behaviour
of two cases are nearly the same with different average velocities. The raw meal
flows mainly at the bottom of the pipe while there is sometimes a cloud of material
flowing at the top. At some periods, an upward (negative velocity) flow of raw meal
is observed at the top but with much less strength and different position compared
to the case with the flap valve. The velocity is measured at the bottom right side of
the pipe cross section as it can be observed in Fig. D.12. The average velocities are
reported in Table D.2.
Metallic bar 
Left side Right side 
Top side 
Area of 
measurement 
Figure D.12: The behaviour of raw meal velocity in the transparent pipe cross
section for 100 percent motor speed. The air intake is closed and the
flap valve is removed.
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D.4.4 Summary
In this section, the behaviour of the cold raw meal flow in a slanted pipe with diameter
of 160 mm is discussed. the raw meal velocity is reported for motor speeds of 15,
100, and 150 percent for different conditions, i.e. flap valve open/removed and air
intake open/closed. For some cases, the velocity is reported at different points in the
cross section of the transparent pipe while for other cases, it is reported for the whole
cross section. The velocity measurements are summarized in Table D.1, Table D.2
and Fig. D.13. It should be noted that the error bars in Fig. D.13 represent both
uncertainty in velocity measurement and also the fluctuations of raw meal velocity
in time.
A general trend of decreased raw meal speed for lower mass flow rates is observed.
However, the slope of this change is small and insignificant. For example, for the
experiments with the flap valve removed, the raw meal velocity is decreased around
16% for a decrease in the raw meal mass flow of approximately 87%. When the
flap valve is removed from the system, the averaged velocities are slightly increased
compared to their corresponding values before its removal. This may be due to the
fact that the square geometry of this flap valve may reduce the speed of particles
as they travel through it. It should be kept in mind that the reported velocities are
measured at different positions in the cross–section of the transparent pipe and they
does not necessarily represent the averaged velocity of the raw meal particles in the
whole cross section. From the above reasoning, it can be concluded that for small
pipes, the speed of the raw meal at cold conditions is almost constant for different
mass flow rates and the amount of speed probably depends only on the specific pipe
slope, pipe diameter, and impediments in the path of the raw meal flow.
When the air intake is closed, a smaller amount of air is allowed to the system
and consequently, the raw meal flow would be less aerated. Furthermore, the flow
behaviour inside the transparent pipe would become more complex as instants of
reversed flow at some locations in the cross section of the transparent pipe can be
seen. This behaviour is more pronounced when the flap valve is installed in the piping
system since it induces more complexity to the raw meal flow. For the case with flap
valve removed and to the author’s knowledge, when there is a reverse flow of the
raw meal, only a small amount of material is transported upward because the main
(downward) flow is only slightly aerated and only clouds of raw meal may exist at
the top of the cross section.
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Table D.1: Summary of the measured raw meal velocities inside the transparent
pipe at different motor speeds when the flap valve is installed in the
piping system and it is fully open.
Motor
speed (%)
Period/ Position Air intake Time–averagedvelocity (m/s)
Standard
deviation
(m/s)
Number of
samples
15
periods with
high amount of
flow
open 4.27 0.84 53
15 periods with lowamount of flow open 5.20 1.08 101
100 left open 5.09 0.81 69
100 bottom open 4.82 0.92 66
100 top closed 1.39 0.84 38
100 bottom left closed -1.02 0.66 27
100 right closed 6.39 0.78 54
150 side open 5.79 0.78 73
150 bottom open 5.52 0.84 68
Table D.2: Summary of the measured raw meal velocities inside the transparent
pipe at different motor speeds when the flap valve is removed from the
piping system.
Motor
speed (%)
Period/ Position Air intake Time–averagedvelocity (m/s)
Standard
deviation
(m/s)
Number of
samples
15 bottom closed 4.93 0.82 73
50 bottom closed 5.04 0.77 133
100 bottom closed 5.76 0.94 103
150 bottom closed 5.84 0.76 83
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Figure D.13: Summary of the measured raw meal velocity at different locations
of the transparent pipe cross section. The error bars represent both
uncertainty and raw meal velocity fluctuations.
D.5 Experimental results and discussions: Main pipe
In this section, a short discussion regarding the raw meal flow in the main pipe is
given for two motor speeds of 100 and 150 percent. As explained before, in order to
feed the raw meal into the main pipe, a flexible pipe is connected to the entrance
of the main pipe. The flexible pipe is fixed at different positions of the main pipe
entrance to study the effect of inlet position for the main pipe. From the discussions
presented for the small pipe, the raw meal speed is almost constant for all mass flow
rates. So it can be assumed that for both experiments (100 and 150 percent of motor
speed), the raw meal enters with a same time–averaged velocity to the main pipe and
only the position and the amount of the raw meal flow would be different.
D.5.1 Inlet position 1
For this case, the position at which the raw meal is fed to the main pipe is shown in
Fig. D.14 (top). For this inlet position, and for both mass flows tested (100 and 150
percent motor speed), regularly a lump of particles are observed that are laid before
the exit and in the left side (please refer to the top view in Fig. D.4). These lumps
are washed away from time to time by an impact of high velocity particles. For this
case, the reported particles averaged velocity is, in fact, the particles velocity after
their impact with the lump of material (in order to remove the lump of material in
the real plant and avoiding build ups, it is possible to use air blasters occasionally).
The raw meal particles exit the main pipe mainly from the far side (the right side of
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the top view in Fig. D.4). The time–averaged particle speed at this position of the
main pipe is determined to be equal to 3.08 m/s for 100 percent motor speed and
3.55 m/s for 150 percent motor speed. For better clarification, the above behaviour
is shown in Fig. D.15.
Figure D.14: The first (top picture) and second (bottom picture) positions at which
raw meal is fed to the main pipe through the flexible pipe. The view
of the main pipe is approximately the same view as the top view
shown in Fig. D.4.
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Figure D.15: The behaviour of the raw meal at the exit of the main pipe for inlet
position 1. 1: The position at which the raw meal mainly flows. 2:
Raw meal material piled up at the exit of the main pipe. 3: The
collision of high speed streaks of raw meal with the piled up material.
D.5.2 Inlet position 2
The second position at which the raw meal material is fed to the main pipe is shown
in the bottom picture of Fig. D.14. To the author’s knowledge, the possibility that
the raw meal enters to the main pipe from this position is small. However, this may
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happen if the raw meal flow experiences sudden changes in the velocity direction
in the upstream full–scale pipe. When the raw meal particles enter the main pipe
from position 2, they exit the main pipe more uniformly while no stationary lump of
material is observed. The flow of the raw meal particles at the exit is more aerated
mainly because they have experienced a change in the velocity direction upstream of
the exit (please refer to the left view in Fig. D.4). The average velocity is slightly
higher than the above–mentioned two cases and can be found in Table D.3.
D.5.3 Summary
In this section, a short discussion about the flow of raw meal in the main pipe is pre-
sented. The main pipe is designed to feed the raw meal into a calciner compartment
tangentially and it is preferable that the raw meal exits the main pipe from its far
end. The behaviour of the raw meal flow at the main pipe exit strongly depends on
the position at which the raw meal enters the main pipe. The observed change in
the behaviour may cause the calciner to work at off–design conditions. This makes
the study of the upstream full–scale pipe that carries the raw meal flow to the main
pipe more important. The measured averaged raw meal velocities are summarized in
Table D.3.
Table D.3: Summary of the measured raw meal velocities at the exit of the main
pipe for two different locations of the flexible pipe at its entrance.
Motor
speed (%)
Inlet position Time–averagedvelocity (m/s)
Standard
deviation
(m/s)
Number of
samples
100 1 3.08 0.55 77
150 1 3.54 0.46 70
100 2 4.08 0.68 79
D.6 Summary and conclusion
The raw meal flow at cold conditions in full–scale pipes is experimentally studied.
The full–scale pipes included a smaller diameter pipe system with an approximate
length of 15 m to transport the raw meal into a main full–scale pipe for a recently
designed calciner. The velocity is determined at a transparent section of the smaller
pipe system using video imaging. The determined velocities show that there is a
weak influence of mass flow rate on the velocity. An increase in the mass flow rate
by a factor of 5 increases the velocity by 20 percent. However, the behaviour of the
raw meal inside the cross–section of the transparent pipe is different. For the case
when no air is allowed from the air intake pipe (which is closer to the conditions in
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full–scale raw meal pipes) and with the flap valve removed, the raw meal particles
are mainly flowing at the bottom of the pipe. Furthermore, clouds of raw meal are
observed at the top that occasionally move in the opposite direction.
For the main pipe, the behaviour of the raw meal at the exit is shortly explained with
regards to the position at which the raw meal is fed to its inlet. It was observed that
the raw meal behaviour changes significantly for inlet position 2 which differs from
the preferred designed conditions. The observed behaviour highlights the importance
of investigating the raw meal flow in the upstream full–scale pipe.
There are some limitations for the reported experiments and the measured velocities
that are listed below.
• The velocity is determined based on observations from the outside of the trans-
parent pipe. This indicates that the measured velocity is the velocity of raw
meal particles that are in contact with (or close to) the walls. The internal
velocity of raw meal particles might be different from the measured velocity at
walls.
• As the raw meal velocity was measured at only one position of the pipe system
(the transparent section), it is not possible to identify whether the raw meal
has reached a terminal velocity or not.
• For the velocity measurements, the structures are tracked by human eye. It
has been tried to be as objective as possible toward selecting and tracking the
structures. However, there might be a tendency toward selecting specific types
of structures, such as the ones that are easier to track or the ones that are
bigger. These structures may have different behaviour (velocity) as compared
to other structures in the flow.
Appendix E
Details of full–scale
measurements of FF–fired and
RDF–fired calciner
E.1 Uncertainty analysis of temperature measure-
ments
As calciners are considered as medium to dilute gas–solid systems, the gas tempera-
ture measurement presented in section 7.2.1 can be influenced by the radiation heat
transfer between the thermocouple and the surrounding medium [357, 358]. In this
appendix, a rough approximation for estimation of this uncertainty in the measured
gas temperature is presented with a similar approach used in [359]. To do so, an
energy balance for the thermocouple is considered in steady state condition. Accord-
ingly, the energy Eq. (5.5) is reduced to,
Nupκg
dthermocouple
(Tg − Tmeas) + thermocoupleσ(T 4env − T 4meas) = 0 (E.1)
where dthermocouple is the diameter of the cylinder (thermocouple) which is assumed
to be equal to 3 mm and Tmeas is the measured temperature. The Nusselt number
is calculated based on the correlation proposed by Churchill and Bernstein [360] for
cylindrical bodies and ReDPr > 0.2 (ReD is the cylinder Reynolds number based on
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its diameter). The Nusselt and Re numbers and gas properties are calculated based on
the film temperature, i.e. the average temperature between the thermocouple and the
gas. It is assumed that during temperature measurements, the thermocouple is coated
with a thin layer of clinker. The emissivity of clinker material for temperature of
960°C is reported to lie in the range of 0.77–0.84 [361]. Accordingly, the thermocouple
emissivity, thermocouple, is assumed to be equal to 0.8.
Based on the proposed method, the estimated uncertainties are depicted in Fig. E.1
as a function of gas temperature and the difference between the environment and gas
temperatures. The gas velocities of 5 and 35 m/s are typical superficial gas velocities
in ILC systems for the main calciner vessel and the riser, respectively. It can be
stated that for maximum temperature difference between the gas and environment
of 100°C, the deviation between the measured temperature and the gas temperature
can be as high as 6% of the measured value in the worst condition (temperatures are
in Kelvin).
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Figure E.1: Estimated uncertainties in the gas temperature measurements as a
function of gas temperature, Tg, and the difference between the en-
vironment and gas temperature, Tenv −Tg, for gas velocities of 5 (top)
and 35 (bottom) m/s. The parameter Tg−TmeasTmeas is calculated for tem-
peratures with unit of Kelvin.
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E.2 Overview of the measurement points
In this section, more details regarding the measurement points are presented. The
studied calciner is accessible from 6 floors (and several intermediate platforms). In
each floor, there are available measurement holes for temperature and gas composi-
tion measurements. An overview of the calciner measurement floors and measurement
cross–sections is presented in Fig. 7.2. The candidate measurement holes for tem-
perature and gas species measurements were spotted and marked in the first day of
measurement campaign. The available measurement holes in each cross–section are
depicted schematically in Fig. E.2. It should be noted that for temperature and gas
species measurement, the accessible area outside of each measurement hole should be
sufficient so that the probe can be placed inside the calciner. The green symbols in
Fig. E.2 represent the available holes that are finally used during the measurements.
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Figure E.2: Overview of the used (symbols filled with green color) and unused (hol-
low symbols) measurement holes in each cross–section of the calciner.
The position of each cross–section is shown in Fig. 7.2.
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E.3 Spacial distribution of gas temperature and species
concentration measurements
Cross–sectional variations of the time–averaged measured values of gas temperature
and species concentrations are provided in Figs. E.3 to E.7 for all of the studied
measurement scenarios. For all of the depicted cross-sectional measurements, the
rotary kiln is placed in the right side of the cross–section and the tertiary air enters
the calciner from the SE side (with an approximate angle of -16 degree) which is
shown schematically in Fig. E.3 for point 3–1. The value after ± sign is twice
of standard deviation of measurement fluctuations indicating that, by assuming a
Gaussian (normal) distribution for the fluctuations, there is around 95% probability
that the actual value lies within the reported value.
In order to check the cross–sectional variations at point 6–1, the gas species con-
centrations are measured at this point using the 4 m probe during the first day of
measurements, i.e., measurement scenario–mix–1 (see Fig. E.3). The time–averaged
values for O2, CO2, and CO are different in a range of (difference between the maxi-
mum and minimum time–averaged point measurement in the cross–section) 0.5 (vol.%
dry), 1.2 (vol.% dry), and 51 (PPM dry), respectively. As the time–averaged values
in point 6–1 cross–section lie within a narrow range, it has been decided that the gas
species measurements are carried out with either 2 m probe or KilnLoqTM probe in
one point of the cross–section and for a long period of time (nearly the same period
as the duration of the measurement scenario).
During measurement scenario–mix–1 and scenario–mix–2, the gas temperature is
measured in cross–section 3–3 which provides qualitative information regarding the
mixing of raw meal particles fed to the upper calciner with the carrier gas (see Figs.
E.3 and E.4). For this comparison, it is required to consider the gas temperature
measurements at points 3–1 and 3–2, to see how the measured temperatures changes
by moving in the downstream direction. For the measurement scenario–mix–1, 41%
of the raw meal is fed to the upper calciner from the third cyclone, and a noticeable
decrease in the measured temperature is observed in the center and the north sides of
the cross–section. Furthermore, in the mentioned regions, the measured temperature
is lower than the temperatures measured in cross–section 3–1. This can be attributed
to the higher tendency of the raw meal particles fed to the upper calciner to distribute
in the central and especially northern regions of the cross–section. For measurement
scenario–mix–2, a smaller amount of raw meal is fed to the calciner and the same
behaviour takes place but in a weaker level.
The differences in the time–averaged cross–sectional values are more pronounced in
the reduction zone (point 2–1) and the lower calciner (point 3–1) where the tertiary
air is fed to the calciner system. The reduction zone temperature and/or gas species
concentrations are measured during all of the measurement scenarios except scenario–
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mix–1. The temperature measurements at this point do not exhibit a common trend;
but for scenario–mix–2 and scenario–FF–2, at the west side, the measured tempera-
tures are low (e.g., lower than 1000°C); and for scenario–mix–2, scenario–FF–2 and
scenario–FF–1, at the east side, the measured temperatures are high (e.g., higher than
1000°C). For the measurement scenario–RDF–1, scenario–FF–1, and scenario–FF–2,
the measured O2 concentration is usually low at the north and northwest sides, i.e.,
0.4–1.7 vol.% dry, and conversely, high at the south and southeast sides, i.e., 2.5–5.6
vol.% dry. This behaviour can be an indication of higher concentration (and maybe
recirculation) of fuel particles in the northern side of the reduction zone cross–section
(point 2–1) compared to the southern side. For some cases (e.g., scenario–FF–2), the
measured CO2 concentration is higher in the northern side which is an indication of
the recirculation of raw meal particles at this location.
The non–uniform distribution of the gas temperature and species concentration in the
bottom calciner (point 3–1) is mainly due to the mixing of the gas–solid flow from the
riser with the tertiary air. The tertiary air is positioned around 9 m upstream of the
point 3–1. Depending on the measurement scenario, the tertiary air temperature can
be either lower than or almost equal to the temperature of the gasses from the riser
(the gas temperature inside the tertiary air is not measured during the measurement
campaign). However, from the gas species concentration, it is possible to have an
interpretation regarding the swirling motion of tertiary air from the place that it is
entered to the calciner up to point 3–1. According to the gas species concentration,
the tertiary air can be traced in point 3–1 cross–section in the central–western regions
for the measurement scenario–mix–1 and scenario–RDF–1, in the central–northern
regions for the measurement scenario–mix–2, and in the central–western–northern
region for the measurement scenario–FF–2. No clear tracing of tertiary air can be
observed for measurement scenario–FF–1. It can be stated that for the measurement
scenarios with a smaller amount of raw meal fed to the upper calciner (or higher
amount of raw meal fed to the lower calciner), i.e., scenario–mix–2 and scenario–FF–
2, there is a higher tendency that the tertiary air flow can penetrate to the northern
regions of the cross–section while for the other cases, the tertiary air can be traced
in the central and eastern regions.
For point 4–1, the cross–sectional distributions of the gas temperature and species
concentrations are more uniform (compared to point 3–1) and are not discussed
further here.
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Figure E.3: Spacial distributions of gas temperature and species concentration measurements in different cross–sections
for measurement scenario–mix–1.
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Figure E.3 (continued).
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Figure E.4: Spacial distributions of gas temperature and species concentration measurements in different cross–sections
for measurement scenario–mix–2.
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Figure E.4 (continued).
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Figure E.5: Spacial distributions of gas temperature and species concentration measurements in different cross–sections
for measurement scenario–RDF–1.
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Figure E.5 (continued).
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Figure E.6: Spacial distributions of gas temperature and species concentration measurements in different cross–sections
for measurement scenario–FF–2.
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Figure E.6 (continued).
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Figure E.7: Spacial distributions of gas temperature and species concentration measurements in different cross–sections
for measurement scenario–FF–1.
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Appendix F
The cross–sectional profiles of
full–scale calciner CFD
simulations
F.1 Dependency of cross–sectional profiles on the
grid fineness
In this section, a brief discussion regarding the dependency of the uniformity of cross–
sectional profiles on the grid fineness is provided. Depicted in Fig. F.1 is a comparison
of the gas temperature and O2 concentration at the measurement point 4–1 and for
the CFD simulation results from coarse, medium, and fine grids. According to this
comparison, it can be stated that for the temperature profiles, no specific trend for
the uniformity can be observed. However, for O2 concentration profiles, it can be
stated that for the fine grid compared to the medium grid, a more uniform contour
plot is predicted. This is in agreement with the discussion provided in section 8.4.1.
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Figure F.1: Comparison of the predicted gas temperature and O2 concentration
contours at the measurement point 4–1 from simulation cases of FF–
coarse (top), FF–medium (middle), and FF–fine (bottom).
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F.2 Cross–sectional distribution of FF–medium sim-
ulation results and comparison with measure-
ment scenario–FF–2
The cross–sectional distributions of gas temperature and O2 and CO2 species con-
centrations predicted from the simulation case FF–medium are presented in Fig. F.2
and compared with the data from measurement scenario–FF–2.
At measurement point 1–2 (riser cross–section), the contour plots of gas temperature
and species concentration from the simulation results are uniform and equal to the
parameters set as boundary condition at the kiln inlet.
For measurement point 2–1 (reduction zone) and according to the simulation results,
the gas temperature is lower for regions close to the walls, especially in the east and
south–east sides, due to higher concentration of raw meal particles (see Fig. F.3) and
the progress of endothermic calcination reaction. The presence of raw meal particles
and calcination reaction can also be identified by higher CO2 concentration close to
the eastern wall. On the other hand, in the central regions, the gas temperature is
increased due to the oxidation of volatiles released from the fuel particles. This can
also be identified from the reduction of O2 concentration in the central regions. When
comparing results from the simulation with the measurements, it can be stated that
most of the predicted simulation results are different from those of the measurements
at the locations where the measurements are carried out. As no measurements are
carried out in the central regions of the cross–section, the actual distribution of gas
temperature and species concentration can not be completely identified over the whole
cross–section. However, it can be stated that according to the measurements, the fuel
volatile oxidation is extended toward the northern walls at the same time that the
calcination happens in these regions most likely due to recirculation of particles.
At the measurement point 3–1, the predicted gas temperature profiles from the sim-
ulation are slightly higher in the central regions compared to the regions close to
the walls. The measured gas temperatures are more uniform and in the range of
883–892°C, while the simulated gas temperatures, at the locations of measurements,
are in the range of 889–945°C. From the simulation results of gas species concentra-
tion, it can be stated that the gas streams from the tertiary air (fed to the calciner
from south–east side approximately 9 m upstream of the cross–section) rotate only
around 90 degrees. However, according to the measurements, this amount of rotation
should be in the range of 120–200 degrees. Also the simulation gas species profiles
are predicted to be more non–uniform than the measured ones. The measured O2
and CO2 concentrations are in the range of 4.5–7.3 and 22.5–28.1 (vol.% dry), respec-
tively. While at the locations of measurements, the predicted values of O2 and CO2
concentrations are in the range of 2.8–9.1 and 18.9–29.7 (vol.% dry), respectively.
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At the measurement point 4–1, the predicted temperature profiles from the simulation
results are slightly higher in the central regions compared to areas close to the walls.
The measured gas temperatures are in the range of 885–905°C while the estimated gas
temperatures are in the range of 888–915°C. The predicted gas species concentrations
from the simulation results exhibit more cross–sectional non–uniformities with higher
values of O2 (lower values of CO2) in the central and southern regions. The same
behaviour is observed from the measurements but with a higher degree of uniformity.
At the measurement points 5–1 and 6–1, only the gas temperature is measured at
different points over the cross–section. The simulated gas temperatures are more uni-
form compared to the upstream points. However, the non–uniformity level is higher
than those of the measured values. Overall, the gas temperature is underpredicted
around 28 and 14°C, respectively, at the measurement points 5–1 and 6–1.
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Figure F.2: Spacial distributions of gas temperature and species concentration measurements in different cross–sections
for measurement scenario–FF–2.
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Figure F.2 (continued).
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Figure F.2 (continued).
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The distributions of time–averaged particle volume fraction at measurement points
2–1, 3–1, and 4–1 as well as over the whole calciner are presented in Fig. F.3. It
can be stated that the particles have a higher tendency to accumulate near the walls
especially in the reduction zone and the conical section of the bottom calciner vessel.
This is an indication of recirculation of particles in the mentioned regions. However,
as the particles flow in the downstream direction, this tendency is weakened.
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Figure F.3: Contour plots of time–averaged solid phase volume fraction at different
measurement cross–sections for simulation case FF–medium.
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F.3 Cross–sectional distribution of RDF–medium
simulation results and comparison with mea-
surement scenario–RDF–1
The cross–sectional distribution of gas temperature and O2 and CO2 species concen-
trations predicted from simulation case RDF–medium are presented in Fig. F.4 and
compared with the data from measurement scenario–RDF–1.
Similar to section F.2, at the riser cross–section (point 1–2), the contour plots of gas
temperature and species concentration from the simulation results are uniform. O2
concentration is 1.8–3.3 (vol.% dry) smaller and CO2 concentration is 2.1–3.6 (vol.%
dry) higher compared to the measured values. The gas species concentration values
from simulations are equal to the kiln inlet boundary condition parameters.
For the measurement point 2–1 (reduction zone) and according to the simulation
results, high CO2 and low O2 concentrations are observed in regions close to the walls
most likely due to recirculation of solid fuel and raw meal particles in these regions.
The time–averaged contour plots of particles volume fraction in this cross–section are
presented in Fig. F.5. The gas temperature is predicted to be higher in the central
regions of the cross–section. High local amount of O2 in the south–west corner is
the stream of transport air carrying RDF particles to the calciner. When comparing
results from the simulation with the measurements, it can be stated that most of
the predicted simulation results are different from those of the measurements at the
locations where the measurements are carried out. In total, at the measurement
points, the amount of O2 is underpredicted and CO2 is overpredicted. As stated
before, because no measurements are carried out in the central regions of the cross–
section, the overall distribution of gas temperature and species concentration can not
completely be identified over the whole cross–section.
At the measurement point 3–1, the simulated gas temperature profiles are higher in
the northern regions of the cross–section. The measured gas temperatures are more
uniform and in the range of 909–986°C, while the simulated gas temperatures, at the
locations of measurements, are overpredicted and are in the range of 952–1113°C.
However, the approximate location of high gas temperature is predicted correctly.
From the simulation results of gas species concentration, it can be stated that the gas
streams from the tertiary air (fed to the calciner from south–east side approximately
9 m upstream of the cross–section) can be traced in the west side of the cross–
section which is in agreement with the measurements. In total, the cross–sectional
non–uniformity of gas species concentration is overpredicted in the simulation results
compared to the measurements. The measured O2 and CO2 concentrations are in
the range of 5.1–7.0 and 19.1–22.7 (vol.% dry), respectively. While at the locations
of measurements, the predicted values of O2 and CO2 concentrations are in the range
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of 4.5–12.7 and 13.5–24.4 (vol.% dry), respectively.
At the measurement point 4–1, both simulation and measured gas temperature pro-
files exhibit slightly higher values in the northern regions of the cross–section. How-
ever, similar to point 3–1, the gas temperatures are overpredicted. The measured gas
temperatures are in the range of 870–937°C while the estimated gas temperatures
are in the range of 954–1007°C. The cross–sectional non–uniformities of the gas tem-
peratures from measurements and simulations are almost similar. Similarly, at the
locations of measurements, the predicted non–uniformity of the gas species concen-
tration is in the same level as that of the measurements. The measured O2 and CO2
concentrations are in the range of 3.0–4.5 and 25.7–29.3 (vol.% dry), respectively.
The measured O2 concentration decreases from the north side to the south side. At
the locations of measurements, the predicted values of O2 and CO2 concentrations
are in the range of 4.7–6.2 and 23.6–26.7 (vol.% dry), respectively.
Similar to the FF–fired calciner, at measurement points 5–1 and 6–1, only the gas
temperature is measured at different points over the cross–section. The estimated gas
temperature from the simulations are more uniform compared to the upstream points.
And the non–uniformity level is slightly higher than those of the measured values.
Overall, the gas temperature is overpredicted around 10 and 22°C, respectively, at
the measurement points 5–1 and 6–1.
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Figure F.4: Spacial distributions of gas temperature and species concentration measurements in different cross–sections
for measurement scenario–RDF–1.
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Figure F.4 (continued).
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Figure F.4 (continued).
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The distributions of time–averaged particle volume fraction at the measurement
points 2–1, 3–1, and 4–1 as well as over the whole calciner are presented in Fig.
F.5. It can be stated that the particles have a higher tendency to accumulate near
the walls especially in the reduction zone. High concentration of particles in the con-
ical section of the bottom calciner vessel is an indication of recirculation of raw meal
and fuel particles. As the particles flow in the downstream direction, this tendency
is weakened.
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Figure F.5: Contour plots of time–averaged solid phase volume fraction at different
measurement cross–sections for simulation case RDF–medium.
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